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PRE FACE

This report provides a preliminary set of specifications covering
requirementS for motorcycle safety education curricula.
The.smifications were developed by the Natters' Public Services Research Institute
( NPSRI) under contract to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) (Contract No. DOT-HS-5-01182).
The NPSR1 effert was directed by Dr. A. James McKnight, Principal
Investigator, and Or. Kenaird McPherson, Co-Principal Inveifigatoru
Dr. DuaneJohnson Northern Illinois University, prepared the initial
draft of the specifications upon which this/report is based.
In deVeloping specifications, the NPSRI staff worked closely with
Dr. Allen
representatives of the Motorcycle Safety Foundation (MSF1.
Robinson, Mr. James Bloomquist,,Mv. /Adam Johnson, and Mr'. James Smith
also contributed to the specifications.

Appreciatjon is expressed to Kawasaki Motors Corporation for
providin- motorcycle equipment used in studying educational requirements.
Mr. Herbert Miller, NHTSA Contract Technical Manage- ,contributed

substant allyto,the methodology and format Toyed in the Preliminary
Specific tions.

f.

In addition to those named "aboe, the fellbwirig indivAduals,contributed extensively to the Prelimi ary:SpecificationN
ugh review
and:cdrfsultation:

Mr. Bruce Cummings, Xdwasaki Motors CorpcirktioA
Mr. Stuart, Munro, Ministry ofTransport (Canada)
Waxne.Muhler, National Public Serviees,Research
Mr. David Paull, Right Track Driving School
Mr.,Vobert Razor, AMeAcan:Motorcyclist.Associatfori
Mr. Robert Roush,
Iona Department of Public Instric

1%titute

Other of ,the NPSRI staff assisting in preparationof these
specifications,are Mrs. Molly A. Green,,. Ors. Wanda
rpfe d.and

Mrs: Ruth Rishert.
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INTRODUCTION

The number of motorcycles operating on the public highways has
increased markedly during the past decade.
According to the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS 1975) motorcycle registrations
have doubled during each of the last two. five-year periods.
The
growth of motorcycle ridership has addod substantifily to the highway
death toll.
A report by Robertson and Raker (1974) shows the fatality
rate for motorcycles to be approximately three times that of automobiles.
One of the factors contributing to the high motorcycle accident
rate is lack of proficiency on the part of operators. Statistics have
shown that an inordinately high proportion of accidents occur during
the first six to twelve months of riding (Reiss and Haley, 1968;
Waller, 1972).
This finding points to a critical need for programs of
motorcycle
e_y education that will endow new riders with the skills
and knowledges they need to survive the first perilous year of operation.

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION
the high accident rate which characterizes the motorcycle rider's
first year of operation attests to the need for a formal program of
motorcycle safety education. At the present time, this need is a long
way from being met.
Programs available for novice motorcycle riders
are largely confined to the following:
Communit- Programs--Sponsored by community agencies
such as police, motorcycle clubs, or service
organizations, Generally these programs are limited
in scope and emphasize the recreational aspects
of riding rather than survival in the traffic
environment.

Adult Eduia!kip_lrurilm--Taught through the public
school system but available primarily during nonschool hours and at a fee, both of which tend to
discourage widespread participation.
Secondary Schoo
school system but a
hours and at a _e

--Conducted by the public
imarily outside of school

Dealer _Prog_rams--Sponsored by manufacturers and dealers
and often having goals that are more promotional than
educational.

roam.%
,It es currently require mo orcycle safety
However.'even in these states many
under the age of 18.
lack the personnel and financial resources to provide
programs,
0%

m
ffp)t ort

have Impeded the widespread ntroduct on of
safety education into the pohlic school srttem. Foremost
Act

r

paging these

re

following:

Imav- I'reih.ihly the higges obst
tee the introduction
of motorcycle safety education to public schodls is the
"black leather .1nOtet" image that hang% over motorcycle
operationat least that which occurs on public streets.
The mottircyxle is patently the black sheep of the transportation family.
While motorcycle-ridership ham changed
considerablv in the last several years, stimulated to. a
great extent by the furl shortage, the traditional image
endures.

Man's,s parents feel that making motorcycle instruc-

tIon available to high school use is simply giving enloragement 'to
social evil.
:1

Instructors Few high school to cherc have the combination of
motorcycie opera t ng skill and knowledge of traffic safety

is required to reach motorcycle safety education.
ihanks to the efforts of the Motorcycle Safety Foundation
(M NI
old 4 number of other organizations, motorcycle instruc
tion is making its way into teacher preparation programs.
In time, a si7eable number of driver education teachers will
he knowledgeable in the operation of motorcycles. Yet, being
knowledgeable is a long way `from being a Skilled operator.
It
will he some time before school systems are able to obtain
people with both the competence and creditability needed to
nrn'itie4 comprehensive motorcycle instruction
that

)

Ixtr: -urricula- natureThe public at large doesn't view
clo riding as an essential activity like reading.
*riting, arithmeticor-even driving. Therefore, even when
motorcvcle instruction has entered the public school system,
it
has been typically treated as an extracurricular activity,
This status does not tend to
r.11.4:ht after school hours.
dye motorcvcle instruction a great deal of appeal.
fundini;=-One consequence of being an unessential activity
is the inability to share in general educational revenues.
Nor is motorcycle safety education very often privileged to
share in the highway.safetv funds generated from licenie feeS,
The lack of outside fundreg istr.ition fees or traffic fin'es.
in means that motorcycle safety education must he supported
,-ompletelv or in part through ctii1ent fees,
This further
detracts from It-, appeal.

DEVELOPMENT OF MOTdCYCLeSAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAMS

ThO mere institutionof'motorcycle safety education programs will
not automatically bring about a reduction of motorcycle accidents.
If it is to have any impact upon the number and severity of- motorcycle
accidents, motorcycle safety educati6n must utilize curricula that
are designed specifically to achieve that end; A curriculum design
process directed toward accident reduction would involve the following
four steps:
I.

Task Analisis--Analysis-ofthe motorcycle operator's tasks
to identify thqse performances that are essential to safe
operation and an identification of the knowledges and skills
that underlie those performances.

Determination of Instructional ObieCtivesEstablishment of
essential performances, knowledges, and skills as objectives
of a motorcycle ' fety education curriculum.
Design of Curriculum StructureOrganize instructional objectives into an effective learning sequence.
Design of Methods and Materials--Design of the instructional
metheids and materials capable of leading to attainment of
instructional objectives.
The first two steps have already been carried out. The Motorcycle.
Safety Foundation (MSF) completed in 1974 an Analysis of Motorcycle
Operator Tasks (McKnight and Heywood) and a Determination of Motorcycle Safety Education Objectives (McKnight and Pote). The remaining
steps involve determining what is required of'a curriculum for it to
The
be capable of leading to achievement of instructional objectives.
requirements must cover (1) an overall course structure. that will accommodate the different needs and capabilities of students, teachers and,
schools, (2) instructional methods capable of leading to effective learning, and (3) materials required to support selected instructional methods.
These requirements must be documented in the form of specifications
capable of guiding the development of the materials--teac_er lesson plans,
student texts and workbooks, instructional aids, equipment, and facilities-that bring a curriculum into being.

ROLE OF SPECIFICATIONS
preceded
Relatively few curriculum development efforts have bMore often than not, teachers simply
by the preparation of specifications.
select from available materials those that seem to cover what they want.
They assemble these materials in some kind of sequence and that becomes
a course.
It is rather like building a house without a blueprint.

-3-

OBJECTIVE OF SPECIFICATIONS
The objective in preparing these spec8fications is to provide asource document. that can be used in the development of motorcycle safety
The specifications are not a curriculum themselves.
education curricula.
A curricul =um identifies the pa_ icular instiupiohal techniques, textbooks,
se hours, number,of students, facilities,
media, training equipment,
This speoification, like a.specifich.
and so on that (_--e needed
ly identifies essential requirements tO be
cation for a material item
fulfilled in a way that meets the interest, needs and resources'of the
individuals and organizations that are doing the teaching.

ti

Preparing a .=et of specifications to guide curriculum development has
following advantages:
_Planning--The specifications provide an aid to planners
in making decisions as to the nature of motorcycle
safety education curricula to be developed.
Development- -The specifications provide a set
requirements that may be used byeducators in
development of their own curricula.

Coordination--The specifications provide a single
source through which different individuals, working
at different locations, can coordinate their'efforts.

StandardsThe specifications provide a set of
requirements which may be used by regulatory agencies
to define standards for development of curricula.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The objective of the project described in this report wUs to prepare
Set of Specifications capable of guiding development of effective motorTo offer thiS capability, Specificatjons
cycle safety education programs.
had to have the folloWing characteristics":

ValiditySpecifications, when fulfilled, must result
in a motorcycle safety education prfgram that is a
coSt-effective accident countermeasure.
Sufficiency--The contents of the Specifications must be
sufficiently comprehensive and detailed to prescribe
fully the essential requirements of an effective motorcycle safety education program.
Utility
__- -- Specifications, when placed in the hands of
competent curriculum, developers, must enable them to
fulfill the prescribed requirements.

-4-

14

fu
fo

This report describes the speci
iliment of the above objectives.
Owing sections:

ons that were prepared in
report is divided into the
N

=

Develo-ment of S-ecifications--A description of the
methods used in developing'and testing the content
of the specifications.
Content of S ecificatxons--A description of the types
of requirements identified in the specifications and
the manner in which. they are organized.
Course S-ecifications--A description of the specifications
that apply to al elements of motorcycle safety education.
Unit Speci fications -- Separate sections containing the
specifications for each of the six units of instruction.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIFICATIONS

the Methodology used in deVeloping the
Ths'section'summariz
specifications. Specific elements of methodology include:
Determination of goals and constr,.ints
EN.

Development of preliminary specifications
Pilot test

Results of pilot test

Revision of specifications

DETERMINATION OF GOALS AND CONSTRA
The rcilirirements of an educationni program are completely shaped by
the goals the program is intended to fuifill, and the constraints imposed
by-the capabilities rind limitations of individuals and organizations
participating in the program. This section will discuss both influences.
-

Goals of Motorcycle Safety Education
The ultimate goal of motorcycle safety education, as it is addressed
by these specifications, is to enable motorcycle operators to cope safely
with the full range of demands imposed by the- motorcycle's operating en-0
vironment. jn other words, it is designed to enable people to go where
they want to go without harming themselves or others.
For c..nvenience sake, the overall goals of motorcycle safety education can he subdivided in terms of both the objectives toward which students
are being trained and the leVel of proficiency 'involved.

Classifying courses by objectives results in the following major
categories:

On-Streetinstruction intended to enable students to
operate in the highway/traffic environment.
Off-Street -- Instruction directed toward recreational
-ri-driiifiroff-street areas such as trails.

Maintenance- - Instruction intended to enable students
to maintain, and service their own motorcycles.

Classifying instruction by level- of proficiency resu
following two major categories:

in the

Basic -- Instruction inte ed to enable students
TO attain' the minimum levels of proficiency required
for safe performance.

Advanced--Instruction intendpd to enable minimally
quail nni students to attain-higher levels of proficiency.

Let us examine each category of ohjective and the two levels of
proficiency within each.
On- Street Instruction

Both basic and advanced levels o
appropriate for inclusion within a se
specifications.

on-street instruction appear
of motorcycle safety education

Basic On-Street instruction is thd two-wheel counterpart of driver
It aims at providing students with the minimum levels of
skills and knowledge Tequired-to survive in the highway and traffic
The vast majority of'current motorcycle safety education
environment.
programs-are Basic On-Street programs.
education-.

Advanced On-Street instruction aims at_providing the higher levels
of skill needed in contending with various hazards of the highway and
It certainly is appropriate to a safety education
traffic environment.
program.

Off- Street Instruction

Accidents occurring in the off-street environment consist primarily
of falls and collisions with fixed objects and are, therefore, not nearly
However, they are more
as \severe as those occurring on the street.
,lust
how
numerous
no
one
knows
since
they do not have to be
numerous.
However,
judging
.from
the
number
of broken limbs,
reported to anyone.
cuts, abrasions and other injuries logged by emergency rooms, this problem
is one of large magnitude. While few fatalities are involved, they add
up to a considerable cost in medical bills and lost work time.
Basic__o_ff- street instruction directed toward enabling riders to
cope safely with the rigors of the off-street areas appears to he a legitimate part of motorcycle safety education. However, instruction aimed
at enabling riders to compete with one another, or compete with the elements
by unOertaking greater challenges may be considered outside the scope of
This exclusion eliminated many off-street
-safety education programs.

tasks fri6rm basic instruction an
instruction entirely.

-o eliminated advanced off-street

Maintenance
Basic
a hazard to its= op rator.
A poorly maintained motorcycle
instruction in keeping a motorcycle properly maintained is therefore an
important element of motorcycle safety education.

A large number of relatively complex servicing and repair tasks can
he performed without expensive tools, test equipment, or 'facilities,
and without requiring a high degree of mechanical skill. This fact, along
with the fact that qualified motorcycle mechanics arein,short supply in
many areas tends to encourage many operators to attempt to perform advaniimiiialAaa=g jobs by themselves. This is an advantage to them so
long as the work is properly perfoymed. _However, a botched job.,pxposes
For this reason, the ability of operathe operator to serious hazard.
tots to perform advanced maintenance tasks and to distinguish what
they can safely do from that which requires recourse toprofessiona
merits inclusion among the goals of motorcycle safety -education.

Constraints

The requirements of an educational program are also *aped by the
constraints imposed by the circumstances under which theyare administered.
Some of the constraints imposed upon motorcycle safety ediication were
alluded to earlier in describing obstacles to the institution of motorPublic resistance to, motorcycle safety
cycle safety education courses.
education, lack of funds, and shortages of qualified teachers limit the
extent to which motorcycle safety education can be integrated into school
curricula.. Current motorcycle safety education programs'were studied to
Valuable sources
identify operating constraints in more specific terms.
of information were (1) the results of a-statewide adult education_program
conducted in the State of California with the'assistancePf the Motorcycle
Safety Foundation, (2) a nationwide survey of 53 motorcycle safety
Oreducation programs, conducted jointly by the project staff and th
cycle Training Subcommittee of the Transportation Research Board
and (3) the general experience of project staff personnel and pro
consultants in the administration of motorcycle safety education programs.
udent Related Constraints
The variability in characteristics of motorcycle safety education
students imposes requirements that are not found in programs having a more
homogeneous student input population. This variability includes student
age, riding experience, and interest.
AEc--The great majority of motorcycle safety education students are
In the TRB survey, the average age was determined to he under
However, this still leaves 14% of programs
21 an 86% of the programs.
In fact, in
out of the S3 programs,
in which the average age is over , 1.
the average age was over 30.
tee
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In courses taught outside of the high schoel syste the range
of ages in any one clasp may be quite large. For'exampte,-in the, adult
eduption program 6ondlacted in California, ages ranked from'll to 66
years.

Gsae-rerience--Variation in age brings with it

cont'id-

The TRBsurve

erable variation in general vehicle operation experience.
disclosed that in approximately 2/3 of the programs, less than half of
the students hold'a valid driver's license,. This means that the student
population consists primarily of individuals lacking geheral driving
'- experience and the knowledge of rules of the road, safe driving practices,
and defensive driving techniques that accrug to such experience.

Motorcycle '0 eratihg ExperienceOne might not expect much interest
orcycic sz ty aducatfon on the part of, experienced ridera.
ever, a significant number of motorcycle safetyle4ucation stUdents have
Some are-attempting ta, make,,theltransition from",One,envirOnridden before.
ment to the other; for example, recreational riders turning to the moorcycle as' a form of transportation and attempting toNaCquire khowLedge,
safe street operation.. The number of experienced off - street riders seeking
instruction would probably increase with the introduction of lawsjvquirtrig formal motorcycle safety education- of those. under 18, wit_ the ssue
ance of insurance discounts to those will to enter istruction,
also
trails-ma
movement in the other direCtion--from the highway.to,the
occur as those buying a motorcycle purely for transportatIonal
become interested in recreational riding.
-

The second major 40tegory of students having'previous riding expe
adults returning to motorcycle operation after a long
(mice consists
A signifi nt-numher, Of these "retreads enrol -1 in motorlapscoof time.
o recapture old skills 1.1c1 to learn whathascycle safety education
been discovered or inve ted d -ing the time they have been away,fromtthe
0
motorcycle
Student Interests- -The interests of students, vary as Much as the
Some students are interested in learning to ride a motorbackgrounds.
cycle ps a means of transportation, others as a. form of\reereatiOn. Some
while others. want to'
students are content simply to ride the
A
motorcycle
safety
education program
motorcycle
learn all about its inner workings.
must accommodate this wide range of interests-if it'is. to be widely
ended,'

Resources Constraints.

able to support motorcycle safety education will
Les iv.
influence such things,as the length of the course, number of classes,.
amount of on -hike practice, instructiaeal aids, and training faciliti
The 'FRB survey discloses that slightly over half of motorcycle safety.
In
education courses are supported to some extent through student fees.
25% of courses, all of the expense is horde by students.
,

4

.1Approximately half the schools respOnding to the-TRB survey were
limited to one or two classes a year. A typical course provided (1,..19
hours of classroom instruction up- to 8 -hours of range Thstructi.,
1,3 bours-of,on-strett instruct .ion.
Po

--,

_constraints
4

The, manner in which Metorcycleosafety educe
highly Sensit e to the p9licies of thohdst,

schcio4s,are as h

4-ijable'tomotorcycle

instruct

driVer education,
Slightly less than halt' o
by the TRB survey were a formal Secondary,
10%,were part .of adult education pribgramS.
taught outside of the 'formal public sai'

Poli y also influences what
One aspect of motorcycleihstructio
policy is on-street instruction.
bypassed-e owing o the unwillingness
policies coveringit.
Thirty- percent. q
TRB surve diU mitt offer on- street'inst

erect

'Few
are to
encompassed
AnOther
-appear to be

-

e safety education.
constrained by
_s
on is often
nsurance carriers to write
schools responding to the
onijvhile another 45% restricted

it to 1-3 Tours.
Effect; o

Constraints

Va rious constraints descr bed 4tiove are not immutable; they merely
escribe the present state()
otortyCle safety edu-ation.
Resources And
polictoi can
c. an be changed with
stroke of a p
-The constraints imposed
by the interests'an backgro
Of students ar also susceptible tq
..1
change, although ov
longe_ period of time.
,

.

\4.___

Change is,partic
rly'likely to occur if motorcycle safety education
is shown to be an effec ive countermeasure. There is a certain circularity
to this in that evidence of effectiveneSs'will- not he forthcoming so long
as present constrain ,prevent an,effect-Ne course from being taught. In
developing the:pepi6i-ratidtis it was,,th refore, nec,essary to attempt a
distinction bet -en constraints that .are truly
inherent part of motorcycle safety 06 ation and
Ose tha merely re_lect current limitations.
The latter wero*ribt allowed to inter ere'witb the formulation of requirements that were sewed as critical to, effective motiVatiort.

i

_

,

In reviewing the_ l
requirements
matey ot

fications theme ye4_it will be
rent that
Uld not,now be
by organii
currently
sponS6rAng the motorcycle safety edutation programs. To limit requireMents, to thOse that ake capable of bein"g metidt the present' time would he
to bind the future-by the present.
the purpose of identifying require-.
ments tbat_ate bcond the current
-Of-the-art,:is to help guide future
developmentS--developmenf techniques Mator)ils,uipment,
toward wort hWh i le ,objecti'ves.,
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:vEcopmpiT pr PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATIONS

A set of Preliminary Specifications for Motorcycle Safety Education
rograms capable of fulfilling essential objectives within real_ constraints
rs prepared by the project staff. These specifications set forth curricuim requireiments in terms of the same elements as appear in the Final, Specifitins in .Farf 11 of this report, namely instructional objectives,'preNuisites,instructional methods, instructional materials, and proficiency
psessment Measures. They differed from the Final Specifications in two
firgt,they were organized strictly in functional terms, that is,
aspects.
terms. of the r4der performances they were designed to support, rather than
terms of the instructional sequence in which a curriculum would be adminitered.
Secondly, they were far less detailed than the Final Specifications,
:atinie requirements at a more general level.
1

1

1UreeS, of Oontent

The primary source of instructional objectives was the Motorcycle Safety
anidation's "MotorCycle Task Analysis" (McKnight and Heywood, 1974) and the
.nstructional Objectives for Motorcycle Safety Education" (McKnight and Pote,
)74).
Sources used in establishing requirements for instructional methods
id materials were far more extensive. They may be classified as follows:

Course GuidesTeacher guidance materials prepared by
universities, go011rnment agencies, and professional organizations.

Informational Mat- vials- =Publications, including textbooks
and pamphlets, prepared by textbook publishers, motorcycle
manufacturers, universities, governmental agencies, and
safety organizations.
AudioVisual Materials -- Slides, filmstrips, and`--ilms prepared
by media organizations, manufacturers, the arms d services,
and safety organizations.
1

is safe to say that the great majority of motorcycle instructional
.terials available within United States and Canada were reviewed by
li.Troject staff in establishing the content of the Preliminary Specifitions.

nd Revision

An initial draft of the Preliminary Specifications was prepared and
sseminated among individuals representing various elements of motorcycle
_y education, including high school instruction, teacher preparation,
ate superVision, recreational riding, and media development. Reviewers
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were invited to comment upon the validity and prac=ticality of the requirements set forth in the Preliminary Specifications. l pon completion of this
review process, a panel was assembled in Washington, D. E. for a two-day
meeting in which the draft and reviewer comments were discussed and inconsistencies resolved.
Individuals participating in the review process appear
below.
Those -whose,names are marked with an asterisk took part in the two-

day panel revieW4/'
Mr. James Bloomquist
Mr. Bruce Cummings
Ms. Ruth Huges

*

Dr. Kent .Jesse

* Mr,
Dr.
*
Mr.
Mr.

Stuart Munro
David Paull
Robert Rasor
Allen Robinson
Robert Roush
Jack Weaver
Lester K. White

Motorcycle Safety Foundation
Kawasaki Motors Corporation
- -Aetna Life and Casualty Company
Kawasaki Motors Corporation
Transport Canada
Right Track Driving School
American Motorcyclist Association
Motorcycle Safety Foundation
Iowa Department of Public InstructkOn
Texas A & M University
American Honda, Inc.

The drafts of the Preliminary Specifications were revised on the basis of
anel review.
Approximately a third of the original content was altered as a *
result of the review process. The revision was submitted to NHTSA as an Interim
Report (McKnight, McPherson and Johnson, 1976).

PILOT TEST

To evaluate the validity Of the requirements et forth in the Preliminary
Specifications, a Pilot Test was conducted jointly by NPSRI and the staff of
the Motorcycle Safety Foundation (MSF). The Pilot Test included the following
activities:
Preparation _of Materials -- Preparation of student materials,
materials,
aterials, and instructional aids-based upon the
requirements set forth in the Preliminary Specifications.

Administration of Pilot TestThe administration of a
course utilizing the materials prepared from the Preliminary
Specifications.

Yhe
r,lnt.,.ations listed are those represented by the reviewers and
panelists at the time the
iVity took place

Preparation of Materials

Materials required in ;Upport of Pilot Test Instruction were prepared
All materials were based upon requirements set
jointly by NPSRI and MSF.
forth in the Specification

Student Materia
MSF revised the texxtbook for its "Beginning Rider Course" to conform to
The resulting text
requirements set forth in the Preliminary Specifications.
was entitled "MotorcYcle Rider Course" (MSF 1976a). At the time the Pilot
Test took place, the Motorcycle bider Course was in its final draft stages.
This draft was reproduced by MSF in sufficient copies to support,Ithe Pilot
Te

Two areas not covered by the Motorcycle Rider Course were motorcycle
Maintenance instruction was supported
by a combination of (1) owners manuals supplied with the vehicles used in
training, (2) shop manuals prepared by motorcycle manufacturers, and (3) materials
rprovided by the professional mechanic engaged as a maintenance instructor.
maintenance and off-street o- '-ration.

A number of available trail riding texts were reviewed as potential
calpidates for student material in support of off-street instruction. The
publication "How to Select, Ride, and Maintain Your Trail Bike" (Richmond,
1972) was selected as being the most comprehenSive with respect-to requirements for off-street riding set forth in the Preliminary Specifications.

Teacher Materials

1n'support of classroom and laboratory instruction, the project staff
prepared lesson plans utilizing instructional methods appearing in the
Classroom instruction was structured primarily
Preliminary Specifications.
by the content of the information to be presented and discussed and, therefore, presented no particular problem. The primary effort was directed
toward devising specific laboratory activities that were consonant with
In this regard, lesson plans drew heavily upon
specified requirements.
existing curriculum materials.
At the time teacher materials were being developed, MSF was in the
process of preparing an Instructor's Guide as part of its Motorcycle Rider Course
While this document was based upon the Preliminary Specifications,
(MSF 19 76b).

however,
of information ustd in preparing

it- was i,ot suffic gently completed to be used In the Pilot Test .

it constituted one of the more useful sour
teacher materials.

Instructional Aid-,
h
audio /cassette
A;:d
MSE cont
four I6MM
ted for development
The
content
of
these audiotilmstrips as part of the Motorcycle Rider Course.
visual aids were in conformance with the Preliminary Specifications.
Unfortunately, the period of time available between completelon_of. the Preliminary
Specifications and the start of the Pilot Test was not long enough to accommodate
the entire audiovisual development cycle. However, by delaying the Pilot Test
4s long as the project schedule and Maryland climate permitted, it was
possible to utilize the early work prints as instructional aids. Actually,
the fact that the aids were in the corm of work prints did not in any way
lessen their effectiveness.
Furthei, it had the advantage of allowing the
final products to benefit from the experiences gained in the Pilot Test.

NPSRI project staff prepared lOmm motion picture films to support
jiff- street instruction as well as 35mm slides to fulfill instructional aid
requirements, not part of the MSF series.
Administration of the Pilot Test
The Pilot Test was administered during August of 1976 at the Motorcycle
Safety Foundation's facilities in Linthicum, Maryland.

Student,

of 5 students selected from individuals.
Subjects for the Pilot Test cons
responding to a solic it it ion offered through newspaper ads, radio messages, and
announcements placed in public places. They were permitted to enroll in any
There was no charge for the program,
of the 41x courses described in Part. II.
although a returnable deposit was collected to help insure that those who
Enrollment
enrolled actually participated in and (lompleted instruction.
almost equally divided between males and females (13 feMales,12 males).
Ages ranged between 20 and S6 for males, 18 and SO for females. This distribution is fairly typical of an out -of cchool p nig ram .
_

iiot liiirtit.`ularly
h of t he six course;
nuitibe rs enrolled in
Ho
meaningful. However, It is worth noting that (1) the "Comprehensive" course was
the most popular, (2) about half of the students enrolled in off'- street
Instructlon, and (3) each of the six courses attracted at least some students.
1

i

Personnel

The courses were taught primarily by representatives of the MSF
MSF had primary responsibility for basic and on-street
and NPSR1 staffs.
instruction, while NPSRI assumed major responsibility for off-street
instruction and advanced skill development. A professional mechanic,
engaged by MSF. was responsible for maintenance instruction.

1.sLipment .md Facilities

Lquipment and facilities required in support of instruction were proThese included the following:-

vided by MSF.

Individual motorcycles for each student and instructor.

and eye/face protection for students
Individual helme
not having their o
Audiovisual projectiliOn equipment .

ssroom facilities capable of accommodating the 12 students
assigned to each class.
A paved range facility, the dimensions of which exceeded
those called for in the specifications.
Supplies, including traffic cones, oil and gasoline, student
vests, and spare pa

Schedule

Minim st rat ion

ses were given in two -hour blocks, two evenings during the week
Except during on-street instruction, the student
and on
irday.
This meant them
divided
into
two groups of 12 students each.
sample
were actually class meetings 4 evenings a week and twice on Saturday.
lied in off-street instruction, only one group
Since only 12 students
was involved in the off-street phase.

The schedule of individual classes followed the general sequence set
forth in the Preliminary Specifications. The attempt was made to follow
Ali alternating class-lab schedule such that each two-hour block consisted
A few
f a classroom session followed by a related laboratory session.
exceptions to this schedule were necessitated by had weather and, in the
later stages of the program, the early onset of darkness during the week.
The content of each week can generally he characterized its follows:
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made in the Specifications, that independent study can be utilized to
advantage in motorcycle safety instruction.

RESULTS OF PILOT-TEST

Thy purpose of the Pilot Test was to (1) determinewhether a curriculum
configu ed so as to meet Specification requirements would be effective in
leading to attainment of instructional objectives, and (2) identify specific
deficiencies in the curriculum that reflect deficiencies in the Specifications
themselves.
In order to assess the effectiveness of the curriculum and to
_identify specific deficiencies, representatives of the project staff
monitored each instructional session and recorded their observations relative
to the following:
Overall progress of students relative to session
objectives.
Specific student errors.

Oplications of errors upon instructional methods and materials.
Directly observed deficiencies in instructional methods and
materials.
Inappropriate

allocations.
1/

No formal tests were administered as part of the Pilot Test.
No available test
would have been capable of assessing the overall effectiveness of the curriculum
in the absence of some comparison control group, or is any existing test capable
of identifyihg specific deficiencies relative to those characteristics that
represent specification requirements.
Overall, the currieulum; as administered in the Pilot Test, appeared
capable of leading to he attainment of specified objectives. The students,
in their evaluation of the curriculum, rated major categories of method and
material in the "excellent" or "good" category in almost all cases.
However, it was very apparent that the curriculum was capable of considerable
improvement. The specific deficiencies observed are too numerous to list here-nor would it serve any purpose to do so since they apply to the Preliminary
Specifications and not to those appearing in Part II. However, the major areas
of deficiency are summarized below.

The Specifications do not require administration of formal tests.
While appraisal of student performance is necessary at various points
throughout the course (e.g., prior to on-street instruction), the
Specifications recognize that such an appraisal may be made just as
well by an - insightful teacher on the basis of the student's total performancrthan by test instruments on the basis of very limited performa ces,

Level

f Detail

Requirements in the Preliminary Specifications were carried only to
the level of detail that could be justifrallky the weight of available
evidence. Where there was one "best" way of meeting a particular requirement, that way was detailed.
If, however, the requirement could be fulfilled
in many equally acceptable ways, it was not further detailed.
The teacher materials generated from the Preliminary Specifications were,
on the whole, no more detailed than the Specificatiorrs themselves. As a result,
teachers in the Pilot Test were left a great deal of latitude in deciding upon
content and method. This latitude often resulted in instruction which was not
effective in leading to'the attainment of objectives.
Important information
would be left out of classroom discussions and reviews; laboratory instruction
frequently failed to resultininstruction and practice relative to important
procedures.

The solution to the problem is not necessarily to provide more detailed
It should be possible to assume that teachers
are sufficiently knowledgeable in content and method of instruction that they
require only enough guidance to help them organize and remember what they
already know. The burden of seeing that teachers possess the requisite knowledge
and skill falls upon teacher preparation.
guidance and teacher 'materials.

-r

Regardless of how teachers are to acquire their knowledge of instructional
content and methodology, it is up to the Spilcifications to see that requirements are specified in sufficient detail that important elements of content
and methodology are identified.

Time Allocations
The time allocated to various activities was insufficient to lead to
attainment objectives. Since there were almost no instances:of excessive
time allocations, the net effect of time deficiencies was to produce a
curriculum that was too compressed to attain its overall objective.
The particular topics and activities that were most severely under-budgeted
on time were the following:
Starting on a Hill--This was very difficult for many students.
Time must be allocated, and it must be placed somewhat later
in the schedule, where students are more proficient in basic
control.

Maintenances -The amount of time allocated was clearly insufficient
to cover the range of maintenance tasks included in objectives.
The solution appears to be to reduce maintenance objectives
to those critical activities that can be readily performed by
operators lacking maintenance experience.

Instruction--The transfer of skills from
street environment was not as great as was
the on street too
anticipated. More time needed to be alroca ed to the laboratory
Off-Street Lhborator

sessions;

Even with the readjustment of time allocations, it will not be possible
for all students to attain performance objectives through scheduled instruction.
Nor is it efficient to adjust the curriculum schedule to the slowest students.
r, the ability of motorcycle instruction to take place in off-street
Ra
areas, away from the hazard of traffic, should be exploited by providing slow
students with home practice guides that will assist them in catching up with
the rest of the class.

Instructional Methods

Several elements of instructional methodology called for in the Specifications proved ineffective. Chief among these are the following:
Error Demonstration--Instructors were, called upon to
demonstrate common errors to be avoided by students
This was proved uninformative
in range activities.
and a waste of time.

Sharing of Motorcycles--Concern for student fatigue
led to a recommendation that students share motorcycles
in early phases of instruction (many current programs do
so throughout instruction). This approach merely deprived
students of valuable practice time.

Rear Distance Judgment--Because of the distortion produced
by convex mirrors, rear distance judgment is often inaccurate.
This is potentially hazardous. A range activity intended to
lead to improved rear distance judgment proved ineffective.
Use of visual aids appeared to be more efficient.
Part Identification--The Specifications called for classroom
drills in identification and location of motorcycle parts.
It appears better to spread the part identification throughout
the course introducing each part in terms of its function.

Instructional Materials

Most of the instructional materials utilized in the course proved highly
effective. One that did not was a motorcycle introduced into the classroom
It was rendered ineffective by the inability of
as an instructional aid.
students to see all parts of the motorcycle.

REVISION OF SPECIFICATIONS

Following completion of the Pilot Test, the Prelimina
ware revised.
The revisions included the following:

S

1.

Detailed description of instructional content and
methodology.

2.

Organization of the Specifications. in terms of
one-hour instructional sessions:

cif cations

Revision of requirements to overcome specific
deficiencies observed in the Pilot Test.
The revision was extremely extensive.
The provision of additional
detait was by far the most time consuming aspect of the revision process.
While the Final Specifications make little change in the fundamental requirements set forth in the Preliminary Specifications, the two documents bear
little resemblance to one another.

Following completion of the revision, the Specifications were disseminated
among a subgroup of the original panel for review and comment.1/

Panelists participating in the final review process were Dr. Duane
Johnson, Mr. Stuart Munro, Dr. Allen Robinson, and Mt. Robert Rousch.
The draft Final Specifications were revised on the basis of comments
from the final review panel. The result is the Specifications that
appear in Part II of this report.

CONTENT OF SPECIFICATIONS

STRUCTURE OF SPECIFICATIONS
The specifications arc organized in terms of Sessions, Lessons,
and Units.
Sessions

A "session" is the basic element of a motorcycle safety education
It represents the material that would be administered in a
course.
single meeting oa class. The duration of sessions, as.configured in
the specifications, ranges from 1 - 1-1/2 hours.
There are five basic categories of sessions:
Classroom -- Instruction conducted in a classroom,
primarily concerned with information presentation
and discussion.
Ramie -- Sessions conducted on a paved surface,
primarily intended to provide practice in basic
and advanced skills without interference from
traffic.

Street--Sessions conducted in the roadway/traffic
environment, to provide the monitored practice in
interacting with roadway and traffic characteristics.
Area--Sessions conducted in a natural, off-street
area, to provide practice in dealing with requirements of the natural environment under controlled
conditions.
Trail -- Sessions conducted along trails, to provide
practice in dealing with the full range of requirements imposed by the natural environment.

LesSOnS,
A lesson is simply a set of sessions which combine to achieve a
single set of performance objectives. Only a minority of performance
objectives can be achieved in one session. More often, a combination
of a classroom session accompanied by one or more laboratory sessions
(e.g., range and street, area and trail) is required to achieve a
performance objective.

Units

A unit is a collection of lessons dealing with a particular aspect
of motorcycle safety. Units constitute the major subdivisions of a
The specifications are divided
motorcycle safety education course.
into the following six basic units of instruction:

Unit I, basic Riding Skills-- Instruction intended to
provide the skills required 10 control the fundamental
motion of the motorcycle.
e

Unit II, Street_ Riding Principles-- ns ruction
intended to provide t e knowledge of street riding
principles needed to operate safely within the
normal roadway/traffic environment.

Unit III, Street Riding_ SkillsInstruction intended
to provide students with the advanced skills needed
to handle the more complex demands of the roadway/
traffic environment.
Unit IV Motorcycle Maintenance--Instruction intended
to provide the skills and knowledges needed to perform the minimum inspection, servicing, and repair
needed to keep the motorcycle in safe operating
condition.
eration--Instruction required to
Unit V, Off-Street
provide the knowledges and advanced operating skills
needed to meet the demands of the off-street
(recreational) environment.

Unit VI, Preparation For Travel--Instruction intended
to assure that the operator and motorcycle are
adequately prepared for travel.

CONTENT OF SPECIFICATIONS
The content-of the specifications includes:
Purpose
Objectives
Content
Prerequisites
Methods

Materials
to

Equipment
Facilities

Proficiency Assessment Measures
The content of these items as they appear in Course, Unit, Lesson, and
Session specifications is summarized in the chart on the following table
and described in the following paragraphs.
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lIEN

COURSE

11111T

LESSON

SESSiip

Purpose

Purpose of
courses

Purpose

of unit
instruc ion

Purpose of lessen
instruction

Purpose of see
instruction

N/

N/A

Perftormance, knowledge
and skill objectives
for those sessions which

N/A

Objectives

combine to lead to attainment of a single set of
objectives

Topics corisin

Units comprising each
MSE course; general
structural consfderations

Lessons and sessions'
comprising unit

Sessions comprising unit

Prerequisites common
to all Units

Prerequisites for

N/A

N/A

General description
of instructional
methods

General description of
application of instructional methods to unit
content

N/A

Detailed description
of session instructional activitiesI2

General description of
the specific types of
instructional materials
required

N/A

materials, gather
materials, ins4
structionel aids)

General description
of content and format
of instructional
materials

Detailed description
of specific items of
instructional material

Equipment

Equipment requirements

Equipment requirements
specific to individual
units

N/A

EqUipmentrequirements

colleen to all units

Facilities requirements common to all
units

Facilities requirements
specific to individual
units

N/A

Facilities requirements
specific to individual
sessions

N/A

N/A

Contcv

requA sites

hods

Materials (student

Session

.

specific to individual
sessions

ti

Proficiency
Assessment
Measures

General description
of evaluation measures required throughcut the course

In Session speci ic tions this item _

.

individual uniti,

'Detailed description
of evaluation measures
by individual nits

last since it

y of

cifications.

Purpoe
Each specification is headed by a brief

atemen

, the general goal to be attained,threimgh specified

of pu= °se, that
natruc ion.

ObjectiVes

Instructional objectives are brief descriptions of the perfaranc'es,
knowledges, and skills to be achieved through instructions. They refer
to the "real W9rld'! and product of instruction,, and are not to be -confused
with-the "objectives" that often appear in lest6n plans as criteria by
Which lesson outcomes will be assessed (e.g., the student must be able
to describe..,.).

instructional objectives appear at the beginning of, each lesson.
As noted previously, a lesson is simply a set of classroom and laboratory
sessions which are cotbined to attain particular instructional objectives.
r

-

Performance Objectives
Performance objectives are descriptions. of the real world performance
to be achieved. There are two different types of performance objectives-ability-oriented objectives and compliance-oriented objectives.
Ability- Oriented Objectives- -begin with "the student
must he able to" and identify performances that the
students must be capable of performing by the end of
instruction.

Compliance-Oriented Objectives- -begin with "the student
must" and identify things students can already do.
The objective of instruction is to maximize the likelihood
that they'll actually be done.

Some objectives are concerned with both enabling a student to perform
In these cases "the student
and assuring that the performance occurs.
must" is used since it is the more inclusive of the two phrases.

IKnowledge2bIzetives
Knowledge objectives begin with the phrase "the student must know...
and identify the information that students must possess in order to meet
performance objectives. The most pervasive type of knowledge is procedure,
that is, knowledge of the specific behaviors that make up the performances.
The procedural objectives are implicit and, therefore, do not appear in
at er, now e ge otjec rites are-con fined
e ge o! ec ives.
n
the
to such non-procedural infbrmation as identification, locations, numerical
values, relationships, and concepts.
There are two general types of knowledge objectives. One type consists
of knowledges that enable students to meet performancd objectives; these
typically underlie ability-oriented performance objectives. The second

type consists of knowledges that play a role in motivating attainment
of performance objectives; these typically underlie compliance-oriented
No attempt is made to distinguish between the
performance objectives.
two in the list of knowledge objectives.

Skill objectives

s that are needed, over and
Skill objectives identify abi
above knowledge, in order for performance objectives to tie attained.
They appear in the list of Skill and Knowledge Objectives and begin wit 1'
the phrase "the student must be able to."

Content

A content outline is provided for each of the specifications. The
Course is outlined in terms of the Units that make up a motorcycle
safety course. As will be noted shortly, there are Several
"courses," each one comprising a different combination of Units. The
Course specification identifies both the nature of the Units and the
way in which they are combined to form various courses.
Content outlines for the remaining specifications are straigh
Units are outlined in terms of Lessons, Lessons in terms of
Sessions, and Sessions in terms of major topics.

or-

ward.

a

Prerequisites

Prerequisites are established for each Unit. A student eligible for
any Unit is also eligible for the lessons and sessions that comprise that
Unit.: While it is expected that students will master the content of one
Session-or Lessombefore moving on to the next, it is not practical to
interpose any prerequisites at this level.
Course prerequisites are simply the prerequisites of the Units making
up the Course. The only prerequisites that appear in Course specifications
are those:tha*. are common to all Units.

Methods

Specification of instructional methods at the Session level describes
in detail the activities to be carried out by instructors and students.
The specification of instructional methods makes up the body of this
document.

Specification of method at the Course level consists of a general
description of methods employed in the Course, while those at the Unit
level involve descriptions of the manner in which methods are applied to
Unit content.

aterials

This section of the specifications consists of a description of
the materials required to support the -specified instructional methods.
These instructional materials include the following:
Teacher Materials- -The materials needed to
ifrovide guidanee to teachers.
Student Materi,als--Materials needed by students
to prepare foi%and carry out specified instruction.

Instructional AidsMaterials including transparencies,
films, etc. needed by instructors to assist in teaching
activities.
Requirements for instructional materials are specific to individual Sessions
and are described in Session specifications. Course specifications describe
the general characteristics of various types,of instructional materials,
while Unit specifications provide a general description of the types of
materials required by the particular Unit.

Equipment

Equipment specifications involve descriptions of the hardware items
needed to support instruction. These requirements are described in detail
as follows:
Course S ecification --identify equipment that is
required for all instruction.
Unit Specifications - - Identify equipment required in
all Sessions,of a particular Unit.

Session Specifications--Identify requirements that
are specific to a particular session.

The consolidation of common requirements at the Cburse and Unit levels
intended to avoid unnecessary repetition.

Facilities

This item identifies requirements for facilities needed in support
of instruction, including the following:
Classroom=-Enclosed space where students cad sit
and where instructional aids may be used.
.Range - -An off- street area

motorcycle operation with

ere students may practice
interference from

traffic.,

Street--Public streets that will allow students to
gain practice in handling roadway and traffic
characteristics.
Area--An off-street area consisting of natural
terrain and sufficiently open to allow a tea Sher
to observe several students at the sane tiMe.4,
Trail--An off-street area consisting of natural
terrain and vegetation where instructor and students
must proceed in single file.

Facilities requirements are identified at Course, Unit, and Session
levels in the same manner as Equipment specifications.

Pro

c ency Assessment Measures

This item identifies requirements for measures capable of assessing
attainment of objectives. Some assessment, of course, takes place during
However, administration of a formal
the instruction of each Session.
proficiency measure is a time-consuming activity and can only be justified
on a Unit basis. Therefore, detailed requirements for proficiency assessment measures appear in the Unit specifications. The Course specifications
provide a general description of the evaluation measures that are used
during the Course.

COURSE SPECIFICATIONS
vering
This section of the specifications establishes requirement
-0
all units and subunits of a motorcycle safety education course.
common requirements apply to structure, prerequisites, instructional
They include both req- rements of a
method, and instructional support.
n to all
general nature and highly specific requirements that are
units.

PURPOSE

The purpose of motorcycle safety instruction, as addressed by these
specifications, is to help assure the safe operation of motorcycles.
This common purpose underlies all Units of-instruction and the Courses
It expresslyuecludes consideration
that are configured from these Units.
of mobility, energy conservation, environmental preservation, recreation,
or competition. This exclusion is not meant to imply that these concerns
It
le lustruction.
should not be included among the goals of mot°
ese
specifications.
simply means that they are outside the scope o

CONTENT
4

One of the things that distinguishes motorcycle ins ruction from its
automobile counterpart. other than the number of wheels nvolved, is the
great variation in both the background and goals of students. The back(1) no
ground experience of students entering instruction may consist of
riding experience whatsoever, (2) limited riding experience, (3) extensive
experience followed by a long lapse, and (4) extensive experience in just
one setting (on-road or off-road). The goals of students are equally
Some students are interested only in trail Tiding, others only
varied.
Still others are interested in both.
in street operation.

Motorcycle Safety Education Courses
Any attempt to accommodate the diverse origins and objectives of individual students in a single motorcycle safety education course would
inevitablyrmSult in many students receiving instruction they do not need
or want. This is both uneconomical and delterious to student interest.
Tattertis of background and interest
Six courses designed for the
The
units
that
would make up each course are
appear in the table below.
indicated by the placement of an "x" in'the appropriate column.
.
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TABLE .1

PROSPECTIVE MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION COURSES

OBJECTIVE

COURSE

Ink On-Street

new riders to operate
safely in the highway traffic
environment

Basic Off

rt

To enable new riders to operate
safely in the off-street
(recreational) environment.

Comprehensive

To enable new riders to operate
in the highway /traffic and

off-street environments.

12provesent

To enable inexperienced and
former riders to operate
safely in thi hishlay/
traffic environaent,

reet Transition

To enable experienced off.street
riders to operate safely in the
highway /traffic envi

nt.

Off street

To enable experienced on-street

Transition

riders to operate safely in the
off-street environment,

40
3'1

The Basic On-Street Course is intended to provide all of the
instruction required to enable students to operate safely in the highway/
The Course consists of all units except Unit V,
traffic environment.
Off-Street Operation.
The Basic Off - Street Course is the counterpart to the Basic OnStreet Course, substituting Unit V, Basic Off-Street Operation, for the
two On-Street Units, Units II and III.

The Com rehensive Course is a composite of the On-Street and OffStreet courses and, therefore, includes all units of instruction.
The Improvement_Course assumes that experienced students have mastered
the basic riding skills at one time or another, and focuses upon the
knowledges and higher level skills apt to be lacking amongsriders who
never received formal instruction in (1) safe street operation, or (2)
a refresher pro-ram.
The On- Street Transition Course consists of the two street riding units
(II and III) and those portions of Unit VI involving preparation for street
riding. Unit IV is optional, depending upon the student's competence in
Most experienced off-street riders have had to
servicing and repair.
service and repair their own motorcycles through necessity.
The Off- Street Transition Course consists of the Unit V, Off-Street
Operation, and portions of Unit VI, Preparation for Travel. Again,
Unit IV is optional, depending upon prior experience of students.

There will be few localities with sufficient demand to warrant
In most instances, the most
independent administration of each course.
feasible approach will be to administer all of the instructional units
(i.e., the Comprehensive Course) and schedule students into the units as
dictated by their abilities. For example, those youthful riders who have
had extensive off-street experience, would enter the course at Unit II,
Street Riding Principles. Those in the Base Off-Street Course, upon
completing Unit I, would spend a period of time in self-practice before
resuming the Course in IV. While this is less than desirable from a
learning viewpoint, it is better than not being able to offer the
Off-Street Course at all.

Unit Sequence

The sequence in which Units would be introduced in a Course generally
parallels the order in which they appear in the specifications.
The priority given to Unit I, Basic Riding Skills, is warranted by
the complexity of motorcycle operation. The sooner students begin to
acquire the basic operating skills, the higher their proficiency will be

41
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within the time available.
Starting with Basic Operating Skills is
c °ensistent with the interests of students; they are there to learn how
to ride.
Courses that begin with other subject matter (i.e., history
of motorcycles, safety, maintenance) tend to experience a relatively
high initial dropout rate.

Street Riding Principles (Unit II) is a natural successor to Basic
Riding Skills (Unit I) in an On-Street Course.
It is intended to provide
'information needed to transfer basic riding skills to the arena of highway
traffic.
Street Riding Skills (Unit III) is concerned with developing the
higher level skills needed to cope with the potential hazards of the
highway-traffic environment. It is delayed until after Street Riding
Principles to allow additional time for development of basic skills before
proceeding to advanced skills.
In an On Street Course, Maintenance (Unit IV) would be introduced
after completion of Unit III. Any maintenance required up to this point
can be performed by teachers or support personnel.
In an Off-Street
Course, however, maintenance would generally precede off-street instruction.
This sequente.would allow the students to undertake a share
of the maintenance burden that occurs as a result of (1) the greater degree
of wear and tear caused by the rigors of the off-street environment,
and (2) the distance of off-street practice areas from available
maintenance facilities.
Off-Street Operatinn (Unit V) would follow Unit IV.
In a Comprehensive Course, off-street instruction would be introduced after completion of the on-street instruction. This sequence will allow students
to attain a relatively high degree of operating skill before meeting
the challenge of the off-street environment. In an Off-Street Course,
however, off-street instruction would follow immediately after Unit I.
The rate of progress during aboratory sessions of an Off-Street Course
would probably be slower th
that found in a Comprehensive Course.
Preparation for Travel (Unit VI) does not involve operation of the
motorcycle and can, therefore, fall anywhere in the sequence of instruction.
This gives the unit a degree of flexibility that can be employed in
solving schedule problems.
For example, it can be:
Paired with an unaccompanied laboratory session
(i.e., two laboratory sessions back to back) to provide
an alternating class/lab schedule, as described in
the next section.

Used as a substitute for a scheduled laboratory session on
rainy clays to avoid interrupting the normal schedule.
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-sionStructure
In order that a Course fit into a high'school or college
program, sessions have been organized so as to require one hour of
instruction. ,Where Courses are given outside of a regular school
program--adult education or community programs--longer sessions are
Students generally find it inconvenient to travel to and
required.
from the instructional site, giving up a portion of an evening or
In this context, two
weekend for just one hour of instruction.
sessions would be combined to form a single class meeting. The
duration of the meeting would be two hours, plus whatever time was
consumed in traveling between the classroom and laboratory instruction.

To the maximum extent possible, classroom and laboratory sessions
alternate with one another throughout the course. The only exceptions
are where one laboratory session follows another; no two classroom
sessions are scheduled back-to-hack. This alternating schedule has
First, it achieves the integration of
two important advantages.
classroom and laboratory instruction that has generally been considered
conducive to learning. Secondly, it avoids long periods of uninterrupted
classroom instruction, something that tends to result in a loss of
student interest (and often the eventual loss of students themselves).
The second consideration is particularly important where two sessions
are combined to form a single class meeting.

PREREQUISITES

In order to enter any unit of instruction, a student must meet
the following prerequisites:

Must be able to ride a bic cle--A student who
cannot ride a bicycle requires considerably
more practice than other students in learning to
balance a motorcycle. Allowing such students to
enter a course tends to be disruptive of overall
clasS progress. Moreover, such students have an
increased likelihood of dropping a motorcycle and
causing injury td themselves as well as damage to
the motorcycle.
Non -bike riders Should be urged to borrow a bicycle
and develop the ability to start it in motion, make
turns along the prescribed path, and stop at
prescribed locations. They may then enroll in the
next scheduled class.

Must have the re u ed -h sical stature and stren
N The student must be able to hold the motorcycle in hn
upright position when it is not moving, and to touch
the ground with both feet when seated on the machine.
Given the relatively small machines that are used in
most training programs, this prerequisite can be met
by most normal adults. The primary purpose of the
prerequisite is to prevent children from entering
a course until they are big enough and strong enough
to handle the motorcycle.

METHODS

The methods of instruction are specific to individual class and
laboratory sessions and, therefore, appear in the Session specification.
In fact, descriptions of the instructional method make up the body of
the Session specifications. The following is a summary of the three
basic modes of instruction:
independent study, classroom and
laboratory.

Independent Study

The instructional methods set forth in the specifications assume
that students will acquire much of the information that underlies
knowledge objectives outside of class through the use of student
materials.
This approach to infomation acquisition allows instruction
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An
-cract ve form.
to be more effectively directed toward an
Instructional,
approach
additional advantage of independent study as :in
is that it allows students to advance at their own individual pace.

Any doubts as to the effectiveness of independent study involve
its acceptance by students rather than the effectiveness of the method
Independent study in the form of "homework" has never been
itself.
However, the inherent interest
popular with students at any level.
motorcycle
instruction a more
value of the subject matter makes
promising prospect for independent study than most other subjects.
The extent to which this promise is fulfilled will depend upon the
degree to which the instructor encourages independent study by (1)
requiring students to review and apply information in the classroom
rather than simply giving it to them, and (2) 'mating satisfactory
operation of
preparation through independent study a prerequisite for
the motorcycle.

Classroom Instruction
Classroom instruction involves the following instructional methods:
Discussion--A teacher-moderated student discussion
of motorcycle related issues based upon information
previously acquired.
informational Presentation- -The simple presentation
of nformation to students by the teacher (i.e. , lecture)
or through audiovisual media.

Review--The questioning of individual students as a
means of reviewing information.
Problem Solving- -The application of previously acquired
information to the solution of hypothetical problems
formulated by the instructor, with or without the aid of
instructional media.

The specifications for classroom instruction make extensive use of
make
interactive methods--review, problem solving, and discussion--and
This
emphasis
upon
little reference to information presentation.
interactive methods is based on the premise that it is not cost
effective to hold a class simply to present information that students
In an
can acquire on their own time and at their own learning rate.
led to
of
interactive
approaches
experiment described,earlier, the use
information
significantly greater learning. The specifications call for
appropriate
independent
study
presentation only where availability of
materials has not been established.
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Even where appropriate independent study materials are available,
their ability to provide the necessary information depends upon
(I) student access to the materials, (2) the willingness of students
to read the material, and (3) the willingness and ability of instructors
to reinforce use of independent study materials through appropriate
application of interactive methods. Where these conditions cannot be
fulfilled, information presentation will have to replace the "review"
called for in the specifications. The content would remain the same.

Laboratory Instruction

All instruction that involves actual operation of the motorcycle
by the student is grouped under the beading of "laboratory instruction."
Such instruction takes place in the Range, Street, Area, and Trail
locations described 'under "Facilities." Instruction in each of these
areas involves a somewhat different set of methods.
Range and Area instruction are similar in that th6 instructor
directs up to six students in performing a set of exercises which
are designed to achieve a specific objective.
In carrying out these
..c,xerCises,-the fallowing methods are employed:

Instructor Demonstration--A demonstration by the
instructor of the Way an activity is to be performed.
Where possible, dndividual students are called upon
to give directions to the instructor. This allows
the students to become involved in the activity even
though they lack the skill to perform it themselves.
Student Demonstration -- Individual student performance of an activity under the direct supervision of an instructor.

Student Practice--Group performance of an activi
under the general supervision of an instructor.

Street and Trail instruction are similar in that they involve an
instructor directing the activities of up to three students in operating
the motorcycle over a prescribed route. The nature of the'activities
will depend upon the environment which exists along the route: The
instructor observes students, analyzes their deficiencies, and
provides corrective instruetion
ification of Method

in the case of Classroom sessions, the specification of instructional
method conists of a detailed outline of instructional content. No attempt
niado to dcsi-rilw specific learning activities since they involve merely
the application
f common instructional approachespresentation, review,
discussion, and problem - solving - -to the content that is identified.

other words, the only aspect of instructional method that is unique
is the content.

in

The:attivities involved in Laboratory instruction, on the other
hand: are totally unique to motorcycle instruction.
For that reason,
they #re describeciridetail.
Ramon
-_-e and Area sessions consist of a series of individual exercises.
catitni of the instruct*enal activities that constitute each
exor4lse is,st ructured as follows:
Purpose - -A briof stiatumont of the purpose to be served
by the oxorcise.

aan e/Arioa La-outA description of the physical layout
recto red An order to conduct the exercise.
Where the
liyout involves any degree of complexity, the description
7isaccompanied by a diagram.
The diagrams are only
4flustrative and 'should not be considered as representing
requirements.

eic sa Procedure--A description of the student and
instructor activities that are required in carrying out
the exercise.
,(4 )
T'

(5 )

(.tatill_firciresA description of proper motorcycle
operating procedure as it relates to the activities called
for in the,exOrcise.
Operating procedures differ from
eXercise:proeedures in that they represent procedures that
are employed any time a motorcycle is operated and not those
that are carried on solely for instructional purposes.
ustructio_

l PointsAspects of student performance that are

to he observed for instructional purposes.
In theory, any
'element of operating procedure is a potential instruction
point.
However, there is a limit to what an instructor can
effectively observe.
The instruction points identified in
thbSpecifitations are confined to those elements of performance thatiare (a) most likely to be the source of student
error, (b) most critical to operating safety, and (c) relatively
unigue,to the exercise being performed.
(6)

Methodrqidditional items of instructional methodology that
are not included in the above categories.
The most common
examples ,are:
(a)

InstrUctional Approach- -Which elements of general

, insl approach are involved, e.g., whether or
(b)

net an instructor demonstration is required.
Diagnostic Aids--Suggestions as to the way operator
errors can be. diagnosed from various aspects of
vehicle performance.

SafsmaT4--Particular precautions are to be employed
in carrying out the exercise.

Street and Trail ,,e --ions do not consist of individual exercise, but
Nevertheless, the instructional
rather represent one continuous activity.
method is capable of being described in the same general terms as Range
The only difference between the two is the replacement
and Area sessions.
"Range/Area Layout" by the following:
Route Requirements - -A description of the characteristics
and off-street trails over which
of on-street route
students and instructor are to operate during the sess
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Instructional materials consist of student materials, teacher material
and instructional aids.
Student Material

The following requirements for student materials apply to all
units and sessions:
Instructions
'ontent--Materials capable of communicat ng the informational content required to attain
Course objectives include:

A textbook or handouts containing information
appropriate to session knowledge objectives.
Owner's manuals containing information specific
to individual vehicles used in the course.
Instructional Guidance--Information capable of guiding
students through learning materials include:
Procedures for conducting home practice
exercises, including selecting exercise areas,
carrying out self-practice activities, and
assuring safety to the operator and others.
Range and area exercises and layouts.
Street routes for on-street instruction.
Administrative Information -- Materials identifying the
student's Course responsibilities include:
so

Course outline and schedule.

Rules of behavior during laboratory instruction.
License and permit rftquirements.

Individual equipment requirements, including
protective gear.
Waivers of liability.

Reference InformationInformation referring students to
such valuable sources of information as:
Texts, periodicals, and other materials for
self-improvement.
Service manuals and other publications.

-4

State and local laws governing on-street and offstreet operations.
Lists of recreational areas.

Teacher Materials
,

ftegardless of the type of Session, or the Method of instruction
to beiemployed, the instructor requires some form of guidance,
(e.
,;4a "lesson plan" or "lesson guide ").
The guidance must be
sufflgently detailed to allow fully qualified teachers to apply the
se10*t:d
The specifications assume
t instructional methods effectively.
thaOihstructors are knowledgeable in kith motorcycle operation and
general instructional methodology.
Guidance is therefore restricted
to that needed by teachers to cope with the novel requirements of content
and method imposed on Session instruction.
To provide adequate guidance, instructor materials must include the
following:

Instructional objectives to be attained
(identified for lessons rather than individual
sessions).

The instructional aids, student materials, training
equipment, and tests that will be required for.session
instruction.

A detailed outline of instructional activities
including:

Instructor activities.
Student activities.
Time allocated to activities,
Use of instructional aids.
Administration of tests.

Instructional Aids.

Requirements for instructional aids are divided into two basic
categories'
Static- -Aids that do not involve motion, including
transparencies, slides, filmstrips, handouts,
and classroom charts.
Flynamic--Visuals that are capable of depicting
motion, including motion pictures, videotapes, and
rapid sequences of slides or filmstrips.
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gamic

aids are called for whenever the information to be communicated

involve motion.
If motion is not involved, static visuals are
specifi d.
It should be understood that any requirements for static
visuals could also be fulfilled by dynamic visuals. The reverse would
not be rue.

There are no requirements as to what type of static or dynamic
visuals will he employed (i.e., slides vs. filmstrips). The choice will
depend upon the availability of materials and the abilitY'Of host agencies
to afford them.
Where appropriate, requirements for static and dynamic visuals are
further classified as follows:
Pictorial--Pictures of actual things.
Graphics =-Representations of relationshi
concepts, etc.

EQUIPMENT

The items of equipment required for the Course are operational
motorcycles, protective gear, vehicle parts and supplies, range support
equipment, communication equipment, and classroom equipment.

Operational Motorcycles

Operational motorcycles used for
following requirements;

aboratory instruction must meet

(1)
Number--One motorcycle should be provided for each student
up to a maximum of 12. Except for the first session where paired
student activity is required, any other requirement for
sharing motorcycles will retard progress. One motorcycle
should be available for instructor demonstrations and one
for use if one of the students' motorcycles malfunctions.

Size--Motorcycles should be no smaller than 90 cc.
and no larger than 200 cc.
Motorcycles that are too small
do not allow development of appropriate operating skills.
On the other hand, motorcycles that are too large may
complicate the learning task.
Style--A combination (street /trail) motorcycle would
meet requirements of all units although a street bike,
would suffice in courses that don't involve off-street
instruction.
No mini-bikes, step-through, or automatic
transmission motorcycles should he used
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Tires--Universal tires will meet requirements for all
(4)
In courses without off-street instruction,
instruction.
tires with street treads would he acceptable.' Full
"knobbiesH should not be used since they will impair the mot'or-

cycle's handling characteristics on hard surfaces during
Range and Street instruction.
Accessories--Requirements for accessories are specific
(5)
to individual units and are described in Unit specifications.

() Administrative Requirements -- Motorcycles should meet
administrative requirements appropriate to areas of
operation. Specific requirements are identified in Unit
specifications.
Liability Insurance--Insurance must be provided for
protection of the sponsoring agency.
(7)

Protective Gear

The following requirements for protective gear apply throughout
Requirements may be fulfilled, totally or in part, by the
the course.
host agency or the individual students. Additional requirements_appear
in Unit specifications as appropriate.
Helmets--Students must have helmets having the
following characteristics:
(1)

Meet St

ANSI, Snell, or DOT standards.

Suitable,fit; if helmets are supplied by the
host agency, the number of helmets should exceed
the number of students by 50% and should include
all sizes in order to assure each student a
Proper fit.
time
Individual helmets; switching helmets
consuming and becomes unpleasant on warm days due
Lo the accumulation of perspiration
i

lye /lace Protection - -1 ac' shields or goggles are recoil

d for eye protection.
do not offer stiff'

lAl
prOV

and Ty
le protect ion in

.J;

Sunglasses or prescription
ient protection.

Al -iv; and

leg,

the oveettt or a

thirst

tall .

he covered to

(4)

Shoes--Foot protection must meet the I'cillowing require-

_ents:

Full shoes or boots (e.g.

e- Leather or heavy synthetic (e.g

abric

A heel of sufficient height to prevent foot
from slipping off foot pegs.
No rings or loose laces that could catch on
the motorcycle.
--es--Leather gloves should be required regardless
of the time of year.

Vehicle Parts and Supplies

The following spare parts and supplies are require
(1)

Gasoline

Gasoline cans
Funnels
(4)

Engine and transmission oil

(5)

Spark plugs (for slow running)

(6)

Distilled water (for batter
or compressed air supply
gauges

(9)

h and

cables and levers

Toolsboth metric and non- metric where not
supplied with motorcycles
(11)

Oil and cleaning rags.

Range Support Equipment
The following items

roughout the

of

equipment are required in gpport of

curse:
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Markc s--Traffic cones or other markers arc needed to
identity key point:, and path% of travel for Range exercises.
The number wY 11 vary as the function of class size and the
extent to which painted surface markings are used.
II)

Small cones, 6" or less in height, to delineate
paths of travel in the presence of painted
markings, (halves of tennis balls may also he used).
Large cones, 12" or more in height, or flags
inserted in the tops of small cones to identify
key points (e.g., starting and stopping points).
(2)

:safety yLqfment- -The following items of safety

equipment t are required:

first aid kit containing antiseptic,
and ointment for burns or abrasions.
least 2-1/

Fire extinguishers, at
dry chemical.

pounds,

)3) Broom.

Comuni ca t on Equipment

The use of radio equipment to help Instructors communicate with
individual students will enhance the effectiveness of laboratory inIt is particularly valuable during Street sessions as it
struction.
allows instructors to ride at the rear of a formation (to observe all
students), yet maintain communication with lead students. To be
'effective, radio commun ication equipment should meet the following
quirements
I

I

In.,t roc

) r Trunsmi

m" mike extenclimig
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Nolw suppress,
moturcycl engine noise Iron Interfering With the
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IM timctiltry tct I)IAVII1

IA

II

1111(.11

r

I

Student Receiver -- (Students need not be pro'i, ded with
transmitters):
(2)

A lightweight receiver that may be worn by the
rider or readily removed from the motorcycle
to prevent theft.
An inside-helmet earphone.

th all Federal requirements
(3)
governing the power, range, and licensing of tran 9itters.
At the present time, the cost of units meeting these requirements tends to preclude their widespread use in motorcycle
safety education courses. However, where the cost can be
borne, they greatly enhance effectiveness of instruction.

Classroom Equipment
Classroom eqhipmvint requirements include an overhead projector,
de projector, film strip projector, and motion picture projector
(depending on the particular Instructional Aids used in meeting specified
requirements).

FACILITIES
The follow in
appl ied to the en

requirements relate to instructional
re Course.

Classroom Facili
Requirements tc r classroom f 'ilitie.s do not drii
Requirements are as
other instructional program.
(1)

those

flows

` uuffit i eat size to accommodate the maximum

number of students.
(2)

Seat ing for all students.

(.i)

111e irhl l ity to be darkened tc r the use

lust

nul Aids.

heduled, the class
.pace should hr as close to range fan
les as possible TO minimize travel
tIme.
(It ts often easier to find classroom space nrar suitable range

Where combined cl essr +mien /laboratory sessions are

:ilittr!i than vice versa) .

Storage Facilities

A storage area close to the range should be available. It should
offer protection against bad weather, theft and vandalism. The storage
area should have sufficient space to allow clearance between motorcycles
which will help to protect gas tanks, mirrors and cables when the motorcycles
are moved.

All tools, cones, etc. should be stored on shelves so 'as to avoid
cluttering the floor.

Range Facilities

If possible, off-street range facilities should be provided for
laboratory instruction in Units l -III. Range instruction offers the
following benefits:

EconoaT-An instructor can effectively handle
several students at one time.
SafetL- -Control may be exercised over roadway and
traffic conditions to protect students from possible
hazards arising from these sources.
Control of Learning-- -The instructor can regulate

the complexity of roadway and traffic conditions in
terms of the rate of-student learning.
Range facilities should meet the following requirements:
(1)

SizeThe dimensions of the range area should be at

least 7S' x I00, to permit students to attain necessary
operating speeds. If classes involving more than six
students are scheduled, the minimum range dimensions should
be at, least l00' x 200'.

These specifications will assume a class size of 12 students.
Illustrations will therefore make use of the larger range
area.

Surface--The surface should be paved and free of
broken pavement, dirt or gravel (except where called for
in range sessions).
(2)

Grade--The range area should be level except as
follows:
(3)

A slight incline at one and of the area
1 aid in moving the motorcycle during unpowered operation (Unit I).
)

(b)

A small hill near the periphery of the range
may be utilized in instruction concerned with
starting on a hill (Unit II) and skid recovery
(Unit III). Additional requirements will be detaifed in Unit specifications.
(4)
Surroundings--The area surrounding the paved range
should have one of the following:

(a)

Fencer-If possible, the range should be
surrounded by a fence in order, to isolate students
from surrounding vehicular and pedestrian traffic.
(b)

Buffer Zone--In the absence of a fence, there
should be a buffer zone of at least 20' from
surrounding structures and 30' from adjoining roads.
(c)
Isolation from homes or office buildings.
(5)
Recover Area--If the longest dimension of the range
is less
an 200', the area adjacent to either end of the
range should be free of obstructions so as to serve as a
recovery area from maneuvers performed at the4(igher speeds
(15-20 mph).

(6)
Paidted Markings - -If possible, commonly used paths of
travel should be marked with painted lines approximately
3" wide.
The following layout is suggested:

A roadway on the periphery of the paved
area, consisting of two lanes no less than
eight feet wide.
Cross-streets running the width and rength of
the range area providing "T", "+" and "merge"
type intersections.
One or more straight paths to be used for practice
in braking and sttaightline balance. The paths
should be approxiiately 50' in length and
approximately 3' in width.

A series of 90° curves for use in practicing turns.
The radii of the curves should range from 10' to 30'
and be approximately 3' wide.

A Aeries of concentric circles for practicing
180° and 360° turns. The circles should range
between 40' and 60' in diameter and should be
approximately 3' in width.
Cone Positions. -If possible, the positions of traffic
cones used in exercises should be indicated by small
painted marks to aid instructors, assistants, or students
in proper positioning of cones. 'Color codes may be used
to indicate different exercises.
(7)

appears
An example of a range area meeting the above requirements
on the following page.

Basic Range Diagram

PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT MEASURES

Some assessment of proficiency is required as a part of each
instructional unit.
In the case of individual studelits, assessment
measures help to evaluate student progress and indicate the eligibility
for advanced instruction. Collectively, the results furnished by assessment measures provide an evaluation of the curriculum and the quality
of its administration.

Types of Measures

Two types of measures are provided for in the specification:
knowledge measures and performance measures.

Knowledge Measures
Knowledge moasinw.s. are required as a means of assessing student
acquisition of information through Independent Study and Classroom
instruction and, hence, readiness for Taboratory instruction. Administration of a knowledge measure also provides an incentive to individual
students to'acquire information through these' sources.

Requirements ggerning the construction of knowledge_Aeasures
are the same as those that apply to any knowledge test; namely, that they
be constructed to meet the following conditions:

Individual items must be constructed in a way
that individuals possessing specified information
will answer correctly, while those who do not
possess the information will have only a chance
probability of answering correctly.
(2)

Each measure must constitute a sample of information that is representative of the totality of
knowledges contained in Unit objectives.

Each measure must include a sufficient number
of items to provide a reliable estimate of the
degree to which knowledge objectives have been
obtained.

Performance

A measure capable of assessing attainment of performance objectiveS
must be administered for each Unit.
The performance measu
t be
designed to permit assessment of the students' attainment oflikill-

objectives
d those knowledge objec
assessed through k owledge measures.
a performance measure must:

ves that cannot be validly
In order to achieve this goal,..

Create situations requiring application of specified.
skills and knOwledges.

Provide a means of observing, in an objective
fashion, those aspects of performance that.ref egt,
attainment of skills and knowledges.
Provide an evaluation system th4t reflects the degree
to which skill and knowledge Objectives haVe.been
attained.

Form of Measure

The ford =of the proficienty measurement'systemmayrange, a
eom
Way .from an ihformalsubjective appraisal of profitiency arising
teaChjpg acciVities'to a highly formal"test"-..adminivcsred outside of
On%the basis of"curient levidence, it Is.ribt possible to,
specify eiher.torm ofassesiment as a requirement.'.-Considerations
decision, as.to the

inffuerici

adopted in_

I

apsessmtint process. to- be

eAhe followihg:
particular y a'
-Administration
hei hest, tonsunms time that Might otherIn a
e,devoted,to inset ctional activity.
possikle
it. may 'not
coUrscschedu
Ares ad provilie an object v4
Mn the obj_
he* hand, with:ample
at:tilinthent.
tration-of a'formal test
:ilablesepa
e morefea411,
tk

--The abi

ty

of

.

an inStruettr to

ass s
of,,p
'ciency. will also
,An'instructor
influence the 'Ile Lion Of an
whO,Iscapable Of ppraising.proficiency ddring thA
s may, be able to pro/ide4, more
*3structional pro
On the other
valid assestme
n artforRal test.
who,lick§ this ability may need a
hand;',-Mn ins
e'Osessnent procegs itself but
'test not onl
students any actions that up.f.
xisti
torin
assessment (e.g., refusing entry
as a result
into' on- street ins ruction).
obtain 'a, vali

PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
Personnel requirements may be divided into three categories;
Instructional, Instructional Support, and Maintenance-.

Instructional Personnel

The number of instructors required to teach a Course will depend
instructor requirements will
upon the number of students involved.
therefore be addressed in terms of the student-instructor ratio.

Classroom instruction
Generally speaking, for classroom instruction, a student instructor
Larger numbers
ratio of approximately 25-1 is considered optimal.
prevent use of interactive methods, while smaller numbers become too
costly.

In an integrated class /laboratory schedule, it may be necessary to
limit classroom instruction to 12 students, so that laboratory sessions,
which cannot accommodate more than 12 students at a time, can keep pace.
If students
This need is greatest in combined class/laboratory sessions.
are to proceed directly from classroom into laboratory instruction, both
must involve the same number of students.

Range/Area Instruction
Experience in administering motorcycle Range instruction points to
a 6-1 student-teacher ratio as being optimal. The same ratio appears
to apply to the Unit V counterpart, Area instruction. A larger number
of students exceeds the instructor's span of control, while a smaller
number becomes too costly.

Where the number of motorcycles and the site of-the facilities
permit, two classes may be run simUltaneously. This offers two potential
First, it allows use of a two-man instructional teaching
advantages.
staff consisting of a chief instructor and an assistant instructor.:
This is less costly than using two fully qualified instructors, something
that would be necessary if the classes were taught independently.
The second advantage is that it increases the flow of students
through Range instruction. With Range classes of only six students,
,it would take four Range sessions to accommodate the output of each
This could force a substantial delay
`(25 student) Classroom session.
between Classroom and Range instruction.
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The way the specifications are written, they assume that classes
will consist of 12 students each, and be administered by a chief and
an
assistant instructor.

Street /Trail Instruction

On-street instruction is generally believed to require one instructor
for every three students.
Given the inter-vehicle separations required in
street operation, it becomes almost impossible for an instructor to observe
more than three students.
Furthermore, as the number of-students increases,
the chances of the class getting separated--and perhaps lost--begin to
reich certainty.
The same 3-1 student-instructor ratio also applies to
instruction conducted on trails for largely the same reasons.
The relatively small student-instructor ratio of street/trail
instruction (as compared with the range/area instruction) can be offset
in one of two ways:
Increase the numaik-of instructors and, thereby,
maintain total class size.
Schedule two street/
area session.

ail sessions for each range/

The specifications assume a 3-1 student instructor ratio.
However,
no assumptions are made as to the duration of each class since the
nature of the instructional requirements is largely independent of the
duration of the classes.

Instructional Support

lfthe motorcycles
e adequately maintained, an instructor should
he able to handle the prPccribed number of students without assistance.
However, the availability of an assistant would be-most beneficial in
performing the following activities.
Checking on the operating statue and fuel
supply of motorcycles, and performing minor
servicing as necessary.

Setting up range facilities, including positioning
of traffic cones.
Assisting students in handling minor problems,
e.g., balky engines.
Performing minor, on-the-spot-servicing,
replacing fouled plugs.
e.g
,
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2

Performing routine administrative chores, e.g.,
running errands or taking attendance.

The addition on an assistant is likely to be most feasible in larger
elOsSes where an assistant serves more than one instructor.

Maintenance Personnel
,

Effective maintenance is essential to the success of laboratory
A combination of low operator skill, slow vehicle speeds,
and sMall size motorcycles tends to result in a continuing need for
servicing and repair.
One of the leading causes of lost instructional
time is inoperable equipment.
ingtriiction.
I,;

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION CURRICULUM STRUCTURE
An outline of the structure of the Motorcycle Safety Ecluc
Curriculum set forth in these specifications appears on the fo
page.

ion
owing

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION CURRICULUM STRUCTURE
UNIT I - BASIC RIDING SKILLS
Lesson 1 - Introduction to Motorcycle Operation
Session 1 - Introduction to Motorcycle Operation (Classroom)

Session 2 - Putting the Motorcycle in Motion (Range)
Session 3 - Maintaining Balance and Direction (Range)
Lesson 2 - Basic Maneuvers
Session 1 - Basic Maneuver Procedures (Classroom)
Session 2 - Basic Maneuver Skills (Range)
Session 3 - Proficiency Development (Range)
UNIT II - STREET RIDING PRINCIPLES
Lesson 1 - Seeing and Being Seen
Session 1
Seeing:
Principles (Classroom)
Session 2
Being Seen:
Principles (Classroom)
Session 3 - Seeing and Being Seen
Application (Range)

Lesson 2 - Responding to Traffic Characteristics
Session 1 - Responding to Traffic Characteristics:
Principles (Classroom)
Session 2 - Responding to Traffic Characteristics:
Application (Range)
Leson 3 - Responding to Roadway Characteristics
Session 1
Responding to Roadway Characteristics: Principles (Classroom)
Session 2 - Responding to Roadway Characteristics:
Application (Range)
Lesson 4 - Street Riding Strategies
Session 1
Street Riding Strategies:
Principles (Classroom)
Session 2 - Beginning Street Riding (Street)
Session 3 - intermediate Street Riding (Street)
UNIT III - STREET RIDING SKILLS
Lesson 1 - Motorcycle Related Skills
Session 1 - Motorcycle Related Skills:
Session 2 - Motorcycle Related Skills:

Procedures (Classroom)
Skill Development (Range)

Lesson 2 - Roadway-Traffic Related Skills
Session 1 - Roadway-Traffic Related Skills:
Session 2 --Roadway-Traffic Related Skills:
Session 3 - Roadway-Traffic Related Skills:
Session 4
Advanced Street Riding (Street)

Procedures (Classroom)
Collision Avoidance (Range)
Obstacle Surmounting (Range)

UNIT IV - MAINTENANCE
Session 1
Inspection (Range)
Session 2
Servicing (Range)
UNIT V - OFF-STREET OPERATION
Lesson
- Basic Off-Street Operation
Session 1 - Basic Off-Street Operating Principles (Classroom)
Sessthnk2 - Basic Off-Street Operating Skills (Practice Area)
Session 3 -' Basic Trail Riding (Trail)
Lesson 2 - Intermediate Off-Street Operation
Session 1 - Intermediate Off-Street Operating Principles (Classroom)
Session 2
Intermediate Off-Street Operating Skills (Practice Area)
Session 3
Intermediate Trail Riding (Trail)
1

UNIT VI - PREPARATION FOR TRAVEL
Session 1 - General Preparation for Travel

Session 2 Preparation for Off-Street Travel

UNIT I.

BASIC RIDING SKILL

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Unit is to enable students to control the motion
of the motorcycle to a level of proficiency that is needed before on-street
practice may he safely initiated.

CONTENT
Lesson 1 - Introduction to Motorcycle Operation

Session 1 - Introduction to Motorcycis Operation (Class _o
SeSsion 2 - Putting the Motorcycle in Motion (Range)
Session.3 - Maintaining Balance and Direction (Range)
Lesson 2 - Bastc Maneuvers
Session 1 - Basic Maneuver Procedures (Classroom)
Session 2 - Basic Maneuver Skills (Range)
Session 3 - Proficiency Development (Range)

PREREQUISITES

Prerequisites for this Unit are the same as for the Course.
I-

METHODS

This Unit places primary emphasis upon student practice in Range Sessions.
Classroom instruction is limited to that necessary to prepare students for
Range instruction. With this restriction, it has been possible to confine
preliminary classroom instruction to a single session, thus allipwing students
In a combined session
to begin riding during their second session.
schedule, students would have an opportunity to ride during their first
meeting. As noted in Course specifications, lengthy preliminary classroom
instruction tends to result in a loss of student nterest, often accompanied
by a high dropout rate.

MATERIALS
Student Materiels

Student materials required in support of
owing:

instruction include the

Instructional ContentRequirements for text and handout materials
were identified in Course Specifications. The only unique requirement is the need for a mechanism to distribute materials in advance
of the first class to allow time for the necessizy preparation.
Materials may be distributed along with registration materials at
the time of enrollment or through the mail.
Instructional GuidanceGuidance materials would describe exercises
that could he carried out in off-street areas (e.g., parking lots)
to develop proficiency in carrying out basic control tasks, including
the following:
(1)

Coordinating corrections.

(2)

I

rforming turns of various radii

.

Contr011ed braking and stopping.
Shifting.
(5)

Turning while shifting or braking.

In
ation--Except for students enroll
and Improvement Courses, administrative materials wou
as part of Unit 1.
(1)

Course outline and schedule'

Transition
distributed

-oviding the following:

List of instructional se,sions for the course
in which the student is enrolled.
General subject matter of each session.
The date, time and location of each session.
(2)

Course regulations covering behavior during range instruction
including the following:
Protective gear requirements.
Op

.

ng areas and speeds.

(c)

Instructor communications, including hand signals.

(d)

Inter-vehicle separation.

(e )

Emergency procedures (motorcycle malfunctions,
confusion, hazardous conditions).
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(3)

Legal requirements relative to obtaining instruction permits
for on-street sessions should he provided at the 'nitwit
Some States require a week
including copies of applications.
or more to process permit applications.

Instructional Aids

Instructional aids required in this Unit consist largely of the fo_ o _n
Static visual aids depicting:

Location and identifying characteristics of
parts involved in operation of the motorcycle.
Forces involved in performing a coordinated turn.
lynamic visual aids illustrating procedures for moving (manually),
starting, and controlling the motorcycle.

EQUIPMENT

The instructional equipment requirements identified in Course specifications
apply to this Unit.
However, the following exceptions may be taken to requirements
for operational motorcycles:
St le--A street motorcycle may be used instead o
street/trail machipe.
Tires--Standard street
universal tread.

combination

ad may be used instead of

Legal 2,Aailiiit:-Since this uni4 involves no on-street
operation, motorcycles need not be registered nor need they
be insured for street operation.

FACILITIES

Facilities requirements identified in Course specifications apply to this
Additional requirements are specified in Session 11-2-3 "Proficiency
Development."
Unit.

PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT MEASURES
A Basic Skills Measure should he administered to assess each student's
ability to control the balance, speed, and direction of the motorcycle.

H P

The general considerations described under Course Specifications,
y to the administration of a Basic Skills Measure.

Content of Measure
The Basic Skills Measure should provide a measure of the student's
At a minimum, it should assess the
attainmant of Unit skill objectives
following -kills:
Coordination of clutch and throttle to put the motorcycle in motion.

Coordination a steering and weight distributions to
maintain balance and control direction along a straight
path, both at moderate and low speeds.
Precise use of front and rear brake to perform a
controlled stop at a predetermined point.
.1.

Coordination of steering and distribution of weight to
maintain balance and control direction in a curved path.

Coordination of the throttle, clutch, and shift lever
In order to upshi ft and downshift smoothly.

et andcomErshetis_iye Courses

A basic riding skills test may be used in an On-Street or Comprehensive Course to determine whether the students are sufficiently proficient
to he exposed to the hazards of actual traffic.
In such an application, it
should he scheduled for administration immediately prior to the first onstreet Session of Unit II in order to allow the benefit of Unit II range
instruction to be reflected in test performance.

Ins ruction

Off

ril

Because of the danger of the off- street enviV5inment, the
need to demonstrate proficiency in basic riding skills is less than would be
the case in an On-Street Course.
The test would he administered at the end
of Unit
to allow students 'asking in proficient: to gain additional
practk;c before Unit
instruction commences.
I
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Improvement and Transition Courses
A basic, riding skills test may be'used in an Improvement or Transition
Course to determine whether students should he permitted to by-pass Unit
instruction.. THis test application is further discussed in cow etion with
Unit II Prerequisites.

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
UNIT

LESSON

TITLE

Introduction to Motorcycle Operation

PURPOSE
The purpose of th),,&,1es on
to (1) introduce students to motorcycle
ope
ion, (2) provide -'an ov
iew of the motorcycle safety education
and (3) develop thoSe knowledg
and skills needed by students to pre
the motorcycle for operation and put it in motion.
_

OBJECTIVES

Performance Objectives

Knowledge and Skill Objectives
4c

NON- POWEWAY OPERATION

Moving the MotorcycleThe student must
be able to remove the motorcycle from
its staff and move it to a suitable
locat ion for instruction, without allowing it to fall.

Mounting/lismoilatD2EThe student must
be able to mount and dismount correctly,
without losing balance, and prevent the
motorcycle frcim falling or rolling.

BalanceThe student must be able to
balance the motorcycle while operating
in A straight
e.

The student must know the proper
positioning of the cyclist and
motorcycle for moving the
motorcycle manually.

The student must.be able to maintain the motorcycle in an upright
position while transferring weight
durint mounting and dismounting.
The student must be able to control
steering and weight distribution so
as to maintain balance.

POWL:1-.tEl) 01)1:

PrAiaratioa for Starting--The student
must he able to prepare the engine for
starting by placing the fuel valve,
choke, ignition, kill switch (where
supplied)
and shift lever
in a proper position.
,

The student must know the location
and proper operation of fuel varte',
choke, ignition, kill switch, and
controls, including brakes, throttle,
clutch, and gear shift lever.
The student must know the differences
among common types of motorcycles with
respect to part locationpnd operation.

Performance Objectives

Knowledge and Skill Objectives

Kickstarting--The student must be able
to start the engine by manipulating
the kickstarter (or starter button),
throttle, and clutch, and to keep
the motorcycle in the proper position.

The student must know common gear
patterns.

Acceleratiagi11A/L--The student must
he able to shift the motorcycle into
first gear, put it in motion, and bring
it to a' stop without stalling the

The student must be able to engage
the clutch in first gear and to
coordinate the clutch and throttle
so as to put the motorcycle in

engine.

motion.

The student must be able to kick
downward with enough force while
keeping the motorcycle in a stable
position.

The student must be able to apply the
brake(s) to bring the motorcycle
to a stop.

Maintaining Balance--The student must
be able, while in first gear, to
steer in a straight path without
putting either foot down, and to prevent
deviation from the intended line of

The student must be able to coordinate
steering and weight distributionoo
as to maintain balance in a straight
path while performing the "stop/
start" exercises.

travel.

ed--The student must he able to
maintain a steady speed through
proper throttle adjustment.

The student must know which way to
turn the throttle to attain the
desired speed.
The student must be able to adjust
the throttle to maintain a steady
speed.

SHUTDOWN

Shutdown--The student must shut down
the motorcycle by turning off the
ignition, closing the fuel valve, and
making sure all lights are off.
Securing the Motorcycle --The student
must secure the motorcycle by placing
it on the side stand, and putting it
in first gear.

Performance Objectives

Knowledge and Skill Objectives

AIJMINISTE TIVE REQUIREMENTS

Administrative Re uirements --The student
must be able to fulfill all administrative requirements including completion
of independent study assignments,
attendance at all instructional
sessions, and adherence to administrative requirements governing activity
in classroom, in simulation, on the
range, and when operating in a
street and off-street environment.

The student must know course object_ve
course schedule, course assignments,
student responsibility covering all
modes of instruction and general
policies and practices relating to
use of instructional equipment and
facilities, and communication procedures (e.g., instructional hand
signals).

Le-nents--The student must

The student must know license and
permit requirements of the State in
which instruction is given.

fulfill all legal requirements including
obtaining licenses, and must conform to
school policies.

CONTENT

The above objectives are met through:
(1)

Introduction to Motorcycle Operation (Class oom
Putting the Motorcycle in Motion (Range)
Maintaining Balance and Direction (Range)

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
UNIT
I

LESSON

SESSION

IntObduction to Motorcycle Operation

1

1

MODE

TITLE

Classroom

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Session is to (1) introduce the student to motsvcycle
operation, (2) provide an overview of the Motorcycle Safety Education Ptegram,
(3) acquaint students with Course requirements, and (3) describe the procedures
involved in preparing the motorcycle for operation and putting it in motion.

CONTENT

This session con_i

3.

4.

(, .

7.

of -the following topics:

Introduction to Motorcycling
Course Overview
Preparing for Operation
Starting the Engine
Putting the Motorcycle in Motion
Course Requirements
Range Preparation

In paring preliminary classroom preparation down to a sing e,session, a
number of topics customarily included in the first classroom session have been
deferred until later lessons. These include the following:
Minor starting and shifting problems.
Lights and signals.
Starting on an incline.
Preoperative inspection.
Protective gear.
Vehicle security aids (e.g., fork lock, center stand).
finder the recommended scheduling pattern, those topics assigned to Unit VI
be introduced very early in the course

MATERIALS
Intructional Aids
Instructional aids for this

ion include the following:

Parts Location Diagram - -A diagram showing the location
of those parts, and only thoseilarts,.invoived in
starting and controlling the motorcycle.

Dynamic Visuals

Moving the Motorc-cle--The procedures involved in manually
moving the motorcycle, including:
Raising and lowering the side stand.
Use of center stand (optional).
Moving the motorcycle by hand.
The "buddy push" (optional).
Starting the
engine, including:

procedures involved in starting the

Preparing the engine for starting.
Mounting the motorcycle.
Putting the motorcycle in neutral
(to include gear pattern).
Operating the kickstarter.
Startin and Stopping thnMqorastn--The procedures involved
in putting the motorcycle in motion and bringing it to a
stop, including:

Putting the motorcycle in first gear.
Clutch - throttle coordination.

Accelerating in first gear.
Disengaging the clutch.
Applying the brake.

Orientation (Optional)--An orientation to the Course,
including:

Hole of motorcycle in transportation.
Potential hazards of motorcycle operation.
The role of good instruction in accident reduction.
An overview of course content.

EQUIPMENT

In addition to the equipment, dentified in the Course Specifications, a
motorcycle should be provided for classroom use in the event that the specified
Because all parts of the motorcycle cannot he
visual aids are not obtainable.
readily seen by an entire class, this use of a motorcycle as a visual aid should
be considered a last resort.

Where use of a classroom motorcycle is necessary, the following
precautions should he taken.
Thr fuel supply should be drained completely to
eliminate fire hazard.

The engine should be disabled (e.g., removal of
breaker points) to discourage attempts at starting it.
Normal precautions should he taken to prevent theft
(e.g., locking front fork).

METHOD

Introduction to Motorcycling

,

5 minutes

The introduction to the Course should focus upon the motorcycle
itself and treat (1) the role of the motorcycle in transportation,
(2) potential hazards in motorcycle operation, and (3) the importance
of instruction as a means of overcoming hazards, A series of graphics
However, a motion picture
may be used to communicate major points.
might be used effectively to enhance presentation of introductory
Its ability\to show the dynamics of motorcycle operation
content.
both enhances interest and helps communicate content.

1.1 Role of the Motorcytle
_on makes a logical point
The role of the motorcycle in transpor
of introduction to the Course. However, since students have alresdy'
manifested an interest in motorcycles, this topic does not require a
Specific items of information to he treated
-treat deal of emphasis.
include the following:
Increased poptIPI -ty of the motorcycle.
Fuel

economy.

Itecr at I011.1I use of the motorcycle.

1.2

Potential Hazards

The potential hazards of motorcycle operation should be objectively
communicated, not to frighten students but to establish the importance of
acquiring thernecessary knowledges, skills, and attitudes, and thus lay
a foundation for the Course itself.
Many students will have enrolled in
the Course simply to learn how to ride; some will already know how to ride
and simply be seeking an opportunity to do so. Objective treatment of
potential hazards will help prepare students for the heavy safety orientation
that characterizes both classroom and laboratory instruction. The treatment
of hazards should include a teacher-led discussion of the following:
1.2.1

Nature of Hazards- -The characteristics of the motorcycle that
create an inherent hazard potential.

Difficulty in detecting the presence and speed.
Lack of protection to the operator.
The inherent instability that is characteristic of twowheel vehicles.
1.2.2

Magnitude of Hazard---Empirical data establishing the degree
of hazard involved, including the following information' items:
The number of fatalities per vehicle is double that of
automobiles.
The number of fatalities per mile traveled is four times
that of automobiles.
Approximately half the fatalities occur to operators who
have less than a year's experience.

1.3

Need for Instruction

The inherbnt hazard of motorcycle operation can only Ise overcome
the operator is better than the ordinary driver.
(1)

Skill-operator must be able to handle the motorcycle.
Knowledv--The operator must know where the dangers are.
Habits--The operator must he habitually alert to the
dangers created by the roadway and-other drivers.

5 minutes

ur,,e ()vt =rview

If
A brief )ve view of the (:ourse should follow the introduction.
pre..ented in a modularized fashion (i.e., students receive se
ii,truct
units), the various patterns should be described.
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2.1

Course Description

The instructor should describe the nature
instructional units:
Unit

purpose of each of the

Ils--The ability to control the
Bas is Rjdinz_
direction, speed, and balance of the motorcycle.

1

Unit II

lesKnowledge of principles for
'neet Ridin
safe nterac_ion with he roadway and traffic environment.

Unit III

ability to cope with the
Street
hazards of the roadway/traffic environment.

Motorcycle MaintenanceThe ability to service and

Unit IV

repair safety related Components of the motorcycle.

2.2

Unit V

Off-Street igldir-8--The ability to cope with the hazards
Or the Off-street environments.

Unit VI

Preparation for TravelHie ability to assure that the
operator and motorcycle are adequately prepared for travel.

Unit Description

Following the description of the Course, the instructor will describe
Unit

1, Basic (tiding

Lesson

classroom and
to
introduce
the
student to
i
ge sessions desi
maintain
le
operation
and.
to
enable
a
student
to
`mo`orc
balancevwhile operating the motorcycle under its own power.
ion

1

o

Lesson 2

Basic Man uver --One classroom and one range session
designed o enable the student to stop, shift, and turn the
motorcycle\and to perform simple maneuvers requiring
all three.

PrciencylievelopmentOne range session in which
students perform a variety of exercises intended to
improve proficiency and basic vehicle control.

3.

Pre

inq hir

Pro- dore ;
ny:
011

3.2
3. 3

15 minutes

in

Involved in preparing the m

Locating Pal
Pwiltion n the Motorcycle
Mounting and DI amount I fig
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-yele fo.r starting include

Locating Parts

Using transparencies, slides, or film strips,-the instructor should
review the location of those parts needed to -tart and operate-the motorcycle.
The discussion should include the following parts:
Controls
Front Brake
Rear Brake
Throttle
Clutch
Gear Change Lever
(2)

igalliton and Fuel System
Ignition Switch
Choke
Fuel Supply Valves
Starter
Engine Cut-Off Switch

Instrumentation
Speedometer
Tachometer
Neutral light

If the needed visual aids are unavailable, an operational
motorcycle may be used. However, because of the distance of
some sTbdents from the motorcycle, and the fact that the
motorcycle must be repositioned to permit all parts to be

reviewed, use of a motorcycle should be csidered a last
resort.

the parts indicated.
The review should be confined to location
Yhe instructor should not discuss, or allow students to discus.
any of the following:

Location of other parts; other parts of the motorcycle
will he introduced as needed.
(h)

3.2

function of parts; parts location should not be used as
For example, disa vehicle for introducing functions.
cussion of brakes should not deal with operation or adjustFunction will be discussed in the context
ment of brakes.
of operating tasks.

Positioning the Motorcycle

Using transparencies, slides, filmstrips, or film clips, the instructor
will review the procedures involved in moving the motorcycle into position
for
(

I

)

Il; is0111 the Side_ Stand

Uhe Following procedures
demonstrated.

r raising th

!iide t,tatnd will he

'''

(b)

Operator position -- Left side
Hand position -- Left handlebar, seat

(6)

Motorcycle IV04 1 t len

(d)

Lifting side stand with toe
Lift to fully raised position

(a)

(e)

Itaiqed to vertic

I,

This will
No reference need be made to the center stand.
save time and avoid introducing any unnecessary complexity.
Use of center stands will be described later.
(2)

Moving a MotorcEeLl

The following procedure for moving a motorcycle w
demonstrated:
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Operator position -- Left side
Hand position
Motorcycle position
Left hand on left hand grip
to
Right hand behind seat
1/
Squeeze clutch
Pull the motorcycle straight ahead
with the right hand
Allow the motorcycle to slow to a stop
Release the clutch, if necessary, to stop the
motorcycle quickly.

'Lowering the Side Stand

The following procedures fur lowering the side stand
will be illustrated:

(c)
3.3

Lowering with toe -- note flange.
Check for fully lowered position--beyond
Rest motorcycle on stand and check stability.

Mounting and Dismounting

Using dynamic visuals, or a
of static visuals, the instructor
should demonstrate and explain the following procedures for mounting and
dismount ink.
(1)

Mountie};

Hie It
(a)
(h)

(c)

1

1

1

eIcluctlt

of preccdure sht>tticl lie rev

Motorcycle position
Operator position
Hamdlehar position

1-

On side stand
felt side
clockwise

An altornat I ye procedure is to place the right hand on t he right hand grip.
Whi le this allows the use of the front brake for stopping, it places the
operector in an awkward body position making It difficult to turn the motorcycle sharply, hold it upright, or push it any distance, particularly It there
an uphill grade.
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On handlebars
Hand position
Swing leg clear of seat, rottiA
to sttight ahead position
While standing, raise side stand

(d)
(e)
If

d chars

(2)

Motorcycle position -- On side stand
Operator position -- Standing
Handlebar position -- Straight ahead
liand position -- On handlebars
Swing right leg over seat allowing handlebars
to rotate clockwise.

(a)

(h)
(Q)
(d)

(c)

Ang the motorcycle on the side stand when mounting and dismounting simplifies the student's task by (1) allowing the
motorcycle to support the student rather than-vice versa and (2)
permitting the handlebars to he rotated clockwise, placing the
be
hand grips within easy reach. The conventional procedure will
demonstrated later during the range session, after students have
mastered the simplified procedure,
15 minutes

Sta r t ing the Fng i tie

st rting the
the procedures 'involved in start
I-he teacher will
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1.1
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(a)
(b)

Location -- 11 ustrate the coon locations,
Operation
On

Off
Accessories
Gearshift

(hi

tel

(d)

(4)

Motorcycle, like car, should he in neutral to start engine.
Illustrates Standardllieft foot position.
Location
Indicator Light -- Most motorcycles have light on
If not,
dash indicating when transmission is in neutral.
roll motorcycle beck and forth.
Shifting into neutral is somewhat complicated and will
he described in a moment.

Engine Cut -O)ff Switch

(d)

Often called "kill" switch.
Location -- Right hand grip.
Purpose -- To stop the engine in an emergency.
Normally turn off engine with ignition switch.
Prevents leaving ignition in "On" position and
draining battery.
Prevents attempting to start the engine without
noticing the cut-off switch in the "Off" position.

Cho
Luc at lull

(h)

(c)

=

I

I lust rate cannon loci

ions

1k-the ri he cormon open
(ti)

ions

PurpOse
To make fuel mixture richer whencold.
the engine
Opening choke
Use only when engine is cold

ft_er engine is warm.
CI( ,Ing the choke
Close
se4vericl wconds
Warm days
Cu1t1 days
a few minutes
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c a t

Operation of Gear Shi ft Lever
la)

(b)

(d )

Lever only moves the transmission from one gear
to the next; lever,positions do not correspond
to particular gears as in
car.
Depressing the shift .levei puts the transmission
in the next lowest gear; raising the lever puts
the transmission in the next highest gear.
To change several gears, the shift lever must be
depressed or raised several times.
The clutch lever must be squeezed to change gear,
need not_be released after each gear change.

Lear Pat tern
I

I st rat e and

1

t he two common pat t erns

11

in the mt tom."
Down sh1
rs 1.0
as poss
Raise level p.r1t way unt
light goes on
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(with 't
1
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neutral indicator

Release clutch and make sure motor
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Continue downshifting until
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(2)

Kicking
(a)

Thrust doWlward quickly; the quicker. the lever
the more likely the engine is to start.

(b)

AvoidjumOihf omkickstart leVer.

.(c)

ovees,

Hold down levfr until engine is running or comes
to ,a stop.

(d) .AlloW the lever to gently return to the oiiginal
positicn; don't let,it snap back.
RepeaX'procedure as necessary%until,the engine starts.
If-engine cannot be started, repeat. the prestart procedures by
'checkIng_the following:
Fuel valve
Ignitipn
Engine cut -off.. switch,

Choke

The instructor should avoid discussing:starting problemS otb,
than those,involying faillere to perfdim the prestarting
procedures described (e.g., exclude discussion of flooding,
dead plugs).

Putting the

Motorcycle

in Motion

10 minutes

,Using dynamic visual aids, or a set of static visual aids, the instructor
will review thetprocedures involved-in putting the motorcycle inmotion. A
sound motion picture is most desirable in this application since-lt.will assist
students in recognizing the sounds associated with the friction point.

5.1 Procedure for Putting the Motorcycle in Motion

The teacher should illustrate and describe thelirocess of getting the
motorcycle underway in terms of.the following procedure:
Shift:into Fir
(a)
(b)

Squeeze clutch.
Shift into first gear -- review gear pattern.

Release to Friction Point
(a) 'Open the throttle enough to race.the engine slightly..
(b)
Gradually release the clutCh until the
point'
is reached,' that is the engine begins to slow down
.0
slightly.
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rt Mo orcyc

Moving

ually as
Continue to release the clutch
the motorcycle begins to move.
After the motorcycle s in motion, release" `the
etely an' open the throttle to increase
clutch
speed
A

sake of simplicity, student should
o open the throttle while releasing
the :clutCh. Simultaneous manipulation of both
controls is unnecessariAy.complicated.
not be

5.2 ,,Brin ing,theNtOrcycle to A Stop
lustrate and describe the following procedures
rcycle'6 a stop:
_engaging Vle,En-ine
(a)

Gradually clos,e the throt

(b)- .,:Squeeze the clutch.

tthe
a)
h)

MOtcsrcESit

apply the brakes.
Put feet down as the motorcycle comes to a stop.
unnecessary. at this point to discL
which foot-should be used since the student will
have little control over the direction of,lean.
Note:

5 3

Safety Precautions
safety precautions should be illustrated and described:

The follow

'Knuckles Up"

The hands should grasp the throttle with the knuckles up
order to help prevent inadvertent over-application of the'
throttle.
(2)

c

Covering the Clutch
-The student should be instructed to keep four fiiigers "covering" the
clutch at all times so as to be ready to squeeze it if the
motorcycle "starts to get away from him" or if trouble
develops.

Foot Position

While the feet should genetally be kept on the pegs during
operation, it is alright for students to hold them in an
"outriggers" position until they have learned to maintain
balance.

6.

Course Requirements

5. minutes

The instructor should describe briefly the folwing Course requirements:
6.1
(,.2

6.3

6.1

Instructional-Methods
Schedule
Student Responsibilities

Instructional Methods

general class/lab instructional sequence should be reviewed with
attention to the following:
(1)

classroom followed b
In general, each lesion consists of
one or more laboratory (on motorcycle sessions.

(2)

Labottitory sessions involve both off-street Operation and
t riding.

classroom provides preparation for laboratory sessions.
Students missing a classroom session may be prevented from
advancing in laboratory sessions.

6.2r Schedule
4'vO

'[fie- schedule of class and laboratory sessions should be reviewed and
attention given to the following:

Attendance
Session dates.

Duration of class and laboratory sessions.

NotificatOn of schedule changes.
(5

Rainy day procedures--Next class / lab sessions will be switched.
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6.A

Student Responsibilities

3

Students should be informed as to their responsibilities relative to
laboratory sessions:
1)

Gear Requirements= -What items of gear must be
student, including the following:
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)
(2)

rnishe

Shoes or boots
Pull trousers
Jacket
Gloves
Helmet (if not provided)
Eyes/Face Protection (kf not .provided)

Legal Requirements --What permits or licenses
before the first on-street session.

ft

Range Preparation

ew of the two
The instructor should provide a brief ov
that follow the class session. If time permlits,\safety precau
communication procedures should also be reviewed.'
.

7.1

Session Overview
des to to

the instructor should briefly describe,the ac
J.
Sessions 2 and 3.
Session 2
(1)

Positioning the motorcycle
rtv

(2). 14buiting and dismounting
(3)

Starting the engine
7

4)

Putting the motorcycle in motion

0

Session 3

Practice in starting and stopping the motorcycle`
maintaining balance.
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_d in

by the

-$

7.2

S ofety PrecautioM

l i
ted below should be rev:tewed.
If time permits, the precaution
tf sufficient time is not available, the students' attention shotId be
directed to the relevant portion of student materials.

(1)

Wear protective-gear at all times.

(2)

Ride only where and when instructed.

(3)

Ride at designated speeds.

(4)

Keep specified distance between motorcycles.

(5)

Respond to instructions without delay.

(6)

Leave exercise area in the event of
Motorcycle malfdhctions
Confusion regariding instructions
Hazardous conditions

(a)
(b)

(c)

7.

Range Communications

If time permits the following hand signals should be'reviewed (evercrthougre;
If insufficient time is available, the
die communications are provided).
udeOts' 'attention should be directed4to the relevant portion of student
materials
_

,Hand Signals
Start movirig

mbving*
art

nine

p engine
Slow down'.

Speer
Ride closer together or close up
Ride farther apart or open up
Ride this direction
Ride over to me or assemble here
Leave the exercise area

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION P_
UNIT

LESSON SESSION
2

1

I

RAM

TITLE
r

Putting the Motorcycle in Motion

Range

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Session is to enable the student to put the motorcycle
in motion under its own power.

CONTENT
cssic

Thi

consists of the following activities:

5.

Orientation to Range Instruction
Walking the Motorcycle
Mounting and Dismounting
Locating Neutral
Developing Balance

6.

Starti.pg the ,Engine-

7.

Putting the Motorcycle in Motion

1,

4,

In order to enable students to operate the motorcycle, under its own power
during thefirst'Range session, non-gporational instruction is reduced to a
minimum. ThA6.pe-operative inspection, often taught as a part of the first-,
Range activity, is deferred until Unit IV Maintenance, where it is integrated
with other inspection and servicing instruction.
The instructional sequence delays "StartinetAfingine" until the point at
-point at which powered operation is
Okich it is:needed, that is:

ihroduce*.

,

ff

11L THOUS

4
1.

Orientation to Range

ction

5 pi u

A brief orientation session will be necessary to review communicktion
signals and reinforce safety procedures and identify lesson activities.
This.orientation should include any range or cycle specific administrative
information (such as returning the motorcycle to the storage area, turninr
It is best to present any orientation infOrmation,before
in keys, etc.).
the students become involved with putting on and inspecting protective
gear or before they spread out to their riding stations.

1.

Communications
Safety Procedures,
Lesson Activities
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1.1

Communications

_ge communication equipment or communication
signals will be, demonstrated, Since communication signals have been previously covered in,class and through student material, the instructor can
give the signals and the students can supply tilt meaning for each signal.
Cpmmunication signals for the range are as follows:

Procedures for use of

(1)

lttart moving

(2)

Stop moving
start enginb
St6p
Slow down
Speed up
Ride closer together or close up
Ride farther apart or open up
Ride this direction
Ride over to me or assemble here
Leave the exercise area

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)

(10)
(11)

Procedures

information on the following should be reviewed:

Requirement and use ofprotective gear 0
(a) -Uelmet

wide in selection
a

(b)

bye /face protection

(c)
(d)

Jacket and trousers
Appropriate footwear
Gloves

(e)
.(2)

Select an appropriate size
Try on (able to get it on, snug fit)
Check size (no more than 1 inch head movement)
Fastener

Where and when t

ride

Exercise and'area speeds
Operating distance between motorcycles
'Responding immediately 41 instructions
(6) 1

Stopping. or leaving an exercise

(b)

Motorcycle malfunctions
Unclear about instructions

(c)

Dangerous cones Lions

(a)

1.3

Session Activities

Provide an overview of Session activ tes including:
4

(1)

Le

Walking the motorcycle (with engine off)
Mounting and dismounting
Developing balance (with engine off)

(4)

Starting the engine

(5)

Locating the friction point(engine running,
tet clutch out until motorcycle moves)
/4t

(6)

Securing_ the motorcycle

2.

Walking the Motorcycle

2.1

Movirtg Motorcycle Forward

minutes
`r)

-*

Purpose- -The purpose of the exe_ _se is to aid the
students in "feeling" the weight of the motorcycle,
off-loading weight by leaning the motorcycle in to them
and feeling the effects of steeripg.,.
(2)

Range Layout--A pair of mark rs will be needed for each
motorcycle used up to a maximum of 12 vehicles. The
markers should be set sufficiently far apart to allow the

libtorcycle to get underway in later Buddy Push and Bic
Power exercises, yet sufficiently close to allow studorits
to maintain a straight line path betwien the two magkers.
A separation of approximately MO feet will fulfill. this
_requirement.
Each pair of 4Markers should be separated by
Ut least'S feet to keep students from Setting in the way
of one another. Adjacelit pairs of markers should be
differentiated from'one another through color, size, or
shape in order that stu
able to distinguish
-will
them.

Refer to the illustrativeqay-ut "walkin
.Exercise Procedure--A student is
markers Athe pair. Upon being
each walks the motorcycle toward
around the marker and returns to

at one
posi
signalled by the
the other marker,
the originaliDosi

cycle."
of the
nstructor,
turns
ion.

(4)

orating Procedures--A student will perform the
exercise using the following pocedures:
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)

(i)
(j)

Operator positioned on left side of motorcycle.
Haid position
Left hand on left handlebar
Right hand behind seat
Place transmission in first.
Raise stand.

Motorcycle position--leans
ightly toward operator.
Squeeze clutch
Move the motorcycle forward slowly,.
Allow motorcycle to-Mlow down.
Stop by releasing clutch.
Lower stand.

InStruction Points

(b)

Posture
Stability

(c)

Maintaintu curse

(a)

Method--The exercise should begin wit,aelt
instructor-guided student deMonstratilion of the correct
operating procedures. The students completing the successful
demonstration may proceed to individual student Practice while
the next student.provides a demonstration.

Moving the Motorcycle Backwards

3 minutes

(1)

PurposeSame as in 2.1

(2)

itanelit--Saine as in 2.1 (2).

(3)

Exercise Procedure--The students are to walk the motorcycle ate
forward about 15 feet.from the starting area,. then stop1and
back the motorcycle to the starting target, back around the
target and stop.

(4

eraticedures- -None needed.

(5

Instruction Points- -Same as in 2.1

ive procedure is to place the right hand on the right hand grip.
While this allows the. use of the itOnt brake for stopping, it places th-

operator in an awkward body position making it difficult to turn the motorcycle sharp ly, hold it upright, or push it any distance.
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MethodNone needed.
5 minutes

Mounting and Dismounting
Mounting
(1)

his exercise is to provide
stu eats an opportun tr n practice mounting procedures
and to develop skill in:

Puose--The purpose of

(a)
(b)

Maintains
while mo

he motorcycle,in an upright position
_ng.

Judging how high the leg must be lifteCpplaar the
seat of the motorcycle.

(2)

Range Layout -No particular layout is required by this
However, the same layout described in 2.1
exercise.
may be used.
Exercise Procedure--Students sirmuldposit _n their motor
If the range is
cycles at least 10 feet from one another.
laid out as describe in 2.1, motorcycles may be positioned
Upon being told to do so, students
next to starting co
mount their motorcycles and sit on them,

(4)

Operating _procedures--A student will perform the
-exercise using tW, following procedures:
(a)
'(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)

Motorcycle position - -On side stand.

-

Operator position -On left side of motors,
Handlebar position--Rotated clockwise.
Hand position--On handlebars.
Swing leg over the seat, rotating handlebars to
straight ahead position.,
While standing, raise side stand 411 the way up.

Instruction Points
Hand position.
Motorcycle on stand.

MethodThe exercise should begin with an
instructor demonstration of the correct operating procedure.

3.

dismounting
(1

Pu-

11y the same as 3.1.
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(2)

Range Layout -- Essentially the same as

(3)

Exercise Procedure -- Students are to dismount from the
orcycles.

(4)

Operating Procedures--Students will perform the exercise
using the following procedures:
(a)

Motorcycle positon--On

(h)

Operator positionStanding.

(c)
(d)

(e)

(5)

Handlebar osition -- Straight ahead.
efland position - -On handlebarg'.

Swing right leg over seat allowing handlebars to.
rotate clockwise.

Instruction Points
(a)

Motorcycle on stand.

AY MethodThe exercise should begin with an
instructor demonstration of the correct operating procedures.

4.

Locating Neutral

'5 minutes

(1)

se - -lYie purpose of this exercise is to help the
students find neutral.

(2)

RlingeLuo47-Students should be positioned in a circle
around the -instructor with enough space between cycles to
allow students freedow..ftnovement. This configuration
allows students t- ear and permits the instructor to
Monitor student
rmance,quickly.
Exercise Procedure =' - students are to mount the

torcycles

and practice finding neutral
qperating Procedures -- Students will perform the exerciseusing the following procedures:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Mount motorcycle, supporting it on the right foot.
Put left foot on peg in position to shift.
Squeeze clutch.
Depress or'raise lever one "notch."
Release clutch.
Roll tile motorcycle forward to verify that'it is
in neutral.
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_

Instr

.

n-Points,

16444tOdentS to rely on neutral lightl.
gin with an
cad--The exercise shou
instructor-guided atudent demonatraticip of the correct
operating procedures. The Students completing the
successful deMOnstratilon may proceed to individual student
practice while the next student provides a demonstration.

Developing Balance
5.1

Straddle Walk

5 minutes

(1)

PurposeThe purpose of this exercise is to help the
students develop balance and control of the motorcycle
under non-threatening conditions.

(2)

Mange Layout- -Same as in 2.1.

(3)

Exercise Procedure--Students are to mount the motorcycles
and strtddle walk them to and ar&rnd the target cones,
and then straddle walk the motorcycles back to the
starting area targets.

(4)

©pe_rating

demonstration using

the following procedures:

Mount motorcycle and sit on
Shift to neutral gear.
Paddle with feet to gain momentum.
Steer toward target markers
Stop dri right side of marker by applying front t brake.

addle walk aromd mer.
idalo14411 to
p on right s
Straddle walk
Dismount.

g target.
of marker by applying front brake.
d marker.

Instruction Points--Observe for an

(6)

(a)

NcLving the motorcycle

(b)

Maintaining stability

assis

students with_

MethodMc exercise should begin with an
iriTiTt-iictor demonstration of the correct o;k

a

ng procedures

5.2

5 minutes

Buddy Push
1)

Purpose--The puma, of this exercise is tv allow students
to squire skills in'straight-line balance of the motorcycle.
The motorcycle is pushed by another student rather than
operated under its own power (thus it is unnecessary for the
stint to manipulate or coordinate the clutch and throttle).
Layout.-Same as 2.1.

(3)

Exercise' Procedure
(a

The students will pair up and use every other motorcycle for this exercise.
Motorcycles should be
positioned at the starting marker.

(b)

One student in eachyair will mount the motorcycle;
the other will push the motorcycle from behind.
.

The "pusher wail increise speed until the motorcycle
as moving fast enough so that the rider can lift his
feet and place them on the pegs without falling.
(d)

The rider will steer toward the marker.

(c)

Upon reahing the marker, the rider
cycle by applying the rear brake.

stop the motor-

The rider will then straddle walk the motorcycle"
around the marker and be pushed back toward the
starting marker (except where there is an incline,
in which event,..the motorcycle will be returned t the
starting point).
-kt

When one practice circuit has been completed, students
will change positions.
(h)

(4)

The process will be repeated for the duration of the
exercise group.
in. Procedures --The exercise will be performed wing
procedures:
Pusher

Stands behind
Pushes with hStops .pushing

_

orcvcle
on rear of seat.
_en cycle
in motion

Avoids "pushingoff."
Pushes again if rider stops

(b)

Rider
4

Sits on cycle and shifts to neutral
Places feet on pegs when in motion,
assume proper posture.
O

St*srs toward target der.
irl slowing begins, steps with rear brake.

mar brake is used in order to keep

iders2 feet on pegs as long as possible,
us tending, to develop lor speed balance.
iats first 4 steps.
target marker. stops. with rear brake.
traddle walks around marker.
Repeats procedures to return to starting area.

there is an incline at one side of the range
ff range has a transverse grade, the students
uld start at the high end to take advantage
of the grade. They may then return to the
original starting point rather than having
push uphill.
Instruction Points--The instructor will observe for and
ssist students with:
(a)

Posture

(b)

Stability,

(c)

Maintaining course
Keeping eyes on the target marker

(d)

MethodThe instructor will demonstrate
fSiWiddy push, first serving as the Wider while a .
student pushes, then as the pusher while a student rides.
In a class of 12, the two instructors may serve as
*der and pusher.

6.

Starting the Engine

6.1

Pre-Start Procedures

5 minutes

Pub --The purpose of this exercise is to have the
students prepare the motorcycle for operation.
(21

Range LayoutSame as 4.1
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re-,

Exercise Procedure -- Students are to per
operative procedures.
(4)

OpertiOperating ProceduresT-The exercise will be performed ,

using the following procedures:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Switch fuel valve setting to ON
Turn ignition switch to ON
Make sure transmission is in neutri
Turn engine cut-off (kill) switch tp R
Open choke

o

ON

v

(5)

(6)

6.2

Instruction Points--The instructor will check each
motorcycle to make sure controls are in the correct position

Method--Students simply perform the exercise once
.prior to Exercise 6.2.

miriutes

Kickstarting

Purpose - -The purpose of this exercise is to allow,
students to develop skill in kickstarting the motorcycle.

lIngE_Emoll-Same as 4.1.
Exercise Procedure- -The students are to mount the
cycle and start the engine.,
(4)

to

Opewing Frocedures--Students will start the engine
using the following procedures:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)
(k)
(1)

Fold out kickstart lever
Support body on left foot
Lean motorcycle toward support leg
Keep side stand down
Press down kickstart lever
until resistance is felt
Open throttle slightly
Thurst downward quickly to bottom of kickstart stroke
Avoid jumping on kickstart lever
Hold lever down until engine is running or comes to
a stop
Allow lever to gently return to original position
(they must not let it snap back)
Repeat procedure as necessary until the engine starts
If engine will not start, repeat pre-starting checks

Instruction Points--The instructor will observe for
aSsiSt,students relative to, the following eftorst
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

Improper foot position on kickstart lever
Insufficient force to start, engine
Failure to hold kickstart lever down while
starter is turning
\Allowing the kickstart lever to snap up
Fuel or kill switch in the wrong position

Metho&-The,instructor will demonstrate only once,
following which students may practice individuaLly

7.

Putting the Motorcycle in Motion

1.1

Locating the Friction Point
(1)

1h minutes

PurposeTile purpose of his exercise is to enable the
students to manipulate the clutch and throttle in, order to
find the friction o nt, and pass through the friction points
without stalling to engine.
Range LjArEiL--Same as 2.1.

Exercise Procedure--Students are to start the motorcycle,
put it in sear and release the clutch till, the motorcycle
When the motorcycle has travell*d about
starts to move.
3 or 4 feet, they are to pull the clutch back in. Students
are to practice this exercise going across the rime to
'the appropriate target marker, paddle walking around the
marker and then returning.
(4)

Operating Procedures--The exercise wi
using the following procedures:
(a)
(b)
(c)

be performed

Perform pre-start procedures
Mounip cycle

Start engine
Squeeze clutch
Shift into first gear
(e)
(f) -Open throttle enough to race engine slightly
Gradually release clutch to "friction point"
(g)
As cycle begins to move, release throttle and
(h)
pull in clutch
Apply the brake to bring the motorcycle to a stop.
1)
Students should not attempt to open the throttle and
elease the clutch simultaneously. The coordination
involved is too difficult to achieve this early in
instruction.

-(d)

(5)

Instruction Points - -The instructor should observe and
(assist students relative to the following:
(a)
(h)

Using insufficient throttle (seal ling)
Using excessive.throttle.(racing the engine)

(c)

Jteleasing th+lutch too quickly (stall or ,erky start)
,

\

(6)

Method--The:nstructor wilOdemonstrate the procedure and.
then guide' tudenti individually. After one,demonsration
t
students wIll practice while the instructor gives
additional guidance to students Who are havipg-trouble.
,A student having ex eme difficulty mastering this
coordination may u- a motorcycle with asturdy c
er
stand, if one is ava lable.
on the
With the motorcyc
stand and the rear wh el raised, the student
practice
the clutch-throttle'c rdination without stalling the engine.
The front wheel shout be placed against, a wall to prevent
the motorcycle from
ling off-the cente* stand with the
rear wheel turning.
`

=
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EXERCISE 2

- WALKING THE MOTORCYCLE

EXERCISE 5.1 - STRADDLE WALK
EXERCISE 5.? - BUDDY PUSH

100
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MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
TITLE
3

1

Maintaining Balance and direction

Range

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Session is to enable the student to control the
motorcycle while operating on a straight and curved path.

CONTENT

This Session consists of the following exercises:

3.

Accelerating the Motorcycle
--Maintaining a Straight Course
Changing Direction
Shutdown.Procedures

METHODS
k

20 min

Accelerating the Motorcycle
(1)

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to allow
students to develop proficiency in maintaining strai
line balance and in coordinating clutch, throttle, and
brake.

(21

Range Layout--Same as layout for Session 2.
Refer to illustrative diagram "Accelerating
the Motorcycle."
Exercise Procedure--The students are to start at one
marker and ride the motcircyclie about 20 feet toward the
it To a stop with both brakes..
target marker and bring
Then they areito start again and move about another 10

ThiS.0ocess is to be repeated until the target
feet.
marker is readied. Then students are to paddle walk the
motorcycle around the target marker and return to the
original marker travelling 20 feet at a time, and again
paddle walking around the marker.
The same/ procedure is to be repeated through the duraton

of theixercisetime.

1

I

(4)

Iperiiting Procedures -The exercise will be performed
using the following procedures:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Perform prestart procedures
Mount motorcycle
Start engine
Start motorcycle
/Squeeze clutch
lift into firlt gear

k

Open throttle enough to race engine slightly
il friction point
.Release clutch gradually
is reached
Continue to release the clutch gradually as the
motorcycle begins to move
Raise the feet to foot pegs
Release the clptch completely
en the throttle slightly
Stop motorcyCle

Gradually close the throttle
Squeeze the clutch
both brakes
Gradually apply pressure
Put the foot down as the motorcycle cdMes
to a stop
Instruction P

tch fob

--Ins

fol
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Posture
Feet'up on pegs when moving,'
Foot to purface'just befdre stop
Using both'br e
.
target rather than at controls
Looking aloud
Under-'or over revving the engine

(g)

Knuckles up + throttle
Covering the clutch
Meinta'ning separation

,(h)
(i)

.

,

,
,

N

e the Astructor should also watch for Odic tion of
difficulty in,clutch-throttle coordination, Want(' and
directional control, guidance will, lecessarili be.onfined
to the. procedural aspects'ofithe
perfo
N
'97P

(6

MethodThe exercise will commence with
monstratien followed by indiv duals st
).

1

'.

102

4

nstruc or
actice.

1

Maintaining a Straight Course

20 minutes

Pur ose.-The purpose of this exercise is to develop
t e steering skills required in maintaining 'balance
and keeping the motorcycle moving in a straight line.
This exercise is also intended t, help in routinizin'g
the manipulation of.clutch slid throttle and allow.
attention to be devoted to directional control.
V
Range Layout--Exercise 1.
Refer to illustrat v
"Maintiining Balance,ana
Direction."
,
1

i.a

Exercise Procedure -- Students are to-vii
the target
marker at
out 10 mph.
They/
stop
the marker, '
1-shil to ne tral, straddle walk
and the marker, and?-hen ride b dk to the star ing m ker.

I

A.
l'

n

Procedures-2he 'exercise will be pe
owing procedures:
f..
A

!

ormed using

"

ead to target maker
p'p opdA posture
41

o

Le nArorW_rd slightly with back straight
Hands rasing firmly witg wrists down
Arm# sti
1y bent
Kne
against tank
red

on :p

t
Instruction Points--Same as Exercise 1.
(6)

Method--Students may commence practice without
demonstration. The i _ ructor\would
ovide
assistance to those h
ng difficul

Changing Direction
(1)

a

15 minutes

DIEp.The purpose o_ this exercise is to enable
students to maintain balance while making simple
direction. changes.
It also allows students to obtain
practic0Of all previous skills without having tOStOp
and straddleltralk the motorcycle.

(2)

13m121!Eattudents

e to ride aroun&the outer

perimeter of the range plea, making wide 90 degree'
t
it all foUr corners.
Refer to the illustrative
1
-out "Changing Direction.
ti
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Exercise Procedures--The students will ride around the
range at about 10-15 mph in first gear. All students
will ride in the same direction keeping about 40 feet
between riders. The instructor should reverse the
direction every 10 minutes.

4.

(4)

Operating Procedures--Same as described in Exercise
No attempt should be made to provide instruction in
turning technique at this point.

(5)

Instructiken Points--Same as Exercise 1.

(6)

MethodStudents may proceed directly-from practice on
Exercise 2 without further instruction.

5 minutes

Shutdown Procedures

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to allow
students to apply shutdown procedures.
Range Layout- -The students will walk the motorcycles
to the storage vicinity but not attempt to put them
away.

Exercise Procedure--The students are to shut down and
secure the motorcycles after use.
(4)

Operating Procedures--The exercise will be performed using
the following procedures:
(a)

Shifts to first gear

(b)

Shuts off "gine

(c)

Places on stand--checks surface for capability
to support motorcycle--if necessary., places
support beneath stand
Removes ignition key
Turns off fuel supply

(d)

(e)

Instruction Points:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Ignition off
Kill switch off
Fuel supply off
Key removed

od--The students will per am the above exercise once
without an instructor demonstration. The instructor will
correct any deficiencies.

(6)' Me

4
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EXERCISE

1

- ACCELERATING THE MOTORCYCLE

EXERCISE 2 - MAINTAINING BALANCE AND DIRECTION

EXERCISE 3 - CHANGING= DIRECTION
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MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATIpN PROGRAM
TITLE
2

Basic Maneuvers.

PURPOSi
the purpose
this lesson is for prepare the students to perform basic
motor cyclv maneuvers by providing the knowledge% and skills underlining
lateral and longitudinal control of the motorcycle.

OBJECTIVES

Performance Objectives

Knowledge and Skill Objectives

11)-TURI

The 4tudent must know the effee
of proper arm,eleg, and body po
on maintaining balance.

Brake Use -The s udent m
use both
hrakeS in making a'nermal _top.

tion

The student must know the advantage
of using both brakes for normal
stopping.

Controlled Stopping- -The student must
he able to come to a gradual stop at
a predetermined point.

The student must be able to perceive
the distance it will take the motorcycle to stop smoothly at any given
point.

The student must be able to judge how
much brake pressure must be applied to
stop the motorCycle within a prescribed
distance at any speed.
Maintained Stop--The student must maintain brake pressure with the front brake
lever and hold the front wheel straight
ahead while -stopping,

The student must know the effect of
maintained brake- pressure on preventing accidental forward motion
(e.g., inadvertent clutvb release)
and the improvement in Ihe motorcycle's detectAbility (i.e., brake
light).:

Knowledge and Skill, Objectives

Performance ObJectiveS

Sill iTlNt
ShiftiniThe student Must 130 able to
shift from.neutral up through the gears
and down again.

The student dust know the
of proper clutch'and throttle appl_
cation upon transmission wee
The student must be able to coordinate
throttle, clutch and shift lever to
shift without racing the engine
between gears causing the motorcycle
to lurch or deviate from the intended
line of travel, or removing eyes from
the path ahead.

(war

At any %peed, the
' e l et t l on
%tudent must operate In that gear which
I1rIlvide .1 sultahle acceleration

The student must know the proper.
engine RPM, gear selection, and
speed for adequate acceleration.

capahtllt
The student must be able to identify
proper engine speed through auditory
cues.

Shifting ProblemsThe student must

e

`able to free a stuck shift lever.

The student must be able to identify
the symptoms of a stuck shifter.

FURRING

The'student must' know the effects of
body and motorcycle lean, steering,
and speed, upon turning.

furnilig--The student must be able,
while in first gear, to turn along
a prescribed path.

The student must be able to coordinate
steering and throttle adjustment to
maintain balance while turning.
OPERATING ON GRADES

The student must he able to mount and
start the engine on graded surfaces
(up, down, and off-camber) without
dropping the motorcycle or allowing it o
The student must also be able to
roll.
accelerate from a stopped position on
an upgrade without losing balance or
killing the engine.
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The student must be able to coordinate
throttle, clutch, and brake in order to
place the motorcycle in motion ln an
upgrade.

CONTENT

The above objectives src

t through

(1)

4s 1t Maneuver Prom:tures (CI ass morn )

(2)

hesic Maneuver Skills (Range)

)

1os
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MOTORCYCLE SAFETY E6UCATION PRAM
es

ON

N

Ills

TITLE
.

.

.

Basic Maneuver Procedures

2

Classroom

1

PURPOSE

The prpose of this Session is to prepare studentg to perform basic
motorcycle maneuvers by providing the knowledges underlying lateral and
longitudinal control of the motorcycle.

CONTENT

The content of this Session includes the following topics:
1.
2

3.

4.
S.

6.

Posture
Stopping
Shifting.
Turning
Starting on an Incline
Range Preparation

MATERIALS
Instructional Aids

Instructional aids for this Session include the following:
Static Visuals
Posture - -A

of visuals indicating correct riding posture.

Turning Forces--A set of graphic aids illustrating the interaction of outward and gravitational forces on the following:

Maintaininva stable leaning angle in a turn.
Maintaining stable lean angles in turns at
different speeds and rate of turn.
Entering, negotiating, and coming out of a
normal turn.
Excessive speed resulting in (a) lack 0
control and (b) effective correction.
Dynamic Visuals
Brakin

Procedures -- Including the following:

Simultaneous application of front and rear brake.
The effect of front vs. rear brakes on stopping
distance.
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urning ProceduresIncluding the following:
0

Adjusting speed on approach.
Leaning the motorcycle.
Leaning the body with the motorcycle.
Coming out of the turn.

Dynamic Audio Visuals

Shifting Procedures--Including the following:
Sounds associated with proper shifting,
over-revving, and lugging.
The effect of incorrect upshifting and
downs-Sifting upon motorcycle operation.

Start nii_on an In-lineIncluding the following:
Coordination of clutch, throttle and brake.
Sounds associated with proper engine revving.

METHODS
1.

Posture

5 minutes

Using static visuals, the instructor should review the following
elements of posture:
(1)

Body
a)
(b)

Leaned slightly forward--overcomes wind resistance.
Back straight -- prevents fatigue. -

ArM'sslightly bent to allow handlebars to be rotated.
Hands -- holding hand grips firmly but comfortably.
(4)

Knees--pressed lightly against gas tank; helps maintain
secure' position.

(5)

Feet
(a)

Both feet on the'foot pegs to maintain stable
position on motorcycle.

(b)

Instep of each foot on foot peg, feet parallel to the
ground.

-I- I 0
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Seat position
(a)

Longitudinal position djusted to permit the above.

(b)

Lateral position -- squarely in the middle of the seat.

Discuss posture in relation to maintaining control and
reducing fatigue, not ,in terms of "form."

10 minutes

Stopping

In previous range instruction, students have been provided instruction
and practice in using the brakes.
However; the object of such instruction
and practice has been simply to enable the student to'bring the motorcycle
to a stop.
No instruction in correct braking technique has been provided.
Topics to be discusSed undei. "Stopping," include:
Use of Front Brake
Proper Braking Technique

2.1
2.1

2.1

Use of Front Brake

Owing-to (1) cautions given during range instruction, and (2) Misinformation received from others, students may be reluctant to'use the front
brake. The following instruction is intended to overcome reluctance to use
the front brake.
Adv-

front wheel braking

(a)

Front wheel brake supplies 70% of braking force.

(b)

Stopping distance is substantially reduced by
front wheel braking.

(c)

Many accidents are attributed to failure to use the
front brake, i.e., the motorcycle could have stopped
but didn't.

Visual aids - -preferably dynamic--should be used to demonstrate
the effect of front wheel braking upon stopping distance.
(2)

.

Safet- of front wheel braking
(a)

"Myths" of falling due to front wheel braking
in turns and on wet surfaces.

(b)

Explain effect of front wheel lock upon stability.
Front wheel steering needed for balance.
Locked wheel results in loss of steering control.
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ili

Application of front brake ton wet surfaces and in
turns will not cause a lock up if the brakes are
properly applied.
11-- wheel brakin
(a)

or normal

Proper use of front brake in an emergency requires:
Habit- -Use of the front brake dust be automatic.
Skill--The front brake must be applied properly.

(b)

2

Appropriate habits and skills can only be developed
if front brakes are used on normal stops.

per Braking Technique

controlled
The instructor should discuss the following elements of a
stopping procedure:
(1)

(2)

,Initiation of brake a

ica

(a)

The ability to judge the distance required for
normal stops.

(b)

Many novices are. unsure and tend to start slowing
too early, catching following drivers by surprise.

Stopping procedur,,
(a)

Close throttle

(b)

Apply both brakes at the same time

Expose myth of delayed front wheel braking.
The sooner the front brake is applied the
quicker the motorcycle stops.
(c)

Ease up on brakes as motorcycle comes to a stop.
Braks tend to grab as momentum is lost.

Maintaining stopped position
(a)

On a short stop, most riders prefer to use
left foot for support

Allows right foot to be used for braking,
freeing right hand for throttle control.
Requires shift to first gear before stopping.

(b)

On long stops, most riders prefer to.use the right
foot for support.
Allows left. foot to.use to shift into neutral.
Shifting.into neutral for longcstops prevents
lurching ahead if clutch lever is inadvertently
released.

Brake pressure must be main
to prevent motorcycle fro.r

--_ed while stopped in

ng forward or backw

4.

Shifting

10 minutes

In order to meet'time constraints
first Classroom session was limited to
into, and accelerating in, first gear.
\deal with the following:
3.1
3.2

3.3
3.4

3.1

discusi
1) findin
Continu

of shifting during the
neutral, and (2) shifting
scussion of shifting will

Reasons for Shifting
Gear Pattern
Upshifting
Downshifting

Reasons for Shifting

Many students will be unfamiliar with manual shifting of vehicles and
why it is required. The instructor should review the following:
(1)

Function of gears

To supply engine power in the form of force versus speed.

Lgearsstovr:
(a)

Overcoming inertia to put the motorcycle in motion.

(h)

Maintaining speed up hills.

(c) 4Higher gears allow attainment of speed where
motion is not resisted by inertia or gravity.

3.2

Gear Pattern

Using a graphic aid, the instructor, should illustrate the gear pa
through five gears.
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e_

1)

(2)

ally have five gears.

Larger, street bikes

Smaller bikes and trail bikes generally only have
four gears.

Upshifting

Using visual aids, the instructor should demonstrate the process
upshifting.
(1)

Purpose= -to accelerate the motorcycle to higher speeds.

(2)

Shifting procedure:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)

Squeeze clutch
Close throttle
Lift shift lever with toe
Release clutch
Open throttle to increase speed
Repeat process

Gear speed ranges
(a)

Explain gear range
Each gear operates over _a specific range
Cannot shift into gear before lower end of
range is reached
Must shift out of the gear before higher
end of range is reached

(b)

Consult owners manual for gear range
If equipped with tachometer,,a fiked minimum
and maximum RPM generally applies to all gears.
If no tachometer, must use speed ranges.

(c)

(4)

Student must learn through experience to recognize
sound of appropriate RPM.

Common problems in upshifting
Describe the following:

"Lugging" the engine
IDeticribe lugging

Results from shifting too soon
Must shift back to lower gear and increase engine speed

114
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F

A

(h)

Exceeding prescribed RPM
Over-revving
Can pause engine damage and,burn oil
a

Shifting too slowly

Motorcycle slows while Clutch-is disengaged;
speed drops below minimum
Results.in lugging
Must shift quickly

IA

(d)

Racing the engine

Results from

floss thro

1t

whendisengaging clu

ch

Can cause, clutch wea

3.4

Downshi ft:inq

of
Using visual aids, the instructor- will illustrate f)e process
down hifti g while the motorcycle is slowing.

t'urposelTo match gears with motorcycle speed r
order to alOw acceleration if needed.
(2)

Shift procedure

(d

se throttle
low. down;
Wait for motorcycle
Squeeze clutch
Depress gear shift lever.
Release clutch immediately

tikes if negessarr

Lngine braking
(a)

Many ,roks,describe
motorcycle

do

Clutch is squeezed before motorcycle slows
Throttle is open slightly to match engine
RPM with that of lower gear
This practice will not be used in instruction and is

Aseouraged
Not good for the engine; it is cheaper to
replace the brakes than the transmission
If not done properly; ,pan lock the rear wheel
and cause a skid
Is too complicated for this stage of instruction
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Simultaneous doWnshift ng
Some operators pro er to shift gears all at once
either while slowing or after stops
Acceptable if mbtorcycle is comitngito a stop and will not be accelerated
If acceleration is needed, the opera
no
now whdt gear the motorcycle
Downs

oblems

u chtng

Caused by failure
down enough befog
Particularly like
due to the gear rat.y
ed to make syre tt
proper speed range fo
4
Can't shift into first

e is in
_e
Shifted into

tOccurs when gerilrs,.40.06t 'mesh

Release clutch\to'l rt ion point to
move gears Squeeze clut.010 immediately to prevept
motorcycle
ing'forward
Squpeze clutc'h again and depresi gear-shift
1e14
(

Turning

4.

20 minutes

Students have had to t,'rn the motorcycle dur ng.the previous range
-n.
However, th
have-tot learned how,
control spied, rate of turn,
d

an _nee to per

a coordinited. turn.

.

_S
The discussion of physical forces tha
called for isintended to
it
show the students the
lati hships among speed, rate. of turn, and lean
Are understanding of
angle.
e relationships is not difficult to acquire
if appropriate visual ilids
d.
hat such an
It is be
standing lacilltates both the l
ing and reten en of procedures invoued
i

in performing ,turns and bandiling problemi,when t_,ey arise.
.
.

P

The dis

4

4.1
4.2
LL .3

,

4

on of turning will be divjded into the following topics:
\I;

.

Motbrcyclejoeh
Body'%Leah,

,

Turning Technique

4.1

Motorcycle Lpan

The instructor should explain the interrelation of motorcycle lean,
of tUrn, and motorcycle-speed. The following outline deals wiTh the
intrrelationships in terms of the physical forces involved.
It may be
deleted if time is limited or students are judged to lack interest.
rat

Physical forces

Using graphic visuals the instructor should illustrate
the following:
4a)

Outward force
'Illustrate the outward force acting upon the motorcycle in a turn.

Show how forces develop
Show how force varies as a function of
rate of turn and speed,
lb)

Downward force

Show the downward gravitation4l force acting
upon the motorcycle when it is leaned inward.
(c)

Stability

Show how the two forces combine to produce a
force in line with the motorcycle.
When the two forces are equal, the motorcycle
is stable.

When outward force is too great, the motorcycle
tends to fall outward.
When outward force is insufficient, motorcycle
tends to fall inward.
Interrelation of forces

,The instructor should illustrate the interaction of
speed, rate of turn, and lean angle.
(a)

Using graphic aids, the instructor should illustrate
the effect of varying speed and rate of turn upon
required lean angle.
Using pictorial visuals, the instructor should
illustrate lean angles for various
turns and speeds including the following:

Small Lean
Slow speed, moderate turn,
(e.g., on-ramp to crowded highway).
Fast speed, geRtle turn
(e.g., gradual highway curve).
Large Lean
Slow speed, sharp'turn,
(e.g., intersection).
Fast speed, moderate curve
(e.g., off ramp, sharp highway curve).

4.2

Body Lean

To avoid unnecessary complications, body position was omitted from
discussion of motorcycle lean. Illustrations would show the operator
leaning with the turn, i.e. at approximately the same angle of the motorcycle.
At this point, the effect of body lean itself will be discussed.
(I)

The effect of body jean
Using graphic visuals, the effect of leaning with
the motorcycle'should be compared with "leaning out,"
that is leaning less than the motorcycle.
(a)

Leaning out creates less downward force
balance the outward force of the turn.

(b)

The motorcycle must be leaned more to make the
same turn.

Normal turning
Leaning with the motorcycle enables the operator
to handle sharper turns at higher speeds.
Sharp, high speed turns are not encouraged; however,
may become necessary
A curve turns out to be sharper than expected.
The motorcycle i4 traveling-faster than the
operato, thought.
Traffic conditions require a relatively
high speed turn.

they4

4.d

Turning Technique

Using pictorial visuals, dynamic fir static, the instruc.or should
illustrate the steps involved in a coordinated turn.
(1)

Approach the turn at appropriate seed
Adjust speed to rate of turn.

(b

Compete speed adjustment before entering
the turn; speed adjustments in the turn may
be dangerous (as A.11 be noted momentarily).
The ability to judge the maximum speed at
Which a turn may be safely entered will be
developed with practice.

Lean the motorcycle toward the turn
process involves coordination of steering and
body movement.
It is a skill developed with practice
and cannot be taught as a procedure.
Turn handlebars toward turn
Lean with the turn

Allow body to lean with the motorcycle;
don't "lean into" the turn (i.e., lean more
than motorcycle.
(b)

Maintain body position by:
Knees against the gas tank
Feet on the pegs
Hands on the handlebars

Keep head erect to aid in perceiving position and
direction.
Keep eyes up; look into the turn and not in front
of the motorcycle.
Comi n
(a)

out of

turn

Straightening up--As the motorcycle nears the
end of the turn, the operator adjusts steering to
increase the rate of turn, generating an outward
force to bring the motorcycle upright.

Straightening out--As the motorcycle nears an
upright position, the rider instinctively straightens
the handlebars to maintain balance.
Accelerating out--Manyi riders accelerate, to generate
additional outward force to help bring the motorcycle
to an upright position.

Excessive speed

Using graphic visuals, the instructor should describe the
technique of handling exceessive speed in aturn.
(a)

Through misjudgment, the operator may enter a curve
at a speed that is excessive with the amount of
motorcycle lean that has been obtained.
The excessive outward force will tend to
bring the motorcycle to an upright position.
The rider will feel an inability to "hold the
turn" and instinctively tend to swing wide
(reduce the turn rate) to maintain stability.

(h)

If a wider turn is potentially dangerousit will
cause the motorcycle to leave the lane or the roadway-the following alternatives are available:
se the throttle. This will reduce speed
causing the motorcycle to lean inward more
and allowing a sharper turn to be made.
If absolutely necessary,
Appl
the brakes.
the brakes may be applied slightly to further
reduce speed. Particular care should be taken to
avoid locking the rear wheel, *ince the rear wheel
is particularly likely to skid in a turn.

Aciklat It is possible to adjust steering so as to increase the amount of lean and allow
a sharper turn to be made. The technique requires
a modicum of skill and will be described in Unit
III "Street Riding Skills."

5.

10 minutes

Starting on an Incline

instructor will describe and demonstrate the
l)wing dynamic visuals,
procedures for startingithe motorcycle on a hill,
(1)

Start in

emir
II motorcycle

(a)

Use f runt brake to

(b)

Start engine, using normal kicks tart

1u

(2)

Accelera-

Put the motorcy

first gear

Apply foot brake to hold, motorcycle while the right hand
operates the throttle

(b)

Open the throttle sl fight Iv more than usual

Release the clutch somewhat more gradually than usual.
Quick clutch release may:

(d)

all the engine
Cause the front wheel to lift off the ground
ear

tirake as the engine takes hold

Lowering of engine rpm indicates that
beginning
to take h ld.
may be necessary to
hrottle slightly as
sthe clutch is released.

minutes

Range Pte pa ra t ion

If time permits, the instructor should describe briefly the activities
.eke place in the accompanying range Session (1-2-2). Range diagrams
himld he disseminated so that students may Judy the-range layout and
cAercise paths.

b. I

Stopping
will he required to:
(Il

Approach

()

Pet

-m

order
(i)

I

where to init atR a stopping maneuver in
come to a smooth stop between the two markers.

Perform a smooth stopping maneuver when coming to a stop
between the two markers.

I he students will be
(Il

h.

i r of markers along a

.quired

Hide around the perimeter

thr ext.!

Ise area.

l:)

l pjhi tt to second

first gear un
responding to 'the lonser dimen

ear and hat_

the straightaway
of the area.
shifting

ke

_ns

third gear and back to first gear_

Turning

students w7 II perform three turning
skill in pertorming cc) rdinated turns.
I)

designed to develop

1ett turns, Hispt Turns
idonts will ride aro id the range area in A
,o!ltrclockwio and IMA0#1.+C direction to perform
coordinated right turns and left turns respectively.

(2)

Lett and Right Turns
one -half of t.ic range area
the students
11-4negotia
in a countercloskwise direction and the otner in a clockwise
_

direction to provide practice and coordinated right *nd
leirt turn

.

rpentini-

The students will negot
gore "S" so as to prac
Iiii

Into a

I

turn.

_

the range area in a larg_ e
moving directly from a right
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TITLE
2

2

Basic

aneuver Skills

Range

PURPOSE

The purpose o this Session is to enable students to develop the skills
associated with longitudinal and lateral control of the motorcycle.

CONTENT

This Session consists of the following topics:
1.

2.

Stopping at a Predetermined Point
Shifting
Turning

This Session conclUdes the introduction of skills and procedures for basic
motorcycle operation. The stopping exercise assists students in using speed cues
and cues from closure in order to judge when braking should begin to stop the
Cycle at a predetermined point.
The -exercise on shifting assists students in locating gears, operating the
shift lever, and coordinating clutch, throttle and shift. lever to obtain the
desired gear while upshifting and downshifting. The exercise requires upshifting
to third gear:
It is assumed that anyone with the procedural information and
skill to shift to third gear could shift to fourth and fifth:gear as well.
The turning
ercise continues with those skills required for changing the
motorcycle's dire ion,in. 1-173
and required development of skills
associated with turning at different speeds, different radii, and turning from
a turn.

METHODS
1.

Stopping at a Predetermined Point
(1)

15 minutes

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to help the
students develop skill in regulating brake pressure and
judging distances in order to bring the cycle td a smooth
f

stop at a predetermined place-.

y

(2)

Range LayoutThe range layout should provide a stopping
path defined by painted lines or markers. The path should
be of sufficient length to ermit students to reach a speed
of 15 mph before stopping
torcycle. At one end of the
'path, a stopping point shoul
0indicated by a clearly
observable marker. For a class of 12 students, two paths
should be provided. Refer to the illustrative diagram
entitled "Stopping."
Exercise ProcedureAn instructor and six students are
assigned to each of the two braking paths. The students
will ride the length of the b4aking path at about 12 mph.
They are to use both brakes to bring the motorcycles to a
smooth stop with the front tire between the pair of markers.
As soon as a student has stopped, the next student will begin
to ride down the line. The first student will return to the
starting area. The process continues for the duration of the
exercise period.

(4)

Operating Procedures-- The students will perform the
exercise using the following procedures:

(c)

Stabilize speed at 12-15 mph.
Look ahead4to stopping area.
Close throttle.

(d)

Apply pressure to both VI

(a)
(b)

(e)

.(f)

to achieve stop in
designated area.
Pull in clutch for stop before engine lugs.
Stop smoothly at stop area.

Instruction Points -- Students will he observed
following:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(6)

2.

Brake application (too soon or too la e).
Braking pressure (smooth stop without skidding).
Use of both brakes (front end dip).
Coordination of controls (closes throttle before
braking, pulls in clutch before stopping).

Method - -The instructor need only demonstrate the exercise
once, after which students may practice'individually
as desired. The instructor should stand alongside the
braking paths.

Shifting
1)

Pte--'This exercise is designed to develop the
manipulative control skills for shifting.
It also
provides reinforcement of the basic turning exercises
and superimposes the shifting task upon other skills
developed in the course.

124
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Range Layout- -The range should be laid out so as to
allow students to travel a generally circular path,
thus making it unnecessary to come to a stop. Refer
to the illustrative diagram entitled "Shifting."

Exercise Procedure--The students will ride around the
range in single file at about 20 mph. There must be at
least a 3S-foot separation between motorcycles. Students
will shift while on the long dimension of the range,
shifting to second and back to first before reaching
the turn. They should negotiate each curve at about
5 mph.

Once the students develop proficiency in shifting to
second and back to first, they should be instructed to
shift up to third and back down to first before they turn.
After going in the same direction for about 10 minutes,
udents will turn and ride in the other direction.
(4)

Operating Procedures--The
students will perform the exercise
_
using the rollowing procedures:

ppshifqlg
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Squeeze clutch
Close throttle
Quickly lift shift lever with toe
Release clutch quickly
Open throttle to increase speed
Repeat process

Downshiftin(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Close throttle
Wait for motorcycle to slow down;
use both brakes if necessary
Squeeze clutch
Depress gear shift lever
Release clutch immediately
Keep throttle closed or open slowly

Students should not be instructed to open the throttle to
rev the engine while the clutch is disengaged. This is
a complex coordination and unnecessary if the brakes are
used to slow the motorcycle before downshifting.

12 6-117-

Instruction Points--Students will be observed for the
following:

Upshifting
(a)
(b)
(t)
(d)
(e)

Shifts without racing or over-revving en
Shifts without slipping clutch
Prevents engine from lugging
Maintains course without weaving
Operates controls while focusing attention ahead

Downshifting
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(6)

Avoids lurching or squeaking rear tre
Shifts one gear at a time (no gang shifting)
Avoids racing engine
Maintains course without weaving
Maintains posture while shifting and in turns
Operates controls while focusing attention ahead

Method--The instructor should.demonstrate the procedure
at least once, followed by student demonstration in which
students individually upshift while passing the instructor.
They then repeat the process, downshifting while passing
the instructor. Those that exhibit satisfactory performance may practice while those who cannot are given
additional instruction and, if necessary, a demonstration.

Turning

10 minutes

Left and Right Turns

Purpose - -The purpose of this exercise is to develop
turning skills.
The exercise incorporates and reinforces
skills related to balancing, coordinating controls,
and braking and shifting.
(2)

Range
as to
equal
"Left

Layout--The range should be laid out in such a way
require a series of 90° turns having approximately
radii.
Refer to the illustrative diagram entitled
Turns, Right Turns."

Ex,rcise Procedure--Students will ride around the path in
single file at about 20 mph.
All will ride in the same
direction maintaining a 20- to 40-foot separation between
motorcycles. They will shift as necessary to avoid
lugging or over-revving, and will round the corners at
the highest speed at which they feel comfortable. After
four circuits, they will be instructed to turn and go
the other way.
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-1

(4)

-eQp2Lquil-Procedures--The students will perform the
exercise using the following procedures:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Approach turn at appropriate speed
Adjust speed before turn (shift and brake as necessa]
Lean with the turn
Maintain proper posture during turn
Turn back to straight course,

Instruction Points--Students will be observed for the
following:
(a)

(b)
(d)

(e)
(f)

Rider posture
Cycle lean
Rider lean
Adjusting speed before turn
Looking ahead through the turning path

Method--The instructor will lead the students once
through the exercise and then will observe as students
practice it for the duration of the scheduled time
period.

3.2

Le

/Right Turns

10 minutes

(1)

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to provide
the students with practice in making alternating
left and right turns.

(2)

Range Layout- =Configure the range layouts so as
(a)

(b)
(c)

Require alternate left and right to
Assure that the riders' paths do not cross
Refer to the illustrative range diagram
"Left and Right Turns.

Exercise Procedure--Students will ride in single file at
about 20 mph. All students will ride in the same direction
maintaining a 20-40 foot separation between motorcycles.
Operating_Procedures--Not applicable.
(5)

Instruction PointsSame as 3.1.

(6)

Method--The instructor will lead the students once
through the exercise and then will, observe as students
practice it for the duration of the scheduled time
period.
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3.3

Serpentine
(1)

(2)

(

)

10 minutes

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to develop
the skills necessary to allow the student to enter
.one turn directly from another, i.e. a turn from a turn.
out--This exercise is most easily accomplished
through use of a "serpentine" layout; that is, a line of
markers placed approximately 20 feet apart. A' circular
path should be used to Wow continual motion. Refer
to the illustrative diagram "Linked Turns."
Range

Exercise Procedure--Students will ride around the path,
weaving back and forth between the markers in a
serpentine pattern. Twelve students can.perform the
exercise at one time. An interval of at -least 30 feet-the distance between two markers--should be maintained
After the students have developed a degree
at all times,
of proficiency, the markers may be set IS feet apart.

(4)

Operating Procedures--Not applicable.

(5)

instruction Points -- students will be observed for the
following:
(a)

Coordination of speed and turning to maintain
a smooth, erhythmic pattern.

(b)

Entering one turn from another without assuming a
straight path.
Keeping eyes up.

Method--The instructor should lead the students once
through the path that is to be followed, then allow the
students to practice.

EXERCISE 1

EXERCISE 2

3

STOPPING

SHIFTING
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EXERCISE 3.1 -

LEFT AND RIGHT TURNS

EXERCISE 3.2

LEFT/RIGHT TURNS
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EXERCISE 3.3

SERPENTINE

J.

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
TITLE
1

3

2

Proficiency Development ''

Range

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Session is to enable the students to further develop
the skills associated with longitudinal and lateral control of the motorcycle
by riding various travel paths.

CONTENT

This Session consists of the following topics:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Stopping
Low Speed Operation
Turning
Starting on an Incline

This Session is provided to allow ,students to gain additional proficiency
in controlling the speed and direction of the motorcycle. In the-first three
exercises, students are required to perform unplanned stops, execute turns of
_different radii, operate at low speeds, and practice overall coordination of
the various controls.
The exercises that are described should not be viewed
as requirements themselvekbut rather as examples of activities through which
Cthe requirements may be met.

The "Starting on an Incline" exercise, unlike the first three, deals
with a basic required skill.
Development of this skill is delayed until
the last Session of Unit I in order to allow students to master the clutch=
throttle coordination involved in starting on a level surface before facing
the formidable challenge of an incline.
Including it in a proficiency
development session also permits the individualized instructional approach
described under "Methods."

FACILITIES

In addition to the requirements identified in Course specificat ons,
range should provide an incline having the following characteris ics:
(1)
(2)
(3)

At least 12 feet in length
At least 6 feet in width
A constant grade of 10-15 percent

natural incline such as a hill or driveway is not available, one
be constructed.
In addition to meeting the above requirements, a constructed incline must meet the following specifications:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Sturdy construction
High friction surface (e.g. non -skid paint)'
A level portion, at least 8 feet in length at the
top of the ramp
A down ramp having a grade no steeper than 20%

METHODS

Each of the exercises described should commence with an instructor
demonstration intended simply to show how the exercise is to be performed.
Students should not require a demonstration of the operating procedures
theMseives.
Following the instructor demonstration, students should practice
individually following the exercise procedures.
The exercise "Starting On An Incline" should be conducted in parallel
with the first three exercises.
Individual pairs of students would-be
pulled out of the other exercises and sent to the incline area. They would
continue operating on the incline until they had mastered the exercise,
whereupon they would return to the other exercises.

The use of an individualized approach to instruction in operating on
an incline is necessitated by the large variation in instructional time that
typically characterizes this activity. Some students will perform correctly
the first time, while others will require up to 30 minutes. Scheduling such
instruction parallel with the other exercises allows students to take as
much time as they need without missing out on essential instruction.

1

Stopping

10 minutes

Purposestudents
to bring
after an
(1)

-The purpose of this exercise is to help the
develop skill in regulating brake pressure
the cycle to a smooth stop using both brakes
unanticipated command.

Range Layout - -The range should be configured as follows:
(a)

Two parallel paths, approximately 3 feet in
width and at least SO feet in length.

(b)

A straightaway preceding each path and having
a length of at least 50 feet.
A return lane that does not cross either of the
paths described above.

Refer to the illustrative diagram entitled "Stopping
on Command."

3
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(3)

Exercise Procedure- -One student at a time will proceed
down the straightaway at 10-15 mph. As the student
approaches or enters the 3-foot path, the instructor
The student should respond by
will give a hand signal.
coming to a smooth stop. Upon completing the stop, the

student should start slain and return to the on nal
ant
position by way of the return path. The second s
can start as soon as the first student clears the ath.
The point at which the command is given should be changed
un.a random basis so that students cannot anticipate the
command.
(4)

Operating Procedures--The same as Session 1-2.2.
Exercise 1, "SiTIFFEWg."
Instruction Points -- Students will be observed for the
following:

(b)
(c)

(d)

Brake application (too late)
.Brake pressure (smooth stop with alik ski-ding)
Use of both brakes (front and dip)
Coordination of controls (closes throttle before
braking, pulls in clutch before stopping)

Method- -The instructor should demonstiate this exercise,
or or a student to give the
using the assistant instructor
stopping signal. This demonstration may be followed by
student practice.

2.

10 minute

Low Speed Operation

PurposeThe purpose of this exercise is to help students
develop proficiency in control coordinations needed to
maintain balance at low speeds.
(2)

Range Layout- -The range layout will be the same as that
used in Exercise 1 "Stopping," except for the addition of
a marker at the beginning of the path. Refer to the
illustrative diagram "Slow Ride."
Exercise Procedure- - Students win=
as follows:

4e the 3-foot path

(a)

require at least one
Operate at a speed that
second for each 4 feet of travel.

(b)

Remain entirely within the 3 -foot path.

134
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(c)

Maintain balance without allowing the feet to
touch the ground.

(d)

One student will approach the path as
preceding student completes the exe ci

n as the

Students should only be required to meet the time standard.
The exercise should not be presented as a "race" since that
encourage operating at speeds that are so slow that
tends
unnatural and unrealistic riding techniques.
they r
(4)

2arrating ProceduresStudents will perform the exercise
using the following procedures:
(a)

Slip the clutch as necessary to operate slowly
without stalling, the engine.
Feather the rear brake where necessary to slow down.
Maintain balance through steering and body lean.

(d)

Maintain a fixed seat position, neither standing on
pegs nor moving from side to side on the seat.

instruction Point
following;
(a)

(b)

_

udents will be observed for the

Slipping the clutch without over - revving or allowing
the engine to lug.
46
Feathering the brake to avoid coming to a complete
stop.
'tig, within the path.

(c)

item

(d)

Unnatural motions including fanny twitching,
rapid steering reversals.

Method--The instructor will provide one demonstration of
the exercise, performed according to the correct operating
procedure.

Following the instructor demonstration, students will
The instructor
immediately proceed to practice in turn.
signal
students
should record time and, where necessary,
path,
l!m_fsEL2mim41.
slow down, weed up, remain on
to

Turning
10 minutes

90° Turns of t'arying Radii
(I)

to develop the
Pumpse--The purpose of this exerc
skills necessary to make right and left turns.

(2)

-The range should be configured to cr
Range La
four or more 90° turns with radii ranging from approximstely 10 feet to approximately 25 feet. An illustrative
range diagram "90° Turns of Varying Radii" is provided.
Ixercise Procedure--Students will ride around the designated area adjusting speed appropriately for each turn.
The students will maintain proper posture and lean their
As they clear the
bodies and the cycles appropriately.
turn, they will accelerate and follow the radius.
At the end of each 90° turn, the student will straighten
rection of
The
cycle and ride to the next curve.
travel should be reversed periodically so t t the students
make hoth left and right turns.

(4)

Tr212:11_yrocedures--Turning is a perceptual motion skill
and cannot be described in procedural terms.

(5)

Instruction Points -- Students will be observed for the
following:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(5

3.2

)

Rider posture
Cycle lean
Rider lean
Increases speed during turn

Method--See Se

7n introduction.

topped Position

900 Turns of ©f Varying Radii f
(1)

10 minutes

Purpose - -The purpose of this exercise is to develop the
skills necessary to sake right and left turns from a
stopped position.

RnceLayci--The range should be configured as in 3.1
except for the addition of markers at each turn.
(

)

Exercise Procedure--Students will ride up to each curve
and stop at the marker. The students will then accelerate
At the end of the
and follow the radius of the curve.
90° turn, the students will straighten up their motorcycles
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and ride to the next curve. The students must lean into
each turn and increase their speed while in a turn.
The direction of travel should be reversed periodically.
(4)

Operating Procedures--Not applicable.

(5)

Instruction Points--Students will be observed for the

See 3.1.

following:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

(6)

3 3

Rider posture
Cycle lean
Rider lean
Increased speed during turn.

Method--See Session introduction.

Linked Turns of Varying Radii

10 minutes

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to develop the
skills necessary to make a series of turns of various
radii when the second turn is initiated before the rider
completes the first turn--a turn from a turn.
(2)

Range Layout--Therange should be configured as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

Two areas for turning.
Random distances between turning points ranging from
10 to 20 feet.
Be offset at various distances from the center line
up to 20 feet.
At least S turning points on the path of travel.
A return lane that does not cross the exercise area.

An illustrative diagram "Linked Thrns of
Varying Radii" is provided.
Exercise Procedure--The students should be divided into two
One group is assigned to each turning area. The
groups
students will ride down the turning area and adjust their
speed as appropriate for each turn. The students should
pass to the left of the markers on the left side of the
center line and to the right of the markers on the right side
The students will brake or shift as
of the center line.
The students will maintain the proper
necessary for each turn.
posture and lean their bodies and the motorcycles at each
As soon as a turn is completed, the students will
turn.
continue on to the next turn.

(4)
(S)

925121ing ProceduresT-Not applicable.

See 3

Instruction Points--Students will be observed for the
following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Rider
Cycle
Rider
Speed

posture
lean
lean
adjusted before turning point

Method--See Session introduction.

3.4

10 minutes

Turning it -Flynt Quarters
(1)

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to allow students
to develop proficiency in skills involvpd in making turns
in a small area.

(2)

It4121Eamssu-The range should be configured as:. _ollows:
(a)- One pair of markers for each student.
(b)
The markers in each pair approximately 40 feet apart.
(c)
Each pair approximately 30 feet apart to prevent
students from interfering with one another.
4

Refer to illustrative diagram "Turns in Tight Quarte
(3)

Exercise Procedure--The students will ride around the t
markers in a figure 8 pattern. As they successfully
complete theeturns, the instructor will move the markers
closer together.
This will continue until the distance
between the two markers is as small as the students can
handle.

Operating Procedures--Not applicable.

(5)

See 3-

Instruction Points--Students will be observed for the
following:
(a)
(b)

(c)

Rider posture
Cycle lean
Rider lean

Method--See Session introduction.

Starting on an Incline
(1)

Purpose- -The purpose of this exercise is to enable students
to develop the skills needed in starting a motorcycle
on an incline.

(2)

3222sJ.2yTA--This exercise will take place on an incline
as described under "Facilities" in the introduction to this
Session.

Exercise Procedures-- Students-will be removed from the
preceding exercises in individual pairs throughout the
Session. One student in the pair will be instructed to
bring the motorcycle to a stop part way up the incline
(both wheels must be in the incline) and turn the engine off.
The engine will then be restarted and the-motorcycle will be
accelerated the rest of the way up the incline.

Once the first student leaves the incline, the second student
will he signalled to move into position. The second student
will then perform the same exercise while the first student
circles around and returns to the base of the incline.
The two students will alternate performing the exercise
under the supervision of the instructor.
Once students are able to perform the task acceptably,
they will be asked to bring the motorcycle to a stop after
getting underway, either (a) at the top of a natural
incline or (b) on the down ramp of an artificial incline.
This exercise will force students to control acceleration.

stating Procedures-Students will perform the exercise
using the following procedures:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
(5)

Use the front brake to hold the motorcycle
while starting the engine.
Put the motorcycle into first gear.
Switch to the footbrake to hold the motorcycle while the right hand operates the throt
Open the throttle slightly more than usual.
Release the clutch gradually,-opening the
throttle slightly at the same time.
Release the footbrake as the engine takes hold.

Instruction Points -- Students will be observed for the
following errors:

Allowing the motorcycle to roll to the bottom
of the incline while attempting to start the engine.

(b)

(c)

(d)

Using the front brake to hold the motorcycle while
accelerating (i.e., attempting to manipulate brake
and throttle with the same hand).
Insufficient throttle application.
Releasing the clutch too abruptly, resulting in
a stall.

Allowing the motorcycle to roll back more than
a foot during the attempt to accelerate.
(f)' Dabbing the'foot to maintain balance while
(e)

moving -up the incline.

Method--The instructor should stand on or next to the incline
at the point where the motorcycle is to bestopped.
Prior to the first trial, students may be asked to describe
the correct procedure to make sure they know what to do.
The instructor should provide whatever guidance is
necessary to assist the student in getting underway
and should provide a critique when the student returns
for the next trial.
A student who is unable to master the cooidination involved
may be allowed to back down until only the front wheel is on
the incline. This will in effect reduce the grade and make
the task easier.
A student who is still unable to get the motorcycle underway should practice starting the motorcycle on a level
surface in second gear. This will simulate the clutchthrottle coordination involved in starting on an incline
without the need to coordinate brake application. Meanwhile, the incline will be available to another pair of
students.
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EXERCISE 1

EXERCISE 3.1

EXERCISE 3.2

-

-

STOPPING ON COMMAND.

EXERCISE

- SLOW RIDE

90° TURNS OF VARYING RADII
90° TURNS OF VARYING RADII FROM A STOPPED POSITION

EXERCISE 3.3

EXERCISE 3.4

-

LINKED TURNS, VARYING RADII

TURNING IN TIGHT QUARTERS

AJNIT II.

STREET RIDING PRINCIPLES

SE

to allow students to gain the knowledge that
Thd,Turposeof thiS Unit'
enabje theth taapploy the tasie-control skills acquired in Unit I to
requireMents of the,roadway.and traffic environment.
_

CONTENT
Being Seen
eeing and B
Lesson 1- Seeing

Session I 7 Se'ing:. Principles (Classroom)
Principles (ClasSroom)
Being Seen
Session 2
Application (Range)
Session 3 - Speing :and.Being Seen:
Lessen

Reiponding to Traffic Characteristics

Seskon,1 --Alespendirig to Traffic Characteristics:
Session 2'-'Respondine'tb Traffic Characteristics:

,Principles (Classroom)
Application (Range

ponding to Roadway Characteristics:
Ses

lion
. Lesson 4

- Responding to Roadway Characteristics:
Responding to Roadway Characteristics:

Principles (Classroom)
Application (Range)

Street Riding, Strategies

Session 1- Riding Strategies: Principles (Classroom)
Beginnihg Street Riding (Street)
6esSion 3 -',Intermediate Street Riding (Street)
:Scss`ion 2

.This Unit,focuseS, primarily on the development of those know edges that
will' able .students to transfer the basic skills acquired in Unit II to the
potentially hazardous roadway and traffic environment. Knowledge develop-

Ment takes place through a series of classroom activities in.which students
both aCquIreknowledge.of street riding principles and gain practice in
applying theSe principles through classroom problem solving exercises.
Each Classroom Session is followed by a Laboratory Session in which students
superimpoSe principles of street operation on basic control skills.
The Unit also provides the additional proficiency
udents'need in order to undertake the development of
in Unit.111.
Experience in driver education has shown
high level manipulative skills before basic skills are
unprOductive.
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1

in basic skills that
higher level skills
that attempts to develop
mastered tend to be

The sequence in which the various street riding principles are
introduced is dictated largely by the requirements of range instruction.
Principles of Seeing and Being Seen involve individual street activities
and are therefore introduced before students are exposed to the complex
interaction involved in applying traffic_related principles.

The Roadway Session was scheduled last so that the time-consuming
activities involved in preparing the range for roadway related instruction
would only occur once.

PREREQUISITES

Many of the performances required in safe street operation are
e;st_n_ ally the same as those involved in operating an automobile or any
other motor vehicle.
These common vehicle operating principles should
fie learned prior to entry into street riding instruction to
allow Unit II instruction to concentrate on those activities that are
Fulfillment orboth Unit prerequisites may be
specific to motorcycles.
assessed in any of several ways, including the following:

Completion of an acceptable education program such
as driver education, defensive driving, or driver
improvement.
A minimum level of experience such as one year or
10,000 miles.

Satisfactory performance on a written and performance
test.

Students will also have to meet performance objectives of Unit I,
However, attainment of such*
Priclr to the On-Street phase of Unit II.
performance objectives is not a prerequisite for entering into Classroom
or Range instruction.

METHODS
Since Unit 11 focuses primarily upon knowledge acquisition
riding principles), the emphasis is on classroom instruction. The
function of laboratory instruction is primarily to allow the application
of knowledge acquired in the classroom.

CldsSroOm Instruction
C

rciclm

i

li

t ruct

r Unit

I

l

com,i sts primarily of the

fc

I

iwing:

ReviewClassroom review of safe riding principles
initially acquired through independent study of student
material.

Information Presentation--illustration of the consequences
of failure to employ safe riding principles.
'xerci e- -Student selection of'speed and
roblem Solvin
position responses to various traffic situations described
4by the instructor or depicted through visual aids.

Range Instruction
Range instruction consists primarily of exercises in which students
apply safe riding principles learned in the classroom in response to
simulations of the roadway traffic environment. These exercises are
intended to help students superimpose safer operating principles upon
the basic control skills in a controlled manner and within a relatively
safe environment.

The Range Sessions also serve to allow students to develop proficiency
Experience shows that relatively
in b i.c control procedures themselves.
take
to
the street with only the six
rue neophytes are prepared to
few
of
laboratory
instruction
called
for
in
Unit I. The value of the
hou
is
not
well established since they
types of exercises called for in Unit II
Most courses simply devote
been
employed
in
relatively
few
programs.
h.iv;
adational time to the same types of exercises described in Unit I.
.

tin- 'Street Instruction

Because of the potential
Unit 11 terminates in an On Street Session.
hazard involved, many programs do not offer on-street instruction. In
some cases, the limitation arises from an inability to obtain liability
insurance, while in other cases it is simply contrary to policies of the
Some States do not issue instruction perMits
host agency (e.g., school).
A requirement for on-street i struction in the Specifications is
based upon the following:
y crit ic al performances cannot be practiced
except in the actual roadway/traffic environment,
hills, curves, bridge gratings, and complex
fic patterns.
,

(2)

The potential hazard of the street environment makes it
particularly important that a rider's initial exposure
to it occur under the supervision of an instructor who
can offer some protection by selecting appropriate
routes, and preventing certain unsafe behaviors.

The presence of an instructor often allays some of the
anxieties that typically accompany the first exposure
to traffic.
(4)

Operation in the street environment allows an instructor
to detect deficiencies that might otherwise go unnoticed.

The On-Street Session scheduled for this Session wou4d take place along
route that has good roadway surface conditions and little traffic.

MATERIALS

Student Materials
In addition to Student Materials identified in the Course Specifications
requirements for Unit II Student Materials include the following:
(1

Situational Material-,Materials that picture or describe
traffic and roadway situations which allow students to
apply informational content and a self-practice mode.
Street Procedures--Procedures to be employed in on- street
instruction (Session 11-4-2)
Administration -- Information concerning requirements for
permits and licenses for students not enrolled in Unit I.

Teacher Materials

Requirements for Unit II Teacher Materials include, in addition to that
identified in Course Specifications, the following:
(1)

Route Selection Procedures--Guidance in selecting
routes for the On-Street Session (Session 11-4-2).

(2)

Situational GuidanceGuidance in conducting problemsolving exercises using roadway and traffic situations.

(3)

Administrative Re uirement=--Information concerning
requirements relating to permits, licenses, vehicle
registration, and vehicle inspection.

Instructional Aids
Specific regiiiremeiits for instructional aids are identified in the
Sess1un Specifications. One type of aid that is required to su)111
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instruction in all sessions is a problem-solving aid--that is, a series
visual or audiovisual aids depicting traffic situations and having the
following characteristics.
(?al?Ie of allowing students to determine
appropriate response.
(b)

Capable of being stopped in order to allow time
for response and discussion.
Limitation of any soundtrack content to informatiOn
necessary to clarify the nature of the situation, but
not providing informational content that would inter-fere with its use in a problem-solving mode.

(d)

A sequence of situations that generally parallels
the structure of the Unit to allow use of the aid
without having to skip from one portion to another.

EQUIPMENT

In addition to the equipment items identified in the Course Specifications,
the following equipment requirements arc imposed by Unit 11 instruction:

MotorcyelesIn addition to meeting Course Specifications,
motorcycles must have the following characteristics:
(a)

Accessories- -The motorcycle must be equipped for
street operation including the following:
Lights (head, tail and stop).
Turn indicators
Mirrors
Horn

(h)

4*

motorcycle must meet minimum engine size
or horsepower requirements imposed by the State for
street operation.

Administrative RequirementsMotorcycles must meet
State and local administrative requirements covering
registration and inspection.
(d)

iii ui;uicc == lnsurance policies must cover

t reet opera

tion and meet The minimum levels of coverage for
bodily lilplry and propery damage imposed by the St a

Pijstssqorlapi_iiiment- -Where m

used in problem-solving or de
desirable that the equipment ha

e films are to be
exercises, it is
owing character-

istics:

ed down.

(a)

Variable frame rate to allow action t

(b)

A stopframe capability to halt action for student
responses and discussion.
A r- verse direction capability to allow situations
to be reviewed.

Student Response Devices - -A device capable of allowing
students to indicate individually their selection of
responses to classroom and problem-solving exercises
would facilitate instruction of street riding principles.
Ih
following alternative approaches would meet the requirement:

Response cards, answer sheets, or other paper-pencil
means of displaying the selected response.
(b)

Electromechanical responders that register the
students' selection of a particular response.
Simulated motorcycle controls through which students
indicate a selection of a response.

The advantage of simulated motorcycle controls is that students can be
called upon to respond continuously, thus making it unnecessary to ask
specific questions. Often simply asking a question calls attention to
If the
aspects of a situation that students may not otherwise notice.
question is of a multiple choice type, the student only has to recognize
proper responses in a list of alternatives rather than having to recall them.
1ne purpow of thy simui ited controls would be simply to provide
mechanism by which students could indicate their selection of responses to
.1 particular roadway/traffic situation.
They would not he designed to
simulate motorcycle control tasks.

To allow the student to indicate choice of responses, the following
rorit n)ls would be required:

';wivelling handlebars to indikate .1 der s 1
change position.

Ihrottle and brake to indicate .1 dcis
.Teed.
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)

change

Horn and turn signals to indicate choice of
communication response.
These requirements could be fulfilled with a simple desk top unit
consisting of a handlebar with a throttli', brake, horn, and tutu indicator.
A foot brake is unnecessary since students are instructed to use the
A clutch is not required, although a dummy
hand brake in all stops.
clutch could he provided to avoid disrupt on of the students' normal

re :portse.

Ai II IT li
flic karigu I ati l tt tts set forth in t nurse
pecifications ire required
support in- ruction in this Unit.
in addition, appropriate street
Route requirerout(-, must he .-elected to support on st root inst ruction.

ments are described in Session ll-4-2 "Street Riding Strategies:
Application 1" and Session 11-4=3 "Street Riding Stroteie': Application
11-"

-AENCY AS`-f SSMENT MEASURES

P

specifications, a basic skill test,
in Unit
inistered during Unit II
a part of Unit t, would he
In
lame
lv prior to the first tin trees session (II-4-2).
addltion. au assessment of proficiency relative to attainment cif
Una( (1
It would be
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l,1 'J

mu!

Posit

(b)

ning

Following distance.
Lane position relat i ve to the following:
Potential'vehicle hazards including intersecting
oncoming, left turning, overtaking, converging
and parked vehicles.
Surface conditions, including areas of reduced
traction and uneven surfaces.
0
Following vehicles (i.e,, protection against
lane sharing).
Observation at intersections.
Adjacent vehicles (i.e., avoiding lane sharing).
Lane use and position relative to:
Entering and leaving the hp.hwv.
Starting and completing turns.
Longitudinal position relative to:
Adjacent vehicles (i.e., blindspot).
Stopped vehicles.

(;al) Audgemcnt
(a)
(b)
(d)

()

sing traffic.
Entering traffic.
Merging with traffic.
Turning across traffi
Changing lanes.
Cr(

MOTORCYC LE SAFETY EDUCATION SRAM
Yin I

Seeing and Being Seen

PURPOSE
Th purpose of this Lesson is to enable the motorcycle operator to see,
and be' eon by other road users.

OBJECTIVES

Performance Objectives

Knowledge, and Skill Objectives

SEEING

Seein

Ahead

ScanningThe student must continuously
observe the roadway and roadsides 1015 seconds ahead and observe rear view
mirrors every few seconds.

The student must know the importance
of proper scanning in early identification of hazards.

Signs--The student must observe
signs, markings, and landmarks needed
to maintain appropriate speed, utilize
appropriate lanes, and reach the intended destination.
Roadway--The student must observe the
roadway configuration (i.e., hills and
curves) and surface characteristics.
4

Lead Veh Iles- -The student must observe
vehicles ahead for changes of speed
and direction.

The student must know the general
effect of various surface characteristics upon the ability to maintain
balance and control.
The student must know the accident
potential arising from unexpected
slowing and braking of lead
vehicles.

f

Oncoming Vehicles--The student must
observe the movement of, oncoming
traffic fir changes in direction.

The student must know the accident
potential arising from unexpected
lateral movement of oncoming vehicles.

HeadlightsAt night,.the student

The student must know the limitation
Upon visibility imposed by darkness,
and the effect of high beams in
improving visibility.

must 46iate with the headlight. on
high beam except when encountering
oncoming traffic or following another
vehicle.
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Performance Objectives

Knowledge and Skill Objectives

Seeing_to the Side

Adjacent Vehicles--The student must
observe adjacent lanes by means of
rearview mirrors and head checks
when negotiating lateral movements
including lane changes, entering
roadways or merging into highways.

The student must know the area not
observable by eye movements or
mirror checks (i.e., blindspot).

Intersection--The student must look to
the side when approaching intersections (i.e., any point at which
other road users may cross or enter he
motorcycle's path).

The student must know critical
locations where other road users
may enter the motorcycle's path,
including cross streets, entrances,
exits, off-street areas, railroad
crossings, crosswalks and animal
crossings.

The student must know possible
effects of head checks on the
ability to detect headway changes
and to maintain directional contro
'

Seeing behind
Mirror Adjustment--The student must
adjust mirrors for most effective
rearward visibility.

The studen 7Must know the nature
of the rearward view from properly
adjusted mirrors.

Following Vehicles--The student must
check vehicles behind in rearview
mirror periodically and whenever
slowing, stopping, turning, or
entering or leaving a roadway.

The student must know the potential
hazard created by overtaking
vehicles and vehicles following
too closely.

BEING SEEN

Visibility Aids--The student must use
the horn, lights, and high visibility
attire to make other road users aware
of the motorcycle's presence.

The student must know the effect
of the horn, lights, and high visibility attire on the detectability
of the motorcycle.

Positioning--The student must be able to
select the lane and position within the
lane that will maximize the motorcyclist's detectability to other road

The student must know the lanes and
positions which maximize the motorcyclist's detectability to other
drivers, riders, pedestrians, and
bicyclists, at intersections, when
meeting, passing, being passed,
turning, merging, following, and
parking.

users.

Performance Objectives

Knowledge And Skill 0bjecti yes

Position- -The student must adjust
.following distance and lane position
to maximize the ability to observe
when following other vehicles,'leaving
parking spaces, making U-turns, and
crossing streets where visibility
is obstructed.

The student must know the correct
point at which to initiate signals.

Signalling--The student must signal any
lane change, turn, or speed reduction.

The student must know the effect
of turn signals upon the motorcycle's detectability.
The student must know hand signals and their effect upon other
road users.

Cance in- Si

als--The student must
cancel turn signal:s upon completing
any'direction ehanke.

The student must know the effect
of an uncancelled turn signal
upon other drivers.

CONTENT

The above objectives are met thrbu
Session 1 - Seeing:
(2)
3)

Principles

Session 2 - Being Seen:

Class)

Principles (Class)

Session 3 - Seeing and Being Seen:

Application (Range)

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY

UCAT

TITLE

Seeing: Principles

RAM

.

Classroom

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Session is to communicate the. observational
procedures involved in enabling the motorcyclist to see other road users.

CONTENT

This Session consists of the following topics:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Introduction to Safe. Street Operation
Seeing Ahead
Seeing to the Side
Seeing Behind

This Session provides an introduction to procedures for safe street
operation as well as a discussion of the procedures involved in seeing
Instruction concerned with "Seeing" focuses uponobservaother vehicles.
onal procedures intended to assure that the motorcycle operator gets a
good view of the roadway and other road users. It is not concerned with how
the operator reacts to what is observed. Instruction is highly visual and
involves extensive use of pictorial visuals to:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Illustrate the need for proper observational procedures.
Illustrate,the'view obtained through use of correct
observational procedures.
Illustrate the benefits of various procedures designed to
enhance visibility.
Develop skill in judging distance in convex mirrors.

MATERIALS

Student Materials
See Course Specifications.

Teacher Materials

See Course Specifications

Instructional Aids

Instructional aids required in support of Session introduction
include static or dynamic visual aids capable of illustrating the following:
(1)

The need for distance scanning in detecting
potential hazards..

The effect of the following upon the ability
to see ahead:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Lane position behind vehicles.
.Following distance behind a large vehicle.
Lane position entering a curve.
Use of high beams.

The effect of the following on ability to see
intersecting vehicles:
(a)

Etive../Positton.

(b)

Edging close to blind intersection.
Waiting for cross traffic to clear.

(c)
(4)

Proper mirror adjustment.

(5)

The ef ect of convix mirrors on distance judgment.

(6)

The use of headchecks and motorcycle angle in
enhancing rearward visibility.

METHODS
1.

Introduction to Safe Street Operation

1.1

Hazards of Street Operation
Nature of Problem
)

Fatality Rate
Two times the auto rate, on a per vehicle basis.
Four times the auto rate, on a per mile basis

(b)

Victims

Almost half of accidents occur in the first year of riding.
Findings suggest experience/ability factor.

Contributing Factors

(2)

(a)

Vulnerability.
for not protected.
multi-vehicle accidents result in injury.
Undetectability.
Motorcycle is hard to see.
Motorcycle operator m
be responsib
making himself seen.
Instability.

Balanted on
wheels.
all Jesuit from rp.gdwaYitmditioaoperation.

imp

°

Maneaverability.
,24

It

Can turn more quickly than an adtimobile.
Can .go place
an aut
he
bile- cannot
Mandtive
encYi `driynef by surprise.

ProceOur4s
c

ith'

3otential hazaids

e' the thotorcyc

.

Traffic-. other y.1.6hic

acts of
Roadwa
hetardo

i

aining a suffici ntjy gfeat di
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Thelitstruetor should provide a brief overview of Un
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ntia

(1)

Topics.

t of procedures constitutes a Lesson.

(a)

Each of the above

(b)

Each Lesson will include:

A Classroom Session in which procedures w 11
be discussed.
A Range Session in which procedures will be
applied in exercises designed to stimulate
roadway and traffic situations.
(2)

Street Riding.
(a)

The last Session will take place in the street
environment.

1.4

(b)

Students must demonstrate mastery Of basic control
skills before being allowed on-street.

(c)

Students must meet State permit/license requirements.

Session Overview

The remainder of the Session will involve discussion of procedures
observing so as to spot potential hazards.
(1)

Seeing Ahead

(2)

Seeing to the Side

(3)

Seeing Behind

2.

Seeing Ahead

2.1

Importance of Early Hazard Detection

.

Using appropriate pictorial visuals, the instructor should ill
importance of'detecting potential hazards early.
1)

ate the

Allows time to respond.,
(a)

Avoids need for sudden stop--danger of being rear ended.

(b)

Avoids need for sudden lane change--danger of being
struck by an adjacent vehicle.

Allows detection of "hidden" hazards.
Observes road users moving between parked cars,
behind trees, etc.
(b)

2,2

Observes movement of automobile occupants.

Distance Scanning

Using pictorial visuals, the instructor should illustrate proper
distance scanning.
(1)

Looks well ahead.
(a)

10-15 seconds.

About one block in the city.
About one-quarter mile on the open road.
(b)

Vehicles - -Signs of direction or speed change.

Turn indicators.
Brake signals.
(c)

Roadway surfaces.

Slippery surfaces
Objects in roadway

.g., water, gravel).
e.g., muffler).

Observes both sides of the roadway.
(a)

Roadside activity--pedestrians, cycles, parked cars.

(b)

Signs.

Avoids diverting attention for more than a second.

.3

(a)

Avoids prolonged looks at mirrors, instruments,
fuel controls.

(b)

Common cause of motorcycle accidents.

Enhancing Ability to See

Using pictorial visuals, the instructor should illustrate and discuss
the effect of the following upon visibility.

Vehicle ahead.
)

b)

(c)

Operate in left portion of lane.
Look over the top of cars.

Allow greater following distance behind large vehicles.

Curves.
(a)

Enter left curve in right hand portion o

(b)

Enter right curve in left hand portion o

Night.
(a)

Use high beams whenever possible.

(b)

Take advantage of the headlights of the car ahead.

Use taillights of car ahead for warning of bumpy
surfaces.
Speed.
(a)

Keep speed within four-second sight distance.

(b)

Reduce speed for limited visibility.
Hills, curves.
Fog, rain.

3.

Seeing to the Side

3.1

Need to Look to the Side
(1)

(2)

Necessary wherever traffic could cross or enter path.
(a)

Intersections, railroad crossings.

(b)

Are

(c)

25% of motorcycle accidents involve intersecting vehicles.

of roadside activity (e.g., shopping centersi.

Check to the side even
)

(b)

s traffic is controlled.

Motorcycle is undetectable; cannot be sure it is seen.
Vulnerability justifies added precaution.
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3.2

Enhance Ability to See to the Side

Using pictorial visuals, the instructor should illustrate and discuss
m either side.
effectiveness of the following upon the ability to see vehicles
Position

Change lane or lane position to optimize view to

(a)

the side.

Edge close to blind intersection.

(b)

Short length of motorcycle allows operator to
"peek" around corners.
Can lean forward if necessary.
(2)

Speed

Adjust speed to ability to see cross traffic.
stop if it is necessary to look around corners.

Where view is blocked by stalled traffic, wait for it
to clear.

Cross traffi
Oncoming traffic

4.

Seeing Behind

4.1

Need to See Behind

when making a left turn).

Motorcycle is hard to detect from the rear.

(2)

(a)

Narrow silhouette.

(b)

Lbw illumination (taillight vs. headlight).

Rearend accidents are frequent (about 15% of motorcycle
accidents).

4.2

When to Look Behind
Periodic mirror checks.
(a)

Check every few seconds.

(b)

Frequent checks are needed to detect overtaking vehicles.
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IC0

Changing hanes--Observe adjacent lanes for traffic.
Stopping
(a)

Following drivers may not notice tfie motorcycle.

(b)

Particularly imp
unexpected.

where speed reduction is

Slowing to pull off high-speed highways.
Slowing in mid-block to park.
(4)

4.3

While Stopped.
(a)

Motorcycle may not be noticeable against the
,background of the car ahead.

(b)

Should monitor the rearview mirror

hile stopped.

Mirror Adjustment
The instructor will describe and illustrate the
procedure for adjusting

mirrors.

(1)

Mirrors should be adjusted to provide maximum
view.

(2)

e

ard

Adjust mirrors so that each mirror shows the middle of
the lane directly behind.
(a)

There should be a minimum of overlap between the two
mirrors in order to provide maximum view of rear
quarters.

(b)

Need a fixed reference point directly behind the
motorcycle to permit adjustment.

(c)

Adjustment should be performed while seated in the
normal operating position.

Arms should be barely visible.
(a)

Mirrors should be swung-ouarms from interfering with

(b)

This requirement is secondary to

d far enough to prevent

above.

Some adjustment procedures call for using the
arms as reference points. Such a procedure doesn't
assure maximum view of adjacent lanes and road behind.
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4.4

Distance

The instructor will illustrate and discuss the perception of distance
in a convOx mirror.
Distortion Problem.
(a)

Provides wider view of the roadway behind.

(b)

Makes cars seem farther away.

(c)

Makes overtaking cars difficult to detect.

Cars seem to come out of "nowhere."
Requires frequent mirror checks.
(2)

Classroom Exercise.

The following exercises should be carried out using static
pictorial visuals.
(a)

Have sdents compare the images of a given vehicle
from c

(h)

vex and flat mirrors.

Exhibit convex mirror image and hafrom alternatives, the flat mirror i

=

nts select,
corresponding

to it.

4.5 ,Enhancing Rearward Visibility

Using pictorial visuals, instructor will discuss and illustrate the
following methods of enhancing rearward visibility.
(1)

(2)

"Head" checks

(

e., over- the shoulder checks).

(a)

Discussion and illustration of the blindspo

(b)

Value of headchecks in observing vehicles
in the blindspot.

Motorcycle angle.
(a)

When leaving curve, moto cycle should be angled
at approximately 450 to raffic stream.
When entering traffic.
When beginning a U-turn.

(b)

Angle position allows traffic to be viewed without
using mirrors or looking over the shoulder.
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Traffic Situations

Using pictorial visuals, the instructor will illustrate
variety
of traffic situations and call upon students to describe appropriate
responses.
Situations may include Om following:
(1)

Following another vehicle.
(a)

Normal size vehicle.

(b)

Oversized vehicle.

*Approaching an intbr ec

on where view of cross

is:

Not obscured.
(b)

Obscured by buildings or parked vehicles.

(c)

Obstructed by stalled cross traffic or
oncoming traffic.

Entering left and right curves.
(4)

Slowing to pull off the roadway.
Changing lanes.

Entering traffic from the roadside.

a

c

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION SRAM
TITLE
II

Being Seen

2

1

Oassroom

PURPOSE

The purixise of this Session is to develop the knowledge of procedures
that will assure the motorcycle is seen by other road users.

CONTE NT
'Tlii

Session consists of the following topics:
I.

Lights

Clothing
Position
4.

llorn

Turn Signals

This session will rely heavily upon the use of visuals to illustrate the
effect that various methods have upon making the motorcycle more visible to
other road users.
In addition to content concerned with communicating the
presence of the motorcycle, this Session includes some information concerned
with communicating the operator's intent, i.e., signalling; however, this
content is minimal owing to the similarity of signalling procedures with
those involved in the operation of an automobile. The title of the Session
reflects the greater volume of information concerned with making sure the
motorcycle is seen.

MATERIALS

Student Materials
Unit

ions,

Teacher Materials
See Unit Specifications.

Instructional Aids
Instructional Aids req
ed in support of Session instruc
L or dynamic aids capable of depicting the following:

include

.The effect upon motorcycle detectability of the
following:
(a)

Daytime use of headlight and taillight.
Operation of brake sight while stopped.
Highly visible clothing.

2

The effect of motorcycle positions upon the

detectability of the motorcyclee:
(a)

Drivers approaching at intersections.

(b)

Drivers operating

ead of the motorcycle.

Drivers in adjacent lanes.

The effect of parking angle upon the detectability
of the. motorcycle to:
(a)
(h)

(4)

Drivers approaching the parking space.
_Drivers parked in front of the motorcycle.

The effect of turn signals upon the detectability of
the motorcycle to following drivers.

METHODS
1.

Lights

1.1

Headlights
(1)

Demonstration--Using static visuals, the instructor will
illustrate the effect that daytime use of the headlight
has on the detectability of the motorcycle.

tylApseT-The instruct
ould describe briefly evidence
in faVor of daytime use of headlights:
(a)

w.(h)
oa

In the majority of notorcycle collisions, the
other driver did n
he motorcycle.

Studies show that h
more detectable in t
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ghts make the motorcycle
aytime.

Controls--The instructor will describe and illustrate

(3)

location of headlit controls.
(a)

On/off
Ignition switch.
Lack of separate control (goes on with

i ion).

Dimmer switch

Common location (left handlebar)
Common switch positions
High beam indicators (on dash)

1.2

1.3

Taillights
(1)

EffectUsing static visuals, the instructor will show the
ty,of-the
effect that the tail light has on the-detectabi
motorcycle to following drivers.

(2)

Control
(a)

Generally goes on with headlight.

(b)

Some motorcycles have separate cant

Brake Light
(1)

(2)

While stopped
(a)

Maintaining brake pressure while stopped causes brake
light to remain on.

(b)

Increases intensity of taillight.

(c)

Helps the motorcycle to be observed against backgro
of vehicles ahead.

When slowing
Purpbse--The instructor should describe flashing,the4, rake
light as a warning to following vehicles.

Catches the driver's attention.
Constitutes a "warning."
Helps to contrast brake light with taillights.
41.

\\.

(b

Situations--Best used when the motorcycle is slowing
would not
or stopping where the following driver
expect it to.
Pulling off a high speed highway.
Preparing to park in the middle of a block.
Slowing for dangerous surface conditions or
obstacles ahead.

Clothing

2.

the opera
The instructor should describe and illustrate the way
detectability
to
other
road
users.
ire may be used to increase

2.1

Items of Clothing
(1)

Helmet
Jacket

)

(

2.2

Vest
(a)

May be used at all times.

(b)

Should at least be kept on the motorcycle for use at
nighttime and in bad weather.

Method
(1)

(2)

Colors--In decreasing order of detectability:
(a)

fluorescent yellow, orange, red

(b)

White

(c)

Yellow

(d)

Orange

(e)

Red

Reflective material
(a)

Helmet and clothing made of reflective material.

(b)

Reflective tape affixed to clothing and/or motorcycle.
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2.3

Value

Imperative where headlights not used in the daytime.
Even where headlight is used:
(a)

Improves detectability in other than the head-on position.

(b)

Particularly important at night - -more detectable to
following drivers than the taillight.

Position

The instructor will discuss and illustrate the way in which the motorcycle
may be positioned to enhance its detectability to other road users.

3.1

Intersections
(1)

Approaching cross traffic
Position motorcycle as close to the center of the road
as possible.

Center position allows the motorcycle to be seen-compatible with observational procedure (if operator
can't see car, driver can't see motorcycle).
(c)
(2)

Places motorcycle in driver's line of sight.

Oncoming vehicles turning left
(a) 'Position motorcycle toward the right side of the road.
b)

Closer to driver's line of sight (driver will be looking
to his left in preparation. for the turn).

Crossing alongside a larger vehicle (1.e., running interference
Larger vehicle is more detectable.

1

Should. not turn a corner alongside another 'vehicle --

vehicle may change lanes and crowd the motorcycle.

3.2

Following Another Vehicle

The instructor will discuss and illustrate the advantage of a center lane
position when following another vehicle.
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Allows the driver to see motorcycle better.
Knowing the motorcycle is behind lessens the chance
of an txpected maneuver (e.g., changing lanes as the
motorcycle pulls out to pass).

Guidemotorcycle operator' shouldn't be so far to one side
of the lane that he can't see rearview mirror of the car
ahead.

Vehicles i n Other Lanes

The instructor should discuss and illustrate the hazard of driving in
ler driver's blind spot.

Driver may change lanes without signalling.
If operating alongside, speed up or drop back.
If passing,

3.4

ve through blind spot as quickly as possible.

Oncoming Vehicles

The instructor will discuss and illustrate the advantage of a center
lane position in making the motorcycle visible to oncoming drivers in a
stream of traffic.

3.5

Parking

Parallel parking.-angle motorcycle away from curb (if State law permits
(a)

More observable to car ahead of motorcycle.
Driver can see motorcycle in the rear view mirror.
Less likely to back into motorcycle when pulling out.

(b)

More observable to cars approaching the parking space.
Diiver will know the space is occupied.
Less likely to start pulling into the space.

Aingle or perpendicular parking--position the motorcycle near
s r
(Laws permitting).
10 of the parking stall.

Approaching driver will see the spot is occupied.
Driver less likely to start pulling into spot.

0

ructor will discuss the vaut clIS the horn as a warning device.

t loud but better than nothing.

(1

(2)

Operator should be prepared to uqo it when approaching
a potential hazard.
Parked car with someone in it.
(b)

Someone walking or riding near the roadside.

"Cover" the horn switch by placing thumb on horn button.

5.

(a)

Horn button may be difficult to locate. in a hurry.

(h)

Particularly difficult to locate(when hand is gloved.

(c)

Particularly necessary when operating a strange
motorcycle (horn locations differ)

TA

Turn Signals

The instructor should illustrate and discuss the use of turn signals as
a means of improving detectability.
1)

When to signal
(a)

(h)

Turns, lane changes, entering and leaving streets and highways/
In addition to communicating intent, makes the motorcycle
more readily observed. Particularly important when:
Turn requires slowing (same situation as requires
flashing brake signal
Merging
brake light cannot be seen well at an angle:

(2)

Should not be used when changing position within lane--confuses
other drivers.
Cancelling signals.

Incorrect signal may encourage another driver to pu
o the path of the motorcycle.
Aids to operator:

Frequent glances at instrument cluster.
Installation of a "beeper."
Specific time to cancel (to establish the habit).
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(4)

Hand signals.
(a)

Signals are the same as an automobileshould not need
to he reviewed.

Less effective than electric signals.
Less likely to be seen.
Does not enhance the detectability of the
motorcycle itself.
Requires removing left hand from handgrip.

When necessary to use hand signals:

Return hands to handgrip before beginning any
Use right hand when changing lanes to right.
More readily seen by cars in the right lane.'
Can be used only where throttle cow_rol is not
necessary.

Range Preparation

The instructor should provide a brief overview of the range session
thilt follows the class session.
6.1

The instructor should briefly describe the activities that will take place

in4Session 3.

Session 3
(1)
Adjusting mirrors
(2)
Operating communicating devices
(3)
Seeing ahead
(4)
Seeing behind
6.2

Range Communications

The following additional signals will be dem
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)

rated:

Activate signal
Cancel signal
Perform headcheck
Use your mirrors
Keep your head/eyes up
Move left
Move right
Move center

The following signals used previously may be employed
Ride closer together
lagging behind
too large a gap between
Ride farther apartto o little following distance
too small a gap accepted
-163-
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TITLE

Seeing and Being Seen:

Application

Range

PURPOSE

the purpose of this Session is to provide students the practice they
need to develop the ability to apply procedures for seeing and being seen,
while maintaining control of the motorcycle speed and direction.

CONTENT

This Session consists of the following topics:
Adjusting Mirrors
Operating Communication Devices
Seeing Ahead
Seeing Behind

MATERIALS
See L

ions.

EQUIPMENT
See t;oursez Spec' fi

FACILITIES
Sees Course Specifications

METHODS

Adjusting Mirrors
(

I

)

l')

5 minutes

-The pure se of this exercise is to enable students
to adjust their mirrors in a way that will provide a maximum
view with a minimum of head movement.

-A :cries
mrrkrri., one pair for each motorcycle,
should he place
1S foot intervals along the Range.
Approximately SO feet shguld separate each marker in the pair.
Refer to illustrative diagram "Adjusting Mirrors."
Ranx,y Olioot

Exercise Procedure - -At the beginning of the Range Session,
students should be provided an opportunity to adjust their
mirrors using a reference point behind the motorcycle.
The following exercise provides this opportunity as well
as affording the instructor a means of assessing the
adequacy of adjustment.

One motorcycle should be positioned at each marker,
with the rear of the motorcycle pointing at the other
marker of the pair.
(b)

Studehts should be instructed to

Mount the motorcycles and assume a normal seated
position.

Adjust their mirrors properly, using the other marker
as a guide.
Look in their mirrors and to raise their hand when the
They should rOse the hand
instructor is observed.
corresponding to the mirror in which the instructor is

observed, using both hands when he is observed in
both mirrors.
(c)

The instructor should check the mirror adjustment by
Both hands
assuming a position behind each operator.
should be raised when the instructor is standing next to
Only one hand should be raised as the
the marker.
instructor approaches and leaves the marker.

(d)

Th

or should come to a stop behind each motornot simplywoO down the line of markers.
int, he should position himself in a way that
him to verify that the mirror is correctly
Some students will raise their hands after

iitor passes the preceding student, whether they
the ins
see h i mnr= not.
(4)

('.")

should be adjusted so that the
tierating Procc
marker is just 7Wble at the inside edge of both mirrors.
Pus procedure provides maximum rearward visibility by
assuring that (1) the area directly behind the motorcycle is
observable, and (2) the overlap between the mirrors is minimal,
thereby allowing a maximum view of the two rear qua
This procedure is more exact than one that uses the operator's
body as a reference point.
should obsrve student.;

Instruaton Points- Thc ins
for the following:

17

w
_Leaning or slumping in order to observe the
instructor.
(b)
(6)

Failure to detect the instructor's presence.

Method -- Where mirrors need adjusting, the student should
perform the readjustment using the marker as a guide,
The
while the instructor moves on to other students.
instructor will return to students who readjusted their
mirrors before continuing to the next exercise.

Operating Communication Devices
(I)

15 minutes

PurposeThe purpose of this exercise is to enable students
to operate communication devices without looking at the
device and without deviating from their intended path of travel.

(2) ,LiLel212IThe range should be configured to provide:
(a)

Lanes of at least 9 feet in width. a

(b)

Two-way traffic.

(c)

A generally rectangular path permitting left and right
turns of approximately 900,

(d)

At least one of each of the following:
Cross street.
"T" intersection.
Merge.

Refer to the illustrative range layout in the Course
speci fica ions.

_Aidents will ride their motorcycles
lixercise Procedut_around the range using the following procedure:

One student leads; others follow.
(If)

(c. )

(d

A speed cif 10-15 mph will he maintained.

A following distance o
will h maintained.

approximately 4() feet

The le oler will make such turns as necessary to
avoid cr
ing the path of following students.
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All turns will be signalled using el c
turn indicators.
Headlights will be turned on high beam and will be:
Dimmed in response to oncoming vehicles.
Returned to high beam after passing.

The lead student will sound his horn in response to a
signal from the instructor (horn blast, head light
flick, etc.).

The horn signal will be automatically passed along,
reaching students some distance from the instructor.

The signal should be given without notice so that
students will have to locate horn button quickly.
(h)

At periodic intervals, the lead student will be signalled
to pull out and drop to the end of the procession,
allowing a new student to assume the lead position.
Students will come to a complete stop, as if a stop
sign were present, in the following situations:
On a street terminating in a "T" intersection.
On approaching an intersection where following
traffic is still crossing.

(4)

OperatiuTrocedures--Students will perform the exercise using
the following procedures:

()

Signal devices will he operated without taking the eyes off
the path ahead.

(

r

signals will he operated as follows:

All turns will be signalled, even when the need
for a turn is obvious.
The turn signal will he activated at least three
seconds before the turn is begun.
Signals will be cancel l
immediately after
>mile t

h )

I

the

Brake pressure wi I
durinp AII '.top

I

=1

he applied to ke =ep the hrake light

lnstructionpoints--The instructor will observe students
for the following errors:
(a)

b)

Kai lure to signal a turn.

Late activation of turn signal.
Failure to cancel turn signal.

(d)

Taking eyes off of the path ahead to look at
signal device.
Allowing motorcycle to deviate more than three
feet from the normal path while operating signal
devices.

(f)

Failure to dim the headlight or return to high beam.
`Failure to keep brake applied while stopped.

Method--The instructor will assume the lead position to
start and demonstrate the exercise.
While in the lead
position, the instructor will use all communication devices
properly.
After a few minutes, the instructor will signal the
student behind to "pass" and will "pull off the road" in order
to (a) observe students, (b) give the horn signal, and
(c) signal a change in the leader position.
A critique should be given after the exercise is complete.

10 minutes

eein9 Ahead
(

1

)

(2)

lairpii
of this exercise is to allow students
to develop the ability to maintain control of the motorcycle's
speed and position while scanning ahead of the motorcycle.
PI111)W;('

-'file

Rausf_layiaa =ftle Range con figuration should provide a
perimeter path and one path down the center. Students would
enter the center path and ride to the far end of the range.
The perimeter path would he used to return to the original
entry po(flit.
Refer to the illustrative layout "Seeing
Ahead,"

Went!, should he forced to
r
vi, ion directed well ahead of the motori-ycle, some
ng that
they have Wit been required to do up to this point. Thv fo 1 1
y. exercise accomplishv., this by requiring the operator to
the motorcycle ahead r iihrain a directional signal.
Ir

Ille

p rut_ rail

is

;pi

ltd I ()ie.

IhM

1./

exw

(a)

Students line up in pairs at the entry to the center
path.

(b)

The instructor, located at the en
point, signals
the first operator in the first
to start down
the center path.
The second ope
or is signalled to
start approximately 2-3 seconds later.
_

The first rider in the pair ises the turn indicator to
signal the following operator whilfh way to turn at the
end of the path. Several signals in each direction may
he given,
Each signal should last only one or two flashes.
(d)

Upon reaching_ the end of the task, the first student
turns either directiog at will. The second student
must turn in the direction last signalled by the first
student.

Upon returning to the entry point, the two students in
each pair switch positions.
(f)

(4)

Pairs of students should be separated from one another at
approximately four-second intervals.

Operat I nit_ Procedures- -Not applicable.

Instruction _Points
he instructor observes the second rider
in the pair for the following:
(a)

railu

(b)

Lack of distance scanning, as evidenced by a turn in the
wrung direction (this information can be obtained from
lead student, if the instructor misses the signal).

Method

aintain a straight path.

'I`he exert ise should begin with lr demon tration by

the in-_ )r and assistant instru

an advanced
student)
the manner in which the exercise is perforined.
lredl>ae'k may be provided to individual student; while they are
awaitin their next turn at the entry po

my Behind

Obwrvinq a
tit

II

Vier
devel lrli

10 (ules

Its

rhe
the al

rlrl

lit

Ilt
thi
exert
to maintain tout

1 (19

.

1..

to !yip students
river the mutor(ycle

speed and position while shifting attention between the path
ahead and a vehicle behind (as seen through the mirrors).
Range L__:,:aiT_ItSatee as Exercise 1.
(3)

Exercise ProcedureStudents should be forced to shift
attention hack and forth between the path ahead and each
mirror.
This may be accomplished through an exercise
similar to Exercise 3. The differences in exercise procedures would be as follows:
(a)

The second student would give the turn signal.

(b)

The first student would turn in the direction last
It does not matter
signalled by the second student.
which direction the second student turns.

Each signal should consist of two flashes so that it
has a rcaconahle chance of being detected.(4)

liperati&

_eduresNot applicable.

(5)

Instruction

hint -Same as Exercise 3.

Methodlbe procedure need only be explained to students.
Because of the similarity of this execLis to the previous
one, no demon,-; tration should he nec,ssarN

4.1

Seeing Behind:
(I)

Distance Judgment

10 minutes

PurposeThe purpose of this Exerrtse is eei help students
following vehicle
develop skill in judging the position of
observed through a convex mirror.

Range Layout -Se as Exer
)

ExerkisePTocedure--Students should he requt red tea make= a

Agmet concerning the distance of a following vehicle.
The following procedure may he used:
(

)

Th

prey

am
t

trident Iriii is

exer iscs_

1

llow the same path used in the'
A speed elf 10-IS mph should

h m r IntAined.
I I V Wr I I
npVI-:1
CUllt 111111)11'. I Y .111.1)11d tile' 1),
I meter of
The' above pattern wAs selected because (a) it maintains
the mne pattern a pr(dlog and ollowing exercise%, and (h) it allows
use ol the entry point loc giving instruction and swit lung post
ins
within pairs.

Sr 11,1(.11

the Hauge area_

1

(b) 'The first student in the pair will maintain a center
lane position at All tites.
.0
The second student will shift in a more or less
om
fashion among the following positions:

A two-second following distance in the center
lane position.

A two-second following distance in the left or
right portion- of the lane,

A one to two-second folldwing distance in the left
or right portion of the lane.

The first student shoul&give a hand'signal any time the
second student closes to less than two seconds following
distanCe. When the signal is given, the second studentdrops back and adopts a new position.
To iricrease"capacity, the pairs may alternate on' right
and left lanes of thercenter path. Upon reaching
the end of the- path,-those in the right lane would turn
right, those in the left lane would turn left.

Upon returning to the entry point, students would switch
position in pairs.
The second student should,never close to less. hantwo seconds
.while immediately behind the first student (be au,e,of the
potential hazard involved). To prevent the first student from
associating lane position with closures a move to a right or
left lane position should not always be followed by reduced
following distance.
erating

dures--Not applicable.

InsIruition Points- -The lead student in each pa
observedfot, the following:
(a)

Being tailgated without giving a hand signal.

(b)

Giving a hand signal without being tailgated.
Failure to Maintain directional control while
using mirrors.

should be

Me

d--The exercise procedure 0
demonstrated by the instruc

h

iiestructor (or advanced student)
should include all following posi
a hand signal.

Studen
Upon
stude
and ext=

d:

e
a ned and
assistant
emonstration
and the use of

apps sed of their j dgment errors
the reentry p iirnit.
The second
pair may be asked to-determine the nature
errors mde,by the first student.

Lane Change

10 minutes

e--The purpose of this exercise is to help students
e abirity to make visual checks appropriate to a
ne chRilge while maintaining control of the motorcycle's
ed and position.
n

LayoutSame as Exercise 3
Exercise Procedure - Studen
should be required to perform
the visual checks needed to determine whether a lane change
limy be safe'y made. The following exercise may be used for
this purpose:
(a)

Students operate. in the Same pairs and at the same speed
as described in Exercise 4.2.

(b)

The

(c)

The second student will follow the first student and.may
assume any one of the following Positions:.

ar

st student enters ei er lane of the center path.
Initia y, the lane may be assigned by the instructor;
on subsequent circuits, students will enter the lane
closest to the retutn paththat is used.
This will result
in an alternating pdttern,

Immediately behind the first student at a two - second
following distance.
In the adjacent lane at

two - second following-distance.

In the adjacent lane at less than a two-second
following distance, including almost alongside,tbe
first student.
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(d)

The first student upon reaching the' midpoint of the
center path (i.e. the-intersection in the illustrative
Range layout) will si ial a lane change:
j

If a lane change may be safely made, the student
changes lano6, t.
If a lane change cannot be safely made, the student
cancels the signal and remains in lane.
(e)

On reaching the end of the cente path, the first student
ate to the lane
will turn in the direction app
occupied.

an unsafe lane change,
If the first student n.ttemp
the second student wild 5oud the horn-and the first
student will return to the Original lane.

The second student will always turn in the direction
taken by the first student.
(h)

Students will switch positions within pairs after earl
'circuit.
Akk

t15,

Procedures--In making a lane change, thev
orm the following steps:
Activate turn signal.

Check rearview mirror for vehicles in/
be entered.

e lane to

(c)

Make an over-the-shoulder check for a vehicle in the
motorcycle's blindspot.

(d)

Turn smoothlyi4tot abruptly into the adjacent lane.

Instruction Points- -The instructor will observe the lead
student for, the following errors:
(a)

Fax / re to activate the turn signal.

(b)

Failure to make an over-thek-shoulder check.

(c)

Attempting an unsafe lane change-. =horn sounded.

(d)

Fail to attempt a safe lane change (as reported
by the second student).

.

Moving laterally as a,result of the over-the-:
shoulder check.
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I

Method--The exercise procedure should be explained
and d2monstrated by the instructor and assistant
instructor (or advanced student). The. lead student
should be appristed of deficiencies upon returning to
the entry point after completing a -circuit.
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,ADJUSTING MakORS

EXERCISE 1

Positioning Markers

Mirror Align

EXERCISE 3
.EXERCISE 4.1

-

arkers

SEEING AHEAD
-

SEEING BEHIND:

FOLLOWING VEHICLE

UCAT loN

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY

IAM

TITLE,

Responding to TraffI c Characte

silos

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Lesson is to enable students to adjust speed and
position to maintain a safe operating distance from other road users.

OBJECTIVES

Performance Objectives

Knowledge and Skill Objectives

VEHICLES AHEAD
Oncomin Vehicles- -The student must
alter lane or lane positionution
.approaching oncoming vehicles.

The student must know the potential
.hazard represented by oncoming
vehicles.

Lead Vehicle - -The student must remain

a sufficient distance from the vehicle
ahead to be able to res nd to changes
in speed or direction o vehicles ahead,
to the appearance of obstacles from
beneath the vehicle ahead, or to an

overtaking vejiclec,,

The student must know how to compute
following distance by means of
time intervals.
The student must be able to judge
following distance at all speeds.

Traffic Hazard§-The student must be
prepared to adjust speed and'position
to maximize maneuverability amid available response time, when encountering
pdkiktiat traffic hazards.

The student must know the signs_
of'potential hazard including

Tim- -The student

must iinitilte4*
changes in speed or Elion in
sufficient time to aV_i conflict with
other vehicles.
4

The student must know roadway
configurations and traffic patterns
that frequently necessitate speed
and position changes.

Visibility Limitations -The
ent must
allow adequate response time 0 increasing
inter vehicle distances and reducing
speed under conditiy ns which limit visibility, iincluding arkness, rain, fog,

The student must know the effects

glare, oversized veh`iclgs ahead, and
roadside structures.
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indications,,of (1) confusion,
(2) distraci-on-s, (3) loss of
control, and (4) driver incapacity.

of visibility limitations upslin the

ability to identify and respond
to changes in roadway or traffic
conditions.

Performance Objectives

Knowledge and Skill Objectives
r-

VEHICLES TO THE SIDE
The student must know the potential

student must
adjust position within lane to maximize separation from adjacent vehicles,

halliards arising from wind turbulence

and sudden lateral movement of
other road users.

including vehOes passing from behind
or from the oftiosite direction, parked
vehicles, pedestrians, bicyclists, oranimals.

The student must know the effect of
lane position and signals upon lane
sharing by other road users.
The student must know the hazards
of lane shanig by motorcyclists.

-Converging Vehicles--The student must
maximize lateral separation within
es or by means of a lane change,
approaching merging or inter-

The student must know. the potential
hazards arising from failure-,of
elonvergint vehicles to yield the
r ht .of way.

ng vehicles`,
_LE S BEHIND

The student must knew the maneuvers
and hand siis that ,encourage
following' ve
les to drop back

Fol OWCO: lbehicles--The student must
,closely following yehicle
respond
by increa_in
owing distance, and
Flowing vehicle
encouraging
to pass.

orinisS.

Overtakin& Vehicles- -The student must
avoid 4ane changes in the presence
of overtaking vehicles in adjacent

The student must be able to judge
AdistanceS and rate of closure of

"overtaking vehicles when vied

lanes.

through flat and convex mirrors.

GAPS

r!LIErIngcl4p-The student must be
able to safely cross the path
traffic
approaching from the side, turn in front
of oncoming traffic, enter an adjacent
lane,mor pass another vehicle.

'The student must know the time and
distance required to cross or enter A
lane of traffic or to pass another
vehicle.

The student must be able to judge
--...whether a gap is acceptable,

based upon gap size, closing rates,
and the accelerative.capability of
the motorcycle.

CONTENT
The above objectives are met through:
(1)

Responding to Traffic Characteristics

Principles (Classroom)

(2)

Responding to Traffic Characteristics:

Application (Range)

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION

RAM

TITLE

Responding to Traffic Characteristics:

Princinlpc

Classroom

PURPOSE
-mho-

The purpose of this Session is to communicate principles for adjusting
speed and position to maintain a safe distance from other vehicles.

CONTENT

This Session consists of the following topics:1.

2,

5.

6.
7.

Oncoming Vehicles
Vehicles Ahead
Intersecting Vehicles
Adjacent Vehicles
Merging Vehicles
Following Vehicles
Parked Vehicles

The content of this Session focuses almost entirely upon maintaining
separation between the motorcycle and other vehicles.
This emphasis is a
function of (1) the motorcycle's extreme vulnerabiltty and the unusual need
for time to respond to unanticipated actions of othe4kroad users, (2) the
motorcycle's relative lack of detectability and thoLthereased likelihood that
drivers will manedver in a way that is hazardous to motorcycle operators, and
(3) the motorcycle's unique ability to adjust position within ane as a means
of controlling separation.
0

Several aspects of response to traffic conditions do not appear because
the knowledges are identical to those involved in operation of an automobile.
These include (a) general speed considerations, (b) gap judgment, (c) gassing
procedures, (d) responding to pedestrians, and (e) reacting to emerge' ry
vehicles and school buses.

After the principles of distance separation are introduCed,*udents will
apply these principles to a variety of situations depicted through the use of
visual aids.
None of these situations will reqiiire tradeoffs between
principles of separation and those of Seeing (II71-1), or Being Seen (II-1-2).

MATERIALS
Student Materials

See Unit Speci ica

s.

Teacher Materials
See Unit Specifications.

Ins

uctional Aids

A set of static visuals is needed o illustrate proper distanceseparation relative to each of the typesof vehicles identified in "Content"
In addition, it is desirable to have a set of dynamic, visual aids
above.
illustrating the hazards imposed by the unexpected maneuvers-of other road
-the motorcyclist as exhibiting correct
Scenes should always de
upers.
y need for sudden evasive maneuvers.
behavior and, therefore, avoid
n jeopardy may heighten the anxiety which
Scenes that show the notorcycli
often accompanies entry into the street operation. This doe agotprgolude-'
the use of diagrams to trace out the consequences of inapprop ati-behavior
on the part of the rider.

MLTHODS
1.

Oncoming lehicles

1.1

Hazard

instructor will describe the potential hazards created by oncoming vehicles;
(1)

Making a left turn across the motorcycle's path.
(a)

Driver who isTooking left may not see the motorcycle.

(b)

This type of accident accounts 'for two - thirds of,
intersection accidents.

(c)

It is particularly likely to occur where the driver
is not forced to slow or stop for cross traffic,
e.g., shopping center entrances, driyeways,
side roads.

Pulling out to pass.
(a)

(b)
3)

Cori_

Most likely when::

A car is rapidly overtaking another-car ahead.
There is a stream of slow moving traffic.
ring across the center line.

(a)

In curves.

(b)

Whenentering from the roadside or a side road.
is distracted, sleepy, or intoxicated.

(c)
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(4)

Responding to hazards.
(a)
(b)

Forced across the center line by a car or pedestrian.
Being merged with.

Air turbulence.

1.2

Approaching Oncoming Vehicles
Adopt the center la=ne position.

This position reduces potential hazards without encouraging
lane sharing.

1.

Approaching Potential Hazards
Instructor will describe and illu

potentially

L4zAgtious Oncoming vehicles.

Vehicles stopped.
Vehicles signalling left.
Vehicies.rapidly overtaking another car
(c)
)
or obstruction.
(d)\ Vehicle approaching h lane rest icion.
(a)
(b)

(2)

Increasing separatioh.
(a)
(b)

(d)

Redmie speed to increase maneuverability.
Move as far to the yiglit as possible.
Lane change ;F
Right p5Iskfon4LAlale,
Limit duraeJoh or.laferal movement.
Initiate aA hazard is approached.
Return after hazard is passed.
Prolonged position change may invite lane
sharing.
Preparilto brake.
If not closely followed, stop,and allow
oncoming vehicle to complete the maneuver
(e.g., left turn).

4
dr

Vehicles Ahead
2.1

Need for Distance $opeolo4ion

The instructor will illustseparation in order to react to:

e and describe the need to maintain a space-

Sudden stops.

Obstructions appearing from beneath the vehicle.
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2.2

Norial Following Distance
rablr'jytuimic-, the instructor wi 1l illustrate

increased Di_ ance

The/Instructor will discuss so
following distance.

(1)

the conditions req uiring an increased

541m11.12,1--It will take longer to stop or turn
in avoiding a hazard.

(2)

Driver vision restrictions--Any condition that restricts
the lead driver's visibility may lead to a sudden stop.
la/
(b)

Folk lng another car too closely.
Sharp curves, hill crests.
Blind intersections.

oMI2Lasismsr2IsLIIIIILELaill--Circumstances that prevent
the operator from seeing conditions ahead of the lead vehicle.
(a)
(h)
(4)

Oversized vehicles.
Darkness.

Vehicles that constitute potential hazards, including:

(b)

(cy
(d)

Large trucks and buses capable of propelling
debris rearward.
Vehicles operating erratically.
Drivers who appear to be confused (tourists; slow driver
Vehicles carrying loose or protruding loads.

When followed by a.tai

a e

increased following

Allows the motorcycle to slow more gradUally if
, the vehicle ahead stops.
h)
May encourage the tailgater to pass.

2.4

Separation When topped

The instructor will note the need to stop well behind the vehicle ahead
so,as to be able to maneuver out of the way if endangered by an overtaking

3.

Intersecting Vehicles

3.1

Ha

S
Accounts for about one-third of in
collisions.
(2)

3.2

ction

Ori
s are often looking along their
prospective path.

Ma 1mi ze Separation

The instructor will ii

ate and discuss the following:

Move toward the center of the roadway.
(a)

(b)
(2)

Left lane position.
Left lane where possible.

Procedure is compatible with procedures
Seeing and Being Seen.

Adjacent Vehicles
Discuss distance separation from vehicles that are trave
passing in adjacent lanes.

4.1

Potential Hazards

the possible hazards imposed

Dig

vehiCies in adjacent

lanfs.

Quick lane changes.

The motorcycle is hard to detect through
peripheral vision.
Most likely to occur when:
Approaching merge points.
Operating in traffic circles and ,other
places where lanes are not clearly indicated.
Where the vehicle is completing a pass.
p

Maneuver restriction imposed if an emergency Oc
Turbulence, particularly from large vehicles.
(4)

Vehicle extensions, e.g, extended mirrors
Articles,thrown from adjacent vehicles:

21 8

4.

Ace Separation
)

4.3

Adjust speed to pull ahead of or drop. behind 00
adjacent vehicle,

(2)

Maintain a oentor lane position.

(3)

Avoid moving to far portion of that lane
(encoura
Ian. sharing).

Operating Bel

f Adjacent Treffic
Instructor w
to operate be
raffle.

Ila-

s IC)
44

a)

(2)

describe the hazards of
een lanes of stopped or
I

_

Door opening.
dden attempt to change lanes.
ended mirrors.
Items thrown from vehicles.
Driver anger resulting in attemp
injure the rider.

The instructor will poiit out the inconsistency between the
motorcyclist's lane sharing and attvpts to discourage- lane
sharing by drivers.

Merging Vehicles
5.1

Hazard
(1)

Driver directly alongside may not.p ick.
in peripheral- vision.

p m+ toreycAe

Driver entering highway ahead may not see motorcycle
ovqralking in main roadway.
(a)

(b)

5.2

Motorcftle may be in other driver's blindspot.
The headlight is not particularly noticeable from
driver's angle

Position
)

If possible, change -lanes
(a)

(b)

A lane change
Avoids conflict

noticeable than speed reduction.
h following vehicles.,,
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4

4

(2)

If a lane change is not possible:

(a) 'Slow down andallow the car to enter ahead%
(b)
Do not attempt to accelerate ahead of the
converging car.

6.

Following Vehicles

6.1

Hazard
Rea

6.2

enders account for:
(1)

About ISM of all accidents.

(2)

About one-third of all non - intersection accidents,

Mainta.ning Normal Separation
Avoid premature or late speed changes.
Signal well in advance of any speed reduction.

6.3

Responding to a Tailgater
1)

Gradually increase distance from the vehicle ahead in
order to avoid the need for a sudden stop.
If the motorcycle is travelling too slowly:
(a)

(b)

Increase speed.
Leave the highway if unable to increase speed.

If speed change is not possible.

(b)

Signal the following driver to drop back.
Use the "slow" hand signal.
Acknowledge the other driver's re sponse.
Pull off the road if tailgating persists.

(c)

Avoid:

(a)

Moving to the side of theme - -it may "encourage
closer tailgating or lane sharing.
Slowing way down - =it exposes the operator to even
greater danger.

7.

Parked Vehicles

7.1

Hazards

The,instructor will discuss and illustrate potential hazards created by
parked vehielea.

-185-
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(1)

Vehicles pulling out of parking spaces.
(a)
(b)

A motorcycle is hard to spot when approached
from the rear.
Cars pulling out account for a small but
significant number of motorcycle accidents.
,

Cars.beginning a U-turri.. The hazards above are compounded
by the fact that a U-turn blocks the entire roadway and
prevents, an evasive maneuver.

7.2

Operating Alongside Parked Cars

Normal center lane position isolates the motorcycle from opening doors,
alighting passengers, or pedestrians -enteripg the street

7.3

Approaching Vehicles Pulling Opt
(1)

Reduce speed.

(2)

Change lane., or lane position to increase .separation an
make the motibrcycle more visible.
Do Tom attempt to pass until it is
i
c
is not beginning a U-turn.

ar that the vehicle

Range Preparation

The instructor will review briefly the activities
next range session:

e performed. in the

Exercise 1 - Meeting and Following Vehicles -- Practice in
meeting and following vehicles by adjusting speed and position,

Exercise 2 - Overtaking and Passing Vehicles ,Practice in passing
other vehicles and responding to passing vehicles.
Exercise 3
(a)

(b)

Responding to Vehicles on the Side--Practice in:
Placing the cycle within the correct section of a
lane of travel and adjust speed in response to vehicles
from the sideo
Judging the gap needed for safe entry into traffic.

Exercise 4 - General Traffic--Ptactice in interacting with other
'vehicles.

-186-
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AMDOI

Responding'tofTraffic Characteristics :

Range

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Lesson is to help students gain
oficiency in
responding to'other traffic through adjustments in speed, lane usage, and
positioning within lane.

CONTENT
This Session consists of the following_ topics:
I.

2.
3.

4.

Meeting and Following Vehicles
Overtaking and Passing Vehicles
Responding to 'Vehicles on the Side
General Traffic
I

This Session provides students an opportunity to interact with traffic
under sulated road conditions. Emphasis is placed on characteristics unique
to motorcycle operation such as positioning within a lane in response to other
vehicles. Where posSible exercise requirements are superimposed
on previous
session experiences., Forexample, Exercise 5 requires responding to vehicles
on the side under two -way traffic conditions introduced in Exercise 1.
METHODS

Meeting and Following Vehicles

15 minutes

(1) ,Purpose- -The purpose of this exercise is to help students

develop proficiency in meeting and following vehicles' by
adjusting speed and lane position.
,(2)

Range LayoutThe exercise requires a perimeter road that
permits two-way traffic.
Lanes delineating traffic flow
should be clearly marked. No other signs or markings are
required.
,Exercise ProcedureThe students are divided into two groups.
One group is to travqj each way on the perimeter road.
Students are to demonstrate proper following distance, lane
position responses, and speed adjustments. A maximum speed
of 20 mph is imposed.
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(4)

Operating ProceduresThe students will perform the
exercise using the following procedures:
a)
(b)

(c)

Maintain no less than a two-second following distance.
Operate in the left portion of the lane when there
is no oncoming vehicle.
Move to the center lane position n the presence of
an oncoming vehicle.

Instruction Points--The instructor will observe for the
o
(a)
(b)
(c)
(6)

owing:

Following distance.
Lane position.
Operating speed.

MethodThis exercise should require only an explanation
by the instructor following which the class should proceed
directly to student practice.
The instructor and assistant instructor will be positioned
at each 'end of the range and will apprise students of errors
through pre-arranged signals.

Overtaking and Passing Vehicles

15

minutes

(1)

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to enable students
to develop proficiency in passing other vehicles and in responding to passing vehicles.

(2)

Range Layout--The exercise requires a perimeter road with
two full lanes for travel in one direction. The exercise
configuration requirements can be met through the range
4ayout for Exercise 1 except that traffic is in one
direction.
xercise Procedure--Six pairs of students operate in one
direction on thi perimeter road. The second riderin each
v pair passes the first rider on each straightaway.
The
rider being passed should slow at the beginning of the
straightaway to permit passing maneuvers to be completed.
A pass will mot be attempted if it cannot be'safely
completed before the end of the straightawy is reached.
A maXimum speed is set at 20 mph for the passing cycle and
15 mph for the cycle being passed.
)
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eratin&

exercise will be performed using

the following procedures:
(a)

Passing
e Begins from normal two-second4o1 owing
distance in left third of lane.
Signals lane change.
Checks the mirrors and makes a headcheck.
Passes only if there is sufficient distance.
Cancels signal.

Moves quickly through blindspt.
Checks mirrors and takes headcheck to
determine when to return.
Signals return.
Maintains spe&J while returning to lane.
Establishes lane position and separation fro
vehicle being passed.
de Cancels signal.
(b)

Passed
Observes passing vehicle in mirror..
e . Moves to center track lane position.
Maintains speed (normal' conditions
Adjusts forlowing distance on return
Rein

o

lane by passing vehicle.
(5)

Instruction Points -'-The instructor will obse
for the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)

e.st

ents

Failure to activate or cancel signals;.1
Lack of headcheck prior to changing lanes'.
Initiating a pass too close to the endef the
straightaway.
Passing too slowly.
Returning to lane too quickly.
Failure of either rider to use center position
of lane while.pass is taking place.

Method--The instructor and assistant instructor will pro
a emonstration of the exercise and operating procedures.
Th y. will then position themselves at each end of the Tang
where they will apprise students of errors occurring on the
previous straightaway.
.

/
,,
requirements
set
forth
in
Course
A range meeting the
specifications should accommodate six pairs of situdents so

longs each student has attilined the objec ivet of previous
Units. ;Students who lack the necessary roficiency are like
to partici
to disrupt the exercise and should not b permit
d
cent er
pate. Rather,, they should be assigned to the
skit
s.
portion of the range to practice basic ri ing

nesponding% Vehicles on the Side

15 minutes

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to (a) help
students place the cycle within the correct section of
a lane of travel and adjust speed in response to vehicles
from the side, and (b) judge the gap needed For safe
entry into traffic.
Range_Layout7-Exercise configuration requires a perimeter
road area with a center cros's road, creating one standard
and four T intersections (connector poittts with perimeter
road).
All lanes are to accommodate two-way traffic.
Mirkings separating traffic flow should be clearly delineated.
Right-of-way priority cah be specified for intersections or
signs may be used to establish right-of-way requirements.
-

Exercise ProcedureStudents wi41 be divided into two groups.
One group rides the perimeter road in a clockwise diprection.
The other group will begin oh the perimeter road and make,
turns at any intersection. Students entering the perimeter
road must yield the right of way to those already 'on it.
The groups are switched after About 5 minutes. The exercise
maximum speed is set at 21mph.

OptI2lIngProcedures--§tudentp
using the follow-ng procedures:

perfdrm the exercise

St dents entee
erimeter roa
fake proper
sual
entry, tO pen
-ter to
(b)
Accept-safe gap.

prior
A

Adept'appropriate,speed prior to, during and
folloWing entry to perimeter road..

=

Studv_s7on perimeter road
(a)
Adopt lane position away from-vehicle at side.
(b)
Adjust speed for appropriate following distance
behind entering vehicle.
I
s ruction Points-The iitstr-uctor will
fol owing:

(a)
(b)

Failure' to move to

serveifor the

porno of lane when passing

vehicle at aiid4; street,
Obor gap acceptance.
Accepting,an unsafe gaps
e
Rejecting a safe ap.
1
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.-

s aying diere continually).

15 minutes

General Traffic

Purpose--lhe purpose of this exercise i s to allow
students to gain proficiency in alrtypes of normal
interactions with other vehicles.'
(2)

Range Layout= Same as Exercise 3.

Exercise Proce resThe exercise will..begfri.by aving
,half counterhalf the studen s operate clockwise

clockwise on the perimeter road. Stts are permitted
' to mak'e any turn' desired

free traffic pattern.
will prevail.

Th9

wilt 'uickly produce a
restrictions

g-

(

(4.

cpmto a complete stop Wore

perimeter road.
The &nte? rOssroad will be treated as a
four-way stop.
ss 'Whenever it is safe to do so,
Students may'

(h)

.

(4)

Students
entering t

except for to students restricted by the
ins

ctor.

Othe

motorcy , leS will le

t d as automobiles.

Opexiagg ProceduresStudents will perform this exercise
using. Ii operating procedures introduced to this point.
s --The instructor will observe students
note any instance of improper operating

(6)

MethodThe

nstructor,and assistant instructor will
position themselves where
ey can jointly observe
From this point, they will:
operations,n the entire
ge.
(a)
(h)

Apprise students of efrors through hand signals.
Remicm `students from exercises for oral instruction.
4

Particular_ close attention should be given to students
performing passing maneuvers because of the potential
hazard involved.

"4

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
TLI
Responding to Road's

aracteristiCs

PURPOSE

pus'

The purpose of this Lesson is to enable studenr
ion to different roadway conditions.

o adjust speed and

OBJECTIVES
Performance, Objec

ves

Knowledge and Skill Objectives

CONFIGURATION

Grades--The student must be able to
maintain a constant speed, and shift
smoothly'when operating on upgrades.

The student must be able to
determine the need to upshift
or downshift from the response
of the motorcycle, engine sound,
and vibration.

!EspIia&--The student must be able
to mount and dismount, and start the

The student must be able to hold
the motorcycle upright on a graded
surface through use of the correct
position, and must be able to maintain the motorcycle in a stationary
position through proper use of the

engine on a grade surface, up -down
and off-camber, without dropping the
motorcycle or allowing it to roll.

front brake.

Acceleration -The student must be able
to accelerate from a s
ped position
on an upgrade without ling- balance or
killing the engine.

The student must be able to coordinate throttle, clutch, and
brake application in order to
place the motorcycle in motion
on an-Upgrade.

Curves--The student must select an
entry speed that will allow control
to be maintained throughout a curve
while not incurring danger from
overtaking vehicles.

The student must know the elationship of curvature, surface conditions,
and camber (crown, banking) upon the
ability of the motorcycle to change
direction.
The student must be able to coordinate speed, steering and body
`position so as to achieve a maximum safe lean angle.

a
The student must be able to judge
from each of the above characteris
the maximum safe speed at which a
curve may be entered.
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Performance i bjecti ves

Knowledge and Skill objectives

SURFACE

Limited Traction--The student must
increase inter-vehicle separation
When operating under surface conditions that limit traction

The student must know the effect
of traction limitations upon veh
control and the possibility of
collisions with other road users.

Reduced Traction--The student must
operate at a Speed that is appropriate
to the level of surface friction.

The student must know the danger
resulting froii instability of the
motorcycle and'inability of other
drivers to control their vehicles
on slippery surfaces.

Surface HazardsThe student must

The student must know the effect
of various surface hazards on
ability to control motorcycle.

adjust speed and position on the
roadway in response to surface hazards
including broken pavement, debris, and
slippery spots.
CE22pjliling--The student must maintain distance from other motorcycles
when riding in groups.

The student must know .the nature
of a stagg ed formation and its
effect upon etectability, use
of the roadway, and abilisy to
execute maneuve

GlaT_!idAng--The student must signal
changes in speed or direction well
in advance when leading a group.

The student must know the time
required by other riders to
respond to signals.

CONTENT

The above objectives are met through:
Session 1 - Responding to Roadway Characteristics:

Principles (Classroom)

Session 2

Application

Responding to Roadway Characteristics:

Range)

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
Tllg
arat

nding to
II

3

1

stics:
Principles

Classroom

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Session is to communicate principles for adjusting
the speed and position of motorcycles to handle various roadway conditions.

CONTENT
ion consists

This
I.

2.

3.

4.

f the following topic

Grades
Curves
Reduced Traction
Surface Conditions
Group Riding

Within each Session, content focuses on procedures for handling the various
roadway characteristics through the basic maneuvers taught in Unit I. No
attempt is made to deal with roadway conditions requiring higher level skills.
Group Riding is included in this Session because it is the classroom session
that Immediately precedes the\first On-Street Session.

liATERIALS

Student Materials
See Unit Specifications.

Teacher- Materials

See Unit Sp

cations.

Instructional Aids
The fort,a.wing Instruct is nal aids are needed to sup
Session:

instruction in this

am c visual aids capable of illustrating the following:
Shifting gears on upgrades and downgrades.

The effect of reduced traction,on motorcycle operation.
The effect of uneven surfaces upon motorcycle operation.
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e Procedures for handling reduced traction and uneven surfaces.
Stets
forma

or dynamic visual aids capable of illustrating group riding
ons.

METHODS
1.

Grades
ttsing Glyn

111ustrate and

dommunde%.

ci

visual aids, preferably with sound, the instructor will
WI the process of maintaining speed on upgrades and

Upgrades

(1)

On many grades. it will be nee sr to downshift in order
to maintain speed.
(a)
(h)

lnitite downshift before engine starts to lug.
C oaplete shifting quickly to ptsvent loss of
speed between shifts.

On a steep hill, it may be necessary to lean forward to
keep the front wheel fro coming off the ground.e.
Loss of speed.
(a)
(h)

(c)

SOW, small motorcycles will be unable to maintain
the speed of traffic on WI upgrade.
A slow moving motorcycle in a fast moving stream
of traffic is particularly hazardous owing to the
difficulty in detecting the motorcicle from the rear,
Should keep in the right lane to allow higher spied
traffic to pass.

Downgrades
(I)

On lung or steep downgrades, it may be necessary to
downshift.

Downshif__ng allows engine compression to
provide eddftionel braking.
Downshifting avoids overheating of brakes
on along descent.
(2)

Gear selection.
(a)

b)

If it

General guide:

Descend iet the same gear

as the hill would he eurbed.
Best to downshift before steering.
is necessary to downshift while on a downgrade;

Brake before downshifting to prevent rear wheel
lodkup due to:
Engine braking.
Forward weight shift.
(b)

Complete the shifting quickly to avoid a speed
increase while the clutch is disengaged.

it is necessary to stop, brakes must be applied gradually.

4)

(a) 'The increased momentum of the motorcycle increases
the likelihood of locking the wheels.
(b)
Overapplication of brakes could cause a skid.

2.

Curves

Th
negotia.

2.1

instructor will discuss the problems and procedures involved in
ng highway curves.
.

Effect of Speed
(1)

Excessive speed.
(a)
(b)

(2

Causes operator to drift outward in order to
maintain balance.
Braking to reduce speed may result in a skid
owing to the outward force on the rear wheel.

Slowing excessively increases the motorcycle's
vulnerability to following vehicles.

Students will learn through experience how fast a
curve may be safely taken.

2.2

Procedure
(1)

Slow before entering the curve.

(2)

Accelerate out of the curve.
(a)

(b)

2.-

Helps bring motorcycle upright.
Helps to return to normal highway speed.

Braking in a Curve
(1)

Traffic conditions or excessive speed may necessitate
braking in a curve.

(2)

Use both brakes. The instructor should briefly review the
discussion of front brake application occurring in Session 1-2-1.

Chances of a skid are less in the case of the front wheel
brake.
(b)

If surface is firm (even if wet), the danger of a fall
is small.
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2.4

Crowned Roads

Making a left turn on a high crowned road.
(a)

(b)
(c)

Necessary to turn uphill.
Force of downslope added to outward force of turn.
Reduced clearance between footpeg and surface.

Speed must be reduced to lessen the outward force and
motorcycle lean.

Reduced Traction

The instructor will illustrate and describe the effect of reduced
surface traction upon motorcycle operation,

3.*

Effect of Slippery Surfaces
(1)

Motorcycle needs a firm footing to balance on
two wheels.
Loss of traction results in one of the

3.2

o

owing:

(a)

Fall.

(b)

Loss of directional control in an attempt
to maintain balance.

Slippery Surfaces
Wet pavement, particularly:
(a)
(b)

(2)

Just after it has started to rain and before
surface oil is washed to the side.
On painted lane markings, steel, and wooden
surfaces.
In areas where oil has dripped from cars.

Gravel roads, as well as collected sand and
gravel on paved roads.
Mud, snow, or ice.

3.3

Avoiding Slippery Surfaces
(1)

Grease strip.
(a)
(b)

)

Most often found near intersections where cars
slow or stop.
The motorcycle should operate in the track created
by car tires.
Oil pay drip near the center or side of the road:
May cause a fall if the foot is placed in an
'oil spot.

Need to watch for oil spots when stopping
or dismounting.
Dirt and gravel.
(a)
(b)

Tends to collect near the edges of roadways and
access ramps.
May also be pushed toward the middle of the street
near corners.

Some portions of the road dry faster than Others.
(4)

3.4:

Ice in the tire tracks tends to melt faster than on
the sides or in the center of the lane.

Negotiating Wet Pavement
The instructor will discuss ways of handling wet surfaces.
(1)

Reduce speed.
(a)
(b)

Compensates for increased stopping distance:
Reduces forces that produce skids.

Avoid sudden changes:
(a)
(b)
(c)

4.

Braking.
Direction changes.
Shifting.

Surface Conditions

The instructor will illustrate and discuss operating problems
in negotiating uneven roadway surface conditions.

intro

4

1

Uneven Surfaces
(1)

Conditions--The various types of uneven surfaces
include:
;CI

(2)

(a)
(b)

Chuckholes.

(c)

Raii,road tracks across the road.

Bumps.

Hazard--If crossed at too great a speed, the shock can:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Unseat the rider.
Cause the motorcycle to fall.
Damage tires.

Procedure:

Approach slowly.
Steer a straight pa
(c). Hold handgrips tight
(a)
(b)

NOTE:

4.2

ep motorcycle upright.

The,instractor should not discuss_higher level skills involved
in standing on pegs or raising the front wheel.
These are introduced in Unit III.

Parallel Hazards
(1)

'ConditionsThe surface conditions running parallel to
the motorcycle's path include:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Railroad track'.Pavement seams.
Grooves.

Hazards--The potential hazard involved in approaching at too
small an angle.

(b)

The side of the tire rather than the tread meets
the hazard.
The tire is deflected rather than climbing over the

hazard
(c)

Loss of steering control results in loss of balance

Procedure--The proper procedure for crossing a parallel hazard.
(a)
(b)

(c)

Move a few feet away from the hazard.
Turn and cross at an angle.
Avoid attempting to edge across gradually.

(4)

Limitation -- Repositioning is only necessary in crossing
a hazard that is parallel to the motorcycle.
(a)

(b)

4.3

It is not necessary to alter course for a hazard
crossing the motorcycle's path.
(Many students w
have been told that such hazards must be crossed
4
"head on.")
There is likely to be more danger in repositioning
the motorcycle than crossing at a slight angle.

Grooves and Gratings
(1)

Problem.
(a)

(b)
-(c)
(d)

(2)

Explain that on rain grooves and stepl gratings
the motorcycle tends to "wander" back and forth.
This produces an uneasy feeling.
There is little danger as long as the surface is dry.
The best approach is to steer a straight path and
"ride it out."

"Weaving."

(b)

Crossing grooves and gratings at a slight angle
increases stability.
Weaving back and forth, however, is potentially dangerous.
Requires making a turn where footing is poor.
Is far more hazardous than the feeling of
"wandering."

Wet gratings.
(a)
(b)
(c)

4.4

Steel gratings (like any steel surface) are,very
slippery when wet.
Should avoid crossing the wet grating if an alternative
road is available.
If necessary to cro
Proceed slowly.
Prepare to use feet for support.

Parking Areas

In parking the motorcycle, check for the following:
1)

Firmness--Make sure the surface is firm enough to hear
the weight of the motorcycle before pulling onto a roadside
area.
Be careful of:
Grass.

Soft sand or clay.
Camber.
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Footing--Before putting the foot down, check for
Oil spots
Sand or gravel
Ice spots.

Support--Make sure the surface will support the motorcycle stand.
The stand may sink into hot asphalt.
Place a metal plate or board under the stand if necessary.
5.

Group Riding

The instructor will illustrate and discuss operation of the motorcycles
in groups.

5.1

Responsibilities of the Motorcyclist
No more rights than individual riders.
4
(2)

5.2

Cannot interfere with the flow of traffic.

Group Siz
I)

Large groups interfere with the ability of other drivers
to pass.

(2). They are easily separated by traffic, lights and other vehicles.

5.3

(3)

Separation produces a dangerous "catch-up" effort.

(4)

Two is optimuM.
If larger than four, should he divided into
two separate groups

Maintaining Groups
(1)

Route familiarization.
(a)

(b)
(2)

Make sure all riders know the final destination
and general route.
Familiarization prevents hurrying if separated.

Plan maneuvers in advance.
(a)
(b)

Signal lane changes, turns, etc., well in advance.
Start maneuvers early enough to allow all riders
to complete them in time.

4
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Put beginners up front where
experienced riders.

can be watched by more

"Follow" the followers.
(a)

Observe those behind in the,mirror.

(b)- Drop back when following motorcycles fall behind,...
(c)
This causes the group-,to stay with the tai.lenderS.

5.4

Maintaining Separation

The instructor will illustrate and discuss methods of maintainipg a4equa
separation when operating in, groups.
)

Operating side.by side.
(a)
(b)
(c)

Prevents evasive maneuvers.
Illegal in most States-.
Should pair. up only when stopped (if permitte
by State law).

Staggered formation.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Lead
occupies the left lane position.
Seco
rider occupies the right lane position
well behind the first rider,
Remaining riders alternate right and left positions.
Each rider maihtainp a two-second rfollowing'distance
behind the rider directly ahead.
A

Advantages.
(a)

(b)

Allows the group to remain compact.
Less likely to be separated.
Easier for overtaking drivers to see:
Provides ample following distance and lateral separat

Limitation - - Riders must return to single file when:
(a)
(b)
(c)

In curves.
Starting turns.
Entering or leaving the highway.

Paring.
(a)

Lead rider.
Passes.
Stays in left lane position,
Opens a gap.

211
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(b)

Second rider
Moves.to left lane position as
completes pass.
oe Passes Whertitis safe.
Moves to right lane position:
ens gap.-,

(c)
(d)

Additional riders alternate (a:

Some.students may,des
sure in
moves
h the leader, upon co
save the
to the right laneoposition
If this
left position open for:
ppint is raised, o'
a
It reverses
realignment
It encourages
h
ened an
a pass before 44:
acce table-gap.
Ja
the leader to warn
kes it imposs
afe passing conditions.
following riders,o
to a right lane position
e leader shoul
nly if the-se
der is actuallY in danger.

Lane changes.
(a)

(b)

The lead
hat will accommodate
Waits
there is
the ent r
ormatiOn.
Signalswell'in adVance.
iat:es lane change only after others have had
41
ante to see signal.
'G

grialp when. he le der does.

Changes lanes when the lei er
f a lane2 h ge ijneCeSs.ary and an adequate gap
unavailable:
4:
der signals and changes without waiting.
to opportunity. y
hAnges lanes
*G
n reaisembl s ft r lane Change.

.

Rangp Preparation
to be performed in the

The instruct
next 'range ses4o
t.

se
(a)

ci

.1(h)

NM entainin

Altirring

situa ions.

o:roadway and traffic
4.

Exercise
- Responding to Surface Conditions -- Practice in
adjusting speed and position to. safely negotiate
Surface obstacles.
Exercise 3 - Interacting with Traffic and Roadw#y Conditions-Practice in responding to roadway conditions in the
presence of other traffic.

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
TITLE

P*001

Responding to Roadway Chacteristics:
Application

Range

PURPOSE

The primary purpose of this Session is to help students gain proficiency
in interacting properly with traffic under degraded road conditions. A
secondary purpose is to familiarize students with a staggered group riding
formation.

CONTENT

This Session consists of the following exercises:
Group Riding
Responding to Surface Conditions
interacting with Traffic and Surface Conditions

In this Session, students respond to degraded roadway conditions by
Initially,
avoiding and/or crossing a variety of degraded roadway surfaces.
traffic:patterns are tightly controlled so that students heed only respond to
Later, students are required to respond jointly to traffic
surface conditions.
and roadway conditions.
Since this Session is the last one prior to the first On Street Session,
students are provided an opportunity to familiarize themselves with operation
in a staggered formation. The group riding exercise is scheduled first so as
to occur hefore degraded surface conditions are introduced.

MATERIALS

The following materials are required in support of instruction for this
Session :

3

4.

Sand--Approximately 5 poq.nds.
Gravel -- Approximately 10 pounds.
Strips of lathe, garden hose, etc.--TWo or more lent;
at least 9 feet each.
Several large objects 4 inches or more in height, suct
4x4's or boxes.

METHODS
1.

Group Riding

11

Maintaining Formation
j

10 minutes

Ill91--The purpose of this exercise is to help students.
gain proficiency in maintaining a group formation.

(2)

Range Layout- -This exercise requires only the perimeter
road called for in the basic Range configuration described
in Course Specifications.

(3)

Exercise Procedure - -This exercise will be performed as follows.
(a)

Students are assigned to three groups of four students each.

(b)

Each group will ride around the perimeter of the range
in a staggered formation. For the purpose of this
exercise, the perimeter road will be treated as a
one-way street.
The leader will perform lane changes at will.
The group will follow.

(d) _After approximately 5 minutes, students will rotate positions
in the formation and a new student will assume the lead
position.
(4)

gipsEllips Procedures--Students will perform this exercise using
the following procedures:
Oro_

Leaders

(a)

Maintain at least a two-second following_ distance behind
any other formation.

(b)

Signal well in advance of a lane change.

(c)

Delay the lane change until all students have had a
chance to detect the signal.

Followers
(a)
Operate in a staggered fo
following distances:

_or0; maintaining as

Two seconds behind the motorcycle directly ahead.
One second behind the motorcycle in the next lane position.
signals and lane changes when the leader does.
All students will perform the required visual checks.

Instruction Points- -The instructor wil
following:

observe for the

(a)

Failure of students ko aa ntain prop.* following distance.

(b)

Insufficient delay between leader' 'ignal and
lane change.

Failure of individual students to change lanes with
the leader.
Method -After giving instructions, the instructor and assist
instructor will position themselves where they can jointly
observe all formations. After approximately 5 minutes, the
instructor will summon each group individually in order to
(a)
provide instruction, and (b) rotate positions within
the formation.

1.2

Al tering FOrMation

10

minutes

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to help stude
gain proficiency in altering the formation-in response to
roadway and traffic situations.
(2)

Range Layout- -This exercise requires a perimeter road and
cross street as described in Course Specifications.
Exetcise Procedure - -The exercise will he performed is follows:
(a)

Students will remain in the same groups as in
Exercise 1.1, rotating positions so as to obtain a
new leader.

(b)

The group will operate about the range in a staggered
formation, following a course set by the group leader.

(c)

For this exercise, the following conditions prevail:
All streets are two-way streets.
Groups entering the perimeter road will come to
a complete stop.
A cross street will be treated as a four -way stop.

(d)

After approximately five minutes, students will rotate
'position to allow the remaining student in each group
to assume the position of the leader.

Operating Procedures -- Students will perform the e
using, in addition to those procedures identified in
1.1, the following:
Grow

Leader
nitiate entry into
stream of traffic only when there
sufficient gap to accommodate the entire group.

others to pull off if the group is separated.

(b)

Followers
(a)
Change to single file on all turns.

ssu e a two abreast formation while stopped.

(b)

(c

individual gap acceptance judgments.

All stud-nts will observe following students in their mirrors
and drop ack should one student fall behind.
Instruction Points -- Instructor will ohs

-e students for the

77,Trc3:111g:

(a)

Failure to take turns single file.

(b)

Failure to double op at stopping points.
Failure to drop back for stragglers.

Method--See

Responding to Surface Conditions
1)

(2)

20 minutes

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to allow students
to obtain experience in adjusting speed and position of
the motorcycle to safely negotiate surface obstacles.
RarielLayout -The basic layout of this exercise is as
described in Exercise 1.2.
However, for the purpose of the
exercise the following will he added to the surface of the
Range:
(a)

A thin sand cover at several points.
The sand should
be spread such that it covers the entire lane, thereby
forcing students to cross it rather than circumvent it.
v.
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spot

gravel placed

Near the inside edge at corner,
.ear the center of the road at intersections.
(ci

Large ohiects placed in a position that will require
the student to alter course in order to circumvent the!(lathe.

laced as follows

Across the road at a slight angle.
Between lanes at a point where students are forced
to make a lane change.

Prior to the beginning of this Session, materials
should be placed off of the traveled surface but near the
spots that they will be used
Students may assist in placing
the materials following completion of the Exercise 1.2.

Exercise ProcedureThe exer

-rformed as follows:

Students will proceed around the range in single file
(b)

The lea de

lc)

Students respond to various surface conditions as they
deem appropriate, ignoring the path taken by preceding

may take any course desired, sohject only
to the restriction that the path does not cross that
of following students.

students.

Students will be rotated through the lead position.
(4)

ratink ProceduresThe exercise wi

I using the

fol lowing procedures:
(a)

All communication and observational procedures taught in
Lesson 11-1.
Avoiding g large obstacles and gravel s

Reducing speed upon approach to sandy %pot
direction and speed (no braking) while cro
(d)

Negotiating without Chang_
strips placed across the

in
nee.

ntaining
them.

I or direction those

(e)

Negotiating at `a slight angle those strips placed
parallel to the lane.

(f)

Maintaining a two-second following distance, adjusting
speed for students slowing ahead.
ruction Points - -The instructor will observe for these errors.

Altering direction to approach cross strips head-on.
Edging across parallel strips.

Unnecessary slowing for strips or large obst
(d)
(6)

ctions.

Attempting to circumvent rather than cross sandy areas.

Method--The instructor should explain but not demonstrate the
procedures to be employed in dealing with various surface
conditions.
While students are operating about the range, the instructor and
assistant instructor should move about the range so as to observe
students negotiating each of the surface conditions.
Students
making repeated errors should be summoned to the side by the
instructor or assistant instructor to be given individual coaching.
Both the instructor and assistant instructor should keep an eye
out for advanced students attempting to surmount the large
obstaclei or engaging in competition with one another.

I

rac

ng With Traffic and Roadway Conditions

20 minutes

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to help students
gain proficiency in responding to roadway conditions in the
presence of other traffic.
Range Layout - -Same as Exercise 2.

Exercise Procedure--Students will operate freely about the
range subject to the following:
(a)

Students will come to a complete stop before entering
the perimeter road.

(b)

The center cross street will be treated as a four-way stop.

(c)

All streets are

- way streets.

219
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(d)

Passing is prohibited.

Other motorcycles should be heated as automobiles.
(4)

Operating Procedures--Students w41 perform this exercise
using all operating procedures introduced to this point.
Instruction Points--The instructor will observe students for
following:

(6)

(a)

Obstructing traffic in another lane while circumventing
an obstacle.

(b)

Obstructing following traffic by unnecessary slowing.

(c)

Failure to make an optimum compromise between other vehicles
and obstructions.

MethodThe following instructional methods will be employed:
(a)

Students will be instructed in the exercise procedure.
However, operating procedures need not be reviewed.

(b)

The instructor and assistant instructor will position
themselves nearest the poets of greatest potential problem
(e.g., obstacles necessitating a lane change),
but will observe the entire range area.

(c)

Students will be advised of minor errors (e.g., failure to
cancel turn signal) through hand signals.

(d)

Students making serious or repeated errors will be summoned
by the instructor or assistant instructor for
individual coaching.
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MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION

RAM

TITLE

Street' Riding Strategies

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Lesson is to enable students to adjust speed and
position in order to optimize the ability to see, be seen by, and maintain
a safe distance from, other road users while responding to various roadway
conditions.

OBJECTIVES
Performance Objectives

Knowledge and Skill Objectives

Optimize Speed andPo _tion--The
student must be able to.selct a speed,
lane and,position within lane that is
appropriate to all combinations of
roadway and traffic conditions.

The student must be able to make
compromises among various roadway
and traffic conditions to adopt
the speed and position that will
optimize the ability to observe,
communicate and react to roadway
and traffic characteristics.

CONTENT

The above objectives are met through:
Session 1 - Street Riding Strategies:

Principles (Classroom)

Session 2 - Beginning Street Riding (Range)
Session 3 - Intermediate Street Riding (Range)

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION

RAM

L.

U MIT

II

_

_

4

N SESSION TITLE
Street Riding Strategies: Principles
1

Classroom

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Session is to communicate principles for optimizing.
motorcycle speed and position in terms of the need to see, be seen by, and
maintain a
e distance from, other road users, and to respond to various
roadway con_ tions.

CONTENT

This Session presents no additional information but allows students
to develop and apply principles for optimizing speed and position through
a variety of traffic situations.

MATERIALS

Student Materials

Student materials for this Session would differ from those of most other
Sessions in that, instead of providing information, they would present traffic
situations similar to those described in the following paragraphs under
METHOD.
Their purpose would not be to prepare students for classroom instruction
but to extend the range of content by providing more situations than can be
offered in a single classroom session.

Teacher Materials

See Unit Specifications

Instructional Aids

Various traffic situations to which students are required to react may be
presented through the use of a chalkboard, traffic board, or other visual aids.
If dynamic visual aids are used, they must be capable of freeze frame presentation as describedrin the Unit Specifications.
The more complex traffic situations involved in this Unit will not
generally be capable of being depicted from a driver point of view. Therefore,
the use of motorcycle controls as a student response mechanism, as described
in Unit Specifications, would not be appropriate.

METHODS
1.

General Guidelines

The instructor should introduce various traffic situations and call upon
students to provide and discuss various motorcycle operator responses. The
following general guidelines are offered:
(1)

Discussions should consider only the motorcycle operator's
response, not what drivers should do.

(2)

Responses should anticipate errors but not malevolence on
the part of drivers.

(3)

Situations should be presented in an order of increasing
complexity, as determined by:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(4)

Number of potential hazards represented.
Number of responses involved.
Degree of compatibility or alternative responses.

Inappropriate solutions should be corrected.
The purpose
of the Session is to develop knowledge and skill, not to
provide an exchange of opinions.

The following examples are provided for illustrative purposes only.

2.

Identical Responses

Traffic situations calling for the application of principles that involve
the same general purpose.
Situation

Response,

Oncoming. truck

One 'response, assuming a center
lane position, would both provide
separation from the truck and allow
the motorcycle to be seen by any
driver about to pass the truck.

Entering a left hand curve

One response, entering in the right
lane position, would allow the rider
to see, be seen, and maximize separation
from any oncoming vehicle drifting
over the center line.

223
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Compatible Responses
Situations calling for ap
but compatible responses.

cation of principles that lead to different,

Situation

Response

Following car ahead; oncoming
vehicle signalling left

Two compatible responses are
(1)
maintain 'left position on
approach to be seen by oncoming
drivers; and'(2) move to a center
.cpti_..on upon reaching the interect
order to maximize
separation.

Car ahead turning left,
oncoming vehicles signa ling

Two compatible responses are
(1) slow to allow car ahead to
clear path so motorcycle can be
seen; and (2) move right to increase
separation and ability to be seen
by oncoming driver.

left

4.

Separation

Traffic situations presenting
that,is, taken one at a time. ,

4.1

4.2

Separation of Hazards by One

_o or mare hazards that can be separated;

nse

Situation

Re pons e

Approaching an oncoming
truck and steel grating

Slowing will separate the two
hazards; that is, it will allow the
truck to pass before the grating is
encountered.

Separation of Hazards and Responses
Situation

Response

Car at side street out on the
right; single oncoming
vehicle on left

Two different responses are needed:
(1)
slow and move right while oncoming
car passes; and (2) move left while
passing vehicle at the right.
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5.

Compromising

Situations calling for a response
presented by two potential hazards.

hat compromises between the

sks

Situation

Response

Approaching an intersection
with cars poised to enter bo h
right and left lanes

Moving to a center position in'
the roadway will optimize separation
and ability to be seen by drivers'
of both vehicles.

Truck stopped in left lane;
vehicle about to pull out
on right

Slowing and steering a center course
between the two vehicles will
compromise between the risk of the
car pulling out and someone passing
the truck.

6.

Trade-Offs

Selecting the course of least risk when facing two potential hazards.
Situation

Response

City street; line of traffic
on left and parallel parked
cars about to pull out on the

Maintaining a left lane position
will maximize separation and ability
to be seen by the driver about to
The oncoming vehicles are
pull out
not likely to cross the center line
on a city_ Jtreet, and are, therefore,
a lesser risk.

right

About to turn off a high-speed
highway being closely followed

Move right; the danger posed by
lane sharing is less than that of
being rear-ended.

Prellara ion for Street Riding

Infoimation relative to the following should be provided in order to
prepare students for the street riding Session that follows.

7.1

Studene Responsibil ties
Where to report.
,(2)

Time to 'report (street riding sessions are divided into
wo one-half hour meetings.

'Permits or licenses that -us
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be in student's possession.

2

)

pendrat area in whim riding will occur.

(2) ,,The general characteristics of the route to b

7.3

,

trave led.

Signals

Additional signals to be used in street riding include the following:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Turn left
Turn right
Speed up
Slow down
Pull over
Cancel turn
Close up
Drop back
Disregard previous signal

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION ItetOGRAM
ION
II

4

2

TITLE

Beginning Street Riding

Street

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Session is to provide students an experience in
applying basic street riding practices in a street environment that imposes
minimal demands on rider capability.
CONTENT

Students apply, within the roadway traffic environment, the skills and
knowledges involved in seeing, being seen by, and communicating with other
drivers.
Because of the 3:1 student teacher ratio, it will he necessary
either to obtain the services of two additional Instructors or schedule two
periods for the Session.
As noted in Unit I Proficiency Assessment specifications, an
assessment of basic skill should be given just before this Session.
Whether it involves administration of a formal test or simply a
subjective appraisal of ability based upon observation of student
performance in preceding Range Sessions, is subject to the time. and
instructor considerations discussed in Course specifications.

MATERIALS
Student Materials

In addition to the materials identified in Unit and Course Specifications,
students will require the following for this Session:
(1)

Route Guidance -- Guidance on the specific route to be taken
during the Session. This guidance will not only aid the
student leader in following the route, but will aid anyone
separated from the group in re-joining the formation.

Street Ridin- RulesGeneral rules for street siding,
including the
(a)

Hand, horn, or other signals to be used:
By instructors to communicate route guidance
and provide instructional information
(e.g., cancel sianals).
By students to communicate problems to the instructor.
(b)
Conditions covering separation from the formation,
including:
-1V When to separate
-e- Rejoining the format mi.
Procedures for altering the formation:
Rotating positions.
Pulling off the road for cr
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(d)

Emergency procedurei, including:
Engine trouble.
Flat tire.
Running out of fuel.

Teacher 'Material s
In addition to the material requirements identified in Unit and Course
Specifications, teachers will require the following materials for this Session:
)

'Route Selection--Guidance on selection of routes
including:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(2)

Types of observations to be made.
Types of location and tines of day when
observations are best made.
Methods of selecting specific routes, including:
Preliminary planning (e.g., uSe of maps).
6 Sequencing observational locations.
e Verifying conditions (e.g., checking for
"no left turns" at certain hours).

Check Lists- -Lists oCobservations of, the specific performances to be obserVed at various points along the road.
Since the instructor will be engaged in operating the
motorcycle and obserVing students, it will be necessary
to commit to memory (a) the route that is to be taken,
(b) the observations that are to be made, and (3) the
correct respbnses and errors that occur.
A check fist
will help to refresh the instructor's memory both prior
to the Session and during the critiques of individual
student performances.

Scratch pads on tank or attached to right knee for notes.
Instructional Aids
None

EQUIPMENT

The communication equipment described in the Course Specifications is of
particular value in this Session owing to (a) the difficulty in communicating
with students through hand or other signals, (b) the need to provide route
guidance as well as instructional information, (c) the possibility that some
students will become separated from the instructor, and (d) the relatively
greater potential hazard. The fact that'six, rather than 12, students will be
operating at one time makes the use of radio communication equipment somewhat
more feasible for on-street than range instruction..
Vests or signs identifying riders as being participants in a motorcycle safety education program may also be provided.

2
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METHODS

1)

(2)

Purpose - -Same as Session,purpose.

Route RequirementsRoute requirements should be met through
using a residential area with the following characteristics:
(a)

(b)

(d)

Roadway--Good surface conditions, including common
markings; controlled and uncontrolled standard
intersections and "1r' intersections; intersections
with good visibility; wide lanes for travel; relatively
flat area with only moderate inclines.
TrafficTWo-way, low-volume and low-speed traffic;
standard passenger vehicles; traffic volume should '
permit periodic meeting, following, and intersecting
with other vehicles.
nce--Te route segment should generally correspond
to the ollowing sequence:
Straight, uninterrupted travel
Straight travel with stops.
Turns from a stop.
Turns from uncontrolled intersections.
n- h--The route should be 20-30 minutes in length,
ssible, including access time from the training
Segments of the route may be used more
facility.
than once to provide a comprehensive experience for a
lead rider in the formation.

Exercise Procedure- -.'The exercise will be performed as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(4)

Students will operate in a staggered formation
consisting of the instructor and three students.
One student will assume the lead position and will
follow a route indicated by the instructor.
Approximately every 10 minutes, students will pull
to the side of the road for an individual critique of
performance and to allow another student to assume
the lead position.

es--The following items should be stressed and
Operating Proce
used to guide the Session critique in rider groups.
Lead Rider
(a)
Shifting
Operating in appropriate gear.
to
Controlling direction while shifting.

299
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Stopping
Stopping smoothly where required.
(c)
Directional Control
Maintaining path on roadway without weaving.
(d)
Turning Control
Operating within configuration imposed
intersections.
(e)
Legal Operation
Operating in a legal manner when stopping
and in.right-of-way situations.
(f)
Operating Devices
Using cycle devices without tak n
eyes-off the road.
Changing Lanes
Changing only where permissible.
Employing correct procedures.
e Providing an advanced signal.
(h)
Responding to Oncoming Vehicle
Reducing speed, if necessary.
Increasing lane separation.
Responding to Following Vehicles
e Keeping formation in view.
Following Vehicle Ahead
e Keeping to two-second distancel
(k
Gap Acceptance in Entry to Traffic
Using turn signals when appropriate.
e Cancelling signals after direction change.
Operating with headlight on.
e Using horn, if necessary.
Using brake light to warn of speed
and possible direction change.
Checking Operating Environment
Looking well ahead.
Checking intersections.
e Checking mirrors routinely and before
changing direction.
Followers
(a)
Maintaining Formation
TWo7second following distance from rider ahead.
One-second following disc ce from rider in
adjacent lane position
(b)
Altering Formatio
Pairing up at intersections.
Single file on curves'and corners.
Separating where necessitated by traffic signals,
insufficient gaps.
)

.
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(5)

Instruction Points - -The instructor ill focus attention
primarily upon errors made by the lead rider. The leads
is the only student who can be called upon to apply knowledges
and skills involved in interacting with traffic and roadway
conditions.
The remaining students do largely what the
leader does.
They are present only to (a) make it unnecessary
to return to the starting point every ten minutes, and (b) gain
rience in operating the motorcycle in the presence of
her vehicles.

Since the instructor will observe essentially all of the
leader's responses, any errors should be noted and the student
apprised of them. The instruction points, therefore, encompass
all operating procedures.
Instruction points relative to
other students in the group will be limited to those errors that
the instructor happens to notice.
(6)

MethodThe method of instruction employedin this Session may
be divided into three categories:
and control, and critique.

preparation, observation

Preparatiop
Prior to on- street instruction with each group, the instructor
should carry out the following preparation activities.
(a)

Check Operator'

Permit - -Check to see that all students

possess a valid rcycle operator's permit or
endorsement.
(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

Check CommunicationsCheck any communication equipment
and make sure students are able to use it properly.
Review other on-street communication techniques including
signals for the following:
Turn left
Turn right
Speed up
Slow down
Pull over
Cancel turn
Close up
Drop back
Disregard signal
Check Motorcycles -- Cycles should be inspected and meet
requirements lor on-street use.
Students should also
perform a standard motorcycle inspection before operation.
Check Student Identifiers--Vests or jackets identifying
student riders should be available.
Route Review--The requirements and general course
iT)-174-73TY;;ed on street should be presented.

1(f)

Rider

t--For metion ass inments and

general procilass for changing assignments
should be identified.
rvation and Contr

The instructor should be positioned to observe and control
udents in the formetioo. The third or fourth position in
formation generally meets these requirements. The first
position (lead rider) should be avoided since this slot is the
most critical for students to occupy for learning to ride
on-street.
Positioning in the second rider slot (right wheel
track) makes it difficult to observe and control the student
in position four.
If the group becomes separated, the instructors should signal
students to pull off to the side of the road immediately.
Should the stragglers fail to appear (e
engine trouble),
the students should stay put while the itructor looks for t
Critique
If communication equipment is available, students should be
informed of'errors immediately.
This has the advantage of
(a) providing immediate feedback, (b) assuring the errors are
noted (rather than being forgotten by the instructor), and
(c) allowing students to benefit from the leader's mistakes.

Where communication equipment is not available, it will be
necessary to pull off to the side of the road fora critique.
During the first on-street session, this should occur after
every few maneuvers.
In later sessions, the critique can be
limited to the points where the formation leaves the road to
change positions.
To maximize riding time, the critique should be made as brief
as possible. This may be done by:
(a)

(b)

Confining comments to errors and avoiding use of
the roadside as a place to provide instruction.
Dealing only with thous, errors that are relatively
critical and unique problems for particular students,
and allowing more common errors to be summarized at
the end of the session.

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
UNIT

LESSON

SESSION

4

I I

3

TITLE

Intermediate Street Riding

MODE
Street

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Session is to enable students to apply street
riding practices in normal operating environments.

CONTENT

This Session is designed to permit students to continue to apply skills
developed during range instruction in the- street environment. The environment
beComes slightly more demanding than in Session 2, but is well within the
requirements imposed by normal traffic conditions. A city fringe area and
highway route segment characterized by moderate traffic and low operating
speeds should be used.

MATERIALS

The materials required in this Session are the same as those described in
Session 11-4-2, differing only with respect to those characteristics that
reflect the specific nature and location of street routes.

EQUIPMENT

Same as 11-4-2.

FACILITIES

This Session takes place on public highways in two general areas:
an urban area characterized by light to moderate traffic, and (b) open
highway. These two environments are most likely to be found in proximity to
It may
one another either in a small city or on the outskirts of a large city.
be necessary to move the motorcycles to one of these locations from their
storage area.
(a)

METHODS

(1)

Purpose -- Same as Session Purpose.

(2)

Route Requirements--Route requirements should be met through
use of areas with the following characteristics:
Urban Light Traffic
(a)
Roadway--The roadways that comprise the selected
route should have the following characteristics:
Good surface.
Well marked.
One-way and two-way, two-lane and multi-lane streets.
Unprotected intersections requiring entry into,
and turns across traffic flow.
Visibility restrictions at some intersections.
Small to moderate hills.
(h
:TrafficThe route should provide a moderate traffic
volume, consisting acmost entirely of autditibbiles.
Prevailing speed should be 25-35 mph.
Sequence--To the extent possible, the route segments
should generally correspond to the following sequence:
Straight two-way streets.
Straight one-way streets.
.Signalized intersections, two-way-to two-way.
Intersections, twoway to one -way, or
one-way to two-way.
Non-signalized intersections.
No-signalized intersections withvisibility restrictions.
a,

(d)

Length- -The route segment need only cover a few blocks.
Portions of the route may be reused as necessary to
generally follow the instructional sequence and provide
as varied an experience as possible for each student
as formation leader. A group should be able'to
negotiate the route in approximately 10-15 minutes.

Highways
(a)
,RoadwayThe roadway should have the following characteristics:
Good surface.
Well marked.
Multi-lane.
Infrequent intersections, all signalized.
Curves, posted and unposted.
Hills of small to moderate grade and lanes.
(b) ,Traffic--The route selected should provide a light to
moderate volume of .traffic, consisting almost entirely
of automobiles (i.e., no truck route). Speed limit
should not exceed 40 mph.

Sequence--To the extent possible, route segments should
be approved according to the following sequence:
Open road without traffic or signals.
a Gradually increasing frequency of signals and
volume of traffic.
Protected turns.
Curves and hills.
Unprotected turns.
Exercise Procedures - -Same as 11-4-2.
(4)

Operating Procedures--Same as 11-4-2.

(5)

Instruction Points--Same as 11-4-2.

(o)

Method--The method employed in this Session is essentially
the same as that described in 11-4-2, the major difference
being that fewer stops for a critique would be scheduled,
owing to (a) the increased proficiency and lowered anxiety
of students, (b) the need to cover more ground during the
Session, and (c) the relatively greater difficulty in finding
appropriate places to pull off the road.
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UNIT III.

STREET RIDING SKILLS

PURPOSE

The purpose of thit unit is to enable students to acquire the advanced
skills required in handling complex motorcycle, roadway, and traffic related
conditions, and in carrying passengers and cargo.

CONTENT
Lesson 1 - Motorcycle Related Skills

.

Session 1 - Motorcycle Related Skills:
Session 2 - Motorcycle Related Skills:

'Procedures (Classroom)
Skill Development (Range)

Lesson 2 - Roadway-Traffic Related Skills
Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 -

Roadway-Traffic
Roadway-Traffic
Roadway-Traffic
Advanced Street

Related Skills:
Related
Related Skills:
Riding (Street)

Procedures (Classroom)
Collision Avoidance (Range)
Obstacle Surmounting (Range)

This unit focuses upon range instruction intended to allow students to
develop the advanced manipulative skills demqpded by various unusual motorcycle,
Classroom fristruction supports range activities
roadway, and traffic conditions.
by acquainting students with the procedural components of the activities to be
performed.
This unit also includes a street riding session, the final one in the Course.
Students are required to operate in dense city traffic and on high speed
highways and expressways.

PREREQUISITES

In order to undertake instruction in Unit III, students must have met
all objectives of Unit I.
Students whose basic control skills are marginal
will be unable to cope with range instruction in this Unit.
-2-4), students
In order to participate Ln the street riding session (I
must have performed satisfactorily in the two street riding sessions of Unit It

METHODS

This unit places primary emphasis upon student practice of exercises
designed to develop advanced manipulative skills.
Instruction takes two forms:
(1)

Extension of basic motorcycle control skills needed to permit
rapid and violent maneuvers including quick stops and sharp turns.

(2)

Development of new skills including obstacle surmounting,
carrying passengers and cargo, and coping with various motorcycle conditions.

The various exercises provide situations that will allow students
to develop
skills in a manner that minimizes chances of injury.
Those activities involving
greatest potential hazard--quick stops, quick turns, and surmounting.° t
leSrare performed one at a time under the close supervision of the instrUc
Classroom instruction is concerned largely with review and discuss OR
those procedures underlying skill development. Additional classroom techniques
include (1) illustration of activities to be performed during range instruction
as well as their real world counterpart, (2) classrobm drills to allow implic
practice of activities that cannot be performed on the range.
On-street instruction follows the same general pattern as set forth in
Unit II specifications.
Because of the conditions under which it takes place- dense traffic and high speed highways--the questions raised in Unit II regarding
student safety apply with even greater force. The defense remains unchanged-that the litzards are ones that will confront motorcycle operators in the highway
traffic environment, and are best experienced first under the close supervision
of an instructor. Additional aspects of instructional
method are described in
the specifications for the Street Riding Session (111-2-4).
MATERIALS
Student Materials

In addition to student materials identified in Course specifications,
requirements for Unit II include the following:
(1)

Inde endent Practice Guides--Guidance covering activities
that may be per caned outside of and following the course
in order to maintain skill levels. The high levels of skill
required, coupled with the infrequency with which they are
performed in the highway traffic environment, leads to a need
for frequent practice if proficiency levels are to be maintained.

'

Student materials must identify the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(2)

Areas where practice may safely take place._
Precautions to be employed relative to surface
conditions and other traffic.
Exercises that may be performed in order to maintain
proficiency.
Methods for self diagnosis of errors.

Street Procedures--Procedures to be employed An on-street
instruction (Session 11-2-4).

Teacher Materials

In addition to teacher materials identified in Course specifications,
teachers will require guidance in the selection of routes for on-street
nfstruotion

Instructional Aids

Instructional aids required by this unit may be characterized as follows:
(1)

Demonstration Aids--Aids that permit the instructor to
demonstrate the performances that serve as objectives of
instruction. These performances may be illustrated in either
the highway traffic, environment or in the context of range
exercises--or both.

All of the requirements are capable of being met through static
pictures or diagrams of the conditions that require the
performances, the operator's performance, and the performance
of the vehicle. Dynamic visuals 'would have some advantage
in providing an illustration of an entire response pattern in
However, the presentation must provide for stop
real time.
action at various points in the response pattern so that
individual responses may be fully discussed.
(2)

Explanatory Aids--Aids that illustrate the advantages of
performing activities in the manner prescribed, e.g., illustration of stopping distances using rear brake versus both brakes.

EQUIPMENT

The motorcycle and projection equipment identified in Unit 11 Specifications
are required in addition to equipment items identified in Course Specifications.

FACILITIES

Ranp'facilAties set forth in Course Specifications are required to
support in§truction in this Unit.
In addition, appropriate street routes
must be selected tO support on- street instruction. Route requirements are
described in SesSion 111-2-4.
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MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
LESSON
III

TITLE

Motorcycle Related Skills

PURPOSE

The purpos of this lesson is to enable students to acquire the advanced
skills required in handling complex motorcycle conditions and in carrying
passengers and cargo. The range session of this lesson also includes two
exercises intended to develop advanced vehicle control skills required in
the following lesson (Unit In-/ Roadway-Traffic Related Skills).

OBJECTIVES

Performance Objectives

Knowledge and Skill Objectives

Symptom recognition - -a student must

The student must know the symptoms of low tire pressure,
engine overheating, or common
causes of power loss, including
lack of fuel and fouled spark

be able to recognize symptoms of
conditions likely to affect control
of the motorcycle.

plugs.

cables.

The student must be able to
initiate appropriate control
responses immediately and carry
them out rapidly while maintaining control of the motorcycle's
speed and direction.

Fuel adjustments -the student must
be able to adjust the choke and
switch the fuel valve to the "resery
position while the motorcycle is

The student must be able to
locate and manipulate the
choke and fuel valve without
looking away from the roadway.

Malfunctions--the student must be
able to maintain control of the
motorcycle in the event of a stuck
throttle, brake or headlight failure,
blow out, wheel wobble, or broken

in motion.

Running starts--the student must be
able to start the motorcycle by putting it in motion through "jump" or
"bump" starting, or being pushed by
someone

The student must know the hazards
involved in incorrect running
starts including pUshing starts.
The student must be able to "jump"
start the motorcycle.

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PR
ma

LM LESSON

SESSION

III

_RAM

TITLE

Motorcycle Related Skills:

1

Procedures

Class

PURPOSE

mo

The purpose of this Session is to communicate procedures for dealing with
-related conditions that require advanced skill.

CONTENT

This Session consists of the following topics:
1.

4.

3.

Unit and Session Overview
Engine Problems
Motorcycle Related Emergencies
Carrying PassOlgers
Carrying Cargo
Range Preparation

TERIALS
See Uni

Specifications.

LNIPMENT
See Unit Specifications.

FACILITIES

See Unit Specifications.

METHODS
Unit and Session Overview
its

1.1

5 minutes

ictor will provide a brief overview of Unit and Lesson content.

Unit Overview
(l)

Objective is to develop the advanced vehicle control skills
needed to cope with non-routine conditions.

(2)

Conditions
(a)

(b)

Motorcycle-related conditions.
Engine problems.
Emergencies.
Carrying passengers.
Carrying cargo.
Roadway-related conditions.
Slippery and resistive surfaces.
Surface obstacles.
Windbreaks.
Flying objects.
Traffic-related conditions.
Quick stops.
Quick turns.

Sessions
(a)

(b)

1.2

Session Overview
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

2.

Motorcycle conditions.
One classroom.
One range.
Roadway and traffic conditions.
One classroom
One range
Street riding.

Motorcycle breakdowns.
Motorcycle emergencies.
Carrying passengers.
Carrying cargo.

Engine Problems

10 minutes

The instructor will illustrate and discuss procedures for dealing with
common engine problems.

2.1

Hard Starting
)

Ignition/fuel controls
(a)
(b)

(c)

Kill switch (most common cause).
Fuel valve.
Fuel supply
Open gas cap and look.
Lean vehicle and listen for sloshing sound.

2
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Engine flooding
(a)
(b)
(t)

(d)

Smell of fuel indicates possible flooding.
Turn fuel valve off.
Open throttle completely.
Kickstart until engine fires.
-en fuel valve
After starting.
After several kicks if engine fails to start.

Replace spark plug
(a)
(b)
(4)

Common cause of hard starting_ on one cylinder
and two-stroke engines.
Should carry a spare plug.

Jump Starting
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)

Start at the top of a downgrade if possible.
Squeeze clutch.
Place motorcycle in second gear,
First gear may cause rear wheel to lock up
when clutch is released.
I)
May be necessary to switch to first gear
unable to start in second.
Push motorcycle to gain momentum.
Mount motorcycle quickly.
Release clutch
On flat surface, release quickly to allow engine
fire before it slows the motorcycle down:
On a hill, release the clutch gradually to prevent
rear wheel lock-up due to speed and downgrade.
Open throttle as soon as engine starts.
An alternative procedure is to run alongside the moto
cycle and continue pushing as the clutch is released.
This procedure should not be taught to novices, since
the motorcycle may get away from the operator if the
clutch is not squeezed as soon as the engine starts.

NOTE:

Switching to Reserve Fuel Supply
(1)

Problem
(a)
(b)

If fuel switch is in "On" position, the fuel supply
will stop once the fuel drops below a certain level.
Must switch to "reserve" position for additional fuel.
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(2)

Symptom
(a)

(b)
(3)

(c)

Keep eyes on the road ahead.
Reach down and feel for fuel valve.
Turn to reserve

Need for practice in order to:
(a)
(b)

2.3

upply is known to be low.

Procedbre
(a)
(b)

(4)

raptly.

Engine sputters
Easy to identify

Locate fuel valve.
Turn in the correct direction.
Turn it to the correct position (often against a

op).

Overheating
Symptoms
(a)

Smell of burning oil

(b)

Smoke.

rubber.

Pull off the road and stop as soon as

ly posy

Check oil and cooling fins.

2.4

Oil Loss (four cycle engines)
(1)

Symptoms

(b)

(2)

Engine labors and loses power.
Some motorcycles have an oil warning
goes on when oil pressure drops.

Procedure
(a)
(h)
(d)

Squeeze clutch.
Turn off engine with cut -off switch.
Pull off the road.
Check oil supply (there may he a malfuneotiol
warning system).
If low, replenish hefore continuing.

O)perat ion of eng
result in engine

in the

adequate uil supply may
tire

?O minutes

Motorcycle Related Lmergenc
[he inst
emergencies

ht that

ill illustrate and discuss pros
1.
from motorcycle maltunc

2 %7-

t-

for handling

1

3.1

Collision Prevention

The instructor should emphasize that the operator's first concern in any
malfunction-related emergency is to avoid a collision with another vehicle or
fixed object.

Keep the eyes on the road and traffic; don't become preoccupied with the motorcycle.
Don't risk a collision in
the prohlem.

Check tra

tort to cotree

behind and give signal (if time permits).

(4 )

Get out of traffic and well off the roadway as soon as
possible.

(5)

Do not continue until absniu

sure the problem has been

corrected.

3.2

Rear Wheel Lock
(1)

ommon causes
(a)
(h)

Broken chain.
Engine or transmission seizure due to lack of lubrication.
Object caught between chain and sprocket.

Procedure
(a)

Squeeze clutch as this may allow the rear wheel to

(h)

roll again.
'oncentrate on maintaining a straight path (skid control

will he taught and practiced in Lesson 111-2).

Blow Out
(1)

Front tire

Symptom

(c)

(d)

Steering will feel heavy.
Handlebars may pull to one side
twists on rim.
Minimize weight on front tire
Avoid braking.
Close throttle slowly.
Shift weight to rear.
Wait until moving slowly before attempting to
leave the roadway.
Coast to a stte.
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3.4

Rear

tire

(a)
(b)

Symptom- -Rear will tend to fishtail.
Avoid braking -- Excessive lightening of rear wheel
may result in skidding.
rr ight path if in
Concentrate on maintaining a
a rear wheel skid.

Throttle Stuck Open
(1)

Problem - -Kink in

hro

1- cable may prevent closing.

Procedure
(a)

(b)

(d)
(e)
(f)

3.5

Experts disagree on the
Squeeze clutch (Note:
Many object to disengaging the
best procedure.
clutch on the grounds that it may damage the engine
or cause it to run out of control. It is recommended
for students because it is consonant with the general
instruction to squeeze the clutch whenever trouble
If the path ahead is clear and there is
develops.
no danger of losing control, an experienced rider may
be encouraged to bypass this step and proceed to
those that follow.)
Work throttle back and forth in attempting to close it
If throttle does not free up, use the engine cut-off
switch.
Apply brakes.
Pull to the side of the road and stop._
Check the throttle cable and make sure the throttle _
working freely before continuing.

Wobble
(1)" Problem - -At moderate to high speeds, front wheel may suddenly

wobe violently from side to side.
Procedure
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

Grip handlebars firmly but don't "fight" the wobble.
Avoid braking - -it could make the wobble worse.
Ride it outlet the motorcycle slow down gradually.
road.
Pull off

(3)

Check for the following before continuing:
A wheel that is bent
out of alignment.
Loose steering.
Loose wheel bearing.
Loose spokes.
Cargo loaded improperly.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(4)

3.6

If the trouble isn't found, keep speed down un
cycle can be checked out by mechanic.

motor-

Classroom Drill

if instruction is to be of any use to students, it should be at a high
threshold of recall.
Students should be drilled by having the instructor call
out an emergency condition and requiring students to furnish appropriate
responses quickly.

4.

Carrying Passengers

4.1

Requirements for Passenger Carrying

15 minutes

Emphasis should be given to the need for the following requirements to
be met before passengers are carried.
(1)

Operator experience
(a)
(b)
(c)

Problem--Passengers affect the handling characteristics
of the motorcycle.
Experience--Should have several hundred operating miles
before attempting to carry a passenger.
Learning--Should start with a lightweight passenger
(100 pounds or less).

Passenger Requirements--Passengers should meet
requirements:
(a)

(b)
(c)

following

Be old enough to reach footpegs and understand
instructions--no very small children.
Be able to ride--not ill, tired, intoxicated.
Willing to follow instruction.

4.2 Equipment
The equipment required for safety, and by law in, most States,
identified.

be

(1)

Motorcycle Size--Large enough to hold passenger and opera or
Without:
(a)
Taxinf the engine.
Crowding the operator
(b)
Forcing the passenger to hang over the edge of the seat.
(c)

(2)

Foot Pegs--Passenger pegs are required.
(a)
(bD

(3)

Adjustments
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(4)

4.3

Passenger needs a firm footing to keep from falling off.
Passenger's loss 6f balance could,unseat the operator.

Tire pressure.
Check owner's manual for correct tire pressure
with passengers.\
Generally requires adding a few pounds.
Mirror adjustment.Check the mirrors with passenger seated.
Readjust mirrors as descxi ed in Lesson IIShock absorbers.
Adjust to provide firm pressure.
Substantial mirror adjustment points to need
for further adjustment of shocks.
Adjustment procedures appear in owner's manual
(also discussed im Unit IV).
Headlights.
Shouldn't require re-adjustment if shocks adjust
properly.
If shocks cannot be adjusted, must lower headlight
elevation.

Protective Equipment--Passengers need the same protective
and visibility enhancing gear as operators.

Passenger Instruction

Instructions to passengers should be reviewed. This may be done through
role-playing, i.e., having one student instruct the other. Instructions to
passengers include the following:
1)

(2)

Wait until the engine is started before mounting (unless the
motorcycle has an electric starter).
Sit as far forward as possible to minimize effect on
motorcycle handling characteristics.

24054
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Hold tightly to the operator's waist, hips, or belt.
(a)
(b)

(4)

Hold particularly tight when warned by operator.
Brace against the footpegs when the motorcycle
brakes.

Keep feet on footpegs.
(a)
(b)

Feet must remain on pegs during all stops.
Keeping feet.on pegs avoids any chance of the
motorcycle starting while the passenger's feet are
ill on the ground.

Leans with the operator.
(a)

(b)

Some passengers may resist leaning and try to stay upright.
A tendency' of the motorcycle to swing outward in a turn
indicates that the passenger is not leaning.

Avoid talking.
(a)
(b)

4.4

it distracts the operator's attention.
It encourages the operator to turn his head to
hear or respond.

Operating With Passen
Starting
)

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

Make sure the motorcycle is in a position to be
accelerated straight ahead, on the flat or downhill.
Use both feet to support the motorcycle.
Use the hand brake to keep the motorcycle from
moving forward as the passenger mounts.
Ask if the passenger is ready before accelerating.
Accelerate gradually.

Adjust speed.

(b)

Operate at somewhat lower speeds.
At corners, to lessen the lean angle.
On approaching bumps in order to reduce shock
e
to passengers.
Stopping.
e
Slow more gradually.
Allow a greater stopping distance.

(3)

Vehicle separations--Allow increased distance from other
vehicles, owing to the motorcycle's lowered responsiveness.
(a)
(b)

(4)

Following distance- -3 -4 seconds, to allow for greater
stopping distance.
Require greater gaps when merging with, crossing, or
entering traffic, in order to allow for reduced
acceleration.

warn passengers of:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Quick stops.
Sudden accelerations.
Sharp turns.
Bumps ahead.

Stalling - -If the engine stalls:
(a)
(b)

(c)

5.

Carrying Cargo

5.1

Restrictions

Ask passengerto lift peg and swing the leg out of the
way of the kickstart lever.
Ask passenger to help support the motorcycle if necessary.
If the motorcycle won't start, ask passenger to
dismount; push the motorcycle to the roadside.

5 m nu

The instructor should emphasize that motorcycles are not designed to
carry cargo; they should not be made to serve as a truck.

5.2

Distributing Load

The need for the following loading procedures should be illustrated
and discussed.
1)

Keeping the load low.
(a)
(b)
(c)

(2)

Load mounted high raises the center of gravity;
disturbs balance in turning.
Use saddlebags or fasten loads to the seat.
Avoid piling loads against the sissy bar.

Keep loads forward.
(a)

Rear-mounted loads tend to take the weight off the
front wheel.
Disturbs handling in turns.
6 Reduces braking efficiency.

2
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'(3)

Distribute the load evenly.
(a)
(b)

5.3

Loads in each saddlebag should be approximately equal.
Uneven load may cause the motorcycle to pull to one side.

Secure the Load

Instructor will point out
secured.
(a)

(b)
(c)

5.4

he need for making sure loads are properly

Loose items may catch in the chain.
Locked rear wheel.
Result in a fall.
Best to use elastic cords or ropes in order to keep load tight.
Check load whenever stopped.

Operating With Lbad

The instructor need only point out the similarities between cargo and
passengers with respect to:
(a)
(b),

6.

Stoppi
distance
Accele ative capability.

5 minutes

Range Preparation

The instructor will review briefly the activities to be performed in
the next range session:
Exercise 1 - Handling Motorcycle Problems-- Practice in:
(a)
Switching the position of the fuel valve while oper
the motorcycle.
(b)
Jumpstarting tire engine.
Exercise 2 - Carrying Passengers--Practice in maneuvering the
motorcycle while carrying a passenger.

Exercise 3 - Developing Large Lean Angles--Practice in getting_ the
motorcycle to lean sharply, and leaning with it.
Exercise 4 - Controlling Lean Angle--Practice developing the
quick lean angles needed to negotiate sharp turns.

2

1
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MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
UMM
III

MODE

LESSON SESSION TITLE
2

1

Motorcycle Related Skills: Skill Development

Range

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Session is t o e nable'students to,develovthe advanced
skills needed to handle seledted motorcycle-related conditions and till develop
the advanced turning skills that underlie activities tb be,tperformpd iti the
following_ range sessipn.

CONTENT

this Session consist, bf

hP. follow

Handling Motord
Carrying pass
Developing can
Tut
Making Sh
Segision,lstisdents,,apply Procedures fOr Handling thcise mcl orcycled on 'the range.
Tie y also practice
ems lithat can btltsafely perfo
hat-Will
be
)required,
for activities
jargemoto
e lean angl
esscip 2.

ke.mbst effic en use tlfvaila4le facilities, the first thr -exercises
ge
formed Simulta Ously, lourstedent; being assigned to each exercise.
can be
etth ena.of thi'range to supervise
One inst otor ,.t'j Id be positioned
ould rotate through the exercise while the
in th t ar a.R.Student
activitj.e
ll students vcii-141 then Perforh the last exercise at the
instructors remain.
4
same time.
Ti

,

MATERIALS
See,

14EQ.UIPMENT

MototcydlessIn aadition to meeting Course specifications,' two
\"zo
motorcyt-es must be.ecquipped for passeneer carrying Including:.
Passen-

gs.

A seat capable of accommodating the passenger and operator.
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METHODS
T.

Handling Motorcycle Problems

1.1

Switching Fuel Valve
(1)

S minutes

Purpose - -To enable students to identify symptoms of fuel loss
and to manipulate the fuel valve without disrupting control of
the motorcycle.
(Note:
Since the various switch positions vary
from one motorcycle to another, students need not acquire skill
in finding specific settings on training motorcycles).

Range L.flypyt--This exercise may be performed in any area where
students will not disrupt, or be disrupted by, students performing other exercises.
In a range laid out according to Course
specifications, students may operate at one end of the range.
Refer to the illustrative diagram "Switching Fuel Valve and
Jumpstarting."

Exercise Procedure--The following activities will be performed
in the sequence indicated:
)

Students may be positioned side by side, at one end
of the perimeter path. Whilestationary, they will practice
locating and switching positions of the fuel valve without
looking.

(b)

(4)

Next, students will ride the perimeter road while they
practice switching positions of the,fuel valve, as follows:
e Reach down without looking and saitch the fuel valve
position.
Return the hand to the handgrip.
al
Reach down without looking and return the-switch to
its original position.
fa
Keep repeating the above activities while maintaining
a center lane position.
After one circuit, students will:
e Stop and turn the fuel valve to the "off" position.
Start the motorcycle and continue riding around the
exorcise path.
Switch the fuel valve to the "reserve" position as soon
as the engine dies.
(It should only require approximately three minutes for the engine to run out of fuel.
However, some motorcycles may run a good deal longer.)

Operating_ Procedures- -The above exercise will be performed using
the following procedures:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Keep head up and eyes focused on the road ahead at all times.
Locate fuel valve, change position, and return the hands
to the handgrip as quickly as possible.
Maintain a stable lane position.
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Instruction Points--The instructor will observe for the
following:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(6)

1.2

i at fuel valve.
Looki-=
Excess ie fumbling with the fuel valve.
Weaving back and forth While switching fuel valve position.

Students may
Method - -No instructor demonstration is needed.
proceed directly to practice the activities described.

5 minutes

Push Starting
(1)

Purpose -.The purpose bf this exercise is to prepare students
for the jumpstarting exercise that follows.
Range Layout--The same as 1.1.

Exercise Procedurenits exercise will consist of the
following activities:
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

Students will assemble at the beginning of the
straightaway leading away from the area where Exercise 2
is being conducted.
Students will be divided into pairs. One student in
each pair pushes the motorcycle while the other rides it.
At the instructor's signal, the first pair engages in a
"Buddy Push" as described in Session 1 -1-2.
As the "pusher" lets go, the rider will start the motorcycle and proceed around the perimeter road and cross
street back to the starting point.
As soon as the first rider has started the engine, the
second pair of students will carry out the same procedure.
Students switch position in pairs and repeat the exercise.

erating frocedures--The motorcycle will be started using the
following procedure:
Before the motorcycle is pushed:
Turn ignition on.
Make sure fuel valve and engine cut -off are in the
operating position.
Squeeze the clutch.
Place the motorcycle in second gear.
When the "pusher" has let go:
Release the clutch gradually.
6
en the throttle as soon as the engine starts.
6
6

(b)
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Instru tion Points- =The instructor will observe fo
following:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

(6)

Releasing the ,clutch too slowly or too quickly.
Incorrect throttle position causing the motorcycle
to slow down abruptly or lurch forward when the
engine starts.

Method -(a )

(d)

1.3

Failure to place the ignition and cut-off switch in the
correceposition.
Attempting to start in the wrong gear.

Since this exercise is relatively simple, no demonstration
should be required.
Operators should be cautioned not to release the clutch
until the pusher has let go.
Students should be apprised of errors upon returning to
the starting point.
Any student who fails to start the engine or makes a
serious error needs to be provided with a second trial.

5 minutes

Jump Starting
(1)

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to enable students
to develop proficiency in junpstarting the engine.

(2)

Range Layout - -The same as 1.1.

(3)

Exercise Procedure- -This exercise will consist
activities:
(a)
(b)

(c)

he following

Students assigned individual motorcycles will be
positioned at the starting point identified in 1.2.
At the instructor's signal, the first student will push
the motorcycle along the straightaway and jump start it.
Upon starting the engine, the student will continue
around the perimeter road and cross street to the starting
point.

(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)

If the engine fails to start, the student will push the
motorcycle back to the starting point, keeping well to
the side.
will begin as soon as the first student
The next studen
has started the e ine or moved off to the side.
The process will c n inue until all four students have
had a trial.
Students who fail to sta t the first time will then be
given a second trial.

(4)

Operating_Procedures--This exercise will be performed
using the following procedure:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Turn ignition on.
Make sure fuel valve and engine cut-off are
in operating position.
Squeeze clutch.
Place the motorcycle in second gear.
Push the motorcycle until it attains maximum speed.
Mount the motorcycle quickly.
Release the clutch.
Open the throttle as soon as the engine starts.
Try starting in first gear if the motorcycle fails
to start in second.

Instruction Points--Students will be observed for the
following:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

Failure to gain sufficient speed before mounting the
motorcycle.
Instability and erratic path while mounting the
motorcycle.
Releasing the clutch after the motorcycle slows down.
Positioning the throttle so as to cause the motorcycle
to drag or lurch forward.

Students who lack the strength and agility needed to
carry out the exercise safely should not be permitted to
attempt it.
Students who successfully start the engine should await
the next exercise while the instructor-11gs sts anyone who
is having difficulty.
Since the engines are warm,: they should start easily.
If continued trouble is experienced, the student should
switch to another motorcycle.
15 minutes

Carrying Passengers
(1)

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to provide students,
an opportunity to experience operation of the motorcycle
while carrying a passenger and allow them to apply operating
procedures appropriate to passenger carrying.
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(2)

Range L4yout7-Students may operate in any area in which
they can maintain a speed of 10-20 mph without disrupting,
or being disrupted by, students performing other exercises.
In a range laid out,according to Course specifications, studen
may use one4ialf of the range.
Refer to the illustrative
diagram "Carrying Passengers."
Exercise Procedure--The exercise
activities:

(b)

(c)

consist of the followin

Students will be divided into pairs, one student
serving as operator and the other as passenger. The
students in each pair should be of approximately
equal weight.
The operator will instruct the passenger on proper
behavior.
The passenger will point out any errors or
omissions in instructions.
The student pairs will start the motorcycle and proceed
around the layout as follows:
Maintain a three-second separation between
motorcycles.
Do not exceed 20 mph.
Bring the motorcycle to a full stop and start
again on at least two occasions..
Perform occasional lane changes where it is safe
to do so.

At the instructor's signal, perform a U-turn at the
end of the straightaway and reverse the direction
of travel.
(d)

(4)

the first few circuits, the passenger may make the
following "errors" in order that the operator may
experience their effects:
Movement from side to side.
Failure to lean in a turn.
At the instructor's signal (after approximately 10 minutes
the students will stop, switch positions and repeat_ the
exercise.

Operating Procedures--The exercise will be carried out using
the following procedure7
(a)

The operator will instruct, the passenger to:
Mount the motorcycle After the engine is started.
Sit as far forward as400ssible.
Hold tightly to the opirator's waist or hips.
Keep both feet on the pegS at all times, even when
the motorcycle is stopped.
Stay directly behind the operator, leaning as
the operator leans.
Avoid any unnecessary motion or talk.
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(b)
(c)

The passenger
I perform as instructed except for
the provision noted in Exercise Procedure (d) above.
The operator will perform the following:
Accelerate gradually.
Slow down gradually.
Slow down for corners.
Warn passenger of any speed or direction changes.

Instruction Points- -The instructor will observe for the
following:

Rapid or jerky speed or direction changes.
Passenger using the seat, luggage rack, or operator
shoulders for support.
Operator turning head to give instruction or listen
to passenger.
Passenger consistently failing to lean with the operator.
(6)

Method - -No instructor demonstration should be required.
Given eTercise instructions, students
proceed on their own.
The instructor will intercede in ord
(a)

(b)

Correct any dangerous conditions
luding:
The insufficient following distance between pairs.
Conflict with students in other exercises.
Unsafe passenger activities.
Give exercise directions, including:
U-turn signal.
Signal to switch pairs.
Apprise students of errors when they stop to switch
positions and at the end of the exercise.

Developing Lean Angles
Purpose --The purpose of this exercise
to develop and maintain a large, stable
(2)

15 minutes

o enable students
an angle.

Rarige Layout--Through the use of painted markings or temporary
markers, two sets of concentric circles, having the following
characteristilic_will be prepared:
(a)

(b)
(c)

Radii ranging from 20 feet to 30 feet.
Path widths of approximately _3 feet.
Separation from adjacent traffic by at least 10 feet.
Refer to the illustrative diagram, "Developing Lean
Angles."

(3)

Exercise Procedure- -This exercise consists of

h

actiivities
(a)
(b)

(d)

Two students are assigned to each set of ei c
One student in each pair is aligned to the inside
circle and the other to the outside circle.
Students must attempt to remain within their assigned
circle; each time they touch or cross a line should be
viewed as an "error."
Speed will be gradually increased to the maximum
student can attain and still remain within the prescribed
path.

The instructor
signal students to change direction
and to switch circles every few minutes. Each student
should operate on each path in each direction.
(4)

Operating Procedures--No new operating procedures are involved.
This exercise involves further development of coordinations
involved in turning so as to be able to maintain a large stable
lean angle.

Instruction Points--The instructor

(b)

(c)
(d)

observe for the following:

Failure to attain a lean angle of at least 300 from the
vertical.
Failure to attain a body lean angle at least 2/3 that
of the motorcycle.
Frequent throttle and steering revers
and brake applications.
Failure to remain within the 3-foot pa
1.

Method--Students who are having difficulty relative to the
instruction points should be pulled aside for individual
coaching as follows:
Insufficient motorcycle
- Insufficient lean is a
result of insuflicient speed. Many students are appre-hensive about developing large lean angles and must work
up to it slowly.
Students should be instructed to keep
increasing speed gradually until they receive a signal
from the instructor.
(b)

Insufficient body leanAnxiety about leaning the motorcycle may result in an effort to compensate by keeping
the body upright.
Students should be encouraged to
deliberately "lean into" the turn so that they are
suppOrting themselves by their arms and knees.

4.

(c)

Frequent throttle reversals and brake applications-This response pattern generally signals a preoccupati
with other elements of the turn.
Student% should be
encouraged to concentrate on finding a throttle position
that provides a stable turning angle and to maintain it with
as few corrections as possible.

(d)

Failure to remain on ath--This often is a result of
student's e ort to "steer between the lines."
Students
should be encouraged to keep their eyes up and to steer
along a path ahead.

Making Sharp Turns
(1)

15 minutes

Purpose - -The purpose of this exercise is to enable
students to lean the motorcycle at the appropriate angle
to negotiate a turn at maximum safe speed.

Range Layout- -Using markers or painted lines, the range should
be con-figured so as to provide the following:
(a)
(b)

A pair of 1800 turns, of varying radii, at each end
of the range.
Four 900 turns, of varying radii, at the corners of
the range.

Refer to the illustrative diagram "Making Sharp Turns.
Exercise Procedure--Th
activities:

exercise will consist of the following

(a)

Students will be divided into two groups of six students

(b)

One group will be assigned to the inside of the range area
and operate between the 1800 circles as follows:
e Start at one end of the range.
e
Ride toward the circle at the far end of the range.
Enter the path indicated by the testruetor.
Negotiate the curve as fast as possible while still
remaining within the 3-foot path.
Ride to the circle at the far tnd of the range and
negotiate the corresponding path in the same manner.

each.

After each circuit.4he instructor will change the path
students arc to enter so as to force a judgment of maximum
turning speed.

The other group of students will be assigned to the
perimeter of the range where they will operate under
the supervision of the other instructor. They will
perform as follows:
lo

(d)
-)

Ride the inside .,lane of the range.

Negotiate each 90 curve at the maximum speed while
still remaining within the 3-foot path.
The instructors will watch students so as to maintain at
least a 2-second following distance between students.
After a few minutes, theApstructors will reverse the
direction of travel. This should be done at the same time
for both groups so that no students are travelling in
opposite directions.
After approximately 7,minutes,', the two groups should
switch paths.
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XERCISE

VALVE AND JUMPST RTING

EXERCISE 2 - CARRYING PASSENGERS
EXERCISE 3 - DEVELOPING LEAN ANGLES
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- MAKING SHARP TURNS

Exercise 2 Area

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
ESSON
2

TITLE

Roadway - Traffic Related-Skills

PURPOSE

Tile purpose of.this lesson is to enable students to acquire the
advanced skills required in handling roadway and traffic related conditions.

OBJECTIVES
Performance Objectives

Knowledge and Skill Objectives

Handling obstacles --the student
must be able to surmount obstacles
smaller than the motorcycle's
ground clearance, including equipment, broken pavement, or debris.

The student must know the tproper
angle at which to approach
obstacles.

The student must be able kb co'ordinate throttle application and
weight distribution to lighten
the front end when surmounting
irregularities and obstacles.
The student must know the power
and gear-to-weight relationships
of the motorcycle for surmounting..

qnick stops'--the student must be
able to bring the motorcycle to
a stop in the shortest possible
distance both in a straight
line and in a turn.

The student must be able to
apply the front and rear brake
to the fullest extent without
locking the front wheel.
The student must know the effect
of different tire characteristics, including tread type, on
handling of the motorcycle in a
quick stop.

quick turn--the student must be
able o circumvent an obstacle
by ma ink. a quick turn.

The student must be able to perform quick changes in direction
by countersteering.

Collision avoida_ nce--the student

The student must know the hazards
associated with, and the desirability of avoiding-, emergency
lane changes.

must he able to select an appropriate maneuver quickly when
confronted by an impending collision.
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Performance Objectives

Knowledge and Skill Objectives

Windbreaks--the student must
control the motorcycle in response
to changes in wind conditions when
passing roadside structures and
contours that expose, channel or
interrupt crosswinds.

The student must be f
identify conditions tat will
influence crosswinds. The student
must be able to respond to
changes in the lateral force
created by wind conditions.

Flying ppiects--the student must
maintain control of the motorcycle
when struck by flying objects from
the road surface, or passing cars, or
when struck by insects.
Animals -- Students must be able to

select the correct maneuver when
confronted by animals in the path
of the motorcycle or when being
charged by a dog.

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
UNIT

LESSON

III

SESSION

2

TITLES

MODE

Roadway-Traffic Related Skills: Procedures

1-

Classroom

PURPOSE

The purpose. of this Session is to communicate procedures for dealing with
roadway and traffic situations requiring advanced skill.

CONTENT

This Session consists of the following topics:
1.

3.
.1.

3.

U.

Lesson Overview
Skid Control
Surmounting Obstacles
Quick Stops
Quick Turns
Other Hazards
Range Preparation

AATERIALS

Student Naterials
See Unit Specifications.

Teacher Naterials
Sec Unit Spec

11S

instructional Aids

The requirements for visual aids are identified in the specification of
METHODS below.
The majority of these requirements are concerned with repro
sentatiohs of:
Roadway and traffic conditions requir ni a skilled respo
Operator and vehicle responses to the various conditions.

EQUIPMENt

See Course Specifications.

FACILITIES

See Course Specifications

METHODS

Lesson Overview

2 minutes

A brief overview of the Lesson will be provided.

1.1

Content

Concerned with emergencies arising out of the roadway traffic environment.

1.2

Topics

This Session will include the following topics:
)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

Handling extremely slippery surfaces.
Surmounting obstacles.
Making quick stops.
Making quick turns.
Miscellaneous hazards.

10 minutes

2.

Skid Control

2.1'

Operating On Extremely Slippery Surfaces
(1)

Avoid if poSsible:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

Stay off snow-packed or icy streets if possible.
Take an alternate route if possible.
Operate on pavement cleared by vehicles.
Operate in deep snow rather than hard-packed snow or ice.

When necessary to negotiate an extremely slippery surface:

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

2.2

Operate at very slow speed.
Use feet as outriggers.
Accelerate gradually.
Shift smoothly.
Avoid braking.

Negotiating Slippery Spots
1)

Examples of very slippery spots
(a)

kb)
(c)

Ice, oil, wet leaves.
Wet lane markings, metal or wood
Loose gravel

Crossing slippery spots
(a)
(b)

(c)

2.3

Maintain a straight course in order to keep motorcycle
upright.
Avoid any attempt to brake or turn.
Slow or turn upon reaching a firm surface.

Skid Recovery

The instructor wil
methods of recovery.

rate the nature of a rear wheel skid and

Causes of rear wheel skid.

(2)

(a)

Slippry surface.

-(b)

Locked rear wheel

Nature Of skid
(a)

Rear wheel lacks friction.

(b)

Rear wheel tends to move fast than front wheel.
Attempts to catch up and pass the front wheel.
Accentuated if the motorcycle is turning.
Causes the frame of the motorcycle to revolve around

(c)
(d)

the steering assembly.
Articulation of frame and steering assembly causes the
frame to lean as it rotates about the steering assembly.
Excessive lean will result in loss of balance and a fall.

Use of brakes
(a)

(b)

Out-of-line skid
If the rear end starts to swing out, the brake
must be released immediatelx.
Release of brake will cause the rear wheel to rotate,
restoring traction.
As traction is restored, the rear wheel will stop
sideways, and begin to follow the motorcycle.
The motorcycle will return to a straight up position.
Straight line skid
If the motorcycle can be maintained on a straight
course, there is little danger of falling.
In an emergency, rear brake pressure can be maintained
to minimize stopping distance.

Steering
(a)

(b)
(c)

NOTE:

Since the frame revolves around the,steering assembly,
the front wheel remains oriented along the vehicle's path
of travel and it is not necessary to "steer into the
skid" as in an automobile.
Minor steiring corrections are needed to maintain balance.
Needed steering corrections are general balance,
maintaining reactions; will occur automatically.

No mention is made of a front wheel skid, or a "high side"
produced by a rear wheel skid. The chances of recovering
from either are too small and are too little influenced by
instruction to warrant inclusion in this session.
Braking techniques described are intended to minimize
the likelihood that either phenomenon will occur.

Surmounting Obstacles

10 minutes

Using pictorial visuals, the instructor will
lustrate the variouSftypes
of obstacles and the procedure involved in surmounting them safely.

3.1

Surmountable Obstacles
In general, the motorcycle is capable of surmounting anything
that does not exceed its ground clearance.

(h

Best to circumvent obstacles if possible.
Surmounting obstacles should be viewed as an emergency
procedure in the highway environment.
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Objects lying in the road.
(a)

(b)

May appear too suddenly to be circumvented.
May fall off vehicle ahead.
May appear from beneath the vehicle ahead.
Muffler, tailpipe, tire section, lumber.
Examples:

CurbIt may be necessary to climb a curb in order to leave
the road in an emergency.
(4)

Surface conditions.
(a)
(b)

3.2

Large chuckholes, deep ruts.
Rails raised above the surface.

Approaching Obstacles
(1)

Reduce speed.

Reducing speed as much as possible upon approach:
Reduces impact.
Allows more time to maneuver.
Brake gently
Locking the rear wheel may result in a skid.
Skid would interfere with steering adjustments
needed to approach the obstacle at the correct angle.
Downshift
o reduce speed.
otorcyclin _u_lower gear for quick
elerati ©n that
be needed.
`Adjust app

(b)
(c)
(d)

ach angle.

Approach any obstacle as close to a head-on as possible.
The large the obstacle, the closer to 900
must he
approach angle.
over a couple of inches high should be
Any obstac
approached at greater than a 45 angle.
Straighten path before reaching obstacle.
Keeps the motorcycle upright.
Upward impact could cause a fall if the motorcycle
were leaned.

Climbin- Over Obstacles
Motorcycles will, AS a funce inn of their power -to- weigh ratio, differ in
Students
should he advised to avoid attempting to climb obstacles on heavy street machines
unless necessary.
However, when an obstacle must be surmounted, the procedure
the same for all machines.
tIlieir ability to lift the front end in order to climb over obstacles.

Upon reaching an obstacle, the operator must simultaneously perform
the following:
Rise slightly on footpegs.
(a)

Allows knees to absorb shock, reducing the chance
of being unseated.
AlloWs weight to be shifted more easily.
Important to keep knees flexed.
.

(b)
(c)

Lighten the front wheel.

Advantage--reduces impact.
to
Helps operator to maintain control.
Minimizes chance of damage to tire or rim.
Shift weight back.
Done while rising on pegs.
Gives a feeling of pulling back on the handlebars.
Open throttle quickly.
Sudden acceleration produces a rearward weight shift.

3.4

After Climbing Obstacle
(1)

Lower front whee

Need to get the front wheel on the ground as quickly as
possible.
Need front wheel on the ground for steering.
Particularly important if the motorcycle must be
turned quickly.
Close the throttle.
Allow weight to come forward.

(a)

(b)
(c)

(2)

Adju

(3)

Pull off and check the front wheel for damage

speed and direction as, necessary.

4.

Quick Stops

4.1

Use of Both Brakes

10 minutes

Using visual aids, instructor will illustrate and discuss the need for
using the front as well as the rear brake in stopping the motorcycle quickly.
The visuals should show the affect
brake use on stopping distance.
(1)

It

(a)
(b)

king power e

t

the front brake.

Forward weight shift occurs in stopping and braking.
Weight shift gives the front brake about 3/4 etf the
braking power.
Use of front brake reduces stopping distance by one=third
over up of rear brake alone.
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Danger of using front brake.
(a)

(h)

_Locked front wheel will generally result in a fall.
Causes loss of steering.
Without steering, balance cannot be maintained.
A fall would generally occur too quickly to allow
control to be regained.
Danger of a serious fall is rather small.
Proper application will prevent front wheel lockup.
Front wheel rarely locks unless the motorcycle is
going very slowly (the torque at higher speed resists
lock).

c)

In an emergency, it is better to accept the small danger
of a fall than to suffer a collision.

Quick Stop Procedure
Apply front brake immediately.
NOTE:
Some students may have read that the rear brake
should be applied first. There is no basis for such a
procedure. The sooner the front brake is applied, the
quicker the motorcycle will stop.

nt brakeapplication.

(b)

(3)

Close throttle and apply front brake gradually
(practice first with the motorcycle stationary).
Practice will reveal how much brake pressure Can be
safely applied.
Ease up just before the motorcycle stops in order
prevent wheel lockup.

Rear brake application,

Apply rear brake firmly.
,el.
Locking the
Yields the shortest stopping dis
Makes steering somewhat harder to control (although
not anywhere as difficult as an automobile).
Probably best not to lock rear wheel deliberately.
If rear wheel begins to slide, release brake quickly.

4

i

Stoppinq In a Turn
(

I

)

(a)

Danger ot
if surfac

is no greater than straight line braking
is good and brakes are properly applied.

t'al I
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(b)

Apply front brake the same as in straightline stopping.

Rear brake.
(a)
(b)

Locked rear wheel may result in outward slide.
Should avoid locking the rear wheel when stopping
in a turn.

5.

Quick Turns

5.1

Situations Requiring a Quick Turn

15 minutes

Instructor will briefly describe or illustrate situations requiring
a quick turn.
(1)

Objects in roadway.

(b)

Better to steer around obstacles than to ride over them.
Some obstacles are too large to surmount.

Car ahead stopping unexpectedly.

Pedestrian or 0- entering from the side.

5.2

Principle of Counter-Steering

Using appropriate visuals, the instructor will illustrate and describe the
process of counter-steering.
Visuals may consist of diagrams, a series of
static pictorials, or a dynamic presentation employing stop action.
(1)

Need for counter- steering.

To make a quick turn, the motorcycle must be leaned quickly.
The motorcycle's own motion provides the strongest
available force.
"Counter-steering" is a technique for using the motor(.ycle's motion to lean.
(2)

Counter-steering technique.
(a)

(1i)

h )

Apply slight pressure to the
side
the
,ame direction turn is to he made.
Pressure deflect
front wheel away from the direetiou
of intended turn.
Louss motorcy. Ic'
tficels to movc sway from thc
direct on tuff the intended turn.

(d)

The motorcycle's frame and operator continue straight ahead.
The result of (c) and (d) is a lean in the direction of
intended turn.

Counter - steering is the quickest
at all but very slow speeds.

wayet the motorcycle to lean

Turn Procedure

instructor will illustrate and describe the procedure for making
a
quick turn.
(I)

Turn ing.
(a)

(b)

Counter- steer, as described, causes motorcycle to lean
in the desired direction.
operator will autOmartieally turn in the desired_ direc
7n
in order to maintain balance.
The result is a quick turn away from any obstacle.
:Tightening up.

Continued sharp turning brings the wheels back beneath
the motorcycle.
This causes the motorcycle to straighten up.
(3)

Returning to the original path.
(a)

If turn is made sharp enough, the motorcycle will
only
straighten up, but will lean in the opposite direction from
the original turn.

110

'I.() maintain balance, the operator will turn in the opposite
direction from the initial turn.

(C)

Thi s will cause the motorcycle to return to its original
path.
The entire maneuver will he a continuous S-shaped turn
around an obstacle.

Id)

(4)

Students may demonstrate the counter-steer to themselves by
applying pressure to the inside of one handlebar. The result
will he a quick turn in the direction the pressure i4 applied.
Note:
Some student~ may have been told to "'press down" Oi the
handlebar.
This" adv
reflects an impression gained from the
01,1 applying p
the inside of a handlebar causes
handlebar to dip 11.,
Mott rcycle lean...
Actually. pre.,.,ing
it I )11
handleha attowlishes nothing.
t

5.4

Braking in a Quick Turn
Advantage of rear brake application -- slowing the motorcycle
allows more time to complete a turn.
(2 )

Rear brake should be applied lightly
Excessive brake applies ion in a sharp turn will
produce a skid.
In a skid, the rear wheel will tend to slide toward
the obstacle.
An effort to maintain balance will result in a turn hack
toward the obstacle.
It is imperative that a rear wheel skid be avoided.

(d)

Front brakeThe steering activity
gene,

5.5

ils

tAfulved in a quick turn

i,recludes the use of the front brake.

R rAining

The instructor should emphasize the importance of avoiding a lane change
when steering around an obstacle.
Danger of lane change.
(a)
(b)
(2)

Not enough time to make a head cheek.
Risk of being hit by inother ( ar is great.

Ability to stay in lane.
(a)

Be wee of the motorcycle' ,-, .,ize, most obstacles can he
ci

(h)

vented without changing lanes.
Even if the oh,itacle i'i a car, the motorcycle can in1l 1
alongside.

)ther HaZards
I

10 a

flutes

Wind Gusts and Air Turbulence

The instrut
will illustrate and describe the et
of wind ).:11.t..
and air ttlrhnlene=e upon the operation of the motorcycle and the means
countering these effects,

wind gusts and torhu

(h

nue.

Truck% pass I ng.
I: xposeel urea % on windy day.

16

(2)

Effects on operation.
(a)
(b)

(c)

'Wind gusts and turbulence from the side tend
to leago the motorcycle.
The, effect upon the operator is one of being
blown laterally.
A strong dust can produce lateral motion
as the width of a lane.

'Countering the effect of wind gusts and turbulence.
(a)

Maintain a center lane posi tion; this allows

more room for the motorcycle to move lateraly'in
an effort to offset:
A lateral move downwind at the onset of a gust.
A lateral move'upwind as the gust ceases.
(b)

(c)

-(d)

(e)-

6.2

Reduce speed.
The slower the motorcycle is going, the less
it will move laterally.
Wind gusts and turbulence may result in
steering wobble at'higher speeds.
,Watch for signg of potential turbulence.
Oncoming trucks --they both create turbulence
and interrupt crosswinds.
Indications of crosswind -- dust,- trees, leaning grass',
Exposed areas==bridges'over ravines; .spaces'between
buildings and wooded, areas.
Re prepared to respond quickly; the quicker the resPonse,
the less lateral'motion there will
Lean into the wind (this tends to be an: automatic
reaction).

Animals
(1)

Small animals in the motorcycle's jyath.
(a)- Akttem

to steer around the animal to prevent injury
''to'bot_ the operator and the animal.
(b)
Stay in tame if other vehicle's are around; it is
better to risk striking a small animal than risk being
hit by another vehicle.
(2)

Being; pursued by dogs.
(a)

(b)

The noise of motorcycleS tends to attract dogs.
Proper'procedure:.
Downsilift and,approach,the,dog slowly.'
As the dog draws alongside., accelerate suddenly.
The quick.distance separation will. cause most
dogs to glyeup.

't kick at the d
sets balance.
y r3 ult in a loss of

=ing contro

inutes

he activi iep

that

to take plac-'in the next two

'AstOpping, both in a straight line and a curve.
,

Obstacle avoidance.

fObstacle su rmounting.
m
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MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
LESSON

III

SESSION
2

2

TITIE
Roadway-Tra

PA001

c Rglapd Skills:
Collision Avoidance

Range

PURPOSE

The purpose of this ses§ion' is to enable students to develop'the braking
collisions.
and turning skills needed to enable students to avo

CONTENT

This Session consists of the followini

4 ail.

b.
A 7.

xercises:

Using the Front Brake
Controlling Locked Rear Wheel
Maximum Braking--Straight
Mlximum Braking--Curve
Countersteering
Quick Turn
Obstacle Avoidance

The first fourIxercises are concerned with quick stopping. The first two
exercises are inte- _e'diate step's in developing skills needed for Exercises 3 and 4.
exercises are concerned with developing the ability to
The last
steer quickly around an obstacle. Exercises 5 and 6 help develop skills
required for Exercise 7.,

MATE!RIALS

see ,Unit Specifications.

EQUIPMENT
See Uni

)

ecificat ons.

FACILITIES

Requirements for facilities are those identified in Course Specifications.
However, particular effort must be made to assure that the range surface in
areas where exercises take place is absolutely dry and free 0. dirt or debris.
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METHODS
1.

Using the Front Brake

10 minutes

1)

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to allow studen
to demonstrate the capability of the motorcycle's front
brake and to enable them to develop skill in regulating
front brake pressure.

(2)

Range Layout- -The exercise is conducted on two straightaways.
In a range configured according to the'basic
range diagram, the straightaways could bile marked
perimeter road, and the center road used to re
starting area. Two clearly marked pathOshou
for students to guide them while approachin
area
The use of two paths allows successive
to alternate paths. This approach (a). expel
by allowing one student to start 'down the-Oat
the preceding studefit has stopped, and (6)
'path free of tire marks _Or Exercise 3.

A brakins point should be in icated
marker. The marker should be placed a
feet from the end of the stra ghtaway-to
distance area.
Refer to the illustrative din
Brake."

"Using

Exercise ProcedureThis exercise Will cons
ing activities:
(a)

Anqnstructor and six students are assigne
the two straightaways (braking paths).

(b)

Students ride the braking path towards the
`barker where the instructor is located.
.

(-)

Speed should be .stabilized before reaching
ing marker.
Initial trialvare run at 15 v101.
'then speed is increased to 20 mph.

(d)

Upon reaching the maser, students s
the front brake alone.

421

During intial trials, less than 1111 brake pressure
is applied; and, as trials are repeated, students
continue to regulate brake pressure to obtain
increased braking efficiency.
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As soon as a student has completed a
the next student will begin riding down

eking

path.
(g)

(4)

Instructors are located near the braking markers between
the pair of braking paths.

9peratinvProcedure--Students perform the exercise using the
following procedures:
(a)

Close throttle',while braWg.

(b)

Apply front brake pressure to come to a
quick stop.
Pull in clutch before engine stalls.

(d)

Ease up on brake just as motorcycle
comes to a stop!!

Instruction Points -- Students wi
following:
a)

be observed for the

"Grabbing" at the front brake rather

squetzin-

it.

Insufficient brake pressure is indicated by
stopping distance er relative lack of forward pitc
Stalling or engine revving.
Standing on footpegs.
yoking at braking hand.

-Tile instructor provides an explanation of the
urposeI operating speeds,Wand general procedures.
exerc
Tbp.exp
ation is followed by an instructor demonstration
iof\the-exercise at a speed of 20 mpg. Student practice
Individual assistance is profortows the demonstration.
vided as necessary off to the side o the braking path.

Controlling Locked Rear Wheel

minutes

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to provide
students an opportunity to experience a locked rear
wheel skid and to develop skill in controlling direction
and balance with a locked rear wheel.

Rag Liyout--The ex

cise area is the same as for

Exercise 1.

Exercise
similar
brake is
reaching
lock the
pressure
(4)

Procedure-,The exercise procedures are
o Exercise 1 except that only the rear
used. Students ,apply the rear brake upon
the marker with sufficient pressure.to
Stbdents will maintain brake
rear wheel.
until coming to a complete stop.

Operating Procedure--Students ill perform the exe
using the following procedures

se

Apply pressure to only the rear brake.
Lock the rear wheel and keep locked until
stopped.
Pull in clutch and close throttle while braking.
d

Keep eyes up.

action Points--

(5

Inadequate brake pressure resulting in a lack of
skidding.
(b)

Coming off the. brake as soon as skid begins
(where not required-to prevent a loss of balance).
Read` wheel sliding-out Of
$

Inadvertent use of front brake..
P."

'Engine.talTing or revOing.
od--The instructor needs" only to explain procedures and to
strate the exercise _at 20 mph after which student practice

Maximum Braking -- Straight
(1)

10 minutes

ppEE2I-The purpose of this exercise is to enable Studuts
develop skills needed to .bring the motofcycle to a safe
stop in the shortest possible distance.
stop

A
Range _LayoutThe saie range layout as for Exercises l_and 2
is used,. except that the exercise must take place along
the center path. The instructor must be provided a referpence point about 40 feet from the braking marker in order
to assess stopping distance at 20 mph.
Exercise Procedures -- Exercise procedures are the same as
for Exercise 1, except that students apply both brakes to
stop safely over the shortest possible distance.

ocedure--Students will employ the following pro¢
cc+ures simu taneously.
Apply pressure to both brakes at the same time.
(h)

Lock the rear wheel.

(c)

Pull in clutch and close throttle.

Instruction PointsStudents

1 pe observed for the

following;
(a)

Insufficient front brake pressure (watch front
fork).
4

kb)

Lack of sufficient pressure to read drake
(observe for. skid).

Standing up.
(d)

Insufficient speed.

(e)

Stalling or revving the bngine.

Method - -The instructor needs to explain the exercise
procedure and to provide one demonstration at 20 mph.
Student practice-may begin following die demonstration.
lb

lax mum BrakingCurve

5 minutes

PurposeThe gurpose of this exercise is to enable students
to stop the motorcycle in the shortest possible diStance
while turning and to demongrrate to the student that both
while stoppingjn a turn if proper
brakes can be used safe
techniques are employed.

(2)

Range Layout--The range layout should provide-90 degree and
180 degree curves, each having a path width of approximately
Wee feet.- In a range configured according to the basic
range diagram provided in the Course Specifications, the
varying radius curves at the four corners of the range would
provide the 90 degree turns, while the two interior circles
would provide the 180 degree curves.
Refer to the illustrative diagram "Maximum Braking-Curve."

Exercise Procedures -The exercise will consist of the fo
ing activities:

(c

(b)

ow-

ned to ride on the perimeter road
Iix students are,
and six are assigned to the path between the two circles.
e instructor works with each grill* of six students.
°Students ire' rotated from the perimeter road to the Oval
and vice versa -when the exercise is appropriately onehalf over.
.,,_

Both groups of student, ride at a speed of 15 mph and
stop quickly upon reaching the braking marker.
The motorcycle must be kept withii the three foot
path while stopping.

Operating ProcedureThak.exerciseAwill be carried out using
the following procedures:
(a)

Keep the motorcycle turning while braking

(b)

Close the throttle and squeeze the clutch.

(c)

Apply both brakes simultaneol

(d)

Avoid locpihg the'rear

(e)

Ease up.sli
motorcycle

(f)

Avoid stalling of

Y

ke as the

vying the
_

Inst--uction PointsStudents willlbo;observed for:
(a)

Straightpniag the motorcycle and ,coming to a
straight line stop.

(b)

Locking the rear wheel and causing it to
hree foot path.
slide outside of th

252

4

Failure to apply the front brake.

Over application of front'brake at the end
of the stop (motorcycle drops and must be held
up by the student).

(d)

(6)

will ,demonstrate each exercise
(inner circle and perimeter road).
Emphasis should
be given to:
(a)

Easing up on the front, brake near the end of the
stop, and

(l )

Avoiding rear wheel skid.

Some students will find themselves stopping with the front.
wheel across the inner edge of the path. This remits froM
turning the front wheel inward in an attempt to k p the motorcycle from falling as it comes to a stop. It can be overipme
by stopping more quickly.

Counter-Steering
(I)

Purpose- -The purpose of this exercise is to allow s uden
to experience the effect of counter-steering.

(2)

Range Layout -- Students require a pathAhat will allow them
to achieve a speed of IS mph. See the'Olbstrative diagram
"Counter-Steering."
4

Exercise Procedure- -The exercise will consist
activities:
(a)

(h)

(c)

(dl

(4)

following

Students will proceed along a designated path at a speed
4k
of approximately 15 mph at S second intervals.
At the instructor's signal, the student wilibump"ithe
inside edge ofone handlebar and experience the motorcycle
dip to that side. The motorcycle will continue on in a
generally straight path.
On succeeding trials, students will alternate the handleba
being bumped in order to counter-steer in both directions.
Students will operate continuously, maintaining a normal,
two-second following distance.

92,!_rIj.n

,

Procedures--Not applicable.

Instruction Points- -The instructor will observe to make sure
students are applying sufficient pressure to the handlebars to
cause a noticeable dip to one side.

Method--Students whose motorcycles are not achieving sufficient
'lean should be encouraged to bump the handlebajs somewhat harder.
Students who are performing acceptably should be so informed so
that they do not become overly aggressive.

6.

'10 minutes

Quick Turn
Purpose--

purpose of this exercise is to enable students' to
perform a 900 turn using a counter-stes0(i .4 flouttracking").

RausIALRmI--The layout should be such as to allow students to
,achieve a speed of IS mph with sufficient room on each side for
turns of 20 ft. radius to be safely made. If two groups are performing simultaneously, the areas where the turns are made should
be separated from de anot4er by at least. $O ft. See the
illustrative dfigram "QuicleTuin "

Exercise Progdpre--

e exercise

consist of the following

activities:
0

(a)

(b)

(d)

(4)

Students will proceed along a path toward the instructor at
a speed of 15 mph (one starts as the previous one finiipes).
Upon awroaching the instructor, thestudent will be given
a hand'tignak Upon receiving the signal, the student will
execute a 90 turn,. n a -reviousl d termined direction,
Upon completing the turn, the studenft,,_ -uld assume a path,
indicated by the instructor, that wi41prevent interference
with other students.
The direction in which the turn i to be made will be
alternated On succeeding trials.

Operating Procedures--Turning,by counter - steering, like Any other
kind of turn, involves precise coordination of steering inputs
and cannot be proceduralized.
Instruction Points- -The instructor should'observe for students
failing to use a counter-steer, as indicated'by the absence of a
sudden dip.

(6). Aftthod--Many students successfully completing Exercise.
Jairm=v , forget or be hesitant to use pounter-steering in Making
rn. ,They should be encouraged to initiate the turn with
_ible pressure being applied-to the inside of the
r.

Obstacle Avoidance
Vt

(I)

10 minutes

Purpose --The purpose of this exercise is to enable students to

circumvent an obstacle by mans of a cotmter- steer.

e La-outThe same general layout employed
may be us
for this exercise.'
diagram "Obstacle Avoidance."
(3)

n Exercise 6
Refer to the i_ ustrative

Exercise Procedure -- Students will approach the instructor in the
same general manner as described in Exercise 6. However, the
following variation in activity will take place:
(a)

Instead of making a 90? turn, students will make an' " "
turn around the instructor.
On the first several trials, the direction of the turn will
be pre-established. However after students have mastered
the maneuver, the direction of turn will be included in the
instructor's signal.
The signal should be given when the student is approximately
40 ft. from the instructor. A marker may be used as a
""

(b)

.reference point.
(d)

(e)

In making turns, students should achieve
lateral d Tplacement of at least 4 feet to either side of the approach path.
To create an "ottStacle",,..for the studen;e, an 8-ft. line may
be drawn across the path of travel by means of chalk or
paint.. Markers should not be used for this purpose since
they may cause p fall if struck.
The student's lateral displacement should not exceed 10 feet.
However; this limitation is not highly critical since students
generally stay well within it.
Once students4!ave performed successfully at IS mph, speed
should be increase, to 20 mph.: The same criteria of success
aPP1Y.

erating Procedures --Not applicable for the reason
Exercise 6.
(5)

Instruction Points --The instructor should observe for the followin
(a)
(b)

Inadequate counter-steer resulting_ in insufficient lateral
displacement.
Ant ipating the instructor's signal or turning inithe
wr
direction.

Method--A turn kl the wrong direction results froM an att,empli
to anticipate the instructor's signal. This, in turn, generally
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lk of nfidence in ability to perform the
i 'the distance available. Students who attempt to
anticipatee the signal should be encouarged to Concentrate more
upon making a correct turn and less upon avoiding the "obstacle."
Their success in accomplishing thp latter should convince them
that it is not necessary to attempt to outguess the instructor.
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Exercise 1.
UAng the Front Brake
(Also used for Exercise 2. C frolling Locked Rear Wheel)

Exercise 3.

Maxims Braking Straight
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Exercise 4.

Exercise 5
Exercise 6
Exercise 7

Maximu`8raking,

Curve

Counter-steering
Quick Turn
Obstacle Avoldance--
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2

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDU CATION PRO
LESSON SESSION
III

3

2

ring

RAM

.

Roadway - Traffic Related Skills:

Obstacle Surmounting

Range

PURPOSE

S

The purpose of this Session is to enable 'students to develop -the. advanced
ills needed to safely surmount obstacles up to.foUr inches in height.

CONTENT
This, Session. consists of the followig exercises,:
1.

2.
3.

A.
S.

Standing on the Footpegs.
Lightening the Front Wheel.
Surmounting Small. Obstacles.
Surmounting Frontal Obstacles.
Surmounting Parallel Obstacles

Some students,may be'apprehensive about undertaking the maneuvers required it
surmounting obstacles. The exercises approach the surmounting maneuver in
relatively small increments in order to minimize anxiety, facilitate-skill
Ordering exercises in.a sequence. ofiriacquisition, and enhance safety,
creasing complexity also means that students who are not proficient enough o
surmount_ larger obstacles safely can be identified and provided an alternative
to surmounting.

MATERIALS

Unit Specifications.

EQUIPMENT

In addition to those items identified in the Unit Specifications,
instruction in this Unit will require simulated "obstacles.". The requirement
may be fulfilled by strips of wood, approximately 10 feet in length, having
the ,following dimensions:
1.

2.
3.

1" x 2".
2" x 4".
4" x 4".

FACILITIES,

See Unit Specifications.
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METHODS

.

10 minutes

Sta icing on. the Footpeg$

Purpose--The purpose of this exercise is to enable students
to control the speed and direction of the motorcycle while
supporting their weight_
the footpegs.
(2)

,Range LayoutNo special layout is required. .All that
required is
straight Pith and a designated area over
which students will operate while standing on the pegs.
After students have acquired proficiency in operating in a
straight line, markers may be placed so as to require a serpentine pattern.
Refer to the iltlustraiiVe diagram
"Standing on the Footpegs."
-.,

Exercise Procedure--The exercise consists o
activities:

he following

Students cep rate along the prescribed path-in seeond gear
at a speed o appApkimately 10-15 mph.
Too slow a speed makes it difficult to opbrat6
Too fast a speed may be unnerving to malynoVices.
(b)
Upon reaching the designated area, students will rise
upon the footpegs. The remainder of the path may be
negotiated sitting down.
A minimum following distance of 40 feet should be main (c)
tained between students.
Markers for serpentine course may be set without ipter(d)
rupting the exercise. They-should be set indivialolly
so as to gradually increase the area over which turns must
be made.
Students should be instructed to assune a seated position
'whenever they are tired.
(a)

.

Operating_Procedures--In operating while standing on the footpegs,
students will use the following procedures:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(5)

Keep the knees slightly bent and held against the gas tank.
Avoid leaning forward and resting upon the handgrips.
Hold the handgrips firmly to keep from falling forward
or backward if balance is lost.
Keep then head and eyes up, focusing on the path ahead.

Instruction, Points--The instructor should observe for the
following errors:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

Loc ed.knees.
Leaning forward and placing weight upon the handlebars.
Jerky throttle application.
Wobbly steering.
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2

Method-(a)
(b)
(c)

The instructor will provide a.demonstration and lead
the students through the exercise layout.
Students may be pulled asiide and given instruction an
an individual basis.
The exercise reqWreS considerablq strength in the legs.
to bergettinOired should be adVised to
Students who Appe
sit down.

,(d)

-1

Jerky throttle-application and wobbly steering may indicate
that too much weight is being placed oh the handlebars.
Studehts should be advised to use their knees to hold
themselves upright-

10 minutes

Lightening the Front Whee

(1.) '-Par ose--The purpose of this exercise is to enable s*udents
to ig ten the front end through acceleration and weight shift.
(2)

angi Layout - -Same as Exercise 1 except for lack of serpentine
pattern.
Exe4cise Procedure - -This exercise will consist of the following
activities:
eeeeM
(a)
(b)

(c)

(4)

Students will operate on the same path used in Exercise 1,
and will stand on the footpegs in the same designated area
As they pass the instructor, students will briefly lighten
the front wheel.
Gear selection, speed, and following distance should be
as described in Exercise 1

gperating ProceduresThe front wheel will be lightened using
the following-procedure:
(a)

(b)

(c)

Open the throttle quickly for a sharp acceleration.
At the same time, shift the weight bick, using the handgrips
for support.
Immediatelyclose the throttle and shift the weight

forward gain.
Instruction
following:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

nts--The instructor should observe for the

Inadequate acceleration.
Inadequate weight shift.
Poor timing in coordinating throttie'application and
weight shift.
Pulling-unevenly on the handlebars.
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Method--

Don't allow-students to attempt "wheelies."
Watch for an exaggerated "wrist up" position
resulting in over-acceleration.
Watch the front shock absorbers' as an indication.
of lightening the front end.

(a)
(b)
)

10 minutes

Surmounting Small Obstacles
(1)

Pu ose--The purpose,of this exercise is to enable students
to develop the coordination involved in surmounting and to
experience the shock of the front wheel striking an obstacle.

(2)

Range Layout--The range layout is similar to Exercise 1.
However, small ships approximately, two inches in height
(e.g., 2x4's) and 5 feet in length (to keep them from
moving) should be placed across the motorcycle's path in the
dJsignated area.
Initially, only one strip should be used
for each path. Later, additional strips may be placed at
approximately 40-foot intervals.
Refer to the,illustrative
diagram "Surmounting Small Obstacles."

Exercise Procedure--The exercise consists of the following
activities:
1

) -Students operate around the prescribed path at speeds
of 15-20 mph.
(b)
The obstacles wi11 be surmounted as follows:
so
On the first few circuits, students should simply
ride over the obstacles in a standing position to
experience the shock against the front wheel.
e Students will then be instructed to negotiate the
obstacles, using the surmounting procedure.
(c)
Additional "obstacles" will be added to the path
in order to provide more practice.`
(4)

Operh

ires-- The obstadles will be surmounted

follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Reduce speed to about 10 mph.
Approach the obstacle head on.
Downshift to second gear.
As the front wheel approaches the obstacle:
Rise up on the footpegs.
e
Accelerate quickly.
O
Lift weight back.
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As the front wheel clears the obstacles, close the
throttle and shift weight forward.
Return to a seated position and remain in second gear.
Repeat the procedure for each obstacle.
Instruction Points--The instructor will observe for the
fol owins:
(a)
(b)

Failure to shift to second gear.
Poor timing in acceleration and weight shift.
Starting too late, with the result that the
so
front wheel strikes the obstad.e before the
weight comes off it.
e Starting too soon, with the result that weight
is shiftins forward when the obstacle is struck.
--The same as Exercise 2.
14

15 minutes

Surmounting Frontal Obstacles
(1)

Purpose--To enable students to safely surmount obstacles
across the motorcycle's path.

(2)

Layout - -The layout is essentially the sane as described
Ran
in xercise 3 except for the foll ing:
(a)
(b)

Use of larger obstacles (4x4's).
Setting obstacles at an angle to one another to require
i
steering adjustment.

Refer to illustrative diagram "Surmounting Fiontal Obst

Exercise Procedure--This exercise consists of the folio
activities:
(a)

(b)

(c)

Students negotiate the layout, surmounting obstacles
as described in Exercise 3.
The obstacles used in Exercise 3 are replaced as follows:
Initially half of the 2-inch obstacles are replaced
by 4-inch obstacles.
Later, the remaiping 2 -itch obstacles are replaced
co
by 4x4's
After studeits have had an opportunity to surmount all
of the obstacles, each of the obstacles is placed at a
slight angle in order to require direction changes for
a head-on approach.
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(4)

Operating,Procedures--TheTrocedures involved in operating
the motorciae are essentially the same as those described in
Exec_ ise 3.
The additional height of the obstacles necessitates
grip* br lightening of ilia front wheel.
This, in turn, demands
a larger acceleration, greater weight shifts, and more precise
coordipation of both.

(5)

Instruotion

(6)

Method-(a)

Surmountin

oints--The same as Exercise 3.

Since there are no new skills involved in this exercise,
a demonstration is not necessary. Students should be info
as to the changes.in size and angle of the obstacle and .the
need to adjust position to approach obstacles' head on.
.Students who do not evidence proficiency in surmounting
two-inch obstacles should be instruc1ted to ride around the
four-inch obstacles rathem than surmount them.

15 minutes

Parallel Obstacles

umiAse--The purpose of this exercise ft to enable studpnts
to safely surmount obstacles that lie parallel 6 the path of
the motorcycle.
Ran a
outThe Layout is e entially the same
described
in Exercise 4 exoept,that the
ur. 2" strips sho
Oaced
end to end to create a continuo
40' bA1ler,,,runningt e 4
length of the surmounting aria.
A second 40' section vonsi ting
'of 4" strips should follow the first
''''

.

ercise ProcedureLTII
2activities:
)

xercisp consists of

he follow

Students operate about, the range layout using the same
4speed, following distance; ;and gear selection as described
in Exercise 3.
:,
Firsi,studfnts approach the 2" section .along the sigh
edge and suimount it right to left. On the second
circuit, they approach along the Deft ancrsu
unt
left to right.
On succeedipg
they p
rnite
.4,
airectiona.
After students have had an opportunity.te r
ice
Ourmgunting the 2" section those who a
proficient
144e ditected to
and surmoun
e,4" sectione
.

pass it

Those who%*e not profi4tentdwill continue
'the 2" settioh.

,Students should not cross the lane-bound
approaching the bbstacl or after simmoun
,

i

24
,

summonV

A

ed..

-erating Procedures- -The exercise
according to the following procedures:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

carried out

RedUce speed approximately 10 mph to allow quick
acceleration.
Downshift.
Move to the far side of the lane in order to be able to
approach the obstacle at an angle.
Turn and aPkoach the obstacle atVapproximately 450
maintaining a straight path so ap to keep the motorcycle
,

,

upiight.
(e)
(f)

Surmount the obstacle
Turn back quickly in the original

Instruction

tructor will

- -The

the

following:

.L
the rear wheel. while slowing for the
fly to happen wheT).motorcycIe is being
start 4.)
toward the
away.from the bstaqe or not
at leas a
to approach f

5,1

*PP
to

Eck
4

Not
t6
45

4

Sharply

empting to surmount the

on.

ginar'direction quickly

co turn back in

enough After sumo
ethod -,

The exercise should be fully demonstrated by the instructor
before students undertake it.
The instructor should
emphasize key elements of opeOting procedur, including
the impgrtance of:
4
4S
approach angle.
ving far enough away from the obstacle to allow a
steep approach angle,
Keeping thematorcycle upr ht while urmounting the
obstacle.
Turning quickly following surmounting.

-s

EXERCISE 1 - STANDING ON THE FOOTPEGS.

EXERCISE 2 - LIGHTENING THE FRONT WHEEL

EXERCISE 3 - SURMOUNTING SMALL OBSTACLES.
EXERCISE 4 - SURMOUNTING FRONTAL OBSTACLES.

LEGEND:

Obstacle position for Exercise 3.

--.-Obstacle position for Exercise.4.

EXE RCISE 5 a SURMOUNTING PARALLEL OBSTACLES.
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MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION /PROGRAM
TITLE

III

2

.Advanced Street Riding

Street

PURPOSE
-l'he

Its

this Session is two -fold:

To enable students to apply safe riding practices under
conditions of heavy traffic, relatively high speed, and
degraded roadway surface conditions.
(h)

To reduce the anxiety that often accompanies initial
exposure to heavy traffic and high speed by allowing it
to occur during training, under the supervision
a
qualified insOmiattor.

CONTENT

This Session is designed to permit students to cont pue to apply street
riding knowledges and skills developed in Unit II but within a more demanding
roadway and4traffic environment.
The exposure\to this environment is delayed
until the end of Unit'
in order to allow students to develop a higher level
of proficiency and greater confidence in their ability to control the vehicle.
This delay also allows students to apply 4hanced skills acquired in Unit III
Range Instruction to any potentially hazardou3 conditions that might arise.
The content of this session involves 20 minutes of operation in
heavy traffic and 40 min tes of operation in highway arid freeway envi rc nDepending upon t_e density of the heavy traffic, it may be desirable
ments.
eacher ratio to 2:1 or 1:1 in order to permit closer
to reduce the studen
supervision and to prevent student and teacher from being separated--something that might be likely to happen with a larger formation. The remainder

of this session, Operation in Highway and Freewaynvironments; may revert to
student:teacher ratio normally employed in street riding.
the
The only way to accommodate the lower student:teacher ratio, without
requiring additional staf, would be to extend the duration of the session.
For example, the instructcir could take the weakest of three students through
heavy traffic on an individual basis, then take all three through the roadway
-wand traffic environment, and finally take the remaining two students through
heavy traffic. This would only extend the duration of the session by 20
minutes and none of the students would be required to wait.
A

While operation on a highway and operation on an expressway are described
It may lac
exercises, they would generally occur as one
as separat exercises,
or
example,
to
use
an
expressway
to
get
to
and
from
the
rural
necessary,
highway segment--or vice versa.

MATERIALS

The materials required in this Session are the same as those described in
Session 11-4-2, differing onlw with respect to those characteristics that
reflect the spe
nature and location of the street routes employed in
the Session.

EQUIPMENT

The samc as

1.1=4-2.

FACILITIES

This

ion takes place on public highways in the following three areas:
urban area characterized by heavy traffic and
degraded street surfaces.
rural highway characterized by narrow,
and hilly roadways with degraded surfaces.
Ili _Own

nding.

lApressway--A limited access roadway characterized by speeds
up#to 5S mph. Where no freeway is available, any other highway
with speed limits ranging up to SO-SS mph may be used.

METHODS'-

20 minutes

City Operation
(LI

Ptipose--The purpose of this exercise is to allow students
to (a) apply street riding practices under conditions of
heavy traffic and degraded roadway conditions, and (b) experience heavy traffic and degraded roadway surfaces under the
supervision of an individual instructor.

(2)

Route Re uirements--Route requirements should he met through
use of areas with the following characteristics:
llkilldwar--The roadways that comprise the selected route
should have the following characteristics:
Broken pavement.

Sand, gravel, debris (e.g., construction area).
Trolley or railroad tracks paralleling the path
of travel.

Llevated manhole covers, trip switches.
Metal gratings.

llnuserkd lanes (e.g., traffic circlis,risergo points).
Uncontrolled intersections, and intersections requiring'
uncontrolled tyrns across traffic.
(b)

TrafficThe routs should provide the following:
-Heavy traffic.
-Traffic mix, including trucks and buses.
Roadside activities including pedestrians walking
in the street, entering cars, leaving parking places.

(d)

Double parked vonic4s.
Visibility restrictions caused by lines of stopped
cars, including cross traffic: oncoming traffic
(left turns), and adjacent traffic.
Se uence--No specific sequence is necessary at this point
in
nstruction.
However, students will generally experience
increasing density of traffic in entering and leeving the
area of heavy traffic.
Length- -The duration of heavy traffic should be approximately
ten minutes, allowing the remaining ten minutes for entry and
egress.
By requiring frequent turns, the exercise may be
confined to an area of but a few blocks.

Est die_ ProcedureThe exercise will be performed as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)

One or two students will perform the exercise at a time.
The instructor will follow the students in a
staggered formation.
No stops for instructional purposes Mill be scheduled.
A student critique will be given at the end of the
exercise.

ratinL Procedur_es-- tperatins procedures would include the
Full range Of-normal street operating procedures, including key
elements identified in Session IL-4-2. However, primary
emphasis should be given to the following:
(a)

(b)

pbservin.
Scann ng at least one block ahead, despite the
presence of intervening traffic.
Checking traffic at blind intersections before
proceeding.
Lane_selection and placement
Responding early to traffic and roadway conditions in
the path ahead.
Changing lane or lane position in response to stopped
vehicles' about to cross, enter, or turn left SCrOsS,
the path of travel;
Avoiding obstructions and hazardous surface conditions
where possible.

Obstructions.Proper speed, direction, and pOsture for negotiating
obstacles and potentially hazardous urface conditions..

Maintaining a minimum two-second following distance in
the presence of vehicles entering the gap ahead of
the motorcycle.
(e)

(f)

(g)

G41) acceptance.

Acceptance of safe gaps in crossing or oncoming traffic,
despite traffic density.
Adjacent vehicles.'
Avoiding operation in another driver's blind spot,
despite traffic density.
Lane sharing.
Discouraging lane sharing by maintaining center lane
position.
Avoiding attempts to squeeze between vehicles or between
a vehicle and curb.
Speed.

(j)

Adjusting speed to density of traffic and vision
restrictions.
Clearance.
Making sure that the path ahead is clear before
attempting to cross the path of other vehicles.
Communication.
Timing activation of turn signals so as to avoid
confusing other road users.

Instruction Points--Since the-instructor will observe all of the
student's responses, any errors should be noted and the student
However, the instructor should place major
apprised of :them.
emphasis on recall and critique of errors relative to the
operating procedures described above.
of instructional method are rendered relatively
straightforward by (a) the student's prior experience in street
riding sessions, and (b) the 1:1 student-teacher ratio.
Those points raised in discussion of "critique" in the Method
section of 11-4-2 apply to this Session.

Method

20 minutes

Highway Operation

nts
ELJE19-The purpose of this exercise is to (a) allow st
to apply skills and procedures for handling degraded roadway
conditions, and (b) experience degraded highway conditions in
the presence of an instructor.
(2)

Route Requirements- -Route requirements should be met through the
use of rural highways having the following characteristics:

3i
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(E)
6:1)

Roadway.
Narrow roadways, including one-lane roads.
Steep hills.
Visibility-restricting crests and dips.
Sharp curves lacking advanced warning or posted speeds.
High crowned roadways.
Pavement seams.
Broken pavement.
Elevated railroad crossings.
Rutted surfaces.
Blind entry.
Gratings and grooves.
Traffic - -Given the nature of the roadways involved,
traffic would normally be relatively light. The exercise would not be scheduled for times when traffic is
heavy.
Sequence - -The sequence of roadway conditions is not
important at this point.

LengthThe length of the highway should be sufficient
to allow each student approximately 5 minutes operation
in the lead position. The highway segment may be interspersed with freeway operation4 if necessary.
,

(3)

Exercise Procedure--The exercise will be performed as follows:
(a)

(b)

(4)

In areas where traffic is moderate to heavy, students
will operate in a staggered formation. Otherwise,
they will operate in single file in order to be able to
deal independently with various roadway conditions.
In single file formation, the instructor will generally
position himself at the rear of the formation. However,
the position may be varied in order,to permit operation
directly behind a marginal student.

Oeratifig*ProceduresThe student will carry out the exercise
using all previously learned procedures for operating safely in
However, the following will be
the highway traffic environment.
given particular. emphasis:
(a)

Curves,

Adjust speed prior to entry, particularly on a high
crowned road.
Lane placement for maximum visibility and correct line.
Hills.

Gear selection and shifting to maintain speed on
upgrades and downgrades.
Proper lane position and speed at sharp crests.

Reduced traction, e.g., gravel road
shoulders.
Speed reduction prior to reach g area.
Maintain speed and direction
o braking or quick turn
Maintain motorcycle in strai
up posit n.
Ruts, rails
Proper approach angle.
Rise slightly bn pegs.
Proper throttle control prior to and following impact.
Rain
Doves and satin s,?'
_Maintain speed and direction; no weaving.
Being passed, particularly by high speed vehicles and trucks.
_

(d)

(e)
(f)

Center nine position,.
Firm steering control.
Anticipate effect,Of turbulence.
Leavin the hi hwa ::(side roads, shoulders).
Signif speed riTTetion.
Maintain speed,bn highway.

5)
(6)

Instruction Points- -See Exercise 1,
Method --See Exercise 1.

20 minutes

Expressway Operation

Purpose- -The purpose of this exercise is to allow students
to (a) apply street riding knowledges and skills in an
expressway environment, and (b) experience high speed operation
(maximum of 55 mph) under the supervision of an instructor.
(2)

Route_ Requirements--Rdite requirements should be met through

an expressway having the following characteristics:
(a)

Roadway.

Multiple lanes, preferably at least three (in one
direction).
Merging entrances and exits.
Maximum speed of 55 mph.

Traffic--Traffic
involve a mix of
should not be so
(e.g., rush hour

should be of relatively high density and
cars and larger vehicles. The density
great as to result in a speed reduction
traffic).

(c)

SequenceNot applicable.

(d)

Length--Individual segments should be of relatively short
duration, e.g., less than 5 miles, in order that each student
should be afforded one opportunity to enter and leave the
freeway.

Exercise Procedure--The exercise will be perforted as follows:
(a)
(b)

A staggered formation consisting of an instructor and three
students will be used.
One student will assume the lead position and will follow
a route indicated by the instructor.

U3
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(c)

After approximately 5-6 minutes, the student will pull
off onto the shoulder for an individual critique of
perform&nce and to allow another student to assume The
lead position.

The changef position should occur while on the
expressway to provide students an opportunity to practice
pulling off onto the shoulder and re-entering traffic.
NOTE:

(4)

Operating Frocidure--Students will apply all procedures ,appropriate to operating in the expressivay traffic environment.
However, particular emphasis will be given to the following:
(a)

(b)

(d)

Entry from entrance r
Maintaining speed on the entrance ramp.
Use of turn signal (to increase visibility).
Frequent headchecks to allow pacing with accepted gap.
Entry to freeway before reaching the end of the
entrance ramp.
selection and laceme
Use of normal travel _a
ually the center lane).
Center lane positiod to m
mize effects of passing
vehicles.
Exit onto off ramp.
Early entrance into correct lane..
Use of turn signal.
Maintaining speed while on the highway.
Reducing speed as required by ramp configu a ion.
Entrance from roadside.
Gaining speed while still on shoulder.
Headcheck and signal before entering expressway.
Crassing pavement edges at appropriate angle.
Exit to roadside.
4-by hand or flashing brake.
Use turn
Maintain maximum safe speed while on the expressWay.
Avoid quick turns or use of brakes on shoulders.

(5)

Instruction Points- -See Exercise I.

(6)

Methods--See Exercise 1.

30,4
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UNIT IV.

MAINTENANCE

L_,-

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Unit is to enable students to maintain. their motorcycles in safe operating conditiOn.

CONTENT

This Unit consists of one lesson that takes place through two sessions.
Session 1

Inspection

Session 2 - Servicing

The content focuses upon those activities that are required to keep the
motorcycle in safe operating condition and can be performed without either
advanced skills or tools other than those furnished with the motorcycle.
The potential danger involved in operating a poorly maintained motorcycle,
coupled with the lack of ready access to servicing/repair facilities, makes it
important that operators be able to handle their vehicle's most common maintenance needs. Students who are not mechanically inclined are often reluctant
If they can be induced
to tackle a servicing task, such as tightening a chainto perform it one time, under the supervision of an instructor and with the
assistance of another student, they will be less hesitant to perform it on
their own vehicle.

PREREQUISITES
None.

PETHODS

Instruction in this Unit is entirely of a "hands on" variety. Students
carry out maintenance tasks under the supervision of an instructot. Each
maintenance task is taught through an instructor demonstration followed by
a student demonstration.
Instructor Demonstration- -The instructor carries out the
activity using an operational motorcycle,.

student Demonstration--The students p rform,the same activity
The instructor Will observe in Order to

bruce.

Assess adequacy of performance and, point out
specific errors.

Identify procedural differences resulting from
differences in vehicle make and model.
Give guidance in carrying out tasks where it is
necessary.
Students will work in pairs, each pair sharing one motorcycle.
This "doubling
up" increases the number of students that can be taught at one time and, therefore, expedites instruction without sacrifice of learning effectiveness. l
the case of inspection activities, two students can easily perform the same
task simultaneously.
Where servicing is involved,,. the students may take turns
car
tug out the activity.
In a 12- vehicle program, an instructor could instruct an entire Oast,
(24 students) with the aid of an assistant instructor or mechanic.
In a
6-vehicle program, half the class would be taught at one time by a single
instructor.
1

MATERIALS

SLudent Materials
Because of the extent 'to which specific elements of maintenance. tasks
differ from one motorcycle to another, the informational materials that are
identified in Course Specifications would be limited to the following
of general information:

The importance of frequeii information and servicing
in assuring safe motorcycle operation.
Identification of those maintenance requirements that can
be handled by operators.

Identification of the maintenance requirements that should
be referred to qualified mechanics.
For each session,
student pairs must he provided copies of owner's or
operator's manuals for the motorcycles being used

Teacher Materials
-rIn addition to materials identiIcd in Course Specificat1 ns,
require access to owner's or operator's manuals for operational motorcycles
used for instructional purposes.
1

wi ll

Instructional Aids
r---

Becayseinstructionwill take place outside of a c assrom (see "Facilitie,
below), instructional aids of the type-described in the Course Speaficatiov
would not be suitable.
.

EQUIPMENT
r

Au the following equipment would be requ

ed for each session:

1.

Operational motorcycles.
One for each student pair.
One for an instructor.

2:

Complete tool ki.Nfor each vehicle to dude :
Metric wrenches.
Flat blade and Phillips screwdrivers.
Pliers, channel locks, or vice grips.
Feeler gauges.
Special purpose Wrenches furnished with motorcycles.s

Cleaning materials including:
Oil drain pan.
Solvent and large pan for cleaning chains
Hand cleaner and tub bf Warm water.
,Shop rags.
Engine, transmission and lubrica ingloil, chain lube,.
brake fluid, and distilled water.
qt.

Students should be instructed to wear old clothes or coveralls.

FACILITIES

All three sessions are labeled "c a sroom" instead of "laboratory"
However, they
because they do not involve actual operation of the motorcycle.
The
following two
would take place outside of the normal classroom facilitf.
facility:
types of areas may be used as a maintenance
1.

A large, well-lighted, well-ventilated garage.

2.

A paved outside area.

The area that is used
positioned in a large
ten feet between each
could be accommodated

should be large enough to-.allow motorcycieS to be
circle around the instructor's motorcycle, with at least
student motorcycle. A class of 24 students (12 notorcycles)..
For a class of
by an area approximately 50 feet square.

-dents,

_
area slightly over half thht size would be suitable-. Ap
e area should be used only\in good weather and moderate temperature
60-80 degrees)
.

ONECTIVES
PerformanctObjectflies

S4F-MAINTENAra

Knowledge and Skil

4

The student must be able to carry out
The student
those inspection
and servi,cing,-activities indi'cationreciaring only the use of commonly
mal ad)
furnisid motorcycle ,tools, including
inspecting,, adjusting; repairing,
replacing,,or servicing'the following
motorcycle,components:
h7

Mike fluid

grid

Stiber,ing

Batte_

Fork alignment,
Oil seals
Air, oil filter

Transm

maintenance
by the

Spokes

Ca
T

Spark plugs
Shock atAorbers

. Engine

]

sual

amage, or

n'-'

assembly

PROFESSkONAL-MAINTEN161d
ffi

Th student must efer to a qualified,
mechani,c those servicing and'repair
sks that %he student cannot per-ln effectively.

The student must know the potential
?ward to safety resulting from
improperly performed maintenance.

OTORCYC1E SAFETY EDUCATION PR

Motorcycle Inspection

RAM

Classroom'

PURPOSE

The purpos'e of this Session is to enable students to carry out a visual
inspection in order to identify those motorcycle components that are in need
of servicing, adjustment, repair or replacement.

CONTENT

This Session will include the following motorcycle components:
1.

3.

4.
S.

6.
7.

Exterior and Frame
Contiols
Tires and Wheels
Shock AbsOrbers and Steering Assembly
Electrical System
Engine and Trnsmission Oil
Chain

0

Activity is confined to inspeCtion. While some servicing requirements will be
discussed, all servicing and its attendant "mess" are concentrated in the ,following
Session (IV-1-2).

MATERIALS
Unit

ecifications.

EQUIPMENT

Sec Unit Specifications.

FACILITIES
it Specifications.

METHODS

Students will he instructed in carrying out the maintenance
described below by means of the Instructor Demonstration and Stud
tion methods described in Unit Specifications.

ivities
Demenstra-

Exterior and Frame

The instructor will describe procedures for inspecting exterior and frame,
pointing out the areas involved.

1.1

Oil Leaks

Best checked before the motorcycle is cleaned since cleaning
may wash away signs of leakage.
Indications of leakage.

(b)

1.2

Discoloration of surface dirt, or engine surfat
generally indicates leakage.
Source-of leak.
Where leaked oil is cleanest.
The leading edge of a horizontal (windblown)
oil streak.
Small discolored areas themselves.

Washing
Need for Washing -- Damage and loose fastenings are more
readily visible when the motorcycle is clean.

Protection--The following areas should be covered
(e.g.; plastic bags):
(a)
(h)
(c)

Control levers.
Muffler openings.
Air intakes.

Washing Procedures
(a)
(b)
(c)

Note:

Avoid spraying electrical connections, hot engine
can force water into
Avoid extreme water pressure
brake drums).
Use mild soap or detergent.

Actual washing of motorcycles should not be inc
session owing to the follolimg:

ed in the

Lack of enough water supplies.
Insufficient time.

Accumulation of water in the work area.

However, students should he required to wash motorcycles at least
once during the course, Those engaged in off-street instruction
This
might be required to do so after the trail riding session.
will not only provide experience to students but will reduce the
burden placed upon maintenanc- personnel.

1
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(4)

Lubrication -- Control levers, 4prings, joints, and chains
Lubrication

should be lubricated after each washing.
procedures will be discussed later.

Check Fastenings
Reasons
(a)
(b)
(2)

Tishtenin&
(a)
(b)

r-/)

1.4

Use torque specification given in owner's manual.
Lacking a torque wrench, tighten only till "snug."
Too much pressure may damage threadS, break bolts,
or round off heads.

Check Side and Center Stands
(1)

Could cause damage or injury if they fall down during operation.

(2)

Check:

Fastenings.
Spring tension.

(a)

4t

1.5

Bolts, nuts; and cotter pins tend to loosen from
vibration.
Need to be checked frequently.

(b)

Pegs and Handgri s
Check for wear.

Controls

Procedures for inspecting the fallowing components will be demonstrated
by the instructor and students.

2.1

Cables

All cables

11 be inspected for the following:

(1)

Damage, e.g., broken strands, kinks.

(2)

Routing.
(a)

Interference with controls,

411
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Pinching between steering assemb1e
control levers.
Touching engine, muffler.
(d) 'Extending outward from the motorcycle.
(e)
Sharp angle.
(b)

.

(c)

2.2

Operation

All control levers should be manipulated and checked for binding

2.3

r scraping.

Lubrication

40
(1)

NeedFrequent lubrication is retluired in order to:

(b)

(2)

Prevent seizure or binding.
Allow smooth movement of controlS.
Prolong cable life.

ProceduresThe following points should be lubricated.
(a)
(b)

Pivot point.
Return springs.
End of control cable (as it enters its sheath).

Lubrication 'ghould be applied to both=the input and output
end of the control, and worked into the sheath.
Note:

2.4

Student demonstration will be deferred to the hext
session ("Servicing").

Adjustment

The play and travel of the following controls should be checked against
the specifications contained in the owner's manbal:
(1)

Front brake.

(2)

Rear brake.

(3)

Throttle.

(4)

Clutch.

3.

Tires and Wheels

3.1

Tire Pressures
(I)

imporAanceincOrrect pressure can a
(a)
( b )

Control -- Stability and ahill
Tread wear po n
A for lowou
A.,
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or turn.

Chec ing pressure:
(a)

(h)
(c)

3.2

Use hand gaugepump meters are often very inaccurate.
Check pressures against those indicated in the
owner's manual.
Check while the tires are cold (unless the owner's manual
states otherwise).

Condition of Tire
(1)

Signs of damage:
(a)
(b)

2)

and abrasions.
worn valve

We
(a)
(b)

General thickn ss of tread- -check against owne; s manual.
Uneven wear.
Wear in the
nter--over-inflation.
Wear along the edges- - under- inflation.
Spot wear - -worn wheel bearings or wheel misalignment.

Foreign matter in tread.
(4)

Tire valves--moisten the end of valve stems and look for bubbles.

(5)

Tire mounting--thin beaded line on the side wall should be
equidistant from the rim at all points.

Wheels
(1)

Loose or missing spokes
(a)
(b)

Visual inspect_ n for missing spokes.
Sound check for loose spokes.
Hold screwdriver blade against spokes.
Spin wheel.
"(WI " sound generally indicates
loose

Align

(d
(e)

Raise wheel (lay frame on a
Hold object vertically next
Spin wheel.
Observe lateral movement of
Lateral movement should not

wooden block)..
to tire.

tire. N
exceed 1/16 inch.

ke.

3.4

Wheel Bearings
Raise whee

Grasp tire and wiggle wheel from side to side--lateral
movement should not exceed 1/8 inch.

(a)

Front wheels should spin wit.hout noise Cr resistance.
Rear wheel should spin smoothly; some noise from
rear brake is acceptable.

4.

Shocks and Front Fork

4.1

Shock Absorbers
(1)

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(-')

worn shock absorbers.

Sympt

F.xcessive bounding or "clunk" of
Drifting Or swaying during turns
"Wobble."
Signs of hydraulic fluid leak.

ink

amps.

Inspection.
(a)
(h)

mpress and release shock absorber
Should go up and down smoothly without

oun

ng,

Adjust rear shock absorber.
(a)

In active operation, shock absorbers should be adjusted
to ride characteristics and load.
Excessive bounding--too soft.
too hard.
Hard riding, wheel comes off ground
t«r instructional purposes, students will change the
ing and return it to its original position, or that
indicated in the owner's manual.
shock absorbers should be adjusted t the rams
Both
_

tiettlfl

Steering Assembly
fork- -

1

r-

for st ra

htness.

Rotate ste5toring head.

not when t off th

(RI

1.1

(h)

Dinn ngr

damper con t ro

grotind.

(it an

(c)

Rotate handlebars

tor side to side.

Should rotate saietethly without resistance.'

Front wheel should turn if motorcycle is leaned
to one side.
Check play.
(a)
(b)

With front wheel off ground, grab front forks and shake
steering assembly.
Tighten assembly if loose.

Check gaskets and seals fob signs of leakage.

5.

lectrical

5.1

Battery
(1)

Access to battery.
(a)

General ly 'under. seat.

(b)

Check owner' s manual.

Check electrolyte.
(a)
(b).

(c)
(3)

With translucent battery housing, the
level against marks on housing.
With opaque battery hcusing:
Remove caps.
Fluid should cover battery prate (barely).
Add water if necessary (use distilled water).

Cables and terminals.
(a)
(b)
(c)

Check for corrosion_
Clean with baking soda (deicribe but do not demonstra
Coat terminals with pezroleum jelly.

Power--Headlight intensity ohould not vary with engine speed.

Electrical Adjustments
)

Brake light switch.
(a)

Refer to owner's maral for location and adjustment

procedure.
(b)

Instructor and studerit,riesonsiration should maladjust
and readjust for proper operation.

r1

15
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(2)

Head light.

Instructor will describe proper 51111,10t adjustment=
illuminates roadside markers On high beam but not on

(a)

low beam.

Instructor and student may demonstrate adjustment procedure, but not proper adjustment (only possible at night).

(b)

6.

Oil Levels

6.1

Engine Oil
(1)

Important.

Lack of oil can -cause engine seizure, possible fall.
Excessive oil can damage gaskets and seals.

(a)
(b)

(2) 'Procedure-.

Dip stick.
window.
Separate oil tank.

(a)

(b)
(c)

Add oil if necessary.

6.2

7.

7.

Transmission Oil
1)

Remove oil filler bolt or dipstick.

2)

Refer

owner's manual for correct level.

Chain

pain Wear
Visually inspect for the
(1)

o lowing:

Lubrication.
(a)

(b)
(2)

Dirt

(3)

Rust.

Inside and outside of chain should be wet.
Chain should not be dripping oil.

(4)

Wear.
(a)

Pull rearmosft link back.

(b)

Should not move more than one-half the length of the
sprocket tooth.
Asymmetrical teeth indicate excessive wear.

(c)

7.2

Chain Adjustment
Importance.
(a)

(b)

(2)

If too tight, causes excessive wear.
If too loose, may come off sprocket and seize the rear wheel.

One student sits on seat.
(a)
(b)

Adjustment must be checked under normal weight. load.
If someone were not available, the operator could lean
across the seat to compress the shock absorbers.

Check tension.
(a)
(b)
(4)

Check chain at
oint.
Should move about 1/2 - 3/4 inch up and down.

Check adjustment marks; should be the same on both sides.

MOTORCYCLE _SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
LESSON

IJN$T

IV

SESSION TITLE

MOVE

Motorcycle Servicing

1

Classroom

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Session is to enable students to adjust and service
motorcycle components not requiring extensive tools or advanced skills.
_

CONTENT
This Session includes procedures for servicing the following components:

3.

Controls.
Oil/Filter Change.
Spark plugs.

4.
S.

Additional Maintenance Requiremen

1.
2.

Chain.

MATERIALS

See Unit Specifications.

EQUIPMENT
See Unit Specifications.

FACILITIES

See Unit Specifications.

METHODS

The instructor will describe and demonstrate the servicing procedures
described below.
Each instructor demonstration will be followed by a student
demonstration in which the students will work together in carrying out the
activity.

1.

Controls

1.1-

Brake Adjustment

(1)

Need--Improper adjustment may result in the followin
(a)
(b)
(c)

Inability to apply brakes fully.
Inadvertent application or over-application of brakes.
Catching fingers between front brake lever and
handgrip in full application of front brakes.

Procedure--Students will adjust front and rear brake adjusting
nuts for the amount of play and travel indicated in owner's.
manuals. As a general guide, the following conditions should
prevail following adjustment:
(a)
(b)

1.2

Distance between front brake lever and handgrip is
about 2-1/2 inches in the fully applied position.
The foot brake should travel approximately one inch
to the fully-applied position.

Clutch and Thro tle

Clutch and throttle should be adjusted accordi g to specification in the
owner's manual. When adjusted, controls should al ow a small amount of play to
prevent inadvertent application and excessive wea
Improper adjustment of clutch and throttle control inay result in
the following:
(a)
(b)

(2)

2.

Inability to apply control fully; clutch slip or drag.
"Touchy" throttle control resulting in inadvertent
over-application of the throttle.

Procedure--See owner's manual.

Oil /Filter Change
(1)

Need
(a)
(b)

Changing oil at recommended intervals prolongs engine life.
Oil must be changed more frequently when the motorcycle
is used:
to
In off-street operation.
e
For relatively short periods of time.

Procedure
(a)

(b)
(c)

Start engine and warm it up for-S minutes.
Refer to owner's manual for -removal of oil filter
(while engine is warming).
Stop engine, remove filter and drain oil.
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d). Replace oil.
e)
Replace filter if necessary.
Note:

If oil is dirty, it should be replaced with fresh oil.
However, if the oil has just been Changed by a previous
Class, or by maintenance personnel, this same oil may be
poured back into the crankcase. The filter may also be
replaced if appropriate.

3.

Spark Plugs

3.1

Need for Servicing
(1)

Routine servicing -- Plugs Should be removed and examined
according to intervals prescribed in the owner's manual.

(2)

Plug failure-The following are symptoms of foul or dead plugs.
(a)
(b)
(c)

Misfiring.
FailUre to start.
Rough idling.

Frequency of servicing depends upon vehicle type.
,(a)

Two-stroke engines foul plugs more quickly than four-stroke
engines.
e
Burning of oil with gas tends to foul plugs.
e
Plugs should be checked every 500 miles.

(b)

3.2

One-cylinder engines are more sensitive to the effect of
a fouled plug.

Removal-Replacement Procedure
(1)

Use appropriate plug wrench.
(a)
(b)

Usually provided with motorcycle.
Automobile plug wrenches are not generally the correct size.

Make sure the base of the plug is well seated in the wrench
in order to prevent breaking the plug.
Replacement.
(a)
(b)

Start plug with the fingers to prevent forcing and crossthreading an improperly seated plug.
Tighten snugly but not excessively.
if torque wrench is avelimileluse owner's menual fnr
correct pressure.
engine block.
Excessive pressure may

Inspecting Plugs
The. instructor will describe and, if possible, illustrate
with actual
spark plugs, the following conditions:
(1)

Electrodes are light tan to medium gray--normal "healthy"
spark plug.

(2)

Electrodes are bnrhed or white--may mean any of the following:
(a)

The type of plug is too "hot."
The fuel mixture is too,lean.
There 'is insufficient oil in the fuel mixture.
Ignition timing is excessively advanced.

(b)

(c)
(d)

Electrode and insulator are black--may indicate one of he
following:
(al

Spark plug is too "cold."
Fuel mixture is too
There is too much or the wrong type of oil in the fuel
mixture,
Ignition timing is retarded'.

(b)
(c)
(d)

4

Seryicing Plugs
1)

(2)

Clean with a wire brush or electrical spark plug cleaning device.
Adjust plug gap.
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

Note:

Consult owner's manual for gap specificiation.
Measure gap with feeler gauge.
Use notch in feeler gauge or needle nose pliers- to
adjust gap.
The feeler gauge should pass through the gap with firm,
even resistance.

;Those students who have never adjusted a spark plug gap
before may need individual instruction.

Plug Replacement.

Frequency of replacement.
At intervals specified by the owner's manuaL
When cleaning fails to overcome symptoms of foul plugs.

lace with plugs meeting manufacturer's specification.
Improper plug could cause damage to pistons.
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4.

Chaiii

4.1

Need for Servicing.

The`intructbr will discuss need for

cinr including the fell

Norm 1 chain life--generally.about two years of normal
riding ; varies greatly depending on conditions.
Effect of improper servicing upon wear--decreases as much

(2)

as 50%.

Additional servicing needs under the following conditions:.
(a)
(b)
(c)

4.2

Rural gravel or dirt roads.
Muddy roads (e.g., early spring
Off-street operation.

Chain Removal

e instructor and student will demonstrate removal of the chain.
Since students in each pair will work jointly in removing the chain,
(Note:
the operation need be performed only (Ince.) Students will refer to the owner's
manual for removal procedure.

4.3

Inspection

While the chain is removed, the instructor will describe and the students
11 perform the following inspection:
(1)

Chain.
(a)
(b)

(c)

(2)

Broken or worn rollers.
Stretch--the length of the chain should stretch no
more than one-quarter inch for each foot.
If possible, the instructor should display a worn
chain and illustrate stretch.

Sprockets.
(a)

(b)
(c)

Check for broken, rounded, or hook-shaped teeth.
If possible, the instructor should display a worn
sprocket.
Sprocket should be replaced to avoid quick
deterioration of the chain.

.1*

4.4

Lubrication

The instructor and student should demonstrate lubrication of the chain.*

4.5

(1)

Wipe off dirt and excess oil.,

(2)

Soak chain in solvent.

(3)

Wipe dry (blow dry if compressed air is availabl

(4)

BruSh on oil (20-30

ght)or chain lube.

Replace Chain

The instructor and student should demon

replacement

chain.

(1)

Replace chain on sprockets.

(2)

Position so that the two ends are on the top of the rear
sprocket (to allow sprocket teeth to hold chain in place
Replace master link.

4.6

Adjust Chain
The instructor and student will demonstrate adjustment
of chain tension.
,

5.

With the instructor watching, students should check chain
tension using procedures described in IV-1.1.

Additional Maintenance Requirements

The instructor will describe additional maintenance required for safe,
reliable and economical operation.

5.1

Servicing Requirements
(1)

Wheels.
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

Alignment.
Wheel bearings.
Brake linings.
Spokes.
.11.1im=topr.
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(2)

Fuel System.
(a)

Filter.

(b)
(c)
(d)

Sediment bowl.
Float chamber.
Oil pump.

Engine.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(4)

Breaker points.
Compression.
Valves.
Timing.

Carburetor.

Steering head assembly and bearin
Swing arm assembly.

Shock absorbers, front fork.

5.2

Meeting Servicing Requirements
(1)

Above components should be serviced by mechanic unless
operator is qualified.
(a)
(b)

(2)

The typical operator lacks tools and skills.
Improper maintenance can cause damage and create
a safety hazard.

Owner's manual should be consulted for frequency
servicing requirements.

UNIT V.

OFF-STREET OPERATION

PURPOSE

The purpose of this unit is to enable students to gain the skills required d
to operate safely in the off-street environment.

CONTENT
Lesson l - Basic Off-Street Operation

Session 1 - Basic Off-Street Operating Principles (Classroom)
Session 2 - Basic Off-Street Operating Skills (Practice Area)
Session 3 - Basic Trail Riding (Trail)

Lesson 2 - Intermediate Off-Street Operation
Session 1 - Intermediate Off-Street Operating Principles
Session 2 - Intermediate Off-Street Operating Skills
(Practice Area)
Session 3 - Intermediate Trail Riding (Trail)

This unit focuses upon those skills that are needed by students to operate
safely in a normal recreational environment.
It is not intended to encourage
or enable students to seek the challenge of very difficult and potentially
dangerous terrain. Competition, either with nature or with other riders, is not
within the scope of this unit.
The focus is exclusively upon safety.
While the primary objective of this unit is safety of operation in the offstreet environment, there is potential benefit to safety of on-street operation
as well
The activities that make up laboratory instruction should enable students
to develop vehicle handling skills to a level of proficiency that would not.be
attained in normal day-to-day street nitration. Many authorities believe that such
proficiency is of benefit in coping with an'emergency which occasionally occurs in
the traffic environment.
Indeed, it is held, that the off-street environment provides
the only place in which riders are likely to develop and maintain the skills needed
to cope with traffic emergencies.
The organization of unit instruction follows an easy to difficult sequence.
In fact, it is the difficulty factor which distinguishes
lessons 1 and 2.
The classroom topics and laboratory situations dealt with
with in the two lessons are
the same in kind; it is only the degree of difficulty that differentiates betweah
the two.

The six hours of instruction that make up, this unit represent a bare
minimum for safe operation in an off-street environment. With additional
instruction, students can operate more efficiently and handle more difficult
terrain.
Such additional instruction could be provided by (1) extending the
duration of the Practice Area and Terrain sessions to two hours and/or (2) providing
additional trail sessions meeting the general requirements set forth in the final
session (V-2-3).
-319-
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Laboratory activities are not structured to the same level of detail
The reason is that specific actiaAties
as characterized previous units.
are determined by the characteristics of the particular off-street areas
in which instruction is taking place. These characteristics differ too much
from one location to another to allow uniform activities to be specified.
Because session activities are relatively unstructured, it is neith
possible nor necessary to prescribe specific time limits to the activities
themselves or'to the sessions. Each of the laboratory sessions could easily
be extended to two hours, or repeated on another day, without loss of instrucThis would extend the duration of our
tional value or student interest.
off-street instruction from six to 10 hours, thus extending the range of
conditions that students are able to deal with. The duration of instruction
would be determined primarily by student interests and instructional resources
rather than by the specific requirements set forth in the'specifications.

PREREQUISITES

In order to undertake instruction in Unit V, students mus have met ail
objectives of Unit I. Students whose basic control skills are marginal will
be unable to cope with laboratory instruction of this unit.
It is also strongly desirable that students meet objectives of Unit IV.
Maintenance, prior to undertaking this unit in order that the1y may ass
some of t4e responsibility for servicing and repair. The wear addrtear i volved
in off-street operation is such to impose an inordinately great burden upon
instuctors and assistants if they were not aided by students.

METHODS
that it conInstruction is this unit is similar to that of Unit III
centrates heavily upon laboratory exercises designed to (1) extend previously
learned control skills to the.level necessary to cope with the rigors of
the off-street environment, and (2) develop the new skills that are needed
to handled situations that are unique to the off-street environment. Classroom instruction focuses primarily upon the procedural components of the
manipulative skills to be learned during laboratory instruction.

MATERIALS
Student Materials
In addition to student materials identified in Course Specifications,
requirements for Unit V include the following:
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(1)

Maps of locations to be used as off - street practice
Areas and Trails.

(2)

Procedures to be followed in Area and Trail instruc
including formations, precautions and signals.

(3)

Requirements relative to clothing and protective ge

Teacher Materials
In addition to teacher materials identified in Course Specifications,
teacher materials should include the following:
(1)

Guidance in selection of locations suitable for
Area and Trail instruction.

(2)

Procedures to be used in seeking permission for
use of off-street areas including any forms
required for relieving landowners of liability
for accidents .or damage.

Procedures for trail instruction, including
formations and signals.'

Instructional Aids

Instructional aids required by this unit in

the following:

Demonstration AidsAids that permit the instructor
T33ii&FliFFIWW7Ki specific behaviors and coordinations that make up the performances to he learned,
e.g., body angle, fore-aft seat position, use of
feet, etc All of the activities are capable of
being demonstrated through the use of static visuals.
However, dynamic visuals have the advantage of
providing a demonstration of the entire response
pattern in real time.
The presentation must, however,
be capable of being frozen at various points in
the response pattern so that each element of the
response may be observed.
Where suitable commerical footage is unavailable,
or cannot be purchased, "homemade" Super 8 films
are inexpensive and relatively easy to make in the
off-street environment.
Super 8 projection equipment capable of freeze frame presentation is
relatively inexpensive.
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that illustrate the advantage
Ag activities in the prescribed manner,
ight use
e.g., illuStration of the effect of he
upon detectability in wooded areas.
Ex

per-rars

MENT

Equipment requirements identified in Course specifications should be
modified as described below.

Ope _t one

Motorcycles

As note! in the Course specifications, combination street/trail hikes
Trail bikes are suitable but less
would fulfill requirements of this Unit.
desirable since (I) they could not be used for other Units, and (2) they
would have to he transported to the instruction site, something of a problem
when 12 motorcycles are in use.
Olb

A few bikes in the maximum size range
for heavier students.

.e.

200cc) should be provided

Because of the wear and tear .involved, some dealers wi 1 not permit
n such cases it
loaned motorcycles to be used for OffStreet instruction.
may be necessary to limit enrollment to students who are ab e to supply
their own motorcycles.

Protective Gear
Clothing should be made of durable fo'ic.
Old clothes should be used
since they are likely to get dirty and may be torn.
Full boots are required.

Vehicle Parts and Supplies

Damaged vehicles will be returned to tie maintenance facility for
repair. The only parts that need be brought to the instruction site are
spark plugs.
The lack of on-site maintermicefacilities makes it important

that motorcycles be inspected for operating condition and fuel supply
before leaving the storage area.

Support Equipment
The markers (e.g., traffic cones) icier' tfied in Course specifications
would serve to create paths through terrain in order to create particular
exercises and to separate traffic.

In addition to a first aid kit and fire extinguisher, the following
should be brought to the instruction site:
Insect repellent.
Drinking water.

FACILITIES

Classroom
Classroom facilities must meet requirenaents for the Course specifications.
Practice Area

at be provided in order to allow
One or more off-street practice Areas
The
semi-structured activity in development 0140ff-street riding Skills.
practice Area fulfills for off-street instruction a role analagous to that
of a Range in on-street instruction. Range areas must meet the following
conditions:
(1)

Sufficiently open and unobst%ixted as to allow
one instructor to supervise two six students
engaged in different activities.

Be relatively close to the Reap facility, or
wherever motorcycles are stmrndso as to minimize
travel time. This is partimalorly important where
combined class/laboratory sa5nions are conducted.
Free of other motorcycle °pelt-Mrs.
-323.
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(4) Offer as many of the following conditions as possible:
Sandy areas of at least fifty feet in length,
with sand running from two to six inches in
depth,

Hills with'grades ranging between 15% and 30% and
10 to 30 feet in length.
Obstacles such as logs, rocks, fallen fence posts,
ranging up to 12 inches in height.
Muddy areas; small creek if possible.
Drop-offs yip to 12 inches in height.
Deep ruts.
Trail

One or more lengthy trails should be provided to allow students to
The
apply off-street operating skills in a realistic trail. environment.
trails fill a role analagous to that of public streets and highways in
To meet the requirements of this Unit, the trail a
On-street courses.
should meet the following conditions:
Allow operation over several miles without
traversing the same area. One segment of
a longer trail may be used provided it can
be- entered and exited without difficulty.
Each trail should provide as many of the
following as possible:
Terrain characteristics previously-identified under Area facilities.
Areas where vision is obscured by trees,
tall grass, bushes, etc.
Creeks or streams ranging up to a foot in
depth.

In at least one trail, various terrain
features should be confined to-the lower
levels of difficulty (e.g., no steep
hills, deep sand or water, large obstacles)
so that they may be used for initial
instruction.

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
TITLE

Basic Off- Street Operation

PURPOSE

The purpose of this lesson is to introduce off-street operation and to
develop those skills needed (1) in order to operate in a relatively easy
off-street environment, and (2) as a basis for acquisition of higher level
skills.

OBJECTIVES

Knowledge and Skill Objectives

Performance Objectives
Speed Limitations

The student must know the potential
unseen hazards such as other trail
users, dropoffs, and logs.

The student must adjust speed to
sight distance and surface conditions.

Hills

The student
of upgrades
the ability
tain speed,

The student must be able to select
the appropriate course and speed
for negotiating an upgrade or
downgrade.

must know the characteristics
and downgrades that affect
of the motorcycle to maindirection, and balance.

The student must be able to combine
cues of gradient and motorcycle speed
in order to select the proper approach
speed and path of ascent or descent.

The student must know the proper posture
for negotiating upgrades.

The student must be able to climb
gentle hills.

The student must be able to control
motorcycle speed, direction and balance
from appropriate hill-climbing stance.
The student must know the proper weight
distribution and gear selection for
operating on downgrades.

The student must be able to maintain
speed and traction on downgrades

The student must he able to adjust t
brake pressure and steering to maintain
balance and control and to recover
from skids, when operating on a downgrade.
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Performance Objectives

Knowledge and Skill Objectives

Obstacles

The student must know the hazards
imposed by obstacles including
slippery surfaces, rocks, small plants
and shrubs, and an adequate clearance
between trees and other large obstacles.

The student must be ablek,to select
a safe path through obstacles.

The student must be able to surmount
obstacles that do not exceed the ground
clearance of the motorcycle (without
lofting).

The student must be able to alter
weight distribution and control throttle
application so as-to lighten the front
end when surmounting obstacles such as
logs, and rocks.

The- student must be able to determine
if water can be negotaited safely.

The student must know the nature of
underwater hazards, including slippery
rocks, mud, dropoffs, and broken glass.
The student must know the potential
damage to engine that may-result from
operating in water of excessive depth
or allowing the motorcycle to fall while
it is in the water.

The student must be able to maintain
speed, direction, and balance while
operating in shallow water.
The student must be able to check and
restore motorcycle brake efficiency
after traversing water.

The student must know the effects of
wet brake.linings upon braking efficiency.

Sand

The student must be able to regulate
throttle, gear shift, and body weight
distribution in order to lighten the
front end and maintain traction and
momentum when operating in sand.

The student must be able to maintain
traction and momentum when operating
in sand.

The student must adjust steering and
throttle control to maintain direction
and to turn in, heavy sand.

The student must be able to adjust
steering and throttle coordination of the
dltered surface traction of light sand.

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PR
LESSON

ION TITLE

Of

Basic Off - street Operating Principles

1

-RAM

CLASSMOrn

PURPOSE

The purpose of this
principles for handling
basic control skills.

ssion is-to introduce offstreet operation and communicate
those terrain conditions that require only

CONTENT

This unit consists of the following topics:
1.

Introduction to Off-Street Operation

2.

Visibility limitations

3.

Sand

4.

Obstacles

,

S. S Hills
Water

6.

This unit focuses upon principles by which students may apply previously
acquired skills to terrain characteristics encountered in the off-street
enviTonment.
Students should not be exposed, either in verbal instruction
or through visual aids, to conditions that cannot be handled on the basis of
instruction received in Unit 1.
Situations that appear potentially dangerous,
such as "lofting" over logs, or climbing steep hills, may cause those students
who are lacking in confidence to discontinue instruction.

MATERIALS
Student Materials
See Unit specifications.

Teacher

a

specifications.
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Instructional Aids

Instructional aids required in s--port of session instruction include
the following:
(1)

Static visuals capable of illustrating the following:
(a)

Trail hazards as they actually exist and as hidden
from the rider by sight limitations.
Obstacles commonly encountered in the off-street
environment.
is

Potential under -water hazard

Dynamic visuals demonstrating procedures for handling the
following:
(a)

Sandy surfaces.

(b)

Obstacles.

(c)

Upgrades and downgrades.

Nature of Off-Strdet Riding
By way of introdu tion,to this Session, the instructor will briefly
dicUss the following:
1.1

Benefitscif bffStriet Riding
ttecreatiOTO''
(a)

Exercise

(b)

Group. Activity

Skill Development

(b)

.

ProviRis an opportunity to develop basic skills
:transferrable to street riding.
Provides one:of the ways of developing the
advance skips needed in handling on-street
emergencies.,

1,2. .14zards

y injuries occur in off-street riding.
records of off - street injuries not
generally kept.
Off-strect, injuries are probably greater in nuniker,
though lower in severity, than on-street injuries.

'Extentunknown
(b)

Common .causes of .injury:
(a)

(3)
(c)
(d)

te)

Tree branches.
Large rocks, logs, stumps
GraVel, rocky surfaces.
'Tall` grass, concealing holes, rocks, debris.
Narrow passages--grab tires, handlebars.

:Obleetive of instruction.
(a)
(b)

(c)

To assist students in recognizing and coping with
potential hazards.
Does not include the "challenge" involved in coping
with unnecessary hazards:
No long steep hills.
fp
0 No "jumping" large obstacles.
Does not involve competition; all operation at relatively
low speed.

2.

Visibility Limitations

2.1

Nature of Limitations

Using static visual aids, the instructor will compare the rider's
point of view with actual trail conditions in order to illustrate the
manner in which hazards may be concealed by the following:
Hills

Curves

Trees, brush

2.2

(4)

Tall grass

(5)

Water

(6)

Boulde

Procedures for Improving Visibility

The instructor will discuss the importance of the following in reducing
danger from unseen hazards:
(

)

Improving the ability to see.
(a)

Reduce speed.

Allows more time to respond.
Allows quicker turns and stops.
Reduces injury in the case of a collision or a fall.
(2)

Improving detectability.
(a)

(b)

2.3

Daytime use of headlights.
Bright colored gear.
Helmet
Clothing
Standing on pegs
Helps to see over the tops of hillcrests.
Provides hatter perspective in tall grass, water.
Allows quick collision avoidance responses.

Night Riding

The instructor will discuss the special dangers involved in trail riding
at night.

Nature of hazard.

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

Branches
Dropoffs
Water
SurfaCe conditions
Ruts
Mud
Other trail uqers

Avoiding hazards.
(a)

(b)

Avoid night trail riding if at all possible.
Schedule return well before sundown.
O
o
Return to highway before dark'.
Keep headlight mounted on the motorcycle in case night
operation becomes necessary.

Sand
Using dynamic visuals, the instructor will describe the basic procedures
for handling sandy surfaces of various depths under differing conditions
(e.g.tdamp vs. dry).
3.1

speed
/'

/(1'

(2)

Entering speed.
_iblp--in Or_
Maintain moderate speed--20 mph
(a)
to overcome resistance of sand.
Insufficient speed may allow front tire to wobble or sink.
Excessive speed may result in a fall if the front wheel
is deflected by sand.
Operate in a gear that provides moderate engine speed.
(b)
Excessive engine speed may cause rear wheel spin.
Insufficient engine speed will result in a stall.
Maintaining speed.
Maintain moderate
(a)
(b)

peed.

If it is necessary to downshift:
Shift quickly to prevent loss of speed.
Maintain high engine speed during shifting
close the throttle completely.

do not

Slowing.
(a)

(b)

Gradually reduce speed to prevent an abrupt stop.
Gradually close throttle.
Avoid use of brakes.
If it is necessary to brake, use the rear brake primarily.
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3.2
11P

Directional Control and Balance
(1)

Maintain course.
(a)

(b)

Allow motorcycle to wander back and forth.
Wandering results from the effect of sand against
the front wheel.
Ride with it; don't fight it.
cult
Minimize direction changes; turning makes it
to maintain balance.

Turning--If it becomes necessary to turn:

3.3

(a)

Turn very gradually.

(b)

Resistance of sand causes a speed reduction in a
sharp turn; may result in loss of balance.

Body position
(I)

In ddep sand, rise up on pegs to allow quick weight
needed to maintain balance.

(2)

In shallow sand, move slightly back on the seat.
Increases rear wheel traction.
(b)

Lightens front wheel to prevent

'rom digging into

the sand.

4.

Obstacles

4.1

Nature of Off- Street Obstacles

Using static visuals, the instructor will illustrate and describe
obstacles to progress encountered in the off-street environment.
(1)

General obstacles
Rocky areas.
Creek beds.
Rocky trails.
Logging areas.

Tap grass, leaves, pine needles--m y conceal obstacles
ogs.
such as roots, ruts, rocks, holes,
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(d)

(2)

4.2

Construction areas (e.g., new developments under
construction); frequently littered with sharp metal,
glass, lumber, cinder blocks, etc.

Specific obstacles
(a)

Insufficient clearance
Tires--Rocks so close together as to pinch tires.
Handlebars--Trees too close together to permit passage.

(b)

insufficient traction
Extremely slippery areas- -Wet boards, moss-covered rocks.
Off camber surfaces--e.g., rocks inclined across the
motorcycle's path.
Obstacles upon which turns may be made.

(c)

Insurmountable obstacles
Obstacles that exceed the ground clearance of the motorcycle.
Obstacles that must be struck at a sharp angle rather
than head on.

Surmounting Small Obstacles

The instructor will illustrate and describe procedures for surmounting
Obstacles ranging up to 4-6 inches in height.
(1)

Approaching obstacles
(a)

Approach angle
As close to perpendicular as possible.
No less than 450.

(b)

Point of contact--select the point that
leads to the smallest risk.

-

Lowest point.
Natural ramp (e.g., dirt buildup).
Logs--bark covered portion to
provide rear wheel traction.
Large rocks--near the center to
prevent the rock from tipping under
the weight of the motorcycle.

Slow speed
Minimizes impact.
Allows quick acceleration to lighten
front end.
(d)

Low gear--first or second gear to allow
quick acceleration.

\

imn6diatelyprior to impact:

(2)

Raise up on footpegs:
Helps operator to shift_ 'ght rea
(tee below).
Keeps operator from being bounced o
seat on rear wheel impact.
COlapress shock absorbers:
Lean forward
Nit weight on handlebars
Lighten front end immediately prior to impact:
Accelerate quickly
Pull back on handlebars
Maintain straight course:
Any turn will cause the motorcycle to lean.
Motorcycle leaning on impact may be upset.

(a)

(b)

(d)

ediately following impact
Close throttle:
Cause front end to drop.
Allow steering to aid maintaining
balance.

5.

Hills

The instructor will illustrate: and describe procedures for negotiating
hills, e.g., 1M,
5.1

Upgrades
(1)

Select course that provides the following:
(a) Straight uphill path; no turns required for
rocks, trees, other obstacles.
Firm even surface; avoid ruts caused by
erosion.

Firm surface providing good traction
avoid grass, small pet)
(2)

Approach speed:

lbl

)

(e. g.

efficient momentum to allow 1ri11 to he
climbed without shift lug to le w gear.
Pownshift may cause wheels to spin,
front wheel lift.

(;ear select

in:

Must allow sufficient approach sp
yet enough power to allow speed
maintained on hill.
ri)

J11(
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(
(b)

Second gear is generally suitable for small
hills.

Stance:
(a)
(b)

Stand on footpegs.
Leans the body forward upon starting up the
incline; helps keep front wheel on the
surface as the weight of the motorcycle
shifts to the rear wheel.

Maintain Power:
Even a momentary loss of power "may cause
the motorcycle to slow abruptly.
Once momentum is lost, it is difficult
to regain it; engine stalls or rear whe,els
spin.

Maintain Direction:
(a)

(b)

5.2

Turns tend to result in a loss of speed.
Turn if necessary to keep from stalling.

Downg rades
(1)

Select the safest path; avoid the following:
(a)
(h)

(2)

Surfaces conditions and obstacles described in 5.1 (1).
Lack of sufficient runout at the bottom.

Start downhill ut low speed.

Speed should he just sufficient to maintain
balance.
(h)

(3)

Speed reduction may be difficult.
Excessive braking will cause rear
wheel to lock, making steering difficult
Motorcycle may skid down hill.

Maintain low speed on the downgrade.

It

(h)

Keep the rsotorcyrle In
provide engine braking.
Keep throttle closed for engine braking.

IC)

Maintain a slight pressure on both
brakes.

hack on the seat
rear wheel traction.

Stance- =s

p

Improves braking.
Prevents skidding.
(5)

6.

6.1

Maintain straight path= -turns may
wheel skid.

re

Water
Potential Hazards
app

and illustrate,

rhe instructor will des
ing potential hazards!

Sharp objects (e.g., rocks, broken bottle
cause damage to tires)
Slippery surfaces te.g., slime-covered rocks; may
cause falls resulting in injury, damage to engine
and electrical system).
enter

Drop offs and holes; may
intakes.

electinq Crossing
(I)

D
(a)

(h)

Point

h ut water
so deep as to submerge
Should not
air intakes or exhaust pipes (12 IM
inches maximum).
The operator should hr able to sec
the bottom or he preceded by not hear
rider,

(c)

moving, there. should
It the water
be sur
r11/11

TtIC Opi
grf) tit!'
A

de shellld provide A
I II(

60 cep

all

1 II(

lit yt

k

t

Itl

muddied by fr
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I

t

I
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'lent

he

Negotiating Through Water

6.3

Maintain adequate speed (10-15 mph).
(a)

(b)

Insufficient speed:
May cause loss of momentum, particularly
if the bottom is covered with mud.
6 Doesn't deflect water to the sides;
may splash englIVAN
May not allow the motorcycle to climb
out on the other side.
Excessive'speed:
May spray water into the air intake.
May spray the rider and those behind.

Body Position
(a)

(b)

Novice should remain seated -- easier to hold
motorcycle up if it starts to fall.
Experienced rider may stand
Better visibility
Better control

Area Preparation
The instructor wi
Area instruction.
.

-brie- y review the following requirements for_ Practice

(1)

Location of meeting place.

(2)

Directions t6 the practice area.

(3)

Map of the practice area showing exercise
locations.

(4)

Requirements for clothing and protective gear.
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MODE

Basic O fStreet Operating Skills

Practice Area

PURPOSE

The purpose of this session(is to enable students to develop selfconfidence and to acquire the basic skills required to negotiate shallow
sand, moderate hills, and small obstacles.

CONTENT

This alit consists of the following activities:
ride

1.

2.

Sand

3.

obstacles

H Ils

The first exercise is intended to develop interest and confidence by allowing
students to operate over a short, easy trail. The remaining exercises follow
no set sequence.
Two groups of six students will rotate among the three exercise
areas, at 15-minute intervals, as assigned by the instructor.
Each of the
exercises will be performed separately. However, after students have attained a.
degree of proficiency, the three exercises may be combined into one single exercise.
All 12 students would operate along a marked course that included all three exercise.
areas.
The time allocations given in the exercise descriptions include both separate
and combined exercise time.
MATERIALS
See Unit Specifications.

EQUIPMENT
See Unit Specifications.

FACILITIES

For this session, the Practice Area utilized during ,the exercisesshould
meet the following requirements:

-3

to 2-4 inches in depth.

4
Obstructions--Up to 4 inches in height.
Hills--Up to 15 % grade.

METHODS
1.

Trail Ride

15 minutes

(1) Purpose--The purpose of this exericse is to enable students
to develop self - confidence and to help generate interest in
trail riding, by operatingiver a short, easy trail.

Practice Area LayoutThe layout Of the exercise area will
meet the forkowing requirements:
(a) No greater than one mile in length.
(b) Firm surface, no,sand, loose dirt, or gravel deep
enough to Materially affect the operating_ch aracteristics
of the motorcycle
(c) No surface obstaclet such as branches, logs, etc. any
More than 1 inch-in diateter.
(d) No deep ruts Or holes deeper than 2-3 inches.
(e) lateral clearance.at least 12 inches on both sides of
the handlebars.
(f) No dropoffs and no hills steeper than 14 %.
Exercise Procedures- -The exercise will be performed using
the following protedures
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

Up to-six students will follow the instructor over the
trail segment.
Operating speeds will not exteed 15 mph.,
Three-second following distances will be maintained.
The instructor will signal all stops by raising the right hand.

qperating Procedures--The exercise will be carried out using
normal-motorcycle operating procedures.

Instruction PointsNone.
(6)

Method--No additional comments.
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15 minutes

Sand

Purpose--To,enable students to develop skill in operating
the motorcycle in shallow sand.
(2)

Practice'Area Layout--This exercise Should take place in a
sandy ,area at least 50 feet in length and consisting of
sand having a depth of up to 4 inches. A path should be
indicated by markers placed at the entry and exit points from
the sand. If possible, two paths approximately 15 feet apart'
should be used to allow two motorcycles to negotiate sand at
the same time.
Exercise Procedures--The exercise
activities:

will consist of the fo

rig

students will enter the sand next to one marker and
maintain a straight course to the marker at the far end
of the sand.
One student will not enter the sand until the preceding
student has exited or until signalled by the instructor.
Any student who stalls or falls in the sand will push the
motorcycle out of th pathway to permit the next motorcycle
to start.
(4)

Operating Procedures--The exercise will be performed using
the following procedures:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(5)

Rise on pegs and shift weight back before
entering sandy area.
Enter at moderate speed and in low gear.
Maintain speed through the sandy area
Allow the motorcycle to wander; avoid "fighting"
the handlebars.

nstruction Points--The instructor should observe the
udent .for the following errors:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

Entering without sufficient speed.
Failing to maintain speed.
Remaining seated.
Failing to shift the weight back.
Looking down rather than ahead.
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(6)

Method--If the sand varies in depth, the exercise should start
in shallow areas and progress to paths
involving areas of greater depth.

Obstacles

15 minutes
ose--The purpose of this exercise is to enable students to
surmount all obstacles across the trail.

Practice Area LayoutThe layout of the practice area for this
exercise will include the following:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

nfigured so as
A path laid out, with the aid of markers,
to expose the student to as many of the folrOwing obstacles
as follows:
6 Holes, small ditches, small rises and dropoffs.
Branches, small logs, and/or flat rocks laid across the path.
None of these obstacles should exceed 4 inches in height.
A firm fte.face between obstacles.
Configured to form a circuit so that students may operate
continuously along the path.
A minimum separation of 15 feet between segments of the path.

Exercise _Pros dures

(b)

(4)

Students will operate along the prescribed path maintaining
a distance separation of at least three seconds.
The first few times around the path, all obstacles will be
placed perpendicular to the motorcycle's path.'
After students have demonstrated their ability to handle the
obstacles successfully, they will be re-oriented so as to
require that the operator surmount them at angles up to 30 degrees.
Students who have not participated in obstacle surmounting
during Unit III (i.e., students not enrolled in the Comprehensive
Course) should be provided an opportunity to practice
standing on the pegs-as well as coordinating acceleration and
weight shift, using small obstacles (e.g., two, inches in
height) before attempting the path that has been described.

Operating Procedures- -The exercise will be performed using the
following procedures:

(c)
(d)

Approach at low speed in low gear (first or second).
Rise on footpegs, weight forward to compress shock absorbers.
Maintain straight path.
Just before impact, open throttle and shift weight back

(e)

rapidly.
Close throttle as the front Vie sur

(a)
(b)

34
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the

Instruction Points--The instruc
for the following errors:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

(6)

observe the students

Failure to shift weight forward on approach ("Rock
absorbers are not compressed).
Remaining seated as the motorcycle surmounts the,ob4igle.
Failure to open throttle and, shift the, weight -back..;
Failure to close the throttle isiMediitely upon surmopnti.ng
the obstacle.

a 4rmourrting

Method - -The instructor. will demonstrate ptiope

on
path lk

technique using several :of the obsta9les plided
He will then make e-01mi cOMplete circuit Of 7th

v

the pear:
fie .students

obseive from a stationarysesition.
ill oper

FollowinA the'instructor demonstration,' students
the'plithyhiJe the instructor observes,

151ninute

-.purpose of t

ht to

s .te.' enable

d and descend,1

-- Thisu'exercisc requires

a I

hil4 apOibx ateiy
40

lengthavith a pide,of abou

be fgid, uphill
ed

y tisle to,perm It continuous

i

etsof)maAers phould b

placed at the
hill paths.

tridicate uphill :aid do

mmint

-a`20 -fcidt. sepa

tion between u

S

Exercise,Procedurest4h

exeteisal should

armed using the.

foliating, procedures
A

S will approach the marker at
ride directly Ito the top; t$ents
d
ill approach the marker 'at
he bottom.'

In,asaending
the fOot'of

scendf

h

Oloceed

uphi i F ancl:down-hial paths are placed side
students should- operate continuously in a circuit: ,Upon
eachipg the top ofsthe hill, they should turn and approach t1 6
ownhill path; similarly, upon reaching the bottom, they should

(t) '.Nhere

turn nd approach the uphill path.

if
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(c)

(d)

Where only one path is available, students will proceed
one by one to the top. All will then turn around, and
prpceed one by one to the bottom.
Regardless Of the layout, no student will start uphill or
downhill until the path is clear; no two students will
operate on the same incline at the same time.
Any student who stalls on the incline willback
and turn to the left across the hill, then turn
right and proceed downhill. No attempt should be made to accelerate
the motorcycle on the hill once it has stalled.

rating_ ProceduresStudents will perform the exercise using the
o4owing procedures:
Uphill
(a)
Approach the hill in the proper gear (generally second)
at sufficient speed to reach the top without downshifting.
(b)
Stand on the footpegs with the body inclined forward.
(c)
Maintain a straight line and constant speed.
(d)
Close the throttle upon reaching the crest of the hill.

Downhill
(a)
Approach at low speed in the proper gear (generally second).
(b)
Maintain slight pressure on both brakes.
(c)
Sit well back on the seat.
Instruction Points--The instructor will observe for the folio

ng

errors.:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(6)

Approaching the incline at the wrong speed or in the wrong gear.
Failure to distribute weight appropriately (i.e., sitting
squarely in the seat).
Spinning the rear wheel while going uphill,or locking it
coming downhill.
Failure to close the throttle at the top of the hill.
Failure to look well ahead (i.e., looking directly in front
of the motorcycle).

Method--The instructor will provide at least two demonstrations
of uphill and downhill operation, after which students will take
turns ascending and descending the hill. Instructor should be
positioned near the top in order to'observe students and render
assistance to those who stall or fall.

348
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TITLE

Basic

1

Trail-

Rid ng

Trail

PURPOSE

The purpose of this session is to allow students to apply basic trail riding
principles, and develop basic trail riding skills, both within an actual trail
environment.

CONTENT

This session is.designed to permit students to continue,within a trail
environment, to develop those skills acquired during Practice Area instruction.
The trail would be selected so as to confront students'with conditions calling
for application of the full range skills previously acquired, yet not demand
levels of proficiency beyond those possessed by students on the basis of Practice
Area instruction.

MATERIALS
Student Materials

In addition to the general requirements set forth in Unit Specifications,
the following specific student materials are required for this session:
.

1.

Route Guidance
(a)

(b)

2.

A map of the trail area that may be used to:
Brief the lead student on the course to be taken.
e
Assist anyone separated from the group in rejoining it.
Street map--A regular or specially prepared street map of
the area surrounding the trail, to be used to:
Assist students in finding the location of the trail ride.
Enable students who become lost or otherwise separated
e
from the group to find their way home.

Trail Riding Rules -- General rules for trail riding including the
following:

Hand, horn, or other signals used by instructors to
communicate the following:
Stop immediately (e.g., trouble ahead).
Stop at the next convenient spot (e.g., rest, change
positions).
Close up the formation (e.g., lagging students).
6

Procedures to be used in the event of any of
emergencies:
Equipment breakdown.
Becomin4 lost.

he

o

ing

Injury.

Teache

ialS

See

Specifications.

EQUIPMENT

In addition to requirements set forth in the Unit Specifications, each
instructor'should bring a 25-foot length of rope to be used in pulling disabled
motorcycles.
FACILITIES

This session requires a trail consisting of a clearly delineated path,
up to several miles in length, having as many of the following characteristics as
possible:
(a)

Sand--Short, sandy segments with sand up to 4 inches in depth;
no deep sand.

(b)

Surface Obstructions - -A few obstructions up to * inches in height;
no objects
exceeding the motorcycle's ground clearance and no
areas requiring continuous operation over obstacles e.g. , rocky
river beds, heavily eroded surfaces, deep ruts).

Hills--Inclines up to 15% grade having firm surfaces and clear

obstacles.
(d) Sight/Maneuver Limitations -- Woods, large rocks, etc. creating both
iit and maneuver limitations. The lateral clearance between
allow 12 inches clearance
obstacles should
on either side of the motorcycle's handlebars.
(e)

Water -- Narrow -and shallow (up to 4 inches) creeks or brooks.

The under-water surface must be relatively firm and clear of
rocks or debris.

ITHOD
PurposeSame as Session purpose
(2)

Route RequirementsRoutes through the selected facility
should be chosen so as to expose students to the widest range
of conditions. In designating routes, the following requirements
should-be imposed:

351
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(a)
(b)
(c)

is alright
Operation on public highways should be minimized(
to cress them).
Preserved areas and ground under cultivation shou d be avoided.
Difficult conditions should be encountered toward the middle of
the route rather than at the beginning or end.

Exercise Procedures--The exercise
following procedures:
(a)
(b)

I be performed using the

An instructor and three students will proceed in single file
along the trail.
A student will occupy the lead position and will be followed
immediately by the instructor.

Approximately every ten minutes, the
allow the instructor to:
Critique the lead student.
Answer any questions.
Rotate students among positions.
(4)

cation will stop to

Operating
es--The following items should be stressed
and used to guide the lead student critique:
(a)
(b)

Sight limitations- -Speed will be reduced where sight distance
is limited by trees, hills, and embankments, or
vegetation.
Operating Procedures-- Operating procedures taught in
Sessions V-1-1 and V-2-2 will be used in handling the following
off-street situations:
Sand
Hills
Obstacles
er

lnstruc

Points -- Student should be observed for those errors
identifie in connection with specific off-street environmental
characteristics during Practice Area instruction (V-1-2).

Method --In addition to general instruction methods described in
Course specifications the following techniques will be employed:
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Preparation- -The instructor will undertake the following
activities in preparation for the trail riding session:

Scout the selected route in advance. This should be
done shortly before the scheduled session in order that
the instructor will be aware of any recent changes in
trail conditions (e.g., fallentrees, muddy areas).
Review the proposed route with students, using provided
maps.

Control and ObservationThe instructor will adopt the
following techniques in observing and exercising control
over students:
Generally operate in the second position in order to
be able to observe both the lead student and the path
ahead.

Upon approaching areas where particular maneuvers are
to be performed (hills, obstacles, water, etc.) take up
an advanced position so as tO observe each student carry
out the maneuver.
Where the lead position is taken by a proficient student,
drop back one position in order to be able to observe and
critique a less proficient student.
Utilize radio communication equipment, if available, to give
immediate feedback to the lead student and draw attention of
other students to correct any incorrect performances.
Navigation - -To provide for prectice in navigation, the
following procedures will be adopted:
The lead student will be responsible' for following the
correct course and for marking any unclear choice points.
All students will be required to follow the course on
a map so as to be aware of their location at any time.
(d)

StoixIn addition to any periodic stops that are required for
critique of the lead student, additional stops should be
called for as follows:
Rest stops should be scheduled approximately every 20 minutes
or after a particularly demanding segment of the trail
has been negotiated.
'At any stop, students shold be queried. as to their
present location, as indicated on the area map
A critique or instructor deiOnstration may be
ovi(led
wherever particularly notab
conditions are
countered.
If a student fails to show up- t a stop point, or if the
instructor notices the absence of a student-, t e formation
will remain in place while the instructor backtracks to
find the student.
During one of the rest stops, the instructor will demonstrate
the process of towing a disabled motorcycle.
_
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Intermediate Off-Street Operation

PURPOSE

The purpose of this lesson is to enable students to d velop the
skills needed to cope'with the more demanding aspects of a ormal off-street
operating environment.

OB4CTIVES
Performance Objectives

Knowledgefand Skill Objectives

HILLS

The student must be able to climb and
descend steep hills.

The student must be
adjust body position
celera_ion,
braking, and gear selection to control
speed and balance on steep upgrades and
downgrades.

The student must be able to control,
repoSition, and restart the motorcycle
in the event of an engine stall on a
steep upgrade.
The student must be able to start the
engine on, negotiate, and turn uphill
or downhill from, an off-camber surface.

OBSTACLES

The student must be able to surmount
obstacles whose height exceeds the
ground clearance of the motorcycle.

The student must know the conditions
of speed, obstacle height, gradient,
surface condition, and approach angle
permitting the motorcycle to surmount
large obstacles.
Tice student must coordinate throttle and
weight distribution in order to maintain
the front wheel in an elevated position
until the rear wheel has climbed an
obstacle.

or -Ace Objectives

Knowledge and Skill Objectives

HEAVY SAND

The student lust be able to operate in
heavy sand.

The student must be able to regulate
throttle, gear OM, and weight distribution in order to lighten the
front end and maintain traction and
momentum when operating in heavy sand.

The student ust be able to dismount,
push the motorcycle,' and reMount when
the engine is in danger of stalling
in heavy sand.

MUD

The student must be able to operate the
motorcycle in mud.

'The student must be able to adjust
steering, throttle control, use of the
clutch, gear selection, and weight
distribution,so as to maintain speed
and direction in mud.

DEEP WATER
Al

The stadent must be able to opeate the
motorcvcle in deep water.
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The student must be able to regulate
throttle, clutch, gear shift, and body
weight distribution so as .to maintain
speed, direction, and balance when
operating in deep water.

MOTOR C VC LE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
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Intermediate 0ff-_

1

2

eet ©perating Principles

Classroom

PURPOSE

The purpose
this session
to communicate to students the hazards
created by, and procedures for coping with, the more demanding characteristics
of the

off-street enykroliment.

CONTENT
session consists
1.

he following tops s:

Steep hills
Side slopes
Large obstacles
Deep sand
Mud
Range tpreparation
reparat

This session focuses upon the procedural components of the higher level skills
needed to cope with the more demanding terrain features that were excluded from
Lesson 1.

MATERIALS

Student Materials
See Unit specifications.

Teacher Materials

See Unit specifications.

0-

Instructional-Aids

Instructional -aids required in support of session instruction in
the following:

(1)

Static or dynamic visual 'aids illustrating the following:
(a)
(b)

(2)

ude

.

Recovering from a stall on a steep hill.
Negotiating side slopes.

Dynamic visual aids demonstrating procedures for handling
the following:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

Maintaining speed and Ajbvell.ng from elevation of
the front wheel on a steep upgrade.
Lofting over large obstacles.
Operating in deep sand, including dismounting, pushin
and remounting while maintaining momentum.
Operating in mud.
,4

FACILITIES

See Course specifications.
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METHODS
1.

Steep Hills

1.1.

Problems Created-by Steep Hills
(1)

Upgrades.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

1.2

Maintaining speed - -The greater the incline, the

more precise must be the coordination of throttle, clu
ge4r shift.
Stalfs--The steeper the incline, the more likely the
engine is to stall.
Front wheel contact--The steeper the incline, the more
likely the front,wheel is to come off the surface during
acceleration or when striking an object.

Braking--Rear wheel braking is more likely to result in
a skid because of
Increased gravitational force.
Increased forward weight shift.

Maintaining Speed on Upgrades

Using dynamic visuals, the instructor will illustrate and describe procedures
for maintaining speed on an upgrade.
(1)

Approaching steep gradesChoice of path, gear selection, and
speed more critical on steeper upgrades.

(2)

Lo
(a)

ower--If engine speed begins to fall:
as soon as RPMs begin to drop; if the engine
egins ,to lug, speed recovery may not be possible.
Downshift quickly.
The motorcycle will lose speed quickly between gears.
It may be necessary to downshift without using the clutch.

Rear Wheel Spin--Reduce power by one of the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)

throttle.
Relax
Upshift, if possible, to increase speed.
Slip the,clutch if upshifting would result in a stall.

2-

N

1.3

Recove

ng from a Stall

Using static or dynamic visuals, the instructor will demonstate and des
procedures for recovering from an engine stall on an. upgrade.
(1)

Controlling Position
(a)

Front brake.

Use the front brake to control backward roll if the
gradient and surface will permit.
Shift into neutral.
(b)

Front brake and clutch.

If the grade is too steep or traction insufficient,
use the transmission as well as the front brake to
maintain position.
Regulate the front brake and clutch to control backward
roll.
(2)

Turning the Motorcycle Crosswise to the Hill.
(a)

Regulate the front brake or brake and clutch so as to
allow the motorcycle to roll slowly backward.

(b)

Turn the handlebars away from the side that the kickstar er
is mounted on.
This will cause the motorcycle to turn so that the kickstand
is on the downhill side.
Flavin the kickstand on the downhill side allows the rider
to use the uphill leg to support the-motorcycle.
Lean the motorcycle toward the hill as it turns.

(d)

Squeeze the clutch lever for starting.

Continuing up or down hill.
(a)

Uphill

If grade and surface will permit, the motorcycle can
continue uphill.
It is best to start across the slope and gradually
turn uphill.
(b)

Downhill--If unable to get moving uphill, turn the motorcycle
down hill and proceed to the bottom to restart
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1.4

Elevation of Front Wheel

Using dynamic visual aids, the instructor will illustrate and discuss procedures for recovering from elevation of the front wheel on a steep slope.
)

Maintaining front wheel contact.
(a)

(b)
(c)

(2)

If the front wheel begins to rise:
(a)

(b)

(c)

(3)

(a)
(c)

Close the throttle.
Squeeze the clutch.
Tap the foot brake.

If the motorcycle begins to fall over backwards:

(b)
(c)

1.5

Shift weight forward.
Close the throttle.
Upshift or slip the clutch in order to prevent
recurrence.

If the front wheel rises sharply:

(b)

(4)

Keep weight forward.
Avoid sudden acceleration.
Apply power gradually in a downshift.
Open throttle gradually.
Slip clutch if necessary.

Close the throttle and shut off "kill switch."
Helps to keep the rear wheels from running uphill
and flipping the motorcycle over backward.
Closing the throttle may stall the engine;
turning off the kill switch is surer if it can be done.
Dismount and put both feet on the ground behind the
motorcycle.
possible.
Turn the motorcycle across the
Hold the handlebars tightly.
Turn the motorcycle 90- to the hill.
Use the front brake to stop the motorcycle.
If the motorcycle flips over,backward,
push the handlebars to one side and move
quickly in the opposite direction.

Steep Downgrades

Using dynamic visuals, the instructor will illustrate and discuss p
for handling steep downgrades.

cedures

Maintaining traction.

Keep the transmission in first ge
Sit well back on the seat to maximize rear wheel traction.
Apply both brakes.
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If traction cannot be maintained:
/
(a)
(b)
(c)

2.

Stall Ihe engine to provide engine braking.
Allow the rear wheel to lockup (from engine braking).
Use the feet for support; concentrate on keeping the
motorcycle in a straight path downhill.

Side Slopes

Using static or dynamic visuals, the instructor will illistrate procedures'
for negotiating side slopes.'

2.1

Operating Across Side Slopes
(1)

Avoid side slopes when traction is poor (e.g., dry grass).

(2)

Lean body toward hill to keep the angle of thee- wheel to the
slope as close to 900 as possible.

Use light rear brake pressure when stopping; locking up the rear
wheel may cause a downhill slide.

2.2

2.3

Turning
(1)

Make uphill turns gradually; sharp turns may result in a loss of speed.

(2)

Make downhill turns by leaning away from the turn.

Starting on a Side Slope
(1)

See that the kickstarter is on the downhill side, if possible,
so that the uphill leg may be used to hold the motorcycle upright.

(2)

If it is necessary to start the engine with the kickstarter on the
uphill side, it may be necessary to dismount to use the kickstarter.

Large obstacles
Using dynamic v
obstacles.

3.1

the instructor will illustrate "lofting" over large

Nature of Lofting

Allows the motorcycle to surmount obstacles that exceed the
ground clearance of, ttie motorcycle (illustrate obtstacles).

361
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Acco*li4h by maintaining the-front wheei/in an elevated
position while the'rear whee surmount the_ obstacle.
(illustrate).'

3.2

Lofting Procedure
Review critical elements of surmounting.
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

(f),

Approach with motorcycle straight up.
Select portion of obstacle with good traction.
Stand on pegs.
Lean. forward to compress shock absorbers.
Lean back and open throttle just before impact.
Close throttle as front end surmounts obstacle.

Lofting Procedure
)

(b)

Same as surmounting except that throttle is maintained
in open position after front wheel surmounts the obstacle.
Keeps the front wheel elevated as the rear wheel surmounts
the obstacle.
Prevents the frame from striking the obstacle.
Must approach the obstacle from 90- angle.

Lofting where surface is firm.
(a)
'(b)

May close the throttle as soon as the rear wheel makes contact
with the obstacle.
ikes first.
Drops the front end so that the front wheel

Lofting where surface is soft or obstructed.
(a)
(b)

(c)

'(d)
(e)
(5)

Maintain open throttle as rear wheel climbs the obstacle.
Keeps the front end elevated while the rear wheel surmounts
the obstacle.
Causes the rear wheel to contact the ground first.
Prevents the front wheel from burying into the surface.
Often called "jumping"'an obstacle.

Potential hazard.
(a)

Excessive throttle may cause the motorcycle to flip over
Jnickwards.

(h)

Should begin with gentle lofting; gradually increase dur
of front wheel elevation.
Too little throttle after lofting may result in the
front wheel hitting first.

ion

DEEP SAND

Using dynamic visuals, the instructor will illustrate and describe the
procedures for operating the motorcycle through deep sand.

4.1

Maintaining Speed
(

)

Review procedures for operating in sand.
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(2)

The deeper the sand,
(a)
(b)

4.2

Keep momentum.
Stand on pegs with weight well back.
Allow the motorcycle to weave back and fort:.
Make direction changes gradually if at all

The faster the motorcycle must go.
The further back the weight must be transferred.

Getting Started in Deep Sand
(I )

Keep weight well back.

(2)

Vary throttle.

I

(a)

(b)

(c)

4.3

Open throttle to start motorcycle moving.
Back off as \soon as the rear wheel begins to spin.
Keep repeating the process until the motorcycle
attains adequate speed.

Pushing the Motorcycle
If the rear wheel begins to spin and ttemotorcyc e starts
lose speed:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(2)

Jump off
Maintain
Keep the
Push the

the motorcycle without stopping.
a grip on both handlebars.
throttle open.
motorcycle to keep it going.

When the motorcycle gains sufficient speed:
(a)
(b)

Place the left foot on the footpeg.
Swing the right leg over the seat.
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Do not try to "duckwalk."
(a),

(b)

Keeps weight on the motorcycle, causing it
TOO fatiguing.

ink into the sand.

Mud

Using dynamic visuals, the instructor will describe the procedures for
operating through mud.

5.1

General Procedures
(1)

Operate at the slowest possible speed without losing headway;
the higher the speed, the greater the likelihood of a fall.
Keep in the highest gear po*sible without lugging the engine.
(a)
(b)

Limits power to the rear wheel.
Lessens the chances of spinning the rear wheel.

Remain seated in order to allow the feet to be used to hold
the motorcycle upright if such becomes necessary.

5.2

Special Problems
wheel spin.

(1)

(a)

)

Spinning rear wheel may dig a hole and cause the motorcycle
to become mired.
Shift to a higher gear in order to reduce power to the rear
wheel.

Engine lugging.
(a)
(b)

(3)

Downshift, applying power gradual
Slip the clutch if necessary.

Clogged wheel

(b)

Mud frequently builds up between the tire and the fender,
locking the wheels.
A laboring engine is a symptom of accumulating mud.
If wheels become clogged:
Leave the muddy area if possible; operating at high speed
over a firm surface will clean the tires.
If it is not possible to leave the muddy .real, stop and
clean out the mud with a screwdriver or stick cif wood.

6.

Practice Area Preparation
The instructor will provide directions to the ,location of the Practice Area
if it is different from that used for Session V -1.2.

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
UNIT

LESSON

V

2

SESSION

TITLE

2

Intermediate Off-Street Operating Skills

Practice Area

PURPOSE

rhe purpose of this session
to enable students to cope safely
mu re demanding characteristics of the off-street environment.

with the

CONTENT

This session CQ SiSLe. of the following topics:
1.

Steep hills

2.

Side slopes

3.

Large obtstacles
Deep sand
Mud

s.

Two groups of six students will rotate among the five exercise areas.
Initially,
each exercise will he performed separately.
However, after students have attained
a degree of proficiency, they may he combined into a single exercise, with all
twelve students operating along a marked course that includes the five exercise
areas.
The time allocations that are given in exercise descriptions include
the total time given to the activity both in separate and combined exercises.

MATERIALS
see btu t

su ecI f cat Ions.

EQUIPMENT
111 1 I

Spot: I

FACILITIES

meet

hir
Ihe

on, the Prnc ('(, Aron
lowing requirements:

in

i

I

7.ed

during the ex rt

Hills--Grades up to 30%.
Side slopes -- Slopes of up to 15% grade that are wide enough to be
traversed.

Obstacles- -Logs, dropoffs, rocks, etc. up to 12 inches in height.
--Up to 4 -b inches depth.

Sand - -Up to 6 inches in depth; sections should be up to 100 feet long
if possible.

METHOD
1.

Steep Hills

1.1

Recovering from a Stall
(1)

15 minutes

a

llisp-The purpose of this exercise is to enable students
to recover from a stall occurring during a climb up a steep hill.
This activity is scheduled to occur .before Exercise 1.2,
Climbing and Descending Steep Hills, in order that students will
he prepared to handie any stall that might occur during that
exercise.
Practice Area Layout -- 'Phis exercise requires a hill approximately
20-50 feet in length with a grade of about 30%.
if the hill is
sufficiently wide, two students may perform the exercise at the
same time.
In such a situation, a 20' separation should he
maintained between the two students.

(3)

Exercise Procedure- -The exercise will be performed using the
following procedures:

Studentsshould approach the hill, climb to a point indicated
by the instructor (approximately 10-1S feet up the hill),
bring the motorcycle to a stop, and turn off the engine.
After stopping, students will turn the motorcycle crossways
to the slope, re-start the engine and proceed to the bottom
of the hill.
ich pair of student; will wait until the preyicrrrs pair has
reached the bottom before starting up the hill.
i rr t
time will he
_odents who fail to perform correctly the
f

given up to troll additional trials

(4)

Operating ProceduresStudents

perform the exercise using

,---

the following yrocedures:
(a)

I

)

Using the front brake to maintain position, Squeeze t
clutch lever to disengage the engine and allow the
motorcycle to move freely.
By adiusting the front brake, allow the motorcycle to roll
hack slowly.
Rotate the handlebars so that the motorcycle turns cross
to the slope with the kickstarter on the downside.
Turn the i nitiori or killswiteh on and start the engine.
Turn and start downh. ll, shifting into first gear immediately.

Instruct ion

t o i rit s--The

rueto will observe the students for the

following errors:

4upting to shift tb neutral rather than using
clutch to disengage the engine,
or to dismount, in order to work the shift lever
Failure to shift into firstfear after
Ing do nhill.
hod= The instructor should provi the one demonstration before
students begin to practice.
Students who fail to perform the
activity correctly after three
Is should he directed to an
unused portion of the hill to pr, tice further while the remaining
students proceed to I'.xerc i tie

1.2

1.,

Climbing and Descending Steep Hilly
(l)

Purpose- -lhe purpose
this exercise is to enable students
to climb and descend hills having a grade erf up to 30%,

Practice Areajayout--This exercise requires a hill approximately
20-50 feet in length, with a grade
approximately
%.
If the hill is sufficiently wide, uphill and downhill paths
may he placed side by side to permit coot inueius operation by
students.
Two sets of markers should he placed at the top and bottom
cif the hill to ipdi
uphill and downhill list hs.
14 There should hr
minimum of !t) -toot separat ein between the two paths.
1

hxeicise Procedures
manner as Ixerci se
round
:-.1touldt urn
t Ii the hot tom Iit I

ii

lit I ng

1

=I

Th s exercise shill, Id be performed in the same
ill
llni t
V
except that student s who s ta I
.'

descri heel
he

lure

I

In

Fifer, i se

I

I

hat k

rat he r

I

If

Ii ill.

';tildulit', will pert.

following operating pliwedures.
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Iii' I. X(' I

I

.o14

WI I

lirj

r hi'

(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

ApproaCh the hill in the proper gear at the maximum speed
that can be safely carried on to the upgrade (as determined
by the instructor).
Stand on the footpegs with the body inclined forward.
Maintain a straight course.
Downshift quickly if engine speed
to drop.
Relax the throttle slightly if th
wheel begins
to spin; shift weight to the rear if necessary.

Downhill

Put the motorcycle in first gear.
Sit well back on the seat.
Brake gently with both brakes.

n Point --The instructor should'observe studen
owing errors:

(5)

(c)

Failure to shift weight far enough forward.
Approaching the hill with insufficient speed or in the right
Failure to downshift soon enough or rapidly enough.

Downhill

(h )

Failure to move weight far enough back to maintain traction.
Failure to brake sufficiently, allowing the motorcycle to gain
too much speed.

Method -The it iructor will provide two demonstrations of uphill
and downhill operation, showing how the motorcycle can be kept
under control despite the steep pitch.

Side Slopes

10 minutes

(1)

Vrirpose--ilic purpose of this exercise is to enable students to
traverse, and turn uphill or downhill from, a slide slope.

(21

Practice Area Layout This exercise requl u
100 that IS wit lcs enough to he traversed.
relatively firm and offer good traction (i

gran

lc

sit!'

( up to

the surface should he
and or tl_ry grass) .

Fxerciie Procedures This ictivity will he performed
following procedures:

iug the

la
(h)

Enter the side
lope either directly from the side or from
a downhill approach.
Traverse the slope, turning downhill at a point indicated by
the instructor.
Inter the slope from the opposite direction, traverse, and
turn down hill at a point designated by the instructor.
Repeat the above procedure several times with downhill exits
and then several more times with an uphill exit

Operating Procedure-- ' tudents will perform the exercise using the
following operating procedures:

(4)

lal
IbI

Avoid
den acceleration or braking while
Make turns as described in V-2-1.

-avers lng,

Inst ruc t ion Points- -1 he lust ructor wi 11 observe students for

following errors.
in)

Lockin

ng the rear wheel and losing traction.

MethodThe instruct

(n)

ho hld prpvide a demonstration of both
operating procedure-, and the path to he followed prior to student
practice of each activity (i.e., traverse with downhill exit,
traverse with uphill exit).

Late e Obstacles

15 minutes

(I)

Purpose
Hie purpose ot
his exercise is
enable -Tudents to
safely surmount ubstacle s whose height exceeds the
round clearance
cif the motorcycle.

(2)

Practice Area lAyout -Ih
will include the toll lowi

t

(A)

A

ayout cif the I'm r ice \re i fur this exercise

path IAI(I out with markers configured to regir. re

the

students to surmount dropoffs, ruts, holes, logs,
or other natural ohstacLes up to 12" in height.
(I1)

( (1)

at
The
the point where obstac lets are to he
should be firm.
flu path should
:1
111
.rrerrit, .0 that
0111 1 1111011,i y

Mere must be
segmeRts iii

CI

I

.1

the

'rocedures

foil Iirwiii) .. pro( eerier

in

minim

tpc rill

r$ tieet het worn Any .1(1,01(1 1r

t:pat-at

Ir it h.

Ihis exer ise wiil

h

pe rformed Using the

Students wileoperate along the prescribed path, maintaining
a following distance of at least three seconds.
Initially, studepts will circumvent any obstaclesqthat actua
exceed the ground clearance of the motorcycle, and practice
lofting procedures over small obstacles.
the
,
As_students gain proficiency in the lofting proced
instructor will permit them to surmount larger obstacles:
Students will not be asked.to stirmountlarge obstacles unless
they feel capable-of doing go.
(4)

Orating Procedures = -The exercise will be performed using the following
'procedUres:.

Approach the obstacle at a perpendicular angle=

id an a straight

Standon the pegs.

f)

Lean forward.to ,compress.thp shock absorbers.Lean back and open tpe throttle jtist before impact.
Keep the throttle open as the rear wheel surmounts the
obstacle.'
Gradually increase the time during which the throttle is
held Open to" cause the rear wheel to strike the ground

Instruction Pointsthe instructor will observe

he

aaen

offing errors:
Failure to lean forward and compress shock ab orbers before
reaching the-obstacle.
Failure to keep the throttle open long enough to maintain the
front wheel in an elevated position.
Method- -The instructor will demonstrate proper lof ng technique
using several of the obstacles along the path. He will then make
One complete cirrorlit of the path surmounting those obstacles that

studentiare"to aitmpt in their initial trials.
Following theIrstructor demonstration, students will operate 'along
the designated path while the instructor observes. As students
develop the necessary proficiency,-instructor will
direCt them to the larger obstacles,
Students should be advised to stop and take-a short rest when
Instructor should watch for students who appear to
they are tired.
be tiring.

Deep Sand
(1)

10 minutes
Purpose- -The purpeee dIfthis exercise is to enable students to
maintain speed when operating in deep-sand.,

Practice Area La out--This exercise requires a Stretch of
in
up to 100 ept in length and ranging from 4 - 6 in
No
Students would take turns operating throu
student
ed
ihouldenter the exercise' area until the

sand
depth.

student
ha

left itExe

_e Procedures-- This exelseshouldcon is

)f ,the following

ac
(a)

(b)

stretch

s operating acres

Students s
of deep s

Riming initial trials, students should attempt to maintain
momentum through the sand.
Ad

(c)

Students-4bo are able to 'maintain momentum would be asked
40 'Wow the motorcycle to ose'speed, jump off, push it
a

d'retotint it.

d) -Studants wholare able to push the motorcycle wi
b-,siSked to Stop the.mbtorcycle in the sand and
moving again:
,

(

-

-ating Procedures -- Students will perform Che exercise using the
wing 'procedures

Enter the sand at moderate speed in correct. gear with weight
well back on the seat.
cpy Maintain .a constant speed through the sand.
(-c)
1-f the motorcycle begins to slow down, dismount, push the
motorcycle, and remount when sufficient speed is attained.
(d)
If the motorcycle comes to a stop, get it moving by varying
the throttle so as to accelerate the motorcycle without mqusing
rear wheel spin.
(S)

Instruction Points--The instructor..will observe
student errors:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

e)

or the following

Entering the sand at too slow a speed , in wrong gear, or with
igkt too far forward.
owing down as resistance is encountered;
Allowing the motorcycle to come to a stop, with the rear wheel
digging a hole before getting off,and pushing.
ExtesSive spinning of the rear wheel% when attempting to
the motorcycle started.
Attempting to "duck walk" rather than push the motorcycle.

Method--The instructor will demonstrate the following:
(a)
(b)

Maintaining momentum by operating in the correct speed and gear.
DismOunting, pushing, and remounting after the motorcycle has been
allowed to lose- momentum.

Starting the motorcycle in d6p sand by varying throttle
application.
Pushing the motorcycle in deep sand involves a great deal
of physical exertion and should not be attempted by students
who are not An good physical condition. Also, while the period
of time between trialS should allow a brief respite, the
instructor should be alert to students who are fatigued.
,

,_3

Mud

1_ Minutes

Purpose - -The purpose of this axercise i to enable students
to maintain balance when operating in mud.
(2)

Practice Area Layout- -This exercise may take place wherever
mud can be found,including clay or dirt after rain or'thaw,
exit points from streams (which will get -uddier as students
use it), or a dirt surface upon which wa
jlas been sprayed or
poured.

Exercise Procedures--This exercise?Simply requires-students to
negotiate muddy section withouCf'adtling..
Students should taketurns.
No student should enter themuddy area until the other
student has left it and is on firm ground again.
(4)

#eratin Procedures--The students will perform the exercise
the following procedures:
(a)
(b)

(c)

'Ope'rate at the slowe t possible speed without losing heaiw
Keep the motoxcyclettn the highest dear possible without
lugging the engine%
Rem
Seated, prepared to use the feet to maintains balance
h becomes` necessary.

lnst
on Points--The instructor will observe _ students for the
following errors:
(a)
(b)

Excessive throttle, resulting in rear wheel spin.
Sudden acceleration after downshifting, causing rear wheel
spin.

(b)1,,, Method- -Since this activity is inclined to be messy, it should be

performed close_to the end of the session by each group.
The instructor will demonstrate the procedure 2 or 3 times to
help studenita-identify appropriate entry speed and gear.

Operation of student motorcycles over hard ground between each
trial should clear the tires of accumulated mud. However, the
instructor should be alert to the buildup of mud and instruct
students to remove the accumulation either by riding at highspeed
over a hard surface or with the aid of a screwdriver from the
tool kit.

on completion of this session, studeals should be r
wash accumulated mud and sand from the motorcycle and
the chain and cables.

fired
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MOTORCYC Lk SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM

PURPOSE

The purpose of'this session is to allow students to develop the ability
to cope with the more demanding aspects of off-street riding within an actualtrail environment.

CONTENT
1/

This session is designed to permit students to continue, within a
environment, to develop those skillslacquired during Practice Area-ipstru_
of V-2-2. The trail would be selected so as to confront students,with4o
calling fot application of the full range of ski;ls'previously acquired
demand levels of proficiency beyond those attained by students', on the ba
Practice Area instruction.

MATERIALS

,t

Materials required in support of instruction in this (Session are
those identified under "Route Guidance" in Session

EQUIPMENT
In addition to requirements set forth in the Unit specifi a ions,,the,
instructor should bring a S0 -foot length of rope to be used. in p 114ng disah_
motorcycles.,

FACILITIES

This session requires a trail consisting of a clearly delineated path,
that is up to several miles in length, having as many of the following
characteristics es possible:
A
(a)

Hills up to 50 feet in length and 30% grade-ave a fairly fi_
Rills ofMaximum gra e and length shoul
clear surface. Hills of lesser length and gradient may offer
sections where traction is reduced (e.g., loose grelp1),
or where small obstacles must be traversed (e.g.,Sebots,
erosion).

(b)-

in

'Surface obstructions- =Surface obstructions up to
height (e.g., drapoffs,,141A, large rocks, mudho
exceeding six inches in height should be capable O
by less proficient students-.

circumvented

Side slopes -- Gentle side slopes (up to,15%) that are traversed
as part of the trail.
The surface Should offer a firm footing.
(d )

Sand--Sandy areas up to 6 inches along straight portions of the
trail and 4 inches at turns in the trail.

Mud--Muddy sections up to 4-6 inchab in depth along level portions
of the trail .

Water--Shallow creeks or brooks up to 12 inches in depth.
The underwater surface must be relatively firm and clear of rocks
or debris.

(1)

Purpose--S_-e as Sess40\purpose

(2)

Route Requirements- -The same requirements set
V-1-3 relative to range of conditions and ope,
highways and in preserved areas must be observe-_

in session
over public

Exercise Procedures--Same as Session V-1-3.

erating2rpcedures--The operating procedures taught in
essiOns V-2-1, and V-2-2, will be used in handling steep
ills, side slopes, obstacles, sand, and mud.
1 observe the lead student for
on Paints- -The instructor
der ified in connection with specific off - street . environmental
its 4niPractice Area instruction,(Session V-2-2).
Method- Se

scion V-173-

UNIT VI.

PREPARATION FOR TRAVEL

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Unit is to assure that students prepare themselves
and their motorcycles appropriately for safe operation in any selected env"
ment.

CONTENT

This Unfit comprises two lessons, each consisting of a single classroom session. The,lessons and sessions are a& fdllows:
Session 1 - General Preparation for Travel
Session 2 - Preparation for Off-Street Travel
In chronology, activities 4escribed in this unit would take place prior to
operation of a motorcycle.
It is delayed until initial operating instruction'.
is completed in order to ailoW such instruction to start tmmediately and to
give the instruction more meaning by allOwing'it to be related, to operating
I
experiendes.
renewed from the sequent0 of operating instruction and
treated as a sepa
e'unit in order that it may be inserted anywhere in the
schedule where it .s necessary n order to solve scheduling problems including.
(1) providing a classroom session to'accompilny laboratory sessions where
necessary to provide two-hour block, and (2) filling holes:in the,-schedule
resulting from postponement of laboratory sessions dhe'.te ,nclement weather.
,

PREREQUISITES
`None

METHOD

This Unit consists entirely of classroom review and discussion involving
the need for, And methods of, preparing for safe operation.

MATERIALS

Requirements for materials, beyond those set forth in the Course Speci ications,
are described in the individual unit specifications

-371-

EQUIPMENT
No requirement beyond those set -forth in the Course Specific
are impose by this Unit.

'ons

FACILITIES

No facilities tlayond the classroom facilities described in
the Course Specifications
are required.

PROF CIENCYASSESSMENT MrASURES
Attainment of knowledge objectives would be assessed thro h written.,
sts'prepared and administered inaccordance with the Course Spcifications.
trice the Unit does not involve development of skill, no performance test
would be required.

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
LESSON

TITLE

VI

General Preparation fo

PURPOSE

Travel

L_

The purpose of this lesson is to enable and motivate students to carry
out those activities necessary to prepare themselves and their motorcycles
for operation in,any environment.

OBJECTIVES
and Skill Objecti ves

Performance Objectives

VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS

Vehicle SelectionThe student must
select a motorcycle appropriate to
operator size and experience and
intended vehicle use.

Thestudent mustAnow the various types of
motorOcloOs, their purpose and operating
characteristics.

The studentinust know the hazards associated
with operation of the wrong type and size of
motorcycle.
,

Vehicle_ Preparation--The student must

prepreAthe wtorcycle for general

open. by fueling, installing
'ac

...-

The student must know which parts and
components fail most frequently in
normal operation.

ries apd placing on the

mot iTey lolthe necessary_ -tools and

materials:fOr temporary repairs.
Inspection - ..The student must perform

a routine inspection of the tires,

Aces, chain, fuel'supply, engine
and transmissiAn oil, cables, controls,headlight, brakelight, and
turn si hais.

The student must'' know the location of each
part as well at' the physical appearance and
.operating condition required for maximum
;ol and prevention of
s and breakdowns.

OPERATOR REQUIREt.ENTS

student
Clothing and equipment' -must wear clo hing and equipment appro.
priate to the intended area of operation (i.e., on-road, off-road),
weather conditions, and time of day.

Ihe student must know the effects of
proper clothing and equipment upon
protection from injury, ;eduction of
fatigue, and prevention of illness' from
adverse weather conditions including
rain,
wcold,:heat and sun glare.

Alcohol--The student must limit the
consumption of alcohol and use of
drugs prior to ripe ation.

The student must know the effects
of rate and duration of alcohol
and drug useupon the ability to
operate a motorcycle safely.

Psychological impairment--The student
mu_-t limit the extent of operation
a
adjust speed and distances when
fatigued, after consuming alcohol or
king.,a drug or when experiencing

The student must know the symptoms
and effect of various psychological
states and their effect up
operating
behaviors. 11

Mktg emotions such as extreme elation,
frustration or depression.

Physical impairmentThe student must.
limit
-eration of motorcycle under
condit
of physical impairment
includ
arthritis, epilepsy, or
heart trouble.

The student must know State requirements
and restrictions relating to visual

impairments and specific health prlems.

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

Operator requirementsThe student must The student must,k o
comply with legal regulations relating
, to securing a learner's permit and
license, and in assuring financial respoUsibility.

Iiperator age

limits, license test and renewal
test requirements and any financial
responsibility requirements.
ry

Motor_ cycle requirements--Thedent
-must register and title thetmotor-

cycle and have itnspected

The student must know Atte and local
requirements coverintresistration,
titling and vehicle inspection.

periodically.
1

Insurance requirements--The student
must secure insurance as needed to
meet State requirements and personal

The student must kno;;Vthe nature and
purpose of liability, collision,
comprehensive, and medical coverage.

needs.

4
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SESSION

TITLE

General Preparation for Travel

1

ClassroCm

PURPOSE

The purpose of this session is to enable and motivate students to carry
out those activities necessary toprepare themselves and their Motorcycles
for operation in any environmen
CONTENT

This Session consists of the following topics:
1.
1

3.

4.
5.

6.

Vehicle Selection
Vehicle Preparation
Prb7operational Inspection
Clothing and Equipment
Mental and Physical Factors -Legal Responsibility Re uirements

MATERIALS

Student Materials

In addition to requirements set forth in the Course Specifications, the
following materials should be circulated among the students durilmimstruction:
Brochures describing various types of motorcycles.
Copies of license, registration, and insurance forms.

her Materials
See Unit specifications.

Instructional a'dS

Instructional ai4s.,will include the following staticvisuals:

Vehici

included in

displaying motorcycles of various types and

ctoria ,visuals,displaying various parts to
e inspections and common maintenance problems.
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4

AccessoriesPic-Ores o
excluded from

safe and

Protective ear--Picture
and face protection.

accessories required for, and
egat operation.

of piper and improper cldthing, h

Instead of visual aids, the instructor may wish to exhibit actual
ri, of protective gear.
Arrangements might be made to borrow items
m
local motorcycle shop.

EQUIPMENT

.

See Cour

Specifications.

FACILITIES

This session requires only standard classroom facilities. however,
arrangements-might be made to hold the session at a local motorcycle shop
so that example
flootorcycles, accessories, motorcycle protective gear

may be exbibilC
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METHODS

Hors

1.

Y

1.1

Mbtorcyc

10 m

f

Types

luserate'various types of motorcycles
The ins uc or will review and
as classified in erms of size and purpose.
(1)

S_

(b)

Size is classified in terms of cubic centimeters
of engine displacement.
Size is generally described at three.levels:

Lightup to 200 cc.
Medium--from 200 to SOO cc.
Heavy--over 500 cc.
Purpose
(a)

(h)

(c)

1.2

gnat exclusively for on-street operation.
Street bikecterized by:
Generally
Soft ride.
Transmission designed for high speed,
Powerful brakes.
Trail bike--Designe4 for off-street or on-street riding.
Generally characterized by the following:
High ground clearance to permit climbing over
bumps, rocks, logs.
.Large fender/tire clearance to prevent build-up of mud.
TransmissionAesisped to produce power for hill climbing
her than speid.
appropriate
llsed for competitive purposes only.
Sport cyc
- street or off -s et riding.
to_Agroll,

Selective Factors

The instructor wjll discuss the role of the following in selecting a motorcycle:
(

) .bse--Where the student intends to ride.

(2)

Siie--Studen1 must be able to stand flatfooted across saddle.
Strength--Student must be able to pick up the motorcycle.

art with a small
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orcyc

(b)

Move to a medium and heavy weight motorcycl
experience.

only with

--Keep purchase cost
hin_,budget.
If the purchase price
boo much, can't affordjo keep it properly maintained.

2.

Vehicle Preparation

2.1

Safety Equipment

1.5 minutes

The instructor will discuss the following in relation to safety and State
requ ramentli.

(1)

1,4112i14

(a)

(b)
(2)

Horn

1)

Mirr
(a)
(b)

2.2

Headlight
Taillight

Most States require a left mirror.
Safety requires two mirrors.

44)

Ilfasss,p!p--Required if passenger is to he carried.

(5)

Reflectors or reflectorized
--At night, helps to make the
ycle more detectable from the side or rear.

Tires

Discuss the following types of tire tread.
(1)

Street tread

(b)

Provides for the best grip on a paved surface.
Should be used on street bikes and others intended exclusively
for, on- street use.

(a)
it))

Better grip On dirt surfaces than street tires; not as
good a grip on paved surfaces.
Intended to be used on and Offas' a
"combination" bike). 41
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Knobbi
(a)
(b)
(c)
2. 3

offs

Large knob tread intended exclusively for
Provides a very poor grip on a paved surface.
May be illegal for street use in some States.

Accessories
ing accessories/ and their relation

Discuss the nature
operation.

(a)
(b)

Des

(d)

end from the side of the motorcycle frame.
prevent damage to the vehicle and the operator's
event of k fall.
increase the chance of injury to the upper torso.
d be viewed as a questionable benefit.

Windshield

(2)

Mounted on handlibars (low enough for the operator to look over).
(b) -Deflects wind, inaects,-sand, dust, and rain f- m the upper body.
Reduces fatigue on long trips
(c)
(a)

Fairing

(3)

(a)

(b)

(d)

Mounted low on the handlebars-or
Deflects wind, from the lowerkort
Along with"the windshield, helps
long periods of high speed opera
Rust be of proper size and insta

on the frame.
on of the operator's body.
to reduce fatigue during
ion.

u

-

lation to prevent "wobble.

Sissy

(4)

fa)
(b)

0

A back rest-for passengers.
May-prevent operator or passenger from leaving the motorcycle
in a hurry in an emergency.
-hen log& are'applied against _
Raises the center of grim.
S

(a)

(b)
(c)

#

Footpegs attached to the front
Intended to place operator in
Potentially hazardous.
Keees feet from providing a
Increases reaction time for
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portion of the frim"O or safety ba
mote "relaxed" positio.
4

stable platform on a rough surface.
braking.

MICROCOPY REsoLutioN TE ST CHART
NAIION41

2.4

Modifications
.(1)

General
(a)
(b)

(c)

Motorcycles are designed for maximum"performance and wear.
Any modificdtion of the vehicle will.generallyAdversely
affect either performance or wear.
Modification should be made only by technically qualified
individuals.-

Extended front forks ( "choppers ")
(a)

(b)

Can causecinstabilily and high speed wobble.
Increases strain on steering head.

Removal of equipment.

3.

3.1

(a)

Sortie riders remove front brakes,' mud. and chain guards,
mufflers.

(b)

Can cause poor performance, excessive wear and/o
to operator and passengers.

Pre-Operational Inspection

15 minutes

The Need for Pre-Operatippil Inspection'

The instructor will review the importances
to safe operation.
1)

3.2

hazard

pre - operational inspection:

Breakdowns in traffic or h. gh speed are potentially dangerous,

(2)

Need to check critical items before each ride.

(3)

Should become a

habit so it is not forgotten.

Cables
(1)

Need--Braking or' ticking can result -in -loss of control.

(2)

Visualocheck'for frayed strands, loose cable ends.

(3)

Operational check for smoothness.
(a)
(b)
(c)

Squeeze brake and clutch lever.
Apply footbrake.
Rotate throttle.

Need.
Co.mt on headlights and brake lights for det ctability.
Dangerous to put trust in lights that are hot wor ing.
Can't tell whether lights are working without clicking them.

Checking headlight--Hold hand in front of lens.

Checking aillight/brak light.
Check when something is behind the motorcycle

icle

side of building).
Hold hand behind taillight.
(2,

Nighttime.

Adjust headlight.
Adjust while on =street.
High beam should be focused slightly below horizontal (on
the most distance observable portion of the road surface)

Turn Signa
(a)

Check left and _right, front and back.
.

%

Horn.

A tight spot is no place to find the horn doesn'
3.4

work.

Tires
(1)

Inflation.
(a)

Improper inflation affects:
Handling
Tire wear
Serious riders:-

Keep a tire gauge n their jacke
Check tires before every ride.

Ale

Check owners manual for proper inflation under hot and
cold conditions.

Tire condition
(a)

While checking inflation, inspect for cuts
in sidewall, °reign matter,imbedded in tread.

pokes
-

--

a) .Visually inspect forsbr-ken or loose spoke*.

Lubrication..

Should be w

(a)

n appearance..

(b) .A dry chain wears quickly.

u icate inside edge of chain wi
tube or heavy oil.
ment.

chain

I

A loose chain can jump.the sprocket.
Lock the rear wheel.

Oahe a spi
Check tension while seated on the bike.

Should be about 3/4 inch of play
3.6

Oil Level

(0/ Need
Oil loss can cause the engine to seize.

(a)

O

.LoCks rear whee
May -cause spill

Review checks
Dipstick
Window

(a)
(b)

Motorcycle must be u
1

while checking (not on side

Fuel check--open tank and look.

Sound--if not visible, loan motors

(2)

e and listen for

sloshing.

toiseter -- Discuss the use of he trip odometer as a
fuel gauge.

)

Determine mileage on a tank full.
Riset after each fill.
Don't rely on it completely (someone else may
reset the odometer).

(a)
(b)
(c)

_.../4:

4.1

10 minutes

Protective Gear
lie1Met

Importance of helmet

(1 )

The instructor will discuss the importance of a helmet in
preventing injury or death during an accident.

NOTE:

While this topic deserves particular eiphasis in States
lacking compulsory helmet legislation, it is important
other States as well, 'ince helmet laws are always
/
subject to repeal.
Collision forces

Rider often is propelled headfirst in-a collision.
In falls, the had generally continues to move
after the shoulder strikes the pavement, calisirig
head injury.
(b)

Statistics
States enacting co ipulsory helmet legislation, have
shown a drop in fatality rate in the year folio ng
enactment.
States failing to enact compulsory helmet legislation
have shown a amparative increase in fatal accident rate.
In one State without helmet laws, the fatality rate
among non-helmeted riders was approximately three times
that of helmeted riders.
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Helmet myths
(a) "Helmets cause neck injury"
Head injuries are 10-20 times as frequent as neck injuries.
Most studies have shown that helmeted riders suffer no
more neckinjuries than unhelmeted riders.
Where neck injuries increase, they are more than offset
by the decrease in head injuries.
(b)
"Helmets limit hearing"
The noise created by wind and engine make the
effect of helmet wear unnoticeable.
(c)
"Helmets restrict vision"
Mgst of the restriction is in the uncritical verticalplain.

Lateral restriction is very small except for full face
helmets.
Restriction in lateral vidsion may be offset simply by
turning the head.
Proper helmet
(a)
(b)

An unsafe helm1et is no better than no helmet
Construction
or
Instructor should describe
illustrate labels
indicating approved construction:
American National Standards Institute (ANSI),
290.1.

Snell Memorial Foundations
individual State standards
Department of Transportation standards
(c )

(4)

Color
Bright color (white, orange, yellow, red) to a,tract
attraction.
Reflective material, or reflective tapes at the back
and sides.

Detects

The instructor should illustrate
with'v
the following defects:
_,
(a)
Cracked surface
(b)
Loose padding.
(c) Exposed metal inside.
(d) Frayed straps.

u ls or actual helmets,

Helmet size--should be snug bu not too
g11
Fastening.
Ring fasteners are bes t.
Snap fasteners may'pop open on impact.
Straps-should be se
ely fastened every time;
a helmet that comes
se in emergen0 offers no protection.
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4.2

Eye and Face Protection
( )'Theed for protection
Protects against wind, dust, rain, insects, and
small pebbles.
Helps to prevent)
Temporarrloss of vision.

(a)

(b)

e
e
(2)

Types

Injury.
Fatigue.

protection

Face shield-provides best overall protection.
Goggleswon't protect face; best used along with
a'windshield:
Glasses--not acceptable as eye protection.
e
May blow off.
May shatter.
Should be used with a face shield (or obtain
pres
iption goggles)
Requirements - -Eye and

protection should meet

requirement:
(a)

Be made of shatterprool material
e
Plastic fs best.
May- "gear the 2j 0.1 pr VSVE8 standard in ,upper

(b)

Be free of scratches.
'Scratches pickup headlight glare at night.
Make .it harder to See; lead t4 fatigue.

(c)

Fasten securely to prevent,bei

ell ventilated, to prevent fogging.

(d)
(e)

blowh off.

Provide clear, lenses if used at night.

Tinted lenses reduc
5ungliaaeS more' eo_

light at night,
than'tinted shield.

and Pants.

de p
Falls
Abra
Cuts

e
e
(b)

Weather
wind
Cold
Rain

ection,

A

a ainst:

ollowing

General requirements
Must cover arec_and legs.
Sturdy materiel

(b}

Leather is. best.

Sturdy vinyl or synthetic -is acceptable.

Anything offer sole protection.
Fit.
is

Snug enou h tb prevent lapping.
Loose ene phi to provide freedom of novena

Cold weathet.
(a)

"

Operating in co
e Numbness. Hypotherni
cause"ch
;.a
cloth
Lined,
Thermal
Clothing sho
e
e

(c

.41

_

produd%
they
vehicl )control.
ng of body tempera
lness, even death.kat, and pants.

Wrists``

Ankle,
Collar

(4
Need fulTloveTage to.pro
Falls
(b)

41.

Wind chill (can ottur even in summer
Clothing-should ventilate without exposing.

Rain;
(a)

Protec

_

Ana st rain requires

:

-

Water resistant material (vinyl-,
Complete closure at entry point
"collar, front)..
(b)

4.4

ber
ists, an

Avoid cheap rainsuits that may balloon up or tear.

Gloves

Need
otect hands a
co

Col

njury.in a fall

(b)

improves'grip
Better control
Reduced fatigue

Requirements
(a)
(b)
(c)

Leather or viny
Seamless palms
Gauntlets

should be

ned for best grip.

4.5 ,Foo
General requirements.
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(2)
(

)

Cover ankles.
Hard soles.
Small heel.
High enough to hold foot on footpeg.
Not so high as to catch against-rough surfaces,
Reinforced toe.
No rings or lacings that may catch on controls.

Rainwear--treated leather, vinyl, rubber boots.
Avoid riding:
(a)
Barefoot.
(b)
In sandals.
(c)
With tennis shoes,
5 minutes

Physical Condition
5.1

Importance of Physical Condition`.
(1)

(2)

Skill requirements more demanding than those invllved in
car driving.
Need to maintain balance.
(a)
Maneuvers require greater coordination.
(b)
Vulnerability of motorcycle makes judgment more crit
Mistaken judgment nay produce severe injury or fatality.
(a)
Many physical conditions can affect judgment.
(b)

5.2. Alcohol
(1)

(2)

Effects of alcohol.
Impairs skill and judgment.
(a)
Often tends to produce euphoria in operating a motoIcycle.
(b)
About half of fatally injured motorcycle operators have Teen
drinking.

312
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.5.3

Flea
Health
41)

(l)

Motorcycling is for the healthy.

(2)

MOtorOycle shouldn't be ridden in the instance of:
(a)

(3)

5.4

Illnesses that produce weakness, e.g.,, heavy cold,
flu, injury to limbs.
Illnesses that produce dizziness, e.g.,
After taking medicationthat may produce weakness
drowziness, or dizziness, e.g. cold tablets;
allergy pills.

The eider who experiences weakness, drowziness or dizziness
while riding should:
(a)

Pull Off the road and wait for the condition to subside.

(b)

Proceed on .slowly.

Fatigue
(1)

Operating a motorcyc e i

more taxing than driving a car

owing to:
(a)

{b)
(2)

Need for constant attention and activity.
Effect of wind, weather, vibrat n

To preVent fatigue from occurring, the rider shOuld:
(a)

(b)

Limit distance to 200-300 miles/day in most cases.
Stop frequently-- about every hour.

Be aware of the symptoms of extreme fatigue and
(a)
(b)

(c)

ia:

Shivering.
Confuston.
Slow response.

Legal. espons bilities
6.1

ypothe

utes

RegistrAion
The instructor will review the registration requirements imposed by

the State.
(1)
2

Vehicles to be operated on the public streets
Registration requirements:

be registered.

New vehicles.
Ceit
cate of origin.
e Bill o
sale.
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(b)

Used moto cycie.
Signed transfer of title,

(c)

Many states also require insurance before motorcycle can
be registered.

Insurance

The'-instructor will discuss the following forms of insurance, indicating
n mum,liability limits of coverage required by the State:
Liability
(a)
Pays for:
Injury to others.
Damage to other's property.
(?)
Does not pay for injury or damage experienced by the insured.
(c)
May or may. not cover the insured's passengers.

(1)

Collision
(a)
Pays for damage t the insured's motorcycle.
(b)
In a "deductible policy, insurance oomErs expenses
over a specifiod amount.
Comprehensive -- covers
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

xpenses other than collision:

Theftl,

Vandalism.
Storms.
Fire.
7

Uninsuredmotori-

insurance -- covers cost of injury, and
sometimes personal property, whe_ insured is struck by an
uninsured motorist.

(4)

6.3

Inspection

If the State requires periodic inspection of
will quickly note:

_

The frequency of inspection.
The procedure for having the motercyc

orCycles, the instructor

-ins

c ed.
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T-TITLE

Preparation for Off-Street Trove

RPOSE

his Lesson is to enable and motivate st
The purpose
pare for 4afe and legal operat ion in off-street areas.

OOJECTIVES

formance Objectives

Knowledge and Skill Objectives

-lec
a motorcycle
The student must
appropriate to use in the intended
oft-street envi ronment

The student must know those chara
istics of motorcycles that are critical
to use in the off-street environment.

The student must prepare the motorcycle
for safe off-street operation.

The student must know those accessories
and modifications needed for safe'offstreet operation, including those that
are required by Stateand local laws
and regulations.

The student must select appropriate
areas for off-street operation.

The student must know legal restrictions
imposed upon,the use of motorcycles
in-off-street areas.

The student must load the motorcycle
properly when transporting it from
one place to another.

The student must know Various types of
equipment used for transporting motorcycles and the safety precaution involved
in the use of each

The student must he able to navigate
along a prescribed route to a
specified destination.

The sttdent must be 4 _e to interpret
maps and Charts cOrr.:01y.

The student must wear the attire and
carry the equipment appropriate to
operation in off-street environment.

The student must know the potential
hazards of theOff-street environment
as well as comMOn vehicle malfunctions.

,1
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perat1on for off -Street Travel

P

I

,

C aswoom

PUR
41%

The purpose of thisSession is to enable and
prepare for safe and legal operat ion in off -atree

vote students to
areas.

C MINT
Fh

ion

oncists of the following topics-

Vehicle Selection
Vehicle Preparation
Clothing and Equipment
(rip Planning'
Vehicle Transportation

MATERIALS
Student Materials
In addition
students should

the requirements seta forth in Course
provided copies of the following:

cifications, the

Terrain marsuiItstahle for nav g 1°4; if, poisihle, the
map should cover areas that are to he coed in Unit V
I list rue t

on .

Lists of available off -sit
pertaining to use of each.

areas and-re-alations

Teacher Materials

See Unit Specifications.

Instructional Aids

Instructional aids will include static visuals depicting the following:
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tAiclepl---Several trail bikes illustrating various
eatures important for operation in the off-street
evironment.,

Preparation-Accessories and modifications requ

ed for

off - street operation.

Protective gear--Clothing required for operation under
various conditions of weather and terrain.
of equipment that should be carried during
off street operation.
_

Transporters -- Various types of equipment used to transport
motorcycles and proper loading procedures, as well as procechires for towing a disabled motorcycle.

EQUIPMENT
In addition to equipment specified for classroom use in Course Specifications,
it is desirable--though not necessary--that the following items of quipment
be available to support instruction relative to transporting vehic es:
A van rigged'for transporting motorcycles (including a
loading ramp).

b

A trailer designed specifically for carrying mOtorcycles.

FACILITIES

See Course 4ecificatiohs.

METHODS

1.

Vehicle Selection

Using static visuals, the instructor will illustrate and discuss the
selection of a trail bike.

1.1

Design

The instructor will illustrate the following design features:
1)

(2)

High ground clearance to permit operation over large obstacles.
Large gap between wheel and fender to prevent mud build-up.
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Extended travel in the front suspension (at least 6 inches)
to improVe control when operating on rough surfaces.
(4)

Folding footpegs, which collapse upon iipact with an ob*tacie.

(5

Corrugated or waffled surfaces on footpegs to provide firm
footing.

Tires

The instructor will illustrate the following tire treads:
(1 )

Knobbies
(a)
(b)
(c)

(2)

Universals
(a)

1.4

Large cleats provide more "bite" in soft surfaces.
Do not provide good grip on paved surfaces.
Should be used only when the motorcycle is intended
excluSively for off-street-operation.

Provide a compromise:
Provide more bite on off - street surfaces than
street treads.
Tend to be umstable on hard surfaces.
Universal treads should be used where:
Motorcycle serves as a mode of,(on-street) transportation.
6 Motorcycle must be ridden, rather than transported, to
and between off-street areas.

Safety Equipment

The instructor will briefly desc- be the-items of safety equipment required
on trail bikes.
1)

(2)

Lights--Lights are as important-to off-street as on-Street operation.
Needed for operation in twilight and darkness.
(a)
Daylight use is important when operating in wooded areas.
(b)
Street riding equipment
(a)' The mbtorcycli must be "street legal". if it is to be
operated on-street.
As a means of transportation.
In riding to an off-street area.
When using public roads to move between off- street
areas (almost a necessity in long trail rides).
Required equipment
Mirrors (required in almost all states).
Electrical signal (required in some stet
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1.5

Required Equipment

Discuss equipment required by regulation in local off-street a

eg(S.

Vass

(1)

Spark arrestors--Required to minimize, the-danger of
or forest fire.

(2)

Muffler--Certain States and localities place strict limits
on the -noise level of muffiers when Operating in off-street
areas.,

Vehicle Preparation
The instrUctor. Will briefly diicuss the activities required in
preparing a motorcycle for Off-street operation.

2,.1

General Off- Street Operation

Remove equipment that may be damaged or cause injury.
(a)

(b)

(2)

Mirrors and turn signals.
6 Extend from side of motorcycle; may be damaged
when passing through tight places.
Tend to break when the motorcycle falls.
May ehrry one mirrOr'if it is necessary to
operate on the highway.
Passenger footpegs.

Secure cables to frame with tape.
(a)

(b)

Prevents snagging.
Duct tape fastened securely.

Tighten nuts and bolts.
(a)
(b)

(4)

Secure wheel spokes at crossover point- (illustrate).
(a)
(b)

(5)

Fasteners tend to loosen when bouncing over rough
May use chemical fastener, e.g. "Loctite."

Reduces likelihood of breakage.
Prevents one broken spoke from damaging others.

Reduced tire pressure when operating on soft surfaces.
(a)
,Provides better traction.
(b)
No lower than 8 psi.

2.2 Special Requirements
The instructor will discuss the following activities required in
preparing for operation in particular environments.
)

Grass or brush.
Install brush guards on footbrake and gear control lever.
(a)
Pre4ents grass, brush, weeds from becoming lodged
(b)
between levers and motorcycle frame.
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Dirt and sand.
Lubricate chain with silicone or 'graphite;
(a)
dirt and sand less likely to adhere and cause
chain damage than with oil-base lubricants.
Install dust caps over brake and clutch levers at joints- "keeps dirt from entering cables.pR
Install rim locks.
Prevents slippage of tire on the rim,
causing damage to tire valve.
Slippage is particularly likely when air
presssures are reduced,for off-road operation

(3), Rocky_areas--Install rock guards.
A metal plate that fits over exhaust pipe to protect
(a)
it from damage.
Only required if exhaust pipe is mounted beneath the
(b)
motorcycle.
(4)

Water--Seal magneto case.

Clothing and Equipment

in-

3.1

required
Instructor will discuss the items of clothing and equipment
-street operation.

Protective Gear
( )

(2)

Helmet--Even more important in off - street operation owing
by
to the increased chances of falling or being struck
some object (e.g., tree limb).
Face Protection
To protect the eyes against branches, flyfhg pebbles.
(a)
Goggles are preferred; face shield is awkward and
(b)
tends to fog easily.
Jacket and Trousers.
falls,
Arms and legs must be protected against branches,
(a)
resist
tearing.
Needs hard surface that will
(b)
Requirements for warmth and ventilation the same
(c)
as described in VI-1.

(4)

Boots.
(a)
(b)

(c)

Must come up well over ankles to protect legs against
branches, rocks (fall).
Should lace tight to offer ankle support (frequently
necessary to balance the motorcycle with feet).
Heels should be beveled (illustrate) to prevent
catching in uneven surfaces (e.g., rocks).

Gloves--Need to be durable to protect hands against branches.
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3.2

Spare Parts
1)

Need for parts.
Motorcycle is inaccessible to repar facilities.
(a)
Malfunction could require abandoning the motorcycle.
(b)

f
Essential items to be car 'ed oh motorcycle.
Sparkplug.
(a)
(b)

.Cables.

Clutch, throttle, brake.
Should be labeled.
Master chain lAnks.
Tire repair; at least one of the following:
Spate tube.
Patching kit.
Inflater sealant.

(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)

Tire pump.
Fuse.
Tape.

Electrical tape.
Duct tape.
(h)

Wire.

(i)

Standard tool kit.

3.3 Personal Equipment
(1)

Compass

(2)

Map, chart.

(3)

Knife.

(4)

Water.

4.

Trip Planning

4.1

Area Selection

The instructor will discuss the factors
areas for off-street operation.
(1)

o

e considered in select

Restrictions
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

restrictions during dry season).
Time ofday (e.g., restrictions on riding after dark).
Permits, fees required,
Time of year (e.g. ,

Preserved ,areas.

Access to highways in the,event,of an emergency

Terrain relative to Oility--inexperienced riders tend to
get easily fatigued ih difficult terrain.
abitation
Homes, office bilildings--the noise tends to be annoying.
tend to be frightened by the sound of
Farm animals- -tend
motorcycles.

(a)
(b)

-

Permission--should be obtained even where ether riders use
the area.
4.2

Navigation.
(1)

Navigational aids
Tileinstructor will discuis and illustrate with visual aids
and handouts the use of navigational aids.
Charts, maps (e.g., AL S. Coast and Geodetic Survey).
(a)
Interpretation of map symbols:
(b)
Roads, railroad crossings.
Rivers and creeks.
if

(2)

Topography.
Vegetation.

Charting a course.
The instructor will conduct a brief classroom exercise
in charting a course that is'apprepriate to the following:
Level of rider skill,
(a)
(b)
Time available.
Access to highways.
(c)
(d)
Area restrictions.
(e)
Fuel capacity.

Enroute,naviption.
The instructor will discuss the use of the following,
in_ navigatilig a course.
(a)
(b)

4,3

Signs and trail markers.
Landmarks
,Natural landmarks.
frail markin (e.g., breaking twigs)
ss to allow travel in a straight li e
Sun and -co.
(will ultimately bring the rider to a known location).
ipt

'Advanced. Precaution
(1)

Travel with othersprovide someone to go fob help in the
event of injury or breakdown.

(2)

knforM others:
(a)
Area of operation.
(b)
Intended destination.
EstiMated time of return.
(c)
When operating_ after dark;'
Plan to return before dark.
Easy to ,run into trees, rocks, etc.
(a)
EaSy to get lost.
Hard for others to find-rMer.
(c)

5.

Transporting Motorcycles

5.1

Methods of Transportation
(1)

Vdn, truck.
Provides the eaqiest and safest method 7 transporting
(a)
motorcycles.
Is expensive unless the vehicle is available for
(b)
other purpbses.
Requires .intallation of special hardware;
(c)
Eyes or hooks in'the floor for straps to keep
motorcycle secure and in upright position.
A rack tO secure the front tire.
A ramp is, required to load the motorcycle.
(d)
Lightweight steel or aluminumChannels on both sides to keep motorcycle from falling.
provide gradual incline.
Long enough
Generally requires two people to load a motorcycle.
e)

(2)

Motorcycle trailer.
t
Different, models accommodate up to four motorcycles.
(a)
Number of motorcycles is less lhan capacity, they
(b)
must be loaded in a balanced fashion.
Requires an appropriate trailer hitch.
(c)

follow recommendations-of trailer manufacturer.
Adhire to Stati/locl regulations,(trailer
registration, safety. chain; light_
.

Bumper care ers.
(a)

(b

I

Mount on rear bumper of automobile.
.Extreme rear position, adversely affects handling
'.
characteristics of automobile.
'Suitablekinli or'lightweight4otoroycies.
'

(.100 -150 cc).

Not suitable'for'iravelling long distan
Useful' for the rider .who transports
infrequently.
/
11('

5.2

Loading Prod dureS

The instruCtor will descr0 and 4'emonstrate proce lu
motorcycles in'vans and on,ttaire
0
if pdtsible,Ahe demorigtration :Should e
actual vehicles"in:an area outside the c/
.

1

(a),

(b)'

should-assist in the
.Stu4ent
tdrget bands-ono xperience.---if the class sesi'on immediatel pre,icede a
trail-riding sess on,stUdents' may help load the
motorcycles for t insportatiod tothe!initraction
site,

dynamic'visua
If vehicles are unavail
series of static aids, sU4d.,be used inst

he'following loading
Van, truck:
Setting ramp

cedUres-should

'. Moving the mpto:cyc

Securinvthe mo,orCyg
Bolling the motorcyVi#
Trailer.
Hitthing

Loadkpg an&se

__ng'

Backing the ifailer,

5.3

TOWING A DISABLED MOTORCYCLE
e procedures of towing a disabled motorcycle:

instructor will illu
flow Rop

(a) LengthApproximately 50 faot length is required
to attach and provide adequade vehicle separation.

b9 Diameter--ApproximW ylt2 inch.
Lighter line is, too weak, too hard to grip.

Hedvier line

is to

much to carry.

Fasten to pulling Motorcycletie,
(a) Don't tie to taillight, turn 5
Ymembersthat might pull off.

frame.

:als or other

(b) Keep free of drive chain.
Fasten to disabled motorcycle.

flat level surfaceRiderilould hold the line.
Easier to take up slack caused by varying speed and
load.

Easier to cas

On
pe
--iugrad

or

off in a hurry.

sistive surfacesnub once around

haridlebarS.

Keeps rick

om being pulled off motorcycle.

Allows quick release if necessary.

n't tow a motorcycle on public highway.
Dangerous to travel highway speed in tow.
(b), Illegal in many States.

